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Abstract

This thesis describes the application of sensitive optical absorption techniques in

order to probe inductively coupled plasmas of oxygen and nitrogen. Radio frequency

plasmas formed from these simple molecular species have found an increasingly impor-

tant role in many industrial applications and high resolution spectroscopy provides a

means to probe their chemistry with unrivalled specificity and sensitivity. In particu-

lar, this work applies the technique of cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) to detect

atomic, ionic and electronically excited molecular species as a function of plasma op-

erating conditions. The plasma probed in this work is created in a low pressure

(10− 100 mTorr) inductively coupled plasma chamber by application of up to 500 W

of 13.56 MHz radio frequency power via a 1.5 turn double spiral antenna in a stove

top arrangement. The optical cavity utilised in the measurements probes the plasma

120 mm below to top window (which separates the driven coil from the plasma) and

50 mm above the lower, ground electrode. CRDS results are supplemented with

observations of plasma emission spectra and comprehensively interpreted by kinetic

modelling.

The work is divided into two sections according to the plasma being probed.

The first section concerns oxygen plasma with CRDS measurements of O(3P) and

O2(a
1∆g) utilising forbidden transitions. These measurements reveal dissociation

fractions as high as ≈ 15%, metastable molecule fractions of ≈ 5% and translation

temperatures up to ≈ 450 K. The target species, by virtue of their different threshold

energies for electron impact production, provide insight into different regions of the

electron energy distribution function (EEDF). As a result, measurements of O(3P)

and O2(a
1∆g) in combination with a volume averaged kinetic plasma model allow

changes in the EEDF to be investigated as the plasma transitions from the E to

the H-mode of operation. In addition, aspects of the spectroscopy of O2(a
1∆g) are



clarified with respect to the appropriate sum rule for Hönl-London factors, necessary

in order to properly deduce absolute concentrations.

The volume averaged modelling, although quantitatively useful, does not account

for spatial inhomogeneity within the plasma. This inhomogeneity is investigated

using measurements of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) in the v = 0 and v = 1 vibrational states. These

observations also elucidate the degree of vibrational excitation within the plasma and

reveal a vibrational temperature (amongst the low v states) of ≈ 750± 150 K at 100

mTorr and 300 W. A 1D model utilising physically reasonable line of sight variation

in plasma temperature and composition corroborates the CRDS measurements.

The second section of this thesis concerns nitrogen plasma and focuses on CRD

measurements of the molecular cation, N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ), and the electronically excited

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) state. These species can be probed using allowed transitions, but due to

their low density, the sensitivity enhancement afforded by CRDS is still advantageous.

Notably, the use of large intracavity radiation intensities to probe allowed transitions

results in optical saturation, the effects of which must be carefully accounted for when

determining species temperatures and densities.

With adjustments made for the effects of optical saturation the CRD measure-

ments show ion (and therefore electron) densities of the order of 109−1010 cm−3 in the

plasma bulk (depending on operating conditions) and metastable densities an order

of magnitude higher. Interestingly the two species show rather different translational

temperatures with the ions typically ≈ 1000 K and the metastables ≈ 600 K. Once

again the absolute density measurements are interpreted in terms of a volume aver-

aged kinetic model. The model reveals a limitation in the understanding of nitrogen

discharges that has arisen consistently in the literature, namely, the inability to ac-

count quantitatively for the density of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) using the literature rate coefficients

for the processes typically deemed most important in its production and loss. The

possible reasons for the discrepancy are explored in depth.

In addition, spatially resolved measurements of the same nitrogen species are

presented, with particular reference to how ion densities change as the edge of the

chamber is approached (in regions known as the plasma pre-sheath and sheath).

Measurements with a spatial resolution of ≈ 100 µm show that the ion density is

reduced by almost an order of magnitude close to the chamber’s lower electrode.

Finally, the effects of saturation on the CRD spectra are explored and the possible

contributions to the Lamb dip width are discussed in the context of spectral broad-

ening mechanisms. The laser linewidth is measured by a self-heterodyne beat note

experiment to be < 100 kHz indicating that it contributes little to the observed Lamb
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dip widths (> 100 MHz) and that other processes are dominant. It is concluded that,

whilst power broadening plays a significant role in explaining the width of the Lamb

dips, the dominant cause of the broadening is unresolved hyperfine structure arising

due to the non-zero nuclear spin of 14N.
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Chapter 1

Introduction I: The physics,
chemistry and industrial
application of plasma

Almost a century ago, Irving Langmuir coined the term plasma to refer to a state of

matter in which there are significant but equal amounts of positively and negatively

charged species1. Naturally occurring plasmas were known to humans long before

this in the form of lightning, auroras, and flames, and in 1913 it was correctly pre-

dicted by Kristian Birkeland that the interstellar medium consists of plasma, a fact

that has since been directly verified by the Voyager spacecraft2. As well as natural

plasma, which makes up 99% of the observable universe, plasma can also be produced

artificially, typically by applying an electric field to a gas sample such that some of

the sample becomes ionised. Such plasmas are found in several important practical,

industrial, and research areas3,4, including plasma arc welding5, plasma enhanced

chemical vapour deposition (PECVD)6 important for semiconductor manufacturing,

diamond coating technology7, plasma medicine8, and nuclear fusion research9. Given

this huge range of applications, it is no surprise that understanding the fundamental

physics and chemistry of various types of plasma has become a highly desirable target

for researchers and one in which interest continues to grow. This chapter will first

introduce several of the important physical and chemical characteristics common to

many different types of plasma. The discussion will then focus on the specifics of low

pressure radio frequency driven plasmas confined to a chamber; this type of plasma

is of particular importance in the semiconductor industry and studying this type of

plasma in oxygen or nitrogen is the focus of this thesis. Finally, the plasma chamber

used throughout the work presented in this thesis will be described.
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Chapter 1 Plasma

1.1 Defining a plasma

1.1.1 Plasma density

The key property that distinguishes a plasma from a gas is the presence of an abun-

dance of charged species (i.e. electrons and ions). By far the most important charged

species in plasmas is the electron, and the density (ne) and temperature (Te) of the

electrons in any given plasma are amongst its most important defining characteristics.

When electrons are the only important negatively charged species in a plasma, then

the plasma density is equivalent to the electron density (such plasmas are termed

electropositive). On the other hand, if negative ions are present in significant quan-

tities, the plasma density usually refers to the total density of electrons and negative

ions and will be somewhat higher than the electron density alone (these plasmas are

termed electronegative).

Figure 1.1: Examples of both artificial and naturally occurring plasmas at a wide
range of both electron density and temperature.

Plasmas exist with a huge range of electron densities (covering 18 or more orders of

magnitude) and temperatures (covering at least 7 orders of magnitude) and examples

are shown in figure 1.1. It should be noted that, when discussing plasma, electron

3



Chapter 1 Plasma

‘temperatures’ are often expressed in units of electronvolts, even though the electron-

volt is in fact a unit of energy. The key points to remember when interpreting informa-

tion given under this convention are: that the temperature in electronvolts (Te(eV ))

can be converted to a real temperature (Te(K)) according to Te(K) = Te(eV ) e
kB

such

that an electron temperature of 1 eV corresponds to ≈ 11600 K and; that the mean

energy of the electrons (in Joules) is 3e
2
Te(eV ) (taking a value of 2.85 × 10−16 J for

Te(eV ) = 1). Amongst the plasmas in figure 1.1 there is also a diverse degree of ion-

isation, from fusion plasmas with a degree of ionisation of ≈ 1 to low pressure glow

discharges which are industrially important and typically have a degree of ionisation

of ≈ 10−4 − 10−7.

1.1.2 Quasi-neutrality and the Debye length

From Langmuir’s definition, a plasma must contain an equal amount of positive and

negative charge. This requirement for the bulk plasma is encapsulated in the quasi-

neutrality condition which may be expressed as:

ne +
∑
i

|zi|n−
i =

∑
j

|zj|n+
j , (1.1)

where zi is the charge of the ith ion and n− and n+ refer to the negative and positive

ion densities respectively. In the plasmas discussed in this thesis, all the ions of

importance are singly charged and thus for electronegative plasma the condition can

be written

ne +
∑
i

n−
i =

∑
j

n+
j , (1.2)

and for electropositive plasmas

ne =
∑
j

n+
j . (1.3)

If one chooses a very small volume of plasma it could conceivably contain an ion but

no electrons (or visa versa) and thus at this small scale the plasma is not neutral.

The length scale over which quasi-neutrality is invalid can be approximated by con-

sidering a negatively charged surface within the plasma. Such a surface will have a

negative potential, Φ0, which will exert a repulsive force on the nearby electrons and

an attractive force on nearby ions. These forces will alter the density of electrons and

ions close to the surface. The depletion of the highly mobile and low mass electrons

will be much more significant than the increase of the heavier and less mobile ions,

thus to a first approximation the change in ion density can be ignored. The change in
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electron density will vary with the local potential, Φ(x), according to the Boltzmann

equation:

ne(x) = n0 exp
Φ(x)

Te
, (1.4)

where n0 is the density of electrons (and ions) far from the surface, x is the distance

from the surface (x > 0), and Te is in eV. The variation of the potential, Φ(x), as a

function of position in the presence of a charge distribution (of electrons and ions) is

given by the Poisson equation which can be written:

d2Φ(x)

dx2
= − e

ϵ0
(ni(x)− ne(x)), (1.5)

where e is the elementary charge. Combining equations 1.4 and 1.5 and assuming

immobile ions (ni(x) = n0) yields

d2Φ(x)

dx2
=
en0

ϵ0

(
exp

Φ(x)

Te
− 1

)
≈ en0

ϵ0

Φ(x)

Te
, (1.6)

where the approximation utilises the Taylor expansion assuming that Φ(x) << Te.

The relevant solution to this equation, with the boundary conditions Φ(0) = Φ0 and

Φ(∞) = 0, is

Φ(x) = Φ0 exp

(
−
(
en0

ϵ0Te

) 1
2

x

)
. (1.7)

Thus the potential of the surface is effectively shielded such that the potential expe-

rienced by electrons and ions drops off exponentially with distance from the surface.

The characteristic length of this decay is known as the Debye length, λD, defined as

λD =

(
ϵ0Te
en0

) 1
2

. (1.8)

Thus, within a volume of the order of λ3D, the densities of ions and electrons can be

different and quasi-neutrality may break down but on larger scales, plasma meets the

quasi-neutrality condition. For low pressure discharges of the type investigated in

this thesis, the Debye length typically around 0.1 mm

1.1.3 Equilibrium and temperature

Broadly speaking, laboratory plasmas can be divided into two categories, those that

are in thermal equilibrium and those that are not. In particular, electrons and atoms

(or molecules) can exhibit different temperatures within the plasma, as can differ-

ent molecular degrees of freedom. By definition, in a non-equilibrium system the
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temperature is poorly defined. In laboratory plasmas it is usually possible to as-

sign well-defined rotational and translational temperatures, the vibrational energy

distribution on the other hand can be significantly non-Boltzmann (see for example

the Treanor distribution10) and thus a single temperature can only approximately

describe such a population.

When a plasma is generated by the application of an electric field the vast ma-

jority of the energy that enters the plasma does so through acceleration of the highly

mobile electrons. The energy gained by these electrons can be transferred to atoms

and molecules (referred to as heavy species) by various collisional processes causing

excitation, dissociation, secondary ionisation, and Joule or Ohmic heating3. With

strong enough fields and/or low pressures, the electrons can gain a relatively high

energy from the applied field, driving the electron temperatures to be much higher

than the temperatures of the heavy species4.

The inherent disequilibrium in driven plasmas can also result in a marked dise-

quilibrium between the various degrees of freedom of molecules. This arises because

of the sometimes pronounced differences in the efficiency of inelastic collisions to

excite different molecular degrees of freedom combined with the disparate rates of

energy transfer in molecular collisions. In particular, whilst electron impact vibra-

tional excitation can be quite efficient, the vastly different masses of electrons and

heavy species mean that electron impact processes are extremely inefficient at trans-

ferring translational energy to heavy species. Much of the translation heating in such

plasma happens by V-T energy transfer from the vibrational modes of the molecules,

and when the collision frequency is low, the rate of this transfer is insufficient to

allow translational and vibrational degrees of freedom to attain thermal equilibrium.

Translational and rotational degrees of freedom tend to exchange energy much more

efficiently and hence these degrees of freedom tend to be in equilibrium and much

closer to ambient temperatures. Thus in non-equilibrium plasma it is normally ex-

pected that Te > Tv > Tr ≈ Ti ≈ Tg where the temperatures, in descending order,

describe the energy of electrons, vibrational motion, rotational motion, (bulk) ion,

and neutral translational motions.

1.1.4 The EEDF

Electron impact (EI) processes are of particular importance to the chemistry of lab-

oratory plasmas. The rates of EI processes are intrinsically linked to the energy

distribution of the electrons (and hence the electron temperature). In the simplest

6
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and most widely used approximation, only the elastic electron collisions are consid-

ered, and the resulting equilibrium distribution of electron energies, as described by

the electron energy distribution function (EEDF), f(E), is given by a (normalised)

Maxwellian:

f(E)dE =
2
√
E

√
π(kBTe)

3
2

exp

(
−E
kBTe

)
dE, (1.9)

where all the values are in SI units (i.e. Te is expressed in Kelvin). The Maxwellian

distribution has an average energy ⟨E⟩ equal to 3
2
kBTe (or 3

2
eTe if Te is expressed in

eV). Because the Maxwellian is the most fundamental form of the EEDF, it is often

desirable to see how the real distribution of electron energies deviates from this ideal

case, and therefore it is convenient to define an electron energy probability function

(EEPF), g(E), as:

g(E) =
f(E)√
E
, (1.10)

such that a plot of the logarithm of the EEPF produces a straight line for a Maxwellian

distribution. Maxwellian EEDFs and EEPFs are displayed in figure 1.2 for a range

of electron temperatures.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Maxwellian electron energy distribution functions (EEDFs) for sev-
eral electron temperatures. (b) Maxwellian electron energy probability functions
(EEPFs) for a range of electron temperatures, note that a Maxwellian EEPF is linear.

Clearly, if electrons are able to drive energetic chemistry via their collisions, then

the assumption that they only undergo elastic collisions isn’t perfect. In real plasma,

therefore, the EEDF can deviate from the ideal case. The most common deviation is a

depletion in high energy electrons because these are the electrons that have sufficient

energy to engage in the most inelastic processes. A more general form of the EEDF

in such cases was given by Gudmundsson11 as

f(E)dE = c1
√
E exp(−c2Ex)dE, (1.11)
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with

c1 =
x

⟨E⟩ 32

[
Γ
(

5
2x

)] 3
2[

Γ( 3
2x

)
] 5

2

and c2 =
1

⟨E⟩x

[
Γ
(

5
2x

)
Γ( 3

2x
)

]x
, (1.12)

and the gamma function, Γ(z), defined as

Γ(z) =

∞∫
0

tz−1 exp(−t)dt. (1.13)

In the special case when x = 1, equation 1.11 gives the Maxwellian distribution

and in the case when x = 2, the resulting EEDF is referred to as a Druyvesteyn

distribution which is a commonly used non-ideal EEDF showing a depletion of high

energy electrons compared to a Maxwellian with the same average energy. When

x ̸= 1 the electron temperature is ill defined, nevertheless an effective temperature is

often reported, defined in terms of the mean electron energy according to Te(K) =
2

3kB
⟨E⟩ (or Te(eV ) = 2

3e
⟨E⟩). Several EEDFs and EEPFs ranging from Maxwellian

to Druyvesteyn are shown in figure 1.3 all with effective electron temperatures of

1 eV and showing clearly the depletion in high energy electrons for the Druvesteyn

distribution in comparison to the Maxwellian.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: (a) EEDFs ranging from Maxwellian to Druyvesteyn. Each EEDF has
a mean electron energy of 1.5 eV corresponding to an effective temperature of 1 eV.
(b) EEDFs ranging from Maxwellian to Druyvesteyn illustrating the deviation of the
EEPF from linearity in the non-Maxwellian cases.

Even more generally the behaviour of electrons in a plasma can be described by

a distribution function, F (r,v, t), which exists in a six-dimensional phase space (three

position components and three velocity components) such that F (r,v, t)dxdydzdvxdvydvz

is the number of electrons within the 6D phase volume (dxdydzdvxdvydvz) at time t.
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The evolution of F (r,v, t) is then described by the Boltzmann equation3:

dF

dt
= −v · ∇rF −

F

m
· ∇vF +

dF

dt

∣∣∣∣
coll

, (1.14)

where the first term on the right hand side accounts for the changes in F with position

(i.e. diffusion), the second term accounts for the effect of externally applied forces (F ),

and the third term accounts for changes due to collisional processes. The process of

solving the Boltzmann equation requires simplifying assumptions. The approximation

most often used in the context of plasma electrons is the two-term approximation

whereby the distribution F is assumed to be nearly spherically symmetric12. In

this case the distribution may be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics and the

expansion truncated after two terms. Combined with knowledge of the collision cross

sections for the relevant inelastic processes (which contribute to the third term on the

right of equation 1.14) involving the electrons in a specific plasma this approximation

can allow real EEDFs to be approximated.

The EEDF is particularly important for describing the plasma chemistry because

the rates of electron impact processes depend implicitly on the energies of the electrons

involved. The rate coefficient, kr, for a given EI process can be calculated according

to4:

kr =

√
2

me

∞∫
0

√
Eσ(E)f(E)dE, (1.15)

where σ(E) is the electron energy dependent cross section for the inelastic process.

1.1.5 Plasma chemistry

In industrially important plasmas used for surface processing (like the ones studied in

this thesis), the chemistry is invariably driven by electron impact processes4 (whose

rates can be found by equation 1.15). In particular, in a laboratory plasma formed

from a feedstock of diatomic molecules (X2), a typical electron temperature of around

1-3 eV provides a sufficient population of high energy electrons (E > 10 eV) to

cause electron impact ionisation (R1), electronic or vibrational excitation (R2) and

dissociation (R3):

e– + X2 e– + X +
2 (R1)

e– + X2 e– + X*
2 (R2)

e– + X2 e– + 2 X. (R3)

9
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Electrons may also form atomic ions directly from diatomic molecules by the processes

of dissociative attachment (R4) and dissociative ionisation (R5)

e– + X2 X + X– (R4)

e– + X2 2 e– + X + X+. (R5)

The atoms produced in processes R3, R4 and R5 may be created in an electroni-

cally excited state or become excited or ionised by further electron impact processes.

Finally electrons can also destroy the ions that they create. For positive ions this

happens by recombination (R6), a process usually requiring a third body and thus

only important at high pressures (radiative recombination being inefficient compared

with recombination taking place at pressures pertinent to industrial processing), or by

dissociative recombination (R7) which can be important at all pressures. Meanwhile

electron impact detachment (R8) can be important for the loss of negative ions.

e– + X +
2 + M X2 + M (R6)

e– + X +
2 2 X (R7)

e– + X– 2 e– + X. (R8)

Although electron impact processes are the most important factor in producing

reactive species inside a plasma, the species that are produced can undergo a vast

array of subsequent reactions that do not involve free electrons. Amongst the most

important of these reactions are charge transfer (R9), ion-ion recombination (R10),

associative detachment (R11), quenching of excited states (R12) and energy pooling

(both vibrational and electronic) (R13).

X +
2 + X X2 + X+ (R9)

X +
2 + X– X2 + X (R10)

X– + X e– + X2 (R11)

X*
2 + X X2 + X (R12)

X*
2 + X*

2 X **
2 + X2. (R13)

Notably, the multitude of chemical pathways mentioned here can be accessed

without the need to significantly heat the bulk gas4. In this way, high energy species,

that can engage in useful chemistry, can be produced with a much smaller energy input

than would be required to generate them thermally4. This makes non equilibrium

plasma potentially useful in achieving industrial scale chemical transformations whilst

reducing the energetic cost.
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1.1.6 The plasma sheath

When a plasma is confined to a chamber it necessarily interacts with the chamber

walls. The result of this interaction is the formation of a plasma sheath, a region

characterised by a breakdown of quasi-neutrality and visible in some plasmas as a

dark space, from which little or no optical emission can be observed, close to the

chamber walls. The reason for the formation of a sheath can be established through a

similar thought experiment as was utilised in the context of Debye shielding (section

1.1.2).

Suppose an uncharged conducting surface is introduced into a plasma which, for

the sake of simplicity, consists only of neutral species, electrons and singly charged

cations. This surface will gain positive charge from the flux of ions, ji, incident upon

it and also gain negative charge from the flux of electrons, je. Kinetically the two

initial fluxes to the surface can be expressed as:

ji =
1

4
niv̄i and je =

1

4
nev̄e, (1.29)

where v̄i and v̄e are the mean speeds of the ions and electrons respectively (given

by kinetic theory for species j as v̄j =
(

8kBTj

πmj

) 1
2
). For the types of non-equilibrium

plasma investigated in this thesis, ion temperatures are typically of the order of 500 K,

corresponding to mean velocities of the order of 1000 ms−1 (exact values depend on the

ion mass), whilst electron temperatures are typically 2 eV (≈20,000 K) corresponding

to mean velocities of the order of 106 ms−1. The flux of electrons to the surface is

therefore initially much greater than the flux of ions due to their higher mobility. As a

result, the surface begins to become negatively charged such that low energy electrons

are repelled and ions are attracted to the surface. Eventually, sufficient charge builds

up such that ji = je and the surface reaches a constant negative potential, Vf , referred

to as the floating potential. If the difference between this floating potential, Vf , and

the potential in the plasma bulk, Vp, is greater than a few Te (in eV), then the plasma

acts as a potential well that can contain the majority of electrons.

The rapidly falling potential near the chamber walls leads to a repulsion (and thus

absence) of electrons from the sheath, whilst the acceleration of the ions towards the

wall leads to a decrease in their density across the sheath. Overall this means that

the plasma sheath has an excess of positive charge and quasi-neutrality breaks down.

The ion acceleration across the sheath is a major factor in plasma’s ability to process

surfaces and by applying a bias potential to the substrate being processed the ion

acceleration (and thus the rate of etching for example) can be carefully controlled.
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Figure 1.4: A schematic of the variation of electron density (green), ion density
(red) and potential (blue) as the wall of a plasma chamber is approached showing the
bulk of the plasma, the presheath and the sheath.

A sketch of the potentials and densities as a function of position within the sheath

is shown in figure 1.4, note that the origin (x = 0) is defined as the point where

the sheath and the plasma meet and that this point is also defined as having zero

potential (Φ(0) = 0) such that Vp is positive and Vf negative.

If several simplifying assumptions are applied, namely that electrons obey a Maxwellian

EEDF, that ions are cold (Ti = 0 K) before being launched into the sheath, and that

quasi-neutrality holds at the sheath edge (ni,s = ne,s where the subscript s refers to

the value at the plasma sheath interface), then the velocity of ions as they traverse

the sheath is described by:

1

2
mivi(x)2 =

1

2
miv

2
i,s − eΦ(x), (1.30)

where vi,s = vi(0) is the velocity with which ions are launched into the sheath, and the

potential Φ(x) is negative for positive x such that the ion velocities increase through

the sheath. If the sheath is also assumed to be collisionless, such that no ions are

created or destroyed as they traverse the sheath and by definition there are no velocity

changing collisions, then it can be assumed that the flux of ions is constant for all

positions x within the sheath:

ni(x)vi(x) = ni,svi,s. (1.31)
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Combining equations 1.30 and 1.31 yields an expression for the variation of ion density

within the sheath:

ni(x) = ni,s

(
1− 2eΦ(x)

miv2i,s

)− 1
2

, (1.32)

whilst the variation of the electron density is dictated by a modified form of the

Boltzmann relation (1.4):

ne(x) = ne,s exp
Φ(x)

Te
. (1.33)

Inserting the spatial dependences of the ion and electron densities into Poisson’s

equation (1.5) and noting that ni,s = ne,s = ns by quasi-neutrality yields:

d2Φ(x)

dx2
=
ens

ϵ0

(
exp

Φ(x)

Te
−
(

1− 2eΦ(x)

miv2i,s

)− 1
2

)
. (1.34)

Stable solutions to this formulation of Poisson’s equation are found only to exist when:

vi,s ≥
√
eTe
mi

. (1.35)

Equation 1.35 is known as the Bohm sheath criterion and it requires that, for a

sheath to be stable, ions must enter with a velocity not less than the Bohm velocity

vB =
√

eTe

mi
. If the ions enter the sheath with velocities below the Bohm velocity, then

the flux of ions to the wall will be less than the flux of electrons (hence the dependence

of the Bohm criterion on electron temperature) and thus the wall potential will not be

stable and the sheath will grow. To attain the Bohm velocity in this simple model, an

ion must be accelerated across a potential equivalent to Te/2 and thus the potential

at the sheath edge must already have deviated by Te/2 away from the bulk plasma

potential. This leads to the concept of the presheath, a region between the true

bulk and the plasma sheath in which quasi-neutrality is still approximately valid and

where ions are accelerated such that they obtain the Bohm velocity before entering

the sheath.

Figure 1.4 depicts the sheath, presheath and the plasma bulk. It should be noted

that while this formulation in which the plasma is divided into the sheath, presheath

and bulk is more or less arbitrary, it provides a framework within which one can

understand the behaviour of plasmas that are confined to a chamber. Real plasmas

have a quasi-neutral bulk which transitions gradually to a region near the wall in which

there is an excess of positive charge. This change occurs in a continuous manner and

not by two discrete steps as the sheath/presheath model might imply. Nevertheless

the idea of defining a sheath edge (often defined by use of the Bohm criterion) can
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still be useful in describing the behaviour of a given plasma. Within this simple model

it is possible to find the expected energy of ions incident upon the floating surface.

The ions first undergo an acceleration up to the Bohm velocity, which gives them an

energy (directed towards the chamber wall) of eTe/2, after which they are accelerated

through the sheath. Equating the ion and electron fluxes at the chamber wall (which

must be equal because a floating wall cannot draw any net current) allows the floating

wall potential Vf to be determined as3:

Vf = −Te
2

ln
mi

2πme

. (1.36)

Thus the total energy with which these ions strike the wall is given by the sum of the

energy with which they enter the sheath (Te

2
) and the energy they gain accelerating

across the sheath:

Eion = e(Vp − Vf ) =
eTe
2

(
ln

mi

2πme

+ 1

)
. (1.37)

And in a nitrogen plasma it is expected that a collisionless sheath next to a floating

wall will accelerate diatomic cations to energies of ≈ 5eTe.

1.1.7 High-voltage sheaths

In industrial surface processing plasma applications it is often desirable to have control

over the energies of the ions incident upon the surface. In particular, in semiconductor

etching applications, the anisotropy of the etch is limited by the directional uniformity

of the incident ions and can generally be improved by accelerating the ions across a

large sheath voltage. To this end, many industrial plasma etching chambers mount

the wafers which are being processed on a surface that can be supplied with a bias

voltage (either radio-frequency (rf) or direct current (DC)) and this has a profound

effect on the plasma sheath, modifying Vf and mitigating excessive charge build-up

on the wafer.

DC sheath

If one supposes that a large constant negative voltage is applied to the wall, VDC, such

that |eΦ(x)| >> |1
2
miv

2
B| throughout the sheath then equation 1.32 (with vi,s = vB)

can be written as

ni(x) = ni,svB

(
−2eΦ(x)

mi

)− 1
2

, (1.38)
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whilst the electron density in the sheath is so small that it can be neglected (ne(x) ≈
0). The Poisson equation thus becomes:

d2Φ(x)

dx2
= −eni,svB

ϵ0

(
−2eΦ(x)

mi

)− 1
2

, (1.39)

which can be solved with appropriate boundary conditions (see for example Lieberman

and Lichtenberg3) to give:

Φ(x) = −|VDC|
(x
s

) 4
3
, (1.40)

where s is the sheath thickness given by:

s =

√
2

3
λD,s

(
2|VDC|
Te

) 3
4

, (1.41)

and λD,s is the Debye length at the sheath edge (λD,s =
(

ϵ0Te

ene,s

) 1
2
). This also allows

the ion density as a function of position in the sheath to be expressed as

ni(x) =
4

9

ϵ0
e

|VDC|
s2

(x
s

)− 2
3
, (1.42)

and is the well known Child’s law plasma sheath (or Child-Langmuir sheath)3,13,14.

Figure 1.5a shows the variation of sheath thickness, s, as a function of |VDC | for a

plasma with Te = 2 eV and ne,s = 109 and 1010 cm−3 whilst figure 1.5b shows the

variation in potential and ion density as a function of position in a DC Child’s law

sheath with Te = 2 eV, ne,s = 1010 cm−3 and VDC = −250 V.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: (a) The variation of sheath thickness with DC voltage for a sheath
described by the Child-Langmuir law. Also shown is how sheath thickness varies
with the electron density at the sheath edge. (b) The variation of ion density and
potential in a Child-Langmuir sheath. Note that electron density is not shown because
the Child-Langmuir sheath model assumes that electrons are entirely absent from the
sheath.
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rf sheath

The sheath that forms next to an electrode biased with a rf potential is significantly

more complicated than a DC sheath. This complexity arises chiefly because both the

electrons and ions respond to the time varying voltage. Both electrons and ions in a

plasma have characteristic plasma frequencies, given by:

ωe =

√
e2ne

ϵ0me

and ωi =

√
q2i ni

ϵ0mi

, (1.43)

where qj is the charge and nj is the density of species j. It should be noted that, with

the above definition, the Debye length can be written as

λD =

(
ϵ0Te
ene

) 1
2

=
ve
ωe

, (1.44)

where ve is the electron thermal speed in one dimension defined as ve =
√

eTe

me
. In

other words the Debye length is defined by the speed with which electrons travel and

their ability to respond to an electromagnetic field.

If the plasma frequencies (equation 1.43) exceed the plasma driving frequency then

the species in question is able to respond virtually instantaneously to the oscillating

rf potential. This is invariably the case for electrons in industrial plasma (when

ne = 1010 cm−3 ωe ≈ 5 GHz >> ωrf) where radio frequencies of 13.56 MHz are

usually used to avoid interference with radio frequency telecommunications (ωrf =

2π × 13.56 = 85.2 MHz). This means that the electron sheath thickness varies as a

function of phase angle within the rf cycle, and the rapidly varying electron sheath

is a significant source of plasma heating known as stochastic heating3. On the other

hand, ions often have a plasma frequency less than or comparable to the driving

frequency (for example when ni = 1010 cm−3 for N+
2 cations ωi ≈ 25 MHz) and

the ions are not able to respond instantaneously to the applied potential but will

instead exhibit time averaged behaviour, with the ion sheath being either entirely

static or varying only slightly with the rf field depending on the size of ωi/ωrf. The

different abilities of the ions and electrons to respond to the plasma field is the origin

of the disequilibirium between electrons and ions within non-equilibrium plasmas. In

a plasma where electrons may respond to the rf field instantaneously but ions cannot,

the ion current to the surface is expected to be constant whilst the electron current

will vary; over one rf cycle however, the net current drawn by a floating wall should

be zero.
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The rf biasing is usually applied to the substrate electrode via a blocking capacitor

which prevents DC whilst allowing AC power to be transmitted from the power supply

to the electrode. As a result, a self-bias builds up on the electrode which, even if the

ions see only an averaged field, is sufficient to accelerate ions entering the sheath to

high velocities. Thus the potential drop across the sheath can be approximated as

V (t) = VDC + Vrf sin (ωrft) , (1.45)

where VDC is the self-bias potential (which will be negative) and Vrf is the amplitude

of the applied rf potential. In the limit where ωi/ωrf << 1 and the ions don’t respond

to the rf field, then the effective potential experienced by ions crossing the sheath is

simply VDC which can be found by equating the time averaged ion and electron fluxes

to give3,15,16:

VDC = −Vrf −
Te
2

(
ln

mi

2πme

− ln
2πVrf
Te

)
, (1.46)

and thus in the limit of high rf voltage VDC ≈ −Vrf. Note that in equation 1.46 the

first term within the bracket is the same term that arose for a floating wall due to

the different temperatures and mobilities of ions and electrons3. Still working within

the limit of ωi/ωrf << 1, the ion sheath thickness next to an rf driven electrode can

be expressed by an adjusted Child-Langmuir sheath according to3:

s =
10
√

3

27
λD,s

(
2|VDC|
Te

) 3
4

. (1.47)

The rf case shows a sheath that is ≈ 1.36 times thicker than the DC sheath for the

same voltage as a result of the reduced space charge within the sheath caused by

the non-zero electron density present for some of the rf cycle. In the case when the

ions can respond to the rf potential (i.e. ωi/ωrf >> 1), the ion sheath will change

thickness through the rf cycle and when the ions can only partially respond (i.e.

ωi/ωrf ≈ 1), then their motion can be described by an effective potential that is a

damped version of equation 1.4517.

Collisional sheaths

All of the above discussion regarding both DC and rf sheaths assumes a collisionless

sheath (i.e. the sheath thickness is less than the ion mean free path such that ions

traverse the sheath without undergoing collision). Such sheaths exist in low pressure

plasmas (typically a few mTorr), but it is likely that some of the conditions studied

in this thesis (up to 100 mTorr) will have weakly collisional sheaths. When sheaths
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are collisional, the Child-Langmuir description no longer holds. However, there are

two limiting cases of the highly collisional sheath for which power law solutions exist,

similar to those discussed above for the Child-Langmuir case3,16. These are the so

called Mott-Gurney sheath (whose name arises because of its origin in semiconductor

physics), which assumes a constant ion mobility through the sheath (µi), and the

Warren sheath, which assumes a constant ion mean free path through the sheath

(λi). The power law solutions for the different types of sheath are summarised in

table 1.1.

Table 1.1: The dependence of sheath potential on distance from the chamber wall
and of sheath thickness on sheath voltage drop for the collisionless Child-Langmuir
sheath and the collisional Mott-Gurney and Warren sheaths.

Sheath Model Φ ∝ s ∝

Child-Langmuir13,14 x
4
3 |VDC|

3
4

Mott-Gurney18 x
3
2 |VDC|

2
3µ

1
3
i

Warren19 x
5
3 |VDC|

3
5λ

1
5
i

Recently several efforts have been made to link the collisionless and collisional

sheath limits, in particular, the work of Benilov20 bridged the gap between Child-

Langmuir and Mott-Gurney type behaviour, whilst the work of Naggary et al.21 did

the same for the Child-Langmuir and Warren cases. Whichever collisional model is

used, it is found that, as pressure increases, the plasma sheath decreases in thickness

as collisions become increasingly important, concomitant with a reduction in the

mobility/mean free path. This has been observed experimentally (see for example

Mutsukura et al.22 who made measurements in H2, N2 and Ar CCPs by observing

spatially resolved optical emission and making electrical probe measurements (see

later) and Schleitzer et al.23 who used the force acting on a charged optically-trapped

microparticle as it moves through the electric field associated with the plasma sheath

to quantify the sheath thickness of an argon CCP.

1.1.8 Langmuir probes

Spectroscopic studies of plasma are the focus of this thesis but it is important to

remember that their are diagnostic techniques other than spectroscopy. The interac-

tions of charged species in plasmas with surfaces are not only important for sheath

formation, they also form the basis of one of the most important and widely used

non-spectroscopic plasma diagnostic techniques, the Langmuir probe3,24–32. Use of
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such a probe involves the introduction of a conducting electrode into the plasma,

which is then biased in order to obtain information about the flux of charged species.

Naturally the flux of electrons and ions is controlled by the sheath formation around

the probe, which is dictated by the applied bias voltage. If the probe is held at a

large negative voltage, then the current through the probe is entirely due to ions (the

ion saturation current), whilst if the probe is held at a large positive voltage, the

current is instead due to the electrons (the electron saturation current). At inter-

mediate voltages, some electrons will have sufficient energy to overcome the probe

voltage and others will not, thus the I-V characteristics in this region are dictated by

the distribution of electron energies. Classical probe theory then suggests that the

EEDF, f(E), of the plasma is directly related to the second derivative of the probe

I-V curve (with the ion current accounted for) according to

f(E) =
2me

e2A

(
2E

me

) 1
2 d2I

dV 2
, (1.48)

where A is the collecting area of the probe29.

Although they are very widely used, Langmuir probes have a number of draw-

backs3. Fundamentally, introducing a piece of metal into the plasma changes the

plasma characteristics; attempts are usually made to minimise these perturbing ef-

fects by constructing the probe from a thin piece of wire, but there will always be some

perturbation. Secondly, the probe necessarily collects charged species from the sheath

which forms around it; the extent of this sheath, and thus the effective collection area

of the probe, changes as a function of applied voltage. This can make interpreting I-V

data considerably more complicated. Finally, Langmuir probes show no specificity

for particular charged species, this means that their application is made significantly

more complicated if several different positive ions (with different Bohm velocities and

mobilities) are present in significant quantities in the plasma. Additionally, this makes

the I-V characteristics of electronegative plasmas difficult to interpret31,32. For this

reason Langmuir probes find significantly less use in electronegative plasmas than

they do in electropositive ones. When Languir probes are used in electronegative

plasmas they are often accompanied by independent methods of quantifying negative

ion densities in order to help distinguish the electron contribution to the saturation

current.
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1.2 Radio frequency discharges

The generation of plasmas for industrial processing is most often achieved through

the application of a radio frequency field to a low pressure gas sample. These fields

are capable of ionising a few molecules (typically impurities in the chamber which

have particularly low ionisation energies) and the resulting electrons are subsequently

accelerated by the field, allowing the production of more electrons and the instigation

of plasma chemistry by some of the processes mentioned previously. This section

will give a brief overview of the two most common ways of coupling power into an rf

plasma. The two types of rf discharge described here are the Capacitively Coupled

Plasma (CCP) and the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP). Other types of rf plasma

also exist (for example the helicon plasma in which strong magnetic fields are used

to enable resonant energy transfer between the rf antenna and helicon waves within

the plasma)3 but these are less relevant to this thesis.

1.2.1 The CCP

A diagram of a typical CCP discharge is depicted in figure 1.6. The normal CCP

geometry is that of a parallel plate reactor with one electrode driven at a radio

frequency and the other grounded. rf power is delivered via an impedance matching

box (shown by a dotted red line) consisting of two adjustable capacitors, one arranged

in series with the plasma chamber and the other in parallel to ensure efficient coupling

of power into the discharge (as opposed to power being reflected back to the source).

High voltage rf sheaths form around each electrode in a CCP, with the in series

matching capacitor acting as a blocking capacitor, allowing the driven electrode to

accumulate charge and hence a self-biased potential. Ions are accelerated towards

this electrode and by mounting a substrate onto this electrode efficient reactive ion

etching can be achieved.
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Z matching

Ground electrode

Plasma

Driven electrode

Figure 1.6: Schematic of a capacitively coupled plasma chamber including a basic,
two capacitor, impedance matching arrangement.

Alternatively, to offer more control over the incident ion energies, the two elec-

trodes can be powered independently, with one typically driven by a high frequency

and high power rf supply to sustain the plasma and the other driven (via a blocking

capacitor) with a lower frequency and tunable bias voltage to control the energies of

incident ions. As a result, the rate of the desired process can be optimised whilst

avoiding potential damage to the substrate that could result from very high energy

ions.

1.2.2 The ICP

Inductively coupled plasma, as the name suggests, relies on electromagnetic induction

in order to couple energy into the plasma. This is achieved by applying the rf power

via a coiled antenna. The AC current within the coil produces a time varying magnetic

field which, according to Faraday’s law, results in an electromotive force on charged

species within the magnetic field. The electromagnetic waves which drive an ICP

can only penetrate some limited distance into the plasma before they are absorbed.

This distance is referred to as the skin depth, δ. Just as the Debye length defines

the distance over which electrostatic perturbations to the plasma can exist, the skin

depth defines the distance over which electromagnetic waves can propagate. For a

collisionless plasma (i.e. very low pressure), the skin depth is given by:

δ =
c

ωe

(1.49)
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which has clear similarities to equation 1.44. For typical ICP electron densities of 1010

cm−3 a collisionless skin depth of 5 cm is expected. This means the power is typically

deposited into the gas that is within ≈ 5 cm of the coiled antenna to generate the

plasma which then spreads to the rest of the chamber by (ambipolar) diffusion3,15.

Ambipolar diffusion occurs when oppositely charged species with different mobilities

diffuse from a region of high density, with the faster species (the electrons) slowed

down by electrostatic interaction with the slower species (the ions)3. Conversely, the

slower species (ions) diffuse more rapidly than if the fast species (electrons) were not

present.

Figure 1.7 shows the two most common arrangements for generating inductively

coupled plasma (ICP): 1.7(a) shows a planar (or stove top) coil arrangement, whilst

1.7(b) shows the cylindrical coil alternative.

Z matchingZ matching

Substrate electrode

Plasma

Driven coil

+

-

Substrate electrode
biasing options

rf bias  or  dc bias  or  no bias

Dielectric window

+

-

rf bias  or  dc bias  or  no bias

(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: (a) A schematic of an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) chamber with
a planar (or stove top) driven coil. Also shown are the options available for biasing
the substrate electrode, a technique of technological importance. (b) A schematic of
an ICP chamber with the alternative cylindrical driven coil.

In both cases, as for the CCP, the energy is coupled into the plasma via impedance

matching electronics, and through a dielectric window forming part of the chamber.

The use of a dielectric window, in contrast to the CCP, ensures that no conductive

material that is in direct contact with the plasma is driven to high voltage, and thus,
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all the sheaths in an ICP chamber are relatively low voltage sheaths. The low sheath

voltages in an ICP chamber mean that a pure inductively coupled plasma cannot

produce the fast ions needed for high quality etching. Instead, as shown in figure 1.7,

the substrate electrode can be independently biased (either with an rf or DC potential)

in order to carefully control the energies of incident ions. The rf biasing would, once

again, typically employ impedance matching and a blocking capacitor, neither of

which are shown in the figure. As well as the prospect of fine control of the ion

velocities, ICPs also provide the advantage of quicker etching because they typically

have plasma densities an order of magnitude higher than CCPs of the same power.

The absence of high voltage electrodes from the discharge (other than the biasing

which can be carefully controlled) also reduces the rate of sputtering (i.e. the ballistic

degradation of the electrode surface by fast ions), which can be a significant source

of plasma impurities in CCP chambers. The ICP with a biased substrate electrode

is a common choice for Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) because the rf coil power can

provide control over ion densities whilst the bias voltage can independently provide

control over ion energies. The rate and quality of the etch can thus be optimised as

a function of both of these parameters.

One notable feature of the ICP discharge is a change in mode of operation that

occurs as the applied rf power is increased. At low powers, the inductive coupling

is rather inefficient, and thus, capacitive coupling dominates; the driven end of the

antenna can sustain potentials of 102 − 103 V, and this can be sufficient to drive

a capacitive rf current, even through a dielectric window. This capacitive mode of

operation is referred to as the E-mode. As power increases, the electron density also

increases. Increasing electron density makes the capacitive coupling less efficient16

and the inductive coupling more efficient, such that the plasma switches mode to the

high power, truly inductive, H-mode. This mode switch is accompanied by an order

of magnitude increase in electron density and a visible increase in the plasmas optical

emission intensity. The mode switch will be investigated in detail for an oxygen ICP

in the experimental sections.

1.3 Processing with rf discharges

Several surface processes that utilise non-equilibrium rf plasma have been referred to

thus far. This section will provide a little more detail on some of the most industrially

important uses of capacitively and inductively coupled rf plasma.
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Plasma etching is a process by which fast ions accelerated through a plasma sheath

bombard the surface of a substrate and thereby remove material. Plasma etching

has found great use in semiconductor microfabrication where, by applying an etch

resistant mask, material can be selectively removed from a microchip. The most

widely used such process is Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)33,34 usually utilising an ICP

and a biased substrate electrode, whilst the latest emerging technique is Atomic

Layer Etching (ALE)35,36 which, by chemical modification of the substrate surface

(e.g. chlorination of a silicon wafer35,36), can enable control of etching on an atomic

length scale.

Plasma based deposition processes go hand-in-hand with etching processes in

microfabrication of layered semiconductors. Once a channel has been etched, new

surface layers can be synthesised and modified by plasma based deposition of ma-

terial, and thus, over several etch-deposition cycles, semiconducting chips can be

constructed37,38. The main plasma enhanced technique used industrially is Plasma-

Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD)39–41. One particular type of PECVD,

known as Plasma Assisted Atomic Layer Deposition (PAALD), enables the thickness

of the deposited layers to be controlled on the atomic scale38,42. This is achieved

by subjecting the wafer to a surface modifying precursor (typically producing a

chemisorbed monolayer) and then oxidising, nitriding or hydriding the precursor with

an oxygen, nitrogen or hydrogen containing ICP, respectively42. For example an addi-

tional SiO2 layer can be deposited on an SiO2 surface using PAALD by first exposing

the surface to the precursor silanamine (SiH3NH2) and then to an oxygen ICP42.

Where etching processes are dependent on fast ions, deposition processes utilising

plasmas often make use of atomic radicals instead42. Given their industrial impor-

tance it is highly desirable to be able to quantify ion and atom densities with ICP

plasmas and this aim provides the motivation for much of the work presented in this

thesis.

1.4 The ICP chamber

The measurements detailed in this thesis are made in an ICP device in the style

of figure 1.7(a) which was designed and constructed in house. A schematic of the

chamber is shown in figure 1.8 and it comprises (a) the main body of the reactor

vessel, (b) the rf coil and impedance matching arrangement and (c) the pumping and

gas handling region. Each of these sections is described in turn here.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.8: A diagram of the planar coil driven ICP chamber used throughout
this work. Part (a) depicts the body of the chamber, part (b) the driven coil and
impedance matching arrangement, and part (c) part of the gas handling system.

The body of the chamber is cylindrical and constructed from aluminium and is de-

picted in a scale drawing in figure 1.9. It has an internal diameter of 350 mm and

an average height of 210 mm. Optical access to the plasma is provided by 12 ports

situated at various heights in the chamber wall and arranged in pairs diametrically

opposite one another. One pair of ports has a pair of narrow baffle arms (10 mm

internal diameter), each 200 mm in length, at the end of which sit vacuum mirror

boxes which contain gimbal mirror mounts. The mounts hold the high reflectivity

mirrors which create the optical cavity used for various spectroscopic techniques dis-

cussed in the next chapter, with a total cavity length of 770 mm. The details of the

custom mirror boxes are depicted in figure 1.10 including the piezo-electric transducer

used to ensure regular cavity resonance excitations during ringdown experiments (see

later). The purpose of the arms is to provide physical separation between the mirrors

and the plasma to protect them from damage that may reduce the mirror reflectivity.

The plasma is weakly magnetically confined by 128 high flux magnets placed in the

walls of the chamber (B̃ is 500 G at the walls) and the body and base of the chamber

are water-cooled (yellow pipes in figure 1.8). In the bottom of the chamber sits a

circular aluminium electrode with a diameter of 225 mm which is earthed. The lower

electrode assembly is replaced for some of the later experiments in this thesis and

details of the changes are given in the relevant chapters.
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Figure 1.9: A scale cross section of the ICP chamber used in this work. All measure-
ments are in mm. The total cavity length is 770 mm whilst the CRDS measurement
position is 50 mm above the lower electrode and 120 mm below the upper window
(other measurements are explained in the text). Note that the components in this
chamber are essentially the same as those in the schematic (figure 1.7 (a) except for
the addition of the arms and mirror mounts to enable CRDS experiments.)

Baffle arm

Vacuum mirror box

Piezo-electric stack

Dielectric mirror

Gimbal mirror mount

Vacuum feedthrough

Figure 1.10: A close up of the mirror box arrangements employed in this thesis.
The mirror and the gimbal mount sit entirely within the vacuum with feedthroughs
allowing fine control of the mirror orientation for the purpose of optical cavity align-
ment. The piezo-electric stack modulates the mirror position to ensure the regular
excitation of resonant cavity modes required for CRDS.
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The rf coil which drives the plasma sits on top of the chamber. This consists of

a 6 mm diameter copper pipe wound into a 11
2

turn, double-spiral antenna with an

internal coil diameter of 120 mm and an external diameter of 180 mm. The use of

copper pipe allows cooling water to flow through the coil whilst it operates. This coil

is separated from the vacuum by a dielectric window of fused silica, 12 mm thick and

240 mm in diameter. The impedance matching network is built into the coil drive

assembly and consists of two vacuum variable capacitors, one in series with the coil

and the other in parallel. These enable the impedance of the load (coil and plasma)

to be matched to that of the rf power supply and thus maximise power coupling into

the plasma. Radio frequency power of up to 600 W at 13.56 MHz is provided by a

solid state rf generator (Coaxial Power Systems) not pictured in figure 1.8.

The gas handling system sits beneath the chamber and consists of several pumps

and valves. The two stage vacuum system (not shown in the figure) consists of a rotary

vane pump (Edwards) which acts as a roughing pump and is capable of evacuating the

chamber to pressures ≈ 10 mTorr. High vacuum (in this case < 10−5 Torr) is achieved

by an air cooled turbomolecular pump (Leybold). The pressure within the chamber is

monitored by three pressure gauges: a high pressure capacitance manometer (Leybold

Ceravac: 1-1000 Torr); a low pressure capacitance manometer (Baratron: 10−3−10−1

Torr); and a Penning gauge (Leybold Penningvac: 10−8 − 10−3 Torr). Two valves

separate the pumping system and the chamber: the first is a gate valve capable

of isolating the chamber, whilst the second is a butterfly valve which throttles the

pumping speed to control the pressure in the chamber. For plasma operation, gas is

introduced into the chamber along pipes attached to the mirror boxes. The flow of

gas along the baffle arms helps to protect the mirrors and the flow rate is controlled

by a temperature stabilised mass flow controller (Sierra) which is always set to 10

sccm for the purposes of experiments in this thesis. By adjusting the angle of the

butterfly valve the pressure in the chamber can be precisely controlled and maintained

at any value from 10 to 100 mTorr. An automatic feedback system utilises the output

of the low pressure capacitance manometer to control the butterfly valve and thus

automatically maintain a selected pressure.

1.5 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is divided into three sections. In this, the first section, an introduction is

given both to the fundamental physics and chemistry of plasma (chapter 1) and to the
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spectroscopic theory and optical principles relevant to the experimental techniques

employed throughout the rest of the work (chapter 2).

The following two sections detail experimental and modelling results divided ac-

cording to the plasma feedstock gas. The second section introduces the specifics of

oxygen ICPs and methods used to probe them (chapter 3); the new experimental

measurements made on an oxygen ICP (chapter 4); volume averaged chemical kinetic

model results used to support and interpret the experimental observations (chapter

5) and finally some observations and modelling that provide evidence of plasma in-

homogeneity (chapter 6). The section concludes with a summary of the findings for

experiments on oxygen plasma.

The third and final section focuses on nitrogen ICPs. The most important tech-

niques used to probe nitrogen ICPs are introduced (chapter 7) and extensive exper-

imental measurements (chapter 8) and kinetic modelling (chapter 9) are detailed,

including the consideration of optical saturation in the measurements. The spatial

variation of ions and metastable species within the plasma are measured using a novel

chamber modification that allows densities to be determined directly (< 1 mm) above

the lower electrode surface, an important parameter for plasma processing (chapter

10). Finally, the widths of the Lamb dips that arise from saturated experimental

spectra are considered in detail (chapter 11), and the main broadening mechanisms

identified. As with the previous section on oxygen plasma, this section concludes with

a summary of the findings in the preceding chapters. The thesis closes with a brief

discussion of the general conclusions and outlook of the work.
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Introduction II: Spectroscopy and
Optics

This chapter introduces the concepts of linear and non-linear spectroscopy pertinent

to the experimental work presented in this thesis. In particular the chapter will detail

the relationships between the various quantities which quantify transition strengths,

namely, absorption cross sections, Einstein coefficients and transition moment matrix

elements. These relationships are of particular relevance for studies of O2(a
1∆g) and

an example calculation pertinent to that species is also presented. In addition, the

most important experimental technique in the context of this thesis, cavity ringdown

spectroscopy, is introduced as are the spectroscopic lineshapes expected to arise under

both saturated and unsaturated conditions. Finally, the energy level hierarchy of the

species most pertinent to the spectroscopic measurements of this thesis are presented,

and includes the effects of spin-orbit coupling, Λ-doubling and nuclear spin statistics.

2.1 Resonant light-matter interactions

The strongest interactions between electromagnetic radiation and atoms (or molecules)i

occur when the radiation frequency, ν, is related to the difference in energy, ∆E =

E2 − E1 between a lower energy level |1⟩ (with degeneracy g1) and a higher energy

level |2⟩ (with degeneracy g2) by ∆E = hν. When this condition is met the radiation

is said to be on resonance and it is able to perturb the atomic Hamiltonian and hence

induce transitions between the two levels. Einstein proposed that, in a two-level sys-

tem subject to resonant radiation and with population densities N1 and N2, three

processes may occur.

iFor brevity, in the remainder of this section “atoms” will be referred to, although the physics
applies equally well to molecules. This will continue until section 2.2 when the distinction becomes
important.
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First, the photon may be absorbed by an atom in level |1⟩ which becomes excited

to level |2⟩ in a process known as absorption and quantified by:43

dN1

dt
= −N1B12ρ(ν). (2.1)

Secondly, the photon may interact with an atom in level |2⟩ causing it to drop to

level |1⟩ with the emission of a photon in a process known as stimulated emission and

quantified by:43

dN1

dt
= N2B21ρ(ν). (2.2)

Finally, an atom in level |2⟩ may drop to level |1⟩ spontaneously, again with the

emission of a photon, in a process known as spontaneous emission, quantified by:43

dN1

dt
= N2A21. (2.3)

In the above equations ρ(ν) is the spectral energy density of the radiation per unit

frequency [J m−3 Hz−1] and B12 [m3 J−1 s−2], B21 [m3 J−1 s−2] and A21 [s−1] are

referred to as Einstein coefficients and are related as follows:43

A21 =
8πhν3

c3
B21 =

g1
g2

8πhν3

c3
B12. (2.4)

Overall the rate of change of population of |1⟩ due to radiative transitions may be

written:
dN1

dt
= −

(
N1 −

g1
g2
N2

)
B12ρ(ν) +N2A21, (2.5)

and this change in population is directly related to a change in intensity of the electro-

magnetic field. It is worth noting that spontaneously emitted photons are incoherent

(they can be emitted in any direction and with any phase), whilst stimulated emission

is a coherent process, and the emitted photon has a wavevector and phase identical

to that of the incident photon.

Consider a monochromatic beam of frequency, ν, and intensity, I, passing through

a sample of atoms and on resonance with a transition. As the beam traverses some

length of sample, L, the photons within the beam have some non-zero probability

of being absorbed (thus decreasing I) and some non-zero probability of stimulating

emission (increasing I). In principal spontaneous emission may also increase the

intensity of the beam, however the vast majority of spontaneously emitted photons

will not be emitted in the beam direction and hence this effect can be neglected. From

equation 2.5 it is evident that the change in intensity of the beam as it traverses the

sample will be proportional to −
(
N1 − g1

g2
N2

)
. Additionally, a more intense beam
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will lead to more photons being absorbed and thus a faster change in beam intensity.

Combining these statements yields:43

dI

dL
∝ −

(
N1 −

g1
g2
N2

)
I. (2.6)

Introducing a proportionality constant, σ(ν), known as the absorption cross section

and solving the differential equation (2.6) gives:43

I = I0exp

(
−
(
N1 −

g1
g2
N2

)
σ(ν)L

)
, (2.7)

which reduces to the well known Beer-Lambert law43

I = I0exp (−N1σ(ν)L) = I0exp (−α(ν)L) , (2.8)

when N1 >> N2 as is common if ∆E >> kBT . The Beer-Lambert law describes the

attenuation of light as it traverses an absorbing sample, which is the basis of laser

absorption spectroscopy and the determination of the absorption coefficient α(ν).

The cross section, σ(ν), depends on various broadening mechanisms that operate in

the system being probed (e.g. the Doppler effect, vide infra). A more convenient

broadening-independent quantity is the integrated cross section, σINT , defined as43

σINT =

ν2∫
ν1

σ(ν)dν (2.9)

where the limits of integration are chosen to include the full profile of the broad-

ened transition. σINT is directly related to population densities, N1 and N2 and the

integrated area under an absorption spectrum αINT by the following:43

αINT =

ν2∫
ν1

α(ν)dν =

(
N1 −

g1
g2
N2

)
σINT ≈ N1σINT . (2.10)

2.2 Quantifying the strength of optical transitions

Just as the Einstein coefficients quantify the probability of transitions occurring, so

σINT quantifies that same probability in equation 2.10. It follows therefore that the

Einstein coefficients and σINT are intrinsically linked. If we recall that the electro-

magnetic field that causes transitions may be thought of as a perturbation to the

atomic Hamiltonian then it becomes clear that the matrix elements of this pertur-

bation must also be directly related to the transition probability. Where a known
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density of atoms can be prepared and their spectrum measured (for example by laser

absorption) then integrated cross sections are straightforward to measure (using equa-

tion 2.8) and use to quantify unknown atom densities. However, species that are of

interest in plasmas are often internally excited and short-lived making preparation of

known concentrations (and hence cross section measurements) difficult or impossible.

It is often possible however to calculate transition probabilities quantum mechanically

or to measure Einstein coefficients from emission spectra. It is important therefore

to understand how these quantities are related in order that accurate cross sections

can be found and used in absorption experiments.

2.2.1 Transitions in atoms

Electric dipole transitions - ‘allowed’

To a first approximation the perturbing interaction between the electromagnetic field

and an atom can be thought of as an interaction between the oscillating electric field

of the radiation and the electric dipole moment of the atom. The relevant matrix

element is the transition dipole moment given by:43∫
ψ∗
2µ̂ψ1dτ = ⟨2|µ̂|1⟩, (2.11)

where µ̂ = −e
∑
i

ri is the electric dipole moment operator44. The square of this

matrix element is sometimes referred to as the line strength. Transitions that have a

non-zero transition electric dipole moment are referred to as ‘allowed’ because they

are much stronger than other transitions (which are referred to as ‘forbidden’ even

though they can occur). The electric dipole moment matrix element is related to the

other quantities already mentioned as follows:43

A21 =
1

g2

16π3ν3

3ϵ0hc3
|⟨2|µ̂|1⟩|2 =

g1
g2

8πν2

c2
σINT . (2.12)

Thus if A21 or ⟨2|µ̂|1⟩ is known, σINT may be deduced. The transition dipole moment

matrix elements also prove useful because they are the basis of the selection rules that

govern whether or not a transition is allowed. Selection rules for specific cases will be

discussed later in this chapter.

Magnetic dipole transitions - ‘forbidden’

When the electric dipole transition moment is zero then the magnetic dipole moment

of the atom becomes the most important cause of transitions between levels. In this
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case, equation 2.12 must be modified by the replacement of the electric dipole moment

operator with the magnetic dipole moment operator,44 M̂ = − e
2mec

∑
i

(Li + 2Si) and

an adjustment of some constants which effectively correct for the fact that electric

dipole and magnetic dipole moments have different units:43,45

A21 =
1

g2

16µ0π
3ν3

3hc3
|⟨2|M̂ |1⟩|2 =

g1
g2

8πν2

c2
σINT . (2.13)

Note in the above equation that the relationship between Einstein coefficients and

integrated cross sections is identical to equation 2.12.

Electric quadrupole transitions- ‘forbidden’

When neither type of dipole transition is possible then high order multipoles of the

charge distribution become relevant and can lead to very weak transitions. The most

important such multipole is the electric quadrupole. In the case where the quadrupole

moment mediates the transition the operator is44 Q̂ = −e
∑
i,j

rirj and equation 2.12

becomes:43,45

A21 =
1

g2

8π5ν5

5ϵ0hc5
|⟨2|Q̂|1⟩|2 =

g1
g2

8πν2

c2
σINT . (2.14)

2.2.2 Transitions in molecules

Molecules are significantly more complex than atoms, they have internal structure

which leads to much more complicated spectra. Here we restrict ourselves to the case

of diatomic molecules. An electronic transition in such a molecule may in general be

accompanied by a change in both vibrational and rotational state of the molecule,

leading to a highly structured spectrum, and it is important to understand this struc-

ture in order to make quantitative use of spectra.

Electric dipole transitions

The spatial wavefunctions may be denoted |n, v, J⟩ where n, v and J represent the

electronic, vibrational and rotational states of the diatom, respectively. Thus the

square of the electric dipole transition moment can be written (applying the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation):46

|⟨2|µ̂|1⟩|2 = |⟨n′, v′, J ′|µ̂|n′′, v′′, J ′′⟩|2 = |⟨n′, v′|µ̂|n′′, v′′⟩|2SJ ′,J ′′ = Re(r̄)2qv′,v′′SJ ′,J ′′ ,

(2.15)

where Re(r̄) is the electronic transition dipole moment evaluated at nuclear separa-

tion r̄ (known as the r-centroid), qv′,v′′ is the Franck-Condon factor accounting for
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the square of the overlap between the final and initial vibrational states, SJ ′,J ′′ is

the Hönl-London factor which accounts for the square of the rotational overlap be-

tween final and initial states and the single or double primes refer to the upper and

lower energy level, respectively. An important convention exists dictating the values

to which Franck-Condon factors47 and Hönl-London factors46,48 should sum, these

conventions are as follows: ∑
v′′

qv′,v′′ = 1 (2.16)

and ∑
J ′′

SJ ′,J ′′ = (2− δ0,Λ′+Λ′′)(2S ′ + 1)(2J ′ + 1). (2.17)

In 2.17 δ is the Kronecker delta and Λ is the quantum number for the magnitude of

the projection of the electronic orbital angular momentum onto the internuclear axis

(taking values 0, 1, 2... for electronic states Σ,Π,∆... respectively). Provided these

requirements are met, the vibronic part of the transition dipole moment is related to

the Einstein A coefficient for the whole vibrational band by:46,48

Av′,v′′ =
16π3ν3

3ϵ0hc3
(2− δ0,Λ′+Λ′′)

(2− δ0,Λ′)
Re(r̄)2qv′,v′′ , (2.18)

and the full rovibronic electric dipole transition moment is related to the cross section

for that rovibronic transition by a rearrangement of equation 2.12:

σINT =
1

g′′
2π2ν

3ϵ0hc
|⟨n′, v′, J ′|µ̂|n′′, v′′, J ′′⟩|2. (2.19)

Magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole transitions

Once again the electric dipole equations 2.18 and 2.19 can be adjusted for other types

of transitions to produce:45,49

Av′,v′′ =
16µ0π

3ν3

3hc3
(2− δ0,Λ′+Λ′′)

(2− δ0,Λ′)
|⟨n′, v′|M̂ |n′′, v′′⟩|2, (2.20)

and

σINT =
1

g′′
2µ0π

2ν

3hc
|⟨n′, v′, J ′|M̂ |n′′, v′′, J ′′⟩|2 (2.21)

for magnetic dipole transitions, and

Av′,v′′ =
8π5ν5

5ϵ0hc5
(2− δ0,Λ′+Λ′′)

(2− δ0,Λ′)
|⟨n′, v′|Q̂|n′′, v′′⟩|2, (2.22)

and

σINT =
1

g′′
π4ν3

5ϵ0hc3
|⟨n′, v′, J ′|Q̂|n′′, v′′, J ′′⟩|2 (2.23)

for electric quadrupole transitions.
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An example calculation: The O2 Noxon system

The Noxon system of O2 is the name given to the transition between the two lowest

lying excited states O2(b
1Σ+

g ) ← O2(a
1∆g)

50. Probed in absorption this transition

has ∆Λ = −2 and both its electric and magnetic transition dipole moments are zero

(see selection rules later in this chapter). The electric quadrupole moment is therefore

responsible for the observation of this transition and as a result the transition is very

weak. The only available data quantifying the strength of the transition are Einstein A

coefficients for the (0, 0) vibrational band, either measured from atmospheric emission

or calculated. The correct conversion of this A0,0 value to absorption cross sections

has proved a stumbling block in several previous publications51,52, with the most

common error involving a factor of 2 arising due to incorrect normalisation of Hönl-

London factors. Starting from the literature value52 (A0,0 = 1.26×10−3 s−1) equation

2.22 allows the vibronic quadrupole transition moment for this band to be calculated.

Noting that Λ′ = 0 and Λ′′ = 2 and therefore the ratio involving Kronecker deltas

in equation 2.22 is equal to 2 (accounting for the fact that the ∆ state will be Λ-

doubled whilst the Σ state will not) a vibronic transition quadrupole moment of

⟨n′, v′|Q̂|n′′, v′′⟩ = 4.374× 10−40 C m2 is found.

Many Hönl-London factors are tabulated by Kovacs53, however the tabulated

values are not scaled so as to obey the sum rule (2.17) which in this case requires the

sum of Hönl-London factors to be equal to 2(2J ′ + 1). The values for this transition

appear in table 3.5 of Kovacs. These tabulated values sum to 4
3
(2J ′ + 1) and must

therefore be scaled by a factor of 3
2

to obey the sum rule.54 The corrected factors for

the Noxon transition are given in table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Hönl-London factors for the Noxon band.

Branch SJ ′,J ′′

O(J ′′) (J ′′+1)(J ′′+2)
2(2J ′′−1)

P(J ′′) J ′′ + 2

Q(J ′′) 3(2J ′′+1)(J ′′−1)(J ′′+2)
(2J ′′−1)(2J ′′+3)

R(J ′′) J ′′ − 1

S(J ′′) J ′′(J ′′−1)
2(2J ′′+3)

Due to Pauli constraints (nuclear spin statistics) on the permissible J ′ levels in the

O2(b
1Σ+

g ) state the O-, Q- and S- branches of the spectrum only show lines from even
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J ′′ whilst the P- and R- branches show only odd J ′′ lines (all J ′′ levels are permissible

in the O2(a
1∆g) state due to Λ-doubling). However, the appearance of the lines in the

spectrum (or not) does not affect the way in which Hönl-London factors are summed

(all five factors must be included in the sum, regardless of Pauli constraints on the

spectrum).

In order to calculate integrated cross sections for individual rovibronic transitions

the rovibronic transition quadrupole moment is calculated according to:

|⟨n′, v′, J ′|Q̂|n′′, v′′, J ′′⟩|2 = |⟨n′, v′|Q̂|n′′, v′′⟩|2SJ ′,J ′′ , (2.24)

and is then inserted into equation (2.23) with g′′ = 2J ′′ + 1 to yield integrated cross

sections. Such cross sections for several Q-branch lines are given in table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Calculated cross section for Noxon (0, 0) band Q-branch lines.

Transition SJ ′,J ′′ σINT/m
2Hz σINT/cm2cm−1

Q(2) 2.857 5.21797× 10−17 1.74053× 10−23

Q(4) 6.312 6.40315× 10−17 2.13586× 10−23

Q(6) 9.455 6.63807× 10−17 2.21422× 10−23

Q(8) 12.526 6.72185× 10−17 2.24217× 10−23

Q(10) 15.570 6.75994× 10−17 2.25487× 10−23

Q(12) 18.599 6.77827× 10−17 2.26099× 10−23

These cross sections (which are temperature independent), when used with equa-

tion (2.10), return number densities in the particular rotational level being probed.

The application of statistical mechanics to these rotational state densities can then

allow the total densities of O2(a
1∆g) to be calculated provided that rotational and

vibrational temperatures are known.

An alternative approach is to apply the statistical mechanics one stage earlier

in order to derive a temperature dependent cross section which already includes the

effect that changing temperature has on rotational state populations. Using this

cross section in equation 2.10 would then yield the total density of O2(a
1∆g) directly.

Temperature dependent cross sections of this type are the ones usually included in

databases and calculated by simulation software55,56 (discussed in the next section).
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Spectral databases and simulation software

It is not always necessary to go through the laborious process of calculating cross

sections from scratch. For many important species integrated cross sections are tab-

ulated in openly accessible databases. The most commonly used database is HI-

TRAN,56 which contains spectral information for molecules primarily of importance

in atmospheric chemistry. Unfortunately HITRAN does not, in general, have infor-

mation on the cross sections for absorption by electronically excited molecules, nor

does it include many of the species of interest to the plasma community, making it

of limited use.

A more versatile tool capable of calculating line positions and rotational line

strengths for any diatomic molecule (provided the molecular constants are known)

is the spectral simulation program PGOPHER.55 PGOPHER is capable of including

many rotational constants (including several centrifugal distortion terms) and angular

momentum coupling constants in order to accurately produce model spectra. For

electric and magnetic dipole transitions, if the transition dipole moment is known

(or can be calculated) then PGOPHER is capable of finding absolute cross sections

for each rotational line (including the influence of Hönl-London factors and nuclear

spin statistics). PGOPHER can also calculate line positions for electric quadrupole

transitions, however calculating absolute line strengths for such transitions is not

currently within the capabilities of the program (hence the need for the calculation

in the previous section). These capabilities make PGOPHER an extremely useful

tool for selecting absorption lines to probe and extracting number densities from

absorption spectra.

The program is also capable of carrying out spectral fitting, with the user able to

select which variables will be allowed to float to optimise the fit. This facility was

originally designed to allow the extraction of molecular constants from experimental

spectra, but in the context of studying plasma it is useful for finding rotational and

vibrational temperatures from spectra of species for which molecular constants are

already known.

2.3 The broadening of spectral lines

When discussing integrated cross sections, an allusion was made to broadening mech-

anisms as a motivation for introducing the integrated cross section. This section will

give more details on the origins of line broadening.
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The model of resonant light-matter interactions introduced in section 2.1 essen-

tially assumed that the atoms or molecules have levels with precisely defined energies

such that incident radiation should have zero probability of being absorbed unless it

meets the resonance condition (∆E = hν). Such a system would show arbitrarily

narrow spectral transitions. In reality such spectra are never observed. High res-

olution experimental absorption spectra show a distribution of absorbed radiation

frequencies around each resonant transition frequency. The shape of this distribu-

tion is observed to change with changing sample conditions (for example becoming

broader as temperature or pressure increase), this makes it clear that the broadening

is not instrumental but instead relates directly to the fundamental physics of the

absorption process. Physical causes of spectral line broadening can be divided into

two categories:43 homogeneous broadening mechanisms affect all atoms or molecules

equally whilst inhomogeneous mechanisms affect different absorbers in different ways

(usually dependent upon their velocity), both are discussed here.

2.3.1 Homogeneous broadening

Natural broadening57

The wavefunction of an arbitrarily long lived atomic state may be described by a

stationary state of the Schrödinger equation whose time dependence is:

Ψ(x, t) = ψ(x)T (t) = ψ(x)exp

(
−iE0t

ℏ

)
, (2.25)

and whose energy, E0, is precisely defined. If however the state is not arbitrarily long

lived, but instead may decay (e.g. by spontaneous emission) to a different state with

a lifetime, τ , then the corresponding wavefunction is

Ψ(x, t) = ψ(x)T (t) = ψ(x)exp

(
−iE0t

ℏ

)
exp

(
−t
2τ

)
. (2.26)

While this wavefunction no longer has a precisely defined energy, it can be expressed

as a superposition of states with a distribution of energies, g(E), about the central

energy E0 according to57

T (t) = exp

(
−iE0t

ℏ

)
exp

(
−t
2τ

)
=

∞∫
0

g(E)exp

(
−iEt
ℏ

)
dE, (2.27)

where g(E) takes the form57

g(E)dE =

( ℏ
2πτ

)
(E − E0)2 +

( ℏ
2τ

)2dE. (2.28)
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This state therefore has some uncertainty as to its energy and g(E) shows that the

shorter the lifetime τ , the wider the energy distribution and hence the greater this

uncertainty.

Naturally, this uncertainty in the energy of atomic and molecular states leads to a

broadening of the transitions associated with these states. This is known as natural

broadening because it is inherent to all spectroscopic systems. The spectral profile

that arises due to this broadening mechanism, L(ν), is known as a Lorentzian profile,

follows directly from equation 2.28 and can be expressed as:

L(ν)dν =
1

π

∆νN
2

(ν − ν0)2 + (∆νN
2

)2
dν (2.29)

where ∆νN = 1
2πτ

is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the profile and

the expression is area normalised. When both initial and final levels in a transition

have lifetimes short enough to cause significant uncertainty in their energy then the

linewidth is given by

∆νN =
1

2π

√
1

τ 2i
+

1

τ 2f
(2.30)

Any other mechanism that shortens the lifetime of absorbing or emitting species also

contributes to the linewidth and in most experiments natural broadening (arising

from the lifetime against spontaneous emission) is dominated by other line broadening

processes.

Collisional or pressure broadening

Collisional processes can clearly perturb an absorbing or emitting species and can be

elastic or inelastic in nature. Inelastic collisions change the state of the absorbing or

emitted species and thus directly influence its lifetime whilst elastic collisions that

occur during a radiative process have a dephasing effect on the transition, leading

to an uncertainty in the transition frequency and thus line broadening. Pressure

broadening43 also leads to a Lorentzian profile described by equation (2.29) but now

with the natural linewidth ∆νN augmented by the pressure broadening to give a

FWHM linewidth ∆νp. It is found that this linewidth scales linearly with gas pressure

such that, for a mixture of gases

∆νp = 2c̃
∑
i

γipi, (2.31)

where γi is the broadening parameter for species i and is expressed in cm−1atm−1,

pi is the partial pressure of species i in atm and c̃ is the speed of light in cm s−1.
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Typical broadening parameters are of the order of 0.05 cm−1atm−1 leading to pressure

broadening FWHM at pressures of 10−100 mTorr relevant to our chamber of 20−200

kHz.

2.3.2 Inhomogeneous broadening

Doppler broadening

Doppler broadening43 arises due to the thermal motion of absorbing or emitting

molecules. As the molecules move, either towards or away from a radiation source or

detector, the frequency of light that they experience or emit is Doppler shifted. In

absorption, the resonance condition for each molecule depends on the frequency of

light it experiences and so a distribution of molecular velocities results in a distribution

of absorbed frequencies in the laboratory reference frame. The apparent resonant

frequency of a moving molecule, ν, is given by:

ν = ν0

(
1 +

vz
c

)
, (2.32)

where ν0 is the resonant frequency of a stationary molecule and vz is the component

of the molecular velocity in the direction of propagation of the radiation. The dis-

tribution of speeds f(vz) in one dimension for a thermally equilibrated gas sample is

given by a Maxwellian distribution:

G(vz)dvz =

(
m

2πkBT

) 1
2

exp

(
−mv2z
2kBT

)
dvz. (2.33)

Combining equations (2.32) and (2.33) yields a distribution of absorbed frequencies

for the gas sample, the Doppler profile:

G(ν)dν =

(
mc2

2πkBTν2o

) 1
2

exp

(
−mc2(ν − ν0)2

2kBTν20

)
dν, (2.34)

the FWHM, ∆νD, of which is directly related to sample temperature by:

∆νD =

(
8ln2kBTν

2
0

mc2

) 1
2

. (2.35)

For small molecules such as O2 and N2 at temperatures of a few hundred Kelvin

Doppler widths of ≈ 1 GHz are expected for visible/near infrared wavelengths and

Doppler broadening is expected to be the dominant broadening process under the low

pressure conditions in the plasma chamber used here.
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Transit time broadening

A final type of broadening that can sometimes be important in absorption experiments

is transit time broadening58. This occurs when the time it takes a molecule to traverse

the probe beam is short compared to the natural lifetime of the species. In such

situations the timescale of the coherent interaction between the molecule and beam

is limited by the transit time and this can lead to additional broadening. This is

usually only observed with tightly focused beams and fast moving molecules (e.g.

in molecular beams where narrow velocity distributions make Doppler broadening

small) and in the case of non-linear spectroscopy where Doppler free spectra can be

obtained (see later in this chapter).

2.3.3 The Voigt profile

In most gas sensing applications pressure broadening and Doppler broadening are the

dominant broadening mechanisms under higher pressure and low pressure conditions,

respectively (for a given temperature). Under certain conditions of temperature and

pressure however, both mechanisms are significant and the resultant spectrum is

a convolution of the two lineshapes43 resulting in a Voigt profile. Since pressure

broadening is insignificant in the applications described in this thesis, the Doppler

profile will suffice for the bulk of the work herein. However, in the case of Lamb

dip spectroscopy (vide infra) the linewidth is Doppler free and a Lorentzian profile

is more appropriate. Hence the need to discuss other potential broadening processes

here.

2.4 Absorption spectroscopy on forbidden transi-

tions (or for detection of low density species)

As eluded to in section 2.1, the simplest laser absorption experiment consists of a laser,

a sample and a detector. The laser beam of negligible linewidth is passed through

the sample and the transmitted intensity is measured by the detector as the laser

wavelength is tuned over a resonant transition. Equation 2.8 then allows absorption

coefficients α(ν) to be determined and if cross sections are known then number densi-

ties can be found according to equation 2.10. This technique is simple and generally

highly effective in detection using electric dipole allowed transitions. However, if one

wishes to use forbidden transitions as targets for absorption spectroscopy (for exam-

ple if there are no alternative allowed transitions at convenient wavelengths) or to
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detect a species that is very low in number density, then the small absorption signal,

which has to be measured in a large (and often varying) background with resulting

poor signal to noise ratio, can be prohibitive.

Several techniques exist to improve the sensitivity of absorption spectroscopy in

this situation. One approach is to reduce the noise, this is most simply achieved

by averaging many measurements in order to reduce the effect of white noise (noise

that is equally intense at all signal frequencies) but is of limited usefulness in systems

that exhibit long term drift or instability, and can be problematic in high resolution

spectroscopy experiments. Another common type of noise is pink noise or 1/f noise

the intensity of which (as the name indicates) is inversely proportional to signal fre-

quency. The deleterious effect of this type of noise can be reduced by the techniques

of wavelength and frequency modulation; in essence these techniques encode the ab-

sorption signal at a high frequency (where 1/f noise is small) by using modulation

techniques. Demodulation then allows retrieval of the absorption signal without the

effects of low frequency noise.59,60

Another, perhaps more obvious, approach is to increase the size of the signal.

Equation 2.8 suggests that this can be done in three ways: selecting the line with

the largest cross section, increasing the density of the species under investigation

or increasing the interaction pathlength between the radiation and the absorbing

medium. The first of these is of no use if all the accessible transitions are weak (the

case for numerous plasma species detailed later). The second is of limited use because

any method one uses to increase excited species densities in plasma (e.g. increasing

power or pressure) leads to a fundamentally different plasma. Additionally it is often

impossible to increase densities sufficiently to make direct single pass measurement

possible. By far the most common solution therefore is to increase the pathlength

of the radiation through the absorbing medium. The simplest way of achieving this

is using a multipass cell (e.g. a White cell61 or Herriott cell62). Such cells consist

of two (or more) mirrors whose radius of curvature and separation are chosen such

that radiation introduced into the cell passes back and forth several times (without

retracing its own path, thus avoiding interference) and eventually escapes the cell

through a small aperture for detection. Multipass cells are capable of providing path

lengths of 10s or even 100s of metres, however this is not always sufficient for detection

of very low density species, and in these cases optical cavities may be employed to

further enhance the absorption pathlength. Basic details of passive optical cavities

are given in appendix A; a description of their application to spectroscopy is given in

the next sections.
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2.5 Optical cavities applied to spectroscopy

Two techniques have predominated in the use of optical cavities to enhance absorp-

tion spectroscopy signals, these are cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) and cavity

enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS). Both of these techniques have been used

to probe plasma chemistry63–66 and they are summarised here.

2.5.1 Cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS)

During a CRDS experiment an optical cavity is constructed around the absorbing

medium of interest. A laser beam is launched into this cavity and, when resonance

is achieved (typically ensured by dithering one cavity mirror back and forth using

a piezoelectric transducer), the intracavity power builds up. The intracavity power

is monitored by a detector positioned behind one of the cavity mirrors and when

it reaches a preset threshold value a fast optical switch (typically an acousto-optic

modulator (AOM), see appendix C) is triggered which prevents the laser from entering

the cavity. The intracavity field (and hence the signal at the detector) then decays

exponentially and the lifetime of this decay (the ringdown time) is indicative of the

cavity losses (i.e. mirror losses and absorption losses). When no absorber is present

the change of cavity intensity with time, I(t), is given by:

dI(t)

dt
= −I(t)

τ0
=⇒ I(t) = I0exp

(
−t
τ0

)
, (2.36)

with the ringdown time, τ0, simply determined by the mirror reflectivity and cavity

length according to

τ0 =
−L
c lnR

, (2.37)

whilst with an absorber inside the cavity

dI(t)

dt
= −I(t)

τ0
− cα(ν)I(t) =⇒ I(t) = I0exp

(
−t
τ

)
, (2.38)

with

τ =
−L

c(lnR− α(ν)L)
. (2.39)

Thus by measuring ringdown times with and without an absorber present a spectrum

can be determined according to:67

α(ν) =
1

c

(
1

τ
− 1

τ0

)
. (2.40)
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Knowledge of absorption coefficient as a function of laser frequency allows information

about the probed species (e.g. densities from integrated absorption coefficients and

temperatures from Doppler widths) to be retrieved just as it is for direct absorption

spectra.

Mode matching

When a laser beam enters an optical cavity its power couples into several transverse

cavity modes. Different transverse cavity modes in general can have different ring-

down times (different modes utilise different areas of the cavity mirrors, they have

different diffraction losses and undergo different Guoy phase shifts when they pass

through the cavity focus)68,69. It is generally desirable therefore to excite only a sin-

gle mode (preferably the TEM00) in order to ensure a consistent ringdown time and

maximise the signal to noise ratio. In order to selectively couple laser radiation into

the TEM00 mode it is necessary to manipulate the laser beam such that, when it is

injected into the cavity, it resembles the TEM00 mode as closely as possible (both in

terms of beam diameter and radius of curvature of the wavefront). This is achieved

through the use of one or more lenses in the beam path and this manipulation of the

beam shape to ensure efficient coupling is referred to as mode matching.

The appropriate mode matching arrangement for a given CRDS system can be

calculated using the beam parameter/ABCD matrix formalism described in Appendix

A. The beam parameter of the radiation produced by a laser source (which is usually

approximately Gaussian in cross section) can be straightforwardly estimated for vis-

ible and near IR lasers by imaging the laser spot with an appropriate camera. The

effect of passing this beam through a series of lenses can then be calculated and the

positions and focal lengths of the lenses varied so as to ensure that the beam that

enters the cavity couples efficiently into the TEM00 mode. Mode matching lenses are

used in the CRDS experiment in this thesis along with careful cavity alignment in

order to ensure that the TEM00 is preferentially excited.

The clipping of cavity modes

Later in this thesis (chapter 10) CRDS spectra will be reported for the case where

the laser beam propagates close to a surface. As the surface, the plane of which lies

parallel to the cavity axis, is introduced into the optical cavity it will begin to clip

the cavity modes and thereby cause an extra loss of photons upon each cavity round

trip. This clipping of the intracavity field leads to a reduction in the ringdown time

and provided the intracavity spot size is known, can be used to calibrate the distance
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between the surface and the centre of the beam. The lowest order cavity mode will

have a Gaussian intensity distribution:

I = I0 exp

(
−2(x2 + y2)

w2

)
(2.41)

where x and y are the two orthogonal dimensions perpendicular to the cavity axis and

w is the beam spot size. If the surface approaches to a distance d from the negative

x-direction then the fraction of the laser that is not clipped by the surface, f , can be

calculated as:

f =
Punclipped

Ptotal

=

∞∫
x=−d

∞∫
y=−∞

I0 exp
(
−2(x2+y2)

w2

)
dxdy

∞∫
x=−∞

∞∫
y=−∞

I0 exp
(
−2(x2+y2)

w2

)
dxdy

(2.42)

This can be simplified using the following standard integrals:

∞∫
−∞

exp(−ax2)dx =

√
π

a
(2.43)

and
∞∫

−d

exp(−ax2)dx =
1

2

√
π

a
(1 + erf(d

√
a)), (2.44)

where erf is the error function defined as

erf(z) =
2√
π

z∫
0

exp(−t2)dt (2.45)

to give

f =
1

2

(
1 + erf

(
d
√

2

w

))
. (2.46)

The losses on each pass through the cavity are directly related to the ringdown time.

When the losses are only due to losses from the mirrors the ringdown time is given

by equation 2.37, when losses due to clipping are also included then the appropriate

equation is

τclip =
−L

c lnR + c ln f
. (2.47)

It is convenient to determine the ratio of the unclipped and clipped ringdown times,

τ0
τclip

= 1 +
ln f

lnR
. (2.48)
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An example in which this equation is utilised to find the separation of the cavity

mode and the surface will be presented in chapter 10.

2.5.2 Cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS)

CEAS removes the need for an optical switch and for careful mode matching, and

is often easier to realise experimentally than CRDS. CEAS relies on laser radiation

coupling accidentally into (usually high order) modes of the cavity. The laser is

scanned repeatedly and rapidly over the region of interest such that it excites many

high order cavity modes in turn. During the laser scan each cavity mode will be

excited by the laser for approximately an equal time after which the intensity of

radiation within this cavity mode will decay exponentially. The transmission of the

cavity is measured by a detector and includes contributions from many cavity modes

each excited and then decaying in turn. The transmitted intensity therefore depends

on the reflectivity of the mirrors and importantly on the absorption taking place in

the cavity. Crucially, the cavity should be aligned such that low order modes are

avoided, because excitation of these modes can lead to undesirable sharp residual

mode structure in the cavity transmission signal. Typically the signal from several

hundred laser scans are averaged and CEAS signals are obtained both without an

absorber (I0(ν)) and with an absorber (I(ν)).

The CEAS signals are then related to the absorption coefficient according to:

I0(ν)− I(ν)

I(ν)
=
α(ν)L

1−R
, (2.49)

where L is the cavity length and R is the apparent mirror reflectivity, which is often

found using equation 2.37 with one of the low order cavity modes used to measure

the ringdown time. This can be a source of error in CEAS results however, because

the apparent R value for the low order mode is typically greater than that for the

high order modes used for CEAS (the high order modes typically have other cavity

losses that contribute to the apparent value of R). An alternative is to use a known

pressure of a calibrant gas to define the pathlength enhancement factor, (1−R)−1.

2.6 Saturation in spectroscopy

In section 2.1 the assumption that N1 >> N2 was inherent in deriving the Beer-

Lambert law, equation (2.8). This implies that care must be taken if there is any

reason to believe that the upper state of a transition might have a significant popula-

tion. This could be the case, for example, if the plasma produces a significant amount
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of the upper state accessed in the transition (this is relevant to the oxygen Noxon

band). Another possible reason for significant upper state population density, N2,

is the effect of optical pumping due to the probe laser. This is particularly relevant

in this thesis when CRDS is used to probe allowed transitions (for an example see

chapter 8) and where the intracavity field can be of very high intensity (of the order

108 Wm−2). In this scenario the rate of excitation to the upper state of the transition

due to the intense field can be significantly greater than the rate of its depopulation

(for example by collisional de-excitation or spontaneous emission). This leads to a

build up of excited state population and (according to equation 2.7) a reduction in

the absorption coefficient. The reduction of absorption coefficients due to pump-

ing by an intense laser is called optical saturation and is an effect that needs to be

quantified and accounted for in order to extract meaningful densities from saturated

spectra. The precise implications of saturation for spectral lineshapes depends on the

dominant broadening mechanism43,70 and these are now discussed.

2.6.1 Homogeneously broadened lines

The homogeneous lineshape for an absorption transition in the absence of saturation

is given by equation 2.29 with a scaled normalisation factor such that the absorption

coefficient at the line centre α0(ν0) is returned when ν = ν0
43:

α0(ν) = α0(ν0)
(∆νL

2
)2

(ν − ν0)2 + (∆νL
2

)2
(2.50)

where ∆νL is the unsaturated Lorentzian FWHM. The effects of saturation are conve-

niently quantified by the saturation parameter, S, which is the ratio of the pumping

rate, P , to the average relaxation rate of the excited state, R̄:

S =
P

R̄
. (2.51)

This means that, if relaxation is fast or the pumping rate low then S ≈ 0 and

the unsaturated case is recovered. For homogeneously broadened transitions, all the

absorbing atoms or molecules contribute to the entire lineshape and this means that

in the wings of the Lorentzian profile the pumping rate must be less than at the line

centre (because the same number of absorbers are being addressed, but the absorption

is smaller). Thus the saturation parameter for homogeneously broadened lines varies

as a function of frequency across the lineshape according to:

S(ν) = S(ν0)
(∆νL

2
)2

(ν − ν0)2 + (∆νL
2

)2
, (2.52)
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where S(ν0) is the saturation parameter at the line centre. The saturation leads to a

reduced absorption coefficient, αS(ν), given by:

αS(ν) =
α0(ν)

1 + S(ν)
= α0(ν0)

(∆νL
2

)2

(ν − ν0)2 +

(
∆νL
√

1+S(ν0)

2

)2 . (2.53)

Power broadening

One important effect of saturating a homogeneously broadened transition is the ad-

ditional line broadening that results, known as power broadening43,58. Equation 2.53

takes the form of a Lorentzian but instead of the usual FWHM (∆νL) that is observed

in an unsaturated spectrum, the width of the saturated line, ∆νL,S is instead given

by

∆νL,S = ∆νL
√

1 + S(ν0). (2.54)

This broadening of the Lorentzian profile arises because of the variation in the degree

of saturation across the absorption profile, the line centre is more saturated than the

wings, thus its absorption coefficient is reduced more significantly and the absorption

profile becomes smaller in amplitude and wider. A series of simulated spectra with

increasing saturation parameter and plotted according to equation 2.53 are shown in

figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: A series of simulations of increasingly saturated homogeneously broad-
ened spectra. In this case the saturation both decreases the apparent absorption
coefficient and leads to a broadening of the line (by so called power broadening).
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2.6.2 Inhomogeneously broadened lines

The unsaturated lineshape for an inhomogeneously broadened transition can be writ-

ten:70

α0(ν) = α0(ν0) exp

(
−4 ln 2

∆ν2D
(ν − ν0)2

)
, (2.55)

where ∆νD is again the FWHM for the Doppler profile. When taking the spectrum

of an inhomogeneously (Doppler) broadened transition the laser now only addresses a

small subset of absorbers at any particular frequency (the group that has the appro-

priate velocity component in the beam direction to experience the laser frequency in

resonance, known as a velocity group). The absorption coefficient in the wings of the

line in this case is reduced, not because the pumping rate is any different amongst the

molecules being addressed, but because there are fewer molecules with the required

velocity to be addressed by the laser. The probability of excitation per molecule is

the same across the whole transition lineshape, and so is the saturation parameter,

in stark contrast to the case of homogeneously broadened lines. Thus, in a saturated

absorption experiment on a Doppler broadened line, as the laser scans across the

transition it depletes each velocity group of the absorbing molecule in turn in a pro-

cess called hole burning, producing a so called Bennett hole 71. A schematic of hole

burning is shown in figure 2.2 with the Bennett hole in the lower state population

and an excess for the same velocity component in the upper state of the transition.

Importantly, for a single pass experiment hole burning reduces α0(ν) by the same

proportion at each frequency and the resulting absorption lineshape, αS(ν) shows no

holes but is simply a scaled version of the unsaturated lineshape given by70

αS(ν) =
α0(ν)√
1 + S

=
α0(ν0)√

1 + S
exp

(
−4 ln 2

∆ν2D
(ν − ν0)2

)
, (2.56)

where S is now independent of frequency.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of the depletion in the population density of lower state
molecules N1 and the accompanying increase in population of the same velocity group
in the excited state N2. The depletion in population is known as hole burning and
results in a so called Bennett hole.

Simulated saturated spectra, plotted according to equation 2.56 are shown in fig-

ure 2.3, note that due to the square root in equation 2.56 the reduction in peak

absorption coefficient is less significant in the inhomogeneous case than in the homo-

geneous case (figure 2.1) for the same value of S. Also note that, for transitions that

only experience inhomogeneous broadening, the FWHM is unchanged by saturation,

although in practice all transitions have some homogeneous linewidth contribution

which could, in principle, become dominant as saturation parameters become very

large.
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Figure 2.3: A series of simulations of increasingly saturated inhomogeneously broad-
ened spectra. The saturation decreases the apparent absorption coefficient but less
so than in the homogeneous case. Purely inhomogeneously broadened spectra do not
exhibit power broadening.

Lamb dips

Hole burning cannot be observed by single pass absorption, because it affects all

velocity groups equally. It can be observed, however, by taking the output of a single

laser source and splitting it into an intense pump beam and a weak probe beam.

If these two beams are passed through a sample in opposite directions then they

interact with different velocity groups. Specifically, if the pump beam interacts with

molecules with velocity in the z-direction, vz, then the probe beam interacts with the

group of molecules with velocity component −vz. The intense pump beam will burn

a hole in the velocity distribution at vz whilst the probe beam (which is too weak

to cause saturation) will measure the unsaturated spectrum of the molecules with

velocity component −vz. Thus the probe spectrum will largely appear unsaturated

with one important exception. When the laser source is tuned to the line centre

the two counter propagating beams address the same molecules (those with vz = 0).

The strong pump will burn a hole in the population and thus the probe beam will

experience a smaller absorption coefficient. This will lead to the formation of a dip

in the middle of the probe beam spectrum, known as a Lamb dip72. When the

laser linewidth is sufficiently narrow the width of the Lamb dip is dictated by the

homogeneous broadening mechanisms acting on the system (Lamb dips are Doppler

free because they are only formed by the subset of molecules with vz = 0). The
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spectrum produced by monitoring the intensity of the probe beam as the frequency

is scanned over a transition has the form:70

αS(ν) = α0(ν)

1− S√
1 + S

(
∆νL
2

)2
(ν − ν0)2 +

(
∆νL+∆νL,S

4

)2
 (2.57)

where S is the saturation parameter associated with the pump beam (the probe

beam is assumed to cause no saturation). By definition under conditions where

inhomogeneous broadening dominates ∆νD >> ∆νL and the observed lineshape is

then an unsaturated Doppler profile away from the Lamb dip. The Lamb dip itself is

a Lorenztian with a width (FWHM) equal to (∆νL +∆νL,S)/2, i.e. the average of the

power broadened homogeneous width of the Bennett hole burnt by the pump beam

(∆νL,S) and the homogeneous width associated with the weak probe beam (∆νL).

Figure 2.4 shows example Lamb dip spectra for several values of the (pump beam)

saturation parameter. Note that all spectra are identical (and unsaturated) in the

wings because the pump and probe beams do not probe the same velocity group

in these regions so the probe beam sees no saturation effects from the pump beam.

Additionally the Lamb dip width increases with increasing saturation parameter due

to the power broadening of the Bennett hole burnt by the intense pump beam.

Figure 2.4: A series of simulations of the spectra expected when an intense pump
beam and a weak probe beam are passed through a saturable sample and the spectrum
is measured using the weak beam. Here S represents the level of saturation caused
by the intense beam. Away from resonance the two beams address different velocity
groups and the absorption appear unsaturated. On resonance the same velocity group
is addresses by both beams and the a Lamb dip is observed. Lamb dips represent
only one velocity group of molecules and are thus free from Doppler broadening.
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Saturation in an optical cavity

A more complex case of Lamb dip spectroscopy arises when the two counter-propagating

beams are both equally intense and both can therefore cause optical saturation. This

situation occurs within an optical cavity, where the standing wave cavity modes can

be thought of as a linear combination of two equally intense beams propagating in

opposite directions. Here it would be expected that, away from the line centre, the

absorption coefficient is given by:58,70

αS(ν) =
α0(ν)√
1 + S

, (2.58)

and at the line centre by

αS(ν) =
α0(ν)√
1 + 2S

, (2.59)

where S is the saturation parameter for one of the two counter-propagating beams

and the degree of saturation doubles at the line centre relative to the wings. The full

lineshape that meets these requirements and is therefore appropriate for the saturated

CRDS spectra presented in this thesis is given by58,70

αS(ν) = α0(ν)
∆νL
2

B

(
1−

(
2(v−v0)
A+B

)2) 1
2

, (2.60)

where

A =

(
(ν − ν0)2 +

(
∆νL

2

)2
) 1

2

(2.61)

and

B =

(
(ν − ν0)2 +

(
∆νL

2

)2

(1 + 2S)

) 1
2

. (2.62)

Figure 2.5 shows a series of spectra with different saturation parameters plotted

according to equation 2.60. Note that these spectra show an overall decrease in

absorption coefficient with increasing S as observed in figure 2.3 and also Lorentzian

Lamb dips which broaden with increasing saturation parameter. The Lamb dips in

this case are expected to have widths given by58,70

∆νL,S ≈ ∆νL
√

1 + S, (2.63)

in other words these Lamb dips are power broadened.
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Figure 2.5: A series of simulations of the spectra expected when two equally intense
beams are passed through a saturable sample. Here S represents the level of saturation
caused by one of the two beams. Away from resonance the saturation is caused by
a single beam and the spectra are identical to those in figure 2.3. On resonance the
same velocity group is addresses by both beams and a Lamb dip is observed due
to the doubling of the saturation parameter. The Lamb dips are Doppler free but
exhibit power broadening.

2.7 Electronic and rotational structure of atoms

and diatomic molecules

The spectroscopic experiments discussed in the remainder of this thesis utilise elec-

tronic transitions within atoms and molecules found within the plasma chamber, it

is therefore pertinent to describe the energy level structure of these species.

2.7.1 Atomic terms and selection rules

The pertinent example for this thesis is that of atomic oxygen whose ground state

electronic configuration is 1s22s22p4. In symmetry terms this configuration (with two

holes in the unfilled subshell) is equivalent to having two electrons in this subshell

(the hole formalism) and gives rise to three Pauli allowed atomic terms: 3P, 1D and
1S (see appendix B for an explanation of atomic terms). The energy ordering of these

terms is predicted by Hund’s rules73. The lowest 3P term is split into three levels by

spin orbit coupling (3P2,
3P1 and 3P0) leading to the energy level diagram shown in

figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Energy level diagram of the low lying states of atomic oxygen.

The selection rules for atomic transitions (arising from the requirement that the

transition moment matrix element must be non-zero in order for a transition to be

allowed) are shown in table 2.344.

Table 2.3: Selection rules for electronic transitions in atoms within the Russell-
Saunders coupling regime. The rules for ∆L and ∆S hold only within Russell-
Saunders coupling and can be relaxed when spin-orbit coupling becomes large.

Selection rule Electric Dipole Magnetic Dipole Electric Quadrupole

∆n anything 0 anything

∆l ±1 0 0,±2

parity changed unchanged unchanged

∆J
0,±1

(not 0↔ 0)

0,±1

(not 0↔ 0)

0,±1,±2

(not 0↔ 0, 1
2
↔ 1

2
or 0↔ 1)

∆L
0,±1

(not 0↔ 0)
0

0,±1,±2

(not 0↔ 0 or 0↔ 1)

∆S 0 0 0

Since all the levels depicted in figure 2.6 arise from the same electron configu-

ration, any transitions between them necessarily have ∆l = 0 and are thus electric

dipole forbidden. Several of the transitions however have non-zero magnetic dipole

or electric quadrupole moments and occur with low probability. Two such transitions
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are depicted in the figure and are those used in this thesis. These transitions occur at

≈ 630 nm and are used to detect O(3P) because the lowest energy allowed transitions

of this species only occur at difficult to handle wavelengths < 130 nm. Both of these

transitions rely on the break down of Russell-Saunders coupling (i.e. large spin-orbit

coupling) such that the spin selection rule (∆S = 0) is relaxed. Spin-orbit coupling

can also relax the ∆L selection rule and thereby make the magnetic dipole moment for

these transitions non-zero74. Each transition also has a small contribution (< 0.5%

of total line strength) from being electric quadrupole allowed74.

2.7.2 Molecular terms for diatomic molecules

The three diatomic species relevant to the work in this thesis are: O2, N2 and N+
2 ,

and the low lying configurations and resulting molecular terms (see appendix B) for

these species are as follows.

O2 electronic terms

The ground state configuration for O2 is (1σg)
2(1σu)2(2σg)

2(2σu)2(3σg)
2(1πu)4(1πg)

2.

Like the atomic case, this configuration has two unpaired electrons and leads to three

Pauli allowed terms; in order of increasing energy these are O2(X
3Σ−

g ), O2(a
1∆g) and

O2(b
1Σ+

g ). Figure 2.7 shows the potential energy curves for the lowest energy states

of O2, the three states arising from the ground state configuration are highlighted in

red (O2(X
3Σ−

g )), blue (O2(a
1∆g)) and green (O2(b

1Σ+
g )).
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Figure 2.7: Potential energy curves for the low lying states of O2 with the three
states of interest in this thesis highlighted as described in the text. This figure is
adapted from Gilmore75.

N2 electronic terms

The ground state configuration for N2 is (1σg)
2(1σu)2(2σg)

2(2σu)2(1πu)4(3σg)
2. This

configuration is closed shell and gives rise to only the totally symmetric N2(X
1Σ+

g )

ground state term. The first and second excited states of N2 arise from different con-

figurations, the first excited N2(A
3Σ+

u ) term arises (along with other higher energy

terms) from the (1σg)
2(1σu)2(2σg)

2(2σu)2(1πu)3(3σg)
2(1πg)

1 configuration whilst the

second most important excited N2(B
3Πg) term arises (again with other higher energy

terms) from the (1σg)
2(1σu)2(2σg)

2(2σu)2(1πu)4(3σg)
1(1πg)

1 configuration. These three

states are depicted in the lower half of figure 2.8 highlighted in red (N2(X
1Σ+

g )), blue

(N2(A
3Σ+

u )) and green (N2(B
3Πg)).
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Figure 2.8: Potential energy curves for the electronic states of N2 and N+
2 with the

states of interest in this thesis highlighted as described in the text. This figure is
adapted from Gilmore75.
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N+
2 electronic terms

The ground state configuration for N+
2 is (1σg)

2(1σu)2(2σg)
2(2σu)2(1πu)4(3σg)

1. This

configuration gives rise to only the spin doublet N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) ground state term. The

first excited state of N+
2 arises from the (1σg)

2(1σu)2(2σg)
2(2σu)2(1πu)3(3σg)

2 config-

uration which also gives rise to one term; N+
2 (A2Πu). The potential energy curves for

these two states are shown in the top half of figure 2.8 highlighted in red (N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ))

and blue (N+
2 (A2Πu)).

2.7.3 Vibrational structure

Unlike atoms, molecules can both vibrate and rotate and these degrees of freedom

add structure to molecular energy levels and spectra. The vibrational structure of

diatomic molecules is, in general, simple, with each electronic state having a stack

of non-degenerate vibrational levels. During an electronic transition the change in

vibrational state is unrestricted and thus an electronic absorption system consists of a

series of vibrational bands. The relative intensities of these vibrational bands depends

on their Franck-Condon factors and populations of the initial vibrational states.

2.7.4 Rotational structure

Rotational structure in diatomic spectra can be much more complicated. In order

to understand the rotational energy levels it is important to know how the various

sources of angular momentum possessed by the molecule couple to one another. Hund

established how coupling occurs for a series of limiting cases whereby some couplings

are much stronger than others76–78. Details of the relevant Hund’s cases ((a) and (b))

and the good quantum numbers in each case are given in appendix B.

The selection rules for electronic transitions in diatomic molecules that obey

Hund’s cases (a) and (b) are given in table 2.478. In the table the first two rows

provide selection rules relating to the electronic states whilst the next three rules re-

strict the specific rotational transitions that can occur. Changes in vibrational state

during electronic transitions are unrestricted but with intensities governed by Franck-

Condon factors. Additionally, all transitions are subject to the approximate selection

rule ∆S = 0 however transitions that violate this rule can become allowed due to

spin-orbit coupling, in analogy with the atomic case.
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Table 2.4: Selection rules for electronic transitions in diatomic molecules (note that
∆Λ = 0 transitions are only magnetic dipole allowed when the spin selection rule is
broken (i.e. ∆S ̸= 0) see page 277 of Herzberg78).

Selection rule Electric Dipole Magnetic Dipole Electric Quadrupole

∆Λ 0,±1 (0),±1 0,±1,±2

g/u g ↔ u g ↔ g / u↔ u g ↔ g / u↔ u

∆J
(0),±1

(not 0↔ 0)

(0),±1

(not 0↔ 0)

(0),±1,±2

(not 0↔ 0, 1
2
↔ 1

2
or 0↔ 1)

⊕/⊖ ⊕ ↔ ⊖ ⊕ ↔ ⊕/⊖ ↔ ⊖ ⊕ ↔ ⊕/⊖ ↔ ⊖
s/a s↔ s/a↔ a s↔ s/a↔ a s↔ s/a↔ a

∆S 0 0 0

Rotational structure of O2

The ground state, O2(X
3Σ−

g ) is well described by Hund’s case (b). The projection

of the electronic orbital angular momentum on the internuclear axis is zero (Λ = 0)

and the electronic spin angular momentum quantum number S = 1. Hence the

total angular momentum quantum number excluding spin, N , is simply equal to the

molecular rotation quantum number, R, and the possible values of the total angular

momentum quantum number J are J = N + 1 (labelled F1), J = N (labelled F2)

and J = N − 1 (labelled F3). The first excited state, O2(a
1∆g), has Λ = 2 but no

spin angular momentum (S = 0) such that there is no distinction between Hund’s

cases (a) and (b) and J = N = 2 + R for this state. Each level in this state is also

doubly degenerate due to the two possible electronic angular momentum vectors L

that each have the same projection magnitude, |Λ|ℏ. This is referred to as Λ-doubling

because it is present in all states with Λ > 0 and this degeneracy may be lifted if

the coupling of L to R is accounted for. This coupling is neglected in Hund’s cases

(a) and (b) and indeed is so small in O2(a
1∆g) that it has no effect on the spectrum.

Finally, the second excited state, O2(b
1Σ+

g ), has no electronic angular momentum at

all and so Hund’s cases are not wholly necessary (J = R). The rotational structure

that results from these angular momentum couplings for each of the three lowest

lying electronic states is shown in figure 2.9. The Pauli principle dictates that the

total wavefunction (product of space and spin wavefunctions) must be symmetric (s)

with respect to the exchange of Bosons (16O in this case). For 16O the nuclear spin

quantum number, I = 0, and hence the nuclear spin wavefunction can only have s
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symmetry. Therefore the only allowed spatial wavefunctions are those that also have

s symmetry, the rotational levels with a symmetry do not exist for O2 and only one of

each pair of Λ-doubled levels exist in the O2(a
1∆g) state. The Pauli forbidden levels

are shown as dashed lines in figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Rotational energy level diagram of the first three electronic states of O2

along with the symmetry labels of each level (see text). Also shown are rotational
transitions (one from each of the possible rotational branch) in each of the two systems
which are investigated by CRDS in this chapter (the O2(b

1Σ+
g )← O2(X

3Σ−
g ) system

in blue and the O2(b
1Σ+

g )← O2(a
1∆g) Noxon system50 in red)
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From the selection rules (table 2.4) and figure 2.9 it is clear that none of the

possible transitions between the three low lying states of O2 are electric dipole allowed.

The O2(b
1Σ+

g ) − O2(X
3Σ−

g ) system is spin forbidden but magnetic dipole allowed;

the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) − O2(a
1∆g) Noxon system50 is electric quadrupole allowed and the

O2(a
1∆g)−O2(X

3Σ−
g ) system is spin forbidden and electric quadrupole allowed. For

this reason all of these bands are very weakly absorbing (particularly those systems

that are magnetic dipole forbidden) and they require large pathlengths in order to

be observed in absorption, for example through use of cavity enhanced absorption

techniques (see section 2.5).

In this thesis measurements are reported on two of these systems, both shown in

figure 2.9. The first, shown in blue, is the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) − O2(X
3Σ−

g ) system which is

first measured in emission in chapter 4 (giving information on O2(b
1Σ+

g )) and later

in absorption as a probe for O2(X
3Σ−

g ) in chapter 6. The (0, 0) vibrational band

of this transition is commonly known as the oxygen A-band79. The branches of

this transition are labelled according to the following scheme ∆N∆JF ′F ′′(J ′′), hence,

for example, the transition from N ′′ = 3, J ′′ = 4, (F1) to N ′ = 4, J ′ = 4, (F1) has

∆N = +1→ r, ∆J = 0→ Q, F ′ = F1 → 1, F ′′ = F1 → 1 and J ′′ = 4 and therefore

has the overall assignment rQ11(4). The four branches that appear in the spectrum

of O2 are shown in the diagram. Notably, three other branches (qQ12,
q R13 and qP11)

can appear for such electronic transitions but are absent from the spectrum of O2 due

to nuclear spin statistics.

The second group of transitions shown in red are those of the Noxon system and

this is measured in absorption to quantify temperatures and densities of O2(a
1∆g) in

chapter 4. Calculations of line strengths for this band were given in detail in section

2.2.2. Assignment of the lines of the Noxon band is straightforward because N = J

in both the electronic states involved. The transitions are therefore simply denoted

∆J(J ′′). For an electric quadrupole transition this leads to five branches, O-, P-, Q-,

R- and S- corresponding to ∆J = −2,−1, 0, 1 and 2 respectively. Due to nuclear spin

statistics the O-, Q- and S- branches are missing the lines with odd J ′′ whilst the P-

and R- branches are missing the lines with even J ′′.

Rotational structure of N2

Figure 2.10 shows the rotational energy levels for the first and second excited states

of N2. The first excited state N2(A
3Σ+

u ) is well described by Hund’s case (b) and

hence has rotational structure very similar to O2(X
3Σ−

g ) except for the fact that each

rotational state has the opposite⊕/⊖ symmetry. The second excited state, N2(B
3Πg),
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obeys (to a good approximation) Hund’s case (a) with |Λ| = 1 and the electron spin

angular momentum projection quantum number, Σ = 1, giving rise to three spin orbit

manifolds: the lowest in energy has the total electronic angular momentum projection

quantum number, Ω = 0, and is labelled F1, followed by Ω = 1 labelled F2 and Ω = 2

labelled F3. Within each manifold the minimum value of J is Ω and each state is

Λ-doubled (the extent of Λ-doubling is greatly exaggerated in figure 2.10).

Figure 2.10: A rotational energy level diagram of the first two electronically excited
states of molecular nitrogen. Also depicted are the rotational transitions (one from
each possible branch) of the first positive system of nitrogen (N2(B

3Πg)←N2(A
3Σ+

u )).
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For 14N the nuclear spin quantum number, I, is equal to 1, and leads to an

alternation in population of the rotational states, with the s symmetry states having

twice the population of the a symmetry states. Transitions between the first and

second excited states of molecular nitrogen are fully allowed and constitute what is

known as the first positive system of N2. The complex rotational structure of the

two states means that each vibrational band of the first positive system shows 27

rotational branches as shown in figure 2.10 where P-branch lines are depicted in red,

Q-branch lines in green and R-branch lines in blue. Rotational lines are labelled very

similarly to those of the oxygen A-band but without the superscript denoting the

change in N (because N is not well defined for Hund’s case(a)).

Rotational structure of N+
2

Figure 2.11 shows the rotational structure of the two lowest lying electronic states of

N+
2 . The ground term of the nitrogen molecular cation, N+

2 (X2Σ+
g ), is well described

by Hund’s case (b) and has no orbital angular momentum, it is thus similar in rota-

tional structure to N2(A
3Σ+

u ) and O2(X
3Σ−

g ) except that each N state is here split

into a spin doublet rather than a triplet. Because the electronic term is of both g

and + symmetry the even N levels have ⊕ and s symmetry whilst the odd N levels

have ⊖ and a symmetry (see appendix B). The first excited state N+
2 (A2Πu) follows

Hund’s case (a) and hence has two spin-orbit manifolds (Ω = 3/2 and Ω = 1/2) where

once again the minimum J value in each manifold is equal to Ω. As for N2 the levels

with s symmetry have twice the population of those with a symmetry due to nuclear

spin statistics and each state is Λ-doubled. The transition between the two lowest

lying electronic states is fully allowed and is referred to as the Meinel system of N+
2

80.

Each vibrational band of the Meinel system shows 12 rotational branches as depicted

in figure 2.11. The rotational lines are assigned is a way completely analogous to

the assignments for the first positive system of N2 and again P-, Q- and R- branch

transitions are depicted in red, green and blue respectively.
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Figure 2.11: A rotational energy level diagram of the two lowest lying electronic
states of the molecular nitrogen cation. Also depicted are the rotational transitions
(one from each possible branch) of the Meinel system of the molecular nitrogen cation
(N+

2 (A2Πu)←N+
2 (X2Σ+

g )).

2.8 Summary

The foundations of optical spectroscopy have been described in this chapter, from

the fundamentals (e.g. Einstein coefficients, rates of absorption and emission) to the

more practical elements (e.g. cross sections and line broadening mechanisms). Cav-

ity ringdown spectroscopy, from which minimum detectable absorption coefficients

≈ 10−10 cm−1 are achieved in this work, is explained in detail. Finally a detailed

description of the energy levels in the key atomic and molecular species, O, O2, N2

and N+
2 is given, from which the spectroscopy can be understood. Other pertinent

information on the properties of passive optical cavities relevant here; on atomic and

molecular terms and Hund’s coupling cases (a) and (b); on the hardware required for

CRDS measurements (lasers, detectors and acousto-optic modulators); and a line list
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of all the transitions probed in this work and the lasers used to probe them can be

found in appendices A, B, C and D, respectively.
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Oxygen Plasma
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Chapter 3

Introduction to oxygen plasma

3.1 Key species in oxygen plasma

Oxygen based plasmas are of fundamental interest11,81,82 as they constitute a prime

example of an electronegative plasma (a plasma in which negative ions play a signifi-

cant role). They are also of industrial importance as oxygen-containing plasmas have

been widely used in many fields, including plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposi-

tion (for example, of metal oxide films83), surface treatment/oxidation84–86, chamber

cleaning and etching of silicon dioxide layers87, and plasma sterilisation of medical

devices88. As a result of this interest from both academia and industry there has

been much work, both experimental and theoretical30,89,90, aimed at understanding

these complex systems including analysis of the switch from the capacitive E-mode

observed at low power to the technologically important, higher electron density, in-

ductive H-mode seen at higher powers91. The chemistry and physics of these plasmas

is heavily influenced not only by the presence of negative ions, but also high densities

of ground state atoms, O(3P), and electronically excited molecules, particularly the

low-lying metastable state, O2(a
1∆g). Such is the importance of these species that

accurate knowledge of their absolute densities is key to testing and refining models of

both the gas-phase chemistry and the gas-surface interactions occurring in these com-

plex systems, leading to for example, improvements in the quality of films produced

by atomic layer deposition plasmas42. This chapter outlines the optical methods that

have been used to detect O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) in plasma environments.

3.2 Techniques for O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) detection

A range of techniques have been developed to determine atomic and molecular metastable

concentrations in O2 plasmas, and the principles behind the most important tech-
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niques, as well as their advantages and drawbacks are detailed here.

Optical emission and actinometry

Perhaps the simplest indication of the presence of atomic species in oxygen plas-

mas are the strong atomic emission lines (triplets at 777 nm (1s22s22p33p1(5P ) →
1s22s22p33s1 (5S)) and 844 nm (1s22s22p33p1(3P ) → 1s22s22p33s1 (3S)) being most

prominent)92. The atomic states responsible for this emission are, by definition, ex-

cited and thus the intensity of the emission depends both on the density of ground

state atoms and on the rate of excitation of these atoms to the emitting state. If

this excitation is predominantly via electron impact excitation of ground state atoms

then the emission intensity, IO, increases with both atom and electron densities,

IO = kO[O(3P )][e], where kO is a proportionality constant that accounts for both the

rate coefficient for electron impact excitation and the probability that the excited

state undergoes radiative decay.

In order to use this emission to quantify ground state atom densities it is necessary

to quantify the excitation rate which, in principal, requires knowledge of electron

impact cross sections as well as the electron density and energy distribution. These

electron properties are in general difficult to determine but the need to know them

can be partially bypassed by the addition to the plasma of a chemical actinometer

(usually argon is chosen)93–95. The intensity of emission from excited states of this

actinometer, IAr , also depend on its ground state density (which is known) and

the electron density, such that IAr = kAr[Ar][e]. Thus the ratio between the O

emission intensity and that of Ar should be independent of electron density and may

be determined according to:

[O(3P )] = [Ar]
kArIO
kOIAr

. (3.1)

Thus, if the electron excitation cross sections are known for both species and their

excitation threshold energies are similar (such that the section of the EEDF for exci-

tation is the same for both species) then the ratio of proportionality constants, kAr/kO

can be determined and the density of ground state atoms [O(3P )] can be deduced.

Actinometric measurements of this sort are practically easy to perform however

they have several limitations. First, electron impact cross sections must be known

in order to determine absolute number densities, such cross sections for O(3P) are

particularly difficult to measure because it is difficult to prepare a known concentra-

tion of atoms and as such semi-empirical or ab initio values which lack experimental
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verification must be used96. Secondly, the technique requires the addition of Ar to the

plasma and thus, although it can be of great use in probing oxygen-argon mixtures,

the technique is inapplicable in pure oxygen plasmas. This is significant because even

the addition of a small amount of argon can change the plasma properties90,97. Finally

the technique assumes that all of the emitting state is formed by electron impact on

O(3P). In reality oxygen plasma can contain a small but significant amount of O(1D)

which may be excited to the emitting state by electron impact (with a different cross

section to O(3P)). Even more importantly it is also possible for the emitting atomic

state to be formed directly by electron impact excitation/dissociation of molecular

species, and although this pathway can be accounted for in more sophisticated acti-

nometry schemes98, this too requires knowledge of electron impact cross sections.

The presence of O2(a
1∆g) may be confirmed directly by emission spectroscopy96.

The only state to which O2(a
1∆g) can emit is the molecular ground state O2(X

3Σ−
g ).

This emission is weak due to its dipole and spin forbidden nature, with an Einstein

A-factor of just 2.256× 10−4 s−1 for the (0, 0) vibrational band99. Finding absolute

densities from emission spectra is also very difficult requiring precise knowledge of the

emitting volume being imaged onto the detector as well as the solid angle that the light

collection optics image onto the detector100. Actinometric schemes for O2(a
1∆g) are

more or less impossible because whichever emitting state was chosen the majority of

its population would originate from electron impact excitation of the more abundant

molecular ground state O2(X
3Σ−

g ).

Two-photon laser induced fluorescence (TALIF)

A more sophisticated technique for O(3P) detection is that of two-photon laser in-

duced fluorescence (TALIF)101–105. In a TALIF experiment a pulsed laser is used

to excite a ground state atom to an excited state by the simultaneous absorption of

two photons (a non-linear optical process). The excited state then emits (fluoresces)

at 844 nm and the intensity of the fluorescence is directly proportional to the initial

ground state atom density. A two photon pathway is chosen in order to avoid the

need for deep ultraviolet photons (≈ 113 nm) that would be required to undertake

conventional LIF on atomic oxygen.
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Figure 3.1: TALIF schemes for O and Xe. Either of the two possible Xe schemes can
be used as a reference for calibration of the O TALIF signal. This figure is adapted
from Peverall and Ritchie106.

In order to achieve a calibration of the TALIF signal, to provide absolute atom number

densities, once again a reference signal is required. O(3P) TALIF typically uses the

TALIF signal of Xenon as a reference107. Xenon is chosen because it is straightforward

to introduce a known concentration into the chamber and because it has a two-photon

excitation transition very close in wavelength to that of O(3P). The oxygen atom

TALIF scheme along with the two possible Xe TALIF calibration schemes are shown

in figure 3.1. Even with this Xe reference signal, several further steps are required

before absolute O(3P) densities can be determined from TALIF. The most important

of these are accounting for the two photon absorption cross sections for both Xe

and O(3P) and the branching ratio of the fluorescence emission into the observed

transition if other possible transitions exist. This calibration process is so complex

and fraught with difficulty that the resulting densities are only typically reliable to

within a factor of ≈ 2 ( 96).

Despite these difficulties in putting TALIF on an absolute footing it is extremely

powerful and sensitive as a technique for measuring relative atom densities. In par-

ticular, by careful focusing of the pump beam and imaging of the florescence into the

detector TALIF is capable of very high spatial resolution (<100 µm), particularly

useful in small inhomogeneous discharges. Additionally, because TALIF utilises ps
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or fs pulsed lasers it can also provide excellent temporal resolution (limited by the

fluorescence lifetime of the emitting state, typically ≈ ns) and can also be applied at

high pressure, for example to atmospheric pressure plasma jets108.

TALIF on O2(a
1∆g) is not inconceivable, for example one could try exciting on the

O2(e
1∆u)−O2(a

1∆g) system (2 × ∼290 nm) and measure near infrared fluorescence

on the O2(e
1∆u) − O2(d

1Πg) system (∼1650 nm). Making quantitative use of such

a measurement however would be extremely difficult due to the need to know two

photon absorption cross sections (even one photon cross sections have only been

measured a couple of times for the O2(e
1∆u)−O2(a

1∆g) system109) and the need to

find an appropriate reference molecule with which a LIF signal could be compared. In

addition, the near infrared emission is from a system which, although electric dipole

allowed, has not been observed previously. Finally, detection would have to utilise a

photodiode because the fluorescence wavelength is too far into the near infrared for

photomultiplier tubes to be sensitive. For these reasons LIF on O2(a
1∆g) is not a

practical detection technique and has never been demonstrated.

Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) absorption spectroscopy

Optical absorption methods are preferable to the aforementioned ‘indirect’ methods,

since the absolute number density is returned directly (using the Beer-Lambert law

2.8) and the accuracy of the measurement depends only on the accuracy to which the

transition line strength/ cross section is known. For O(3P) atoms the lowest energy

fully allowed optical transitions occur in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), at 130 nm and

correspond to excitation of a 2p electron into the 3s orbital. The VUV is technically

difficult to access with narrow linewidth tunable lasers and is also inconvenient to

handle due to its absorption by air.

The most common laboratory VUV sources are discharge lamps95,110–112, however,

absorption measurements with such sources present two difficulties. First, the light

from lamps is not narrow linewidth and cannot therefore be treated as monochro-

matic, thus both the source and absorber’s lineshapes contribute to the observed

spectrum and the source lineshape must be estimated or measured in order to decon-

volute these and obtain an absorption spectrum. Secondly, broadband plasma light

sources usually require substantial effort to ensure negligible self-absorption within

the source. Yang et al.110 have recently reported on a self-absorption calibration

method for a compact microwave plasma used in VUV absorption spectroscopy mea-

surements. There the self-absorption calibration was performed by spectral analysis

of the emission line profile, taking into account the optical escape factor, such that a
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low-resolution monochromator could be used. These researchers demonstrated oxygen

atomic density measurements in a mixed nitrogen and oxygen surface-wave plasma;

the atomic oxygen density varied from ≈ 1.3 × 1012 cm−3 to ≈ 4 × 1012 cm−3 as a

function of N2:O2 gas mixture ratio.

A more sophisticated alternative to UV lamps is the use of synchrotron radiation.

An example of the method can be found in the work of Niemi et al.113 who carried

out VUV absorption measurements of atomic oxygen produced in a radio-frequency

driven atmospheric pressure plasma using the broad continuum spectral output from

the VUV beamline at the SOLEIL synchrotron facility coupled to a unique high res-

olution Fourier-transform spectrometer. Clearly the need for synchrotron radiation

and a specially built spectrometer mean that this method is extremely expensive and

technologically challenging to carry out. Some work also exists utilising harmonics

of dye lasers.114 Importantly, whatever the light source, the large absorption cross

sections for the O(3P) transitions (the Einstein A factors for the spin–orbit resolved

transitions range from 0.676 to 3.41 × 108 s−1)74, mean that such VUV absorption

measurements occur under optically thick conditions unless they are limited to sit-

uations with very low atomic densities (e.g. low pressure discharges) so that VUV

absorption is not a universally applicable technique for O(3P) detection.

The lowest energy allowed optical transitions of O2(a
1∆g) also occur in the VUV

meaning that similar technological restrictions are placed on direct absorption mea-

surements of this species and very few such measurements exist. Western et al.109

have demonstrated the detection of O2(a
1∆g) in a DC discharge, again using the

SOLEIL synchrotron and its unique Fourier-transform spectrometer, probing the

O2(e
1∆u) − O2(a

1∆g) system at ∼145 nm (amongst others) in absorption. These

measurements were combined with ab initio calculations to find molecular constants

for the electronic states involved and transition dipole moments for the measured

transitions.

Much of the work to measure VUV absorption by atomic and metastable species in

oxygen plasmas is complicated by the strong Schumann-Runge continuum absorption

of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) between ∼130 and ∼170 nm. This continuum however has recently

found use as a tool to quantify the densities of both atoms and metastable molecules.

By modulating the plasma on and off and monitoring the Schumann-Runge absorption

(again using SOLEIL) Booth et al.96 were able to quantify the recovery dynamics of

O2(X
3Σ−

g ). The recovery was observed to take place with two temporal components.

The faster component was assigned to atom recombination to form O2(X
3Σ−

g ) whilst

the slow component was due to the loss of O2(a
1∆g). In this way the densities and
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loss dynamics of the two species could be deduced. This technique is reliant on the

fact that the two species have significantly different lifetimes in the system under

investigation (which is not always true). It is also limited by the fact that the cross

section of the Schumann-Runge continuum is temperature dependent in a way that

has not been comprehensively measured and thus measurements are limited to the

late afterglow (when temperatures are ambient and cross sections well known).

Visible and near-infrared absorption spectroscopy

Given the technical maturity of laser and optical technology in the visible and near-

infrared regions and the drawbacks associated with the VUV (for example the difficult

calibration processes and/or need for synchrotron radiation) it is unsurprising that

several research groups have resorted to using absorption on forbidden transitions

within optical cavities for atomic and metastable detection.

Harris and Weiner115 demonstrated the first observation of O(3P) in absorption

using the technique of intra-cavity laser absorption spectroscopy (ICLAS) on the

O(1D2)-O(3P2) and O(1D2)-O(3P1) transitions at 630.205 and 636.554 nm respec-

tively (shown in figure 2.6), with oxygen atoms generated in a discharge flow tube.

These were followed by measurements by Teslja and Dagdigian116 using pulsed laser

cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) at 630.205 nm to detect ground state oxygen

atoms in a microwave discharge of either pure O2 or Ar/N2O. This set-up enabled the

concentration of oxygen atoms in the 1014 cm−3 regime to be detected, and comparison

with NO2 titration yielded an experimental accuracy of within 20%. Subsequently,

Gupta et al.117 reported on the absolute O(3P1) concentration generated in a high

finesse optical cavity by an inductively coupled discharge arrangement at 10–40 Torr

total pressure of a 10% O2/He mix using the off-axis integrated cavity output spec-

troscopy (ICOS) technique, reporting a minimum detectable concentration of ∼ 1012

cm−3. Finally, Hancock et al.118 have used cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy

(CEAS) to determine O(3P2) concentrations in the technically relevant low pressure

environment of an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) chamber with pure oxygen as

a precursor gas. At a pressure of 100 mTorr and 500 W plasma power the O(3P2)

concentration was determined to be (4.8± 0.6)×1014 cm−3.

O2(a
1∆g) measurements have utilised the O2(b

1Σ+
g )-O2(a

1∆g) Noxon system, so

called because it was first observed by Noxon in 196150 in the emission from an O2/He

discharge. Noxon based absorption measurements are usually made on the (0, 0) and

(1, 0) bands at ∼1900 nm and ∼1500 nm, respectively, the former band is preferable

because of its superior Franck-Condon factor whilst the latter band is much more
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convenient in terms of the availability of tunable lasers and high reflectivity mirrors.

The first absorption measurements of this species were made by ICLAS in a flow tube

(1.9 Torr) on the (0, 0) band119 and detected singlet oxygen densities of ≈ 1.5× 1015

cm−3 with a detection limit of ≈ 2 × 1014 cm−3. Later measurements, utilising off-

axis ICOS52, were the first to observe the (1, 0) band51, this time in the afterglow

of an ICP (Helium with 5− 10% O2) with densities of around 1015 cm−3 determined

and detection limits improved by an order of magnitude to ≈ 2.5 × 1013 cm−3. The

same technique was later used to probe a 15 − 30 Torr microwave plasma (He with

1− 10% O2) with similar detection limits achieved120. Földes et al.121 demonstrated

detection on the (1, 0) band using cw-CRDS in a 2.25 Torr microwave plasma of pure

oxygen, this was the first measurement in a pure oxygen plasma and the first to utilise

CRDS but had a poorer minimum detectable concentration of ≈ 4× 1014 cm−3. All

of these previous measurements represent conversion efficiencies of between 3 and 6%

for excitation of O2 to the first excited metastable state.

3.3 Outlook of Section

The limitations of absorption spectroscopy are: uncertainty in absorption cross sec-

tions (often the target bands’ cross sections are known only from calculations), its

limited sensitivity in comparison to other techniques (e.g. LIF) and the fact that it

is line of sight integrated and so provides limited spatial resolution. This latter point

can be particularly important in plasmas where temperature and number density

inhomogeneity across the plasma can be significant. Despite these constraints laser

absorption is a powerful, practical and absolute technique which avoids the need for

calibration. The utility of the technique will be demonstrated in the next three chap-

ters where experiments utilising cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) are used to

quantify densities and temperatures of key plasma produced oxygen species within

the chamber with the measurements being supported by a volume averaged kinetic

model. Finally CRDS measurements of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) will be used to demonstrate that,

although line of sight averaged, absorption spectra can contain enough information

to probe spatial inhomogeneity within the plasma chamber.
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Oxygen plasma measurements

In this chapter CRDS measurements of O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) are presented across

a range of plasma operating conditions to determine densities, temperatures and

lifetimes with respect to loss at the chamber walls. These are complimented by optical

emission studies of O2(b
1Σ+

g ), Additionally the density of the O− anion is determined

using cavity ringdown photodetachment as the plasma is slowly modulated.

4.1 Experimental arrangement

All the measurements in this thesis utilise the plasma chamber described in chapter 1.

The measurements in the next three chapters are made on a plasma produced from a

feedstock of pure O2 (99.999 % BOC) delivered into the chamber via the baffle arms

at a constant flow of 10 sccm. To undertake CRDS measurements on the plasma,

high reflectivity mirrors are mounted in gimbal mirror mounts contained within home-

made vacuum compatible mirror boxes which are attached to the chamber baffle arms.

The flow of gas along these arms helps to protect the mirrors from the plasma. One

mirror is also mounted upon a piezo-electric stack which is modulated at ≈ 10 Hz in

order to ensure the frequent occurrence of cavity resonances. A general optical set-up

is depicted in figure 4.1 and the specific lasers and mirrors used to probe each species

of interest are given in table 4.1. The CRDS arrangement follows closely that for

cw-CRDS described in chapter 2 whilst the precise spatial arrangement of the plasma

chamber and optical cavity were described in chapter 1 (figure 1.9). Laser radiation

is directed into the chamber via an AOM, and when a cavity resonance occurs and is

detected by a photomultiplier tube (in the case of the Toptica lasers) or an InGaAs

photodiode (in the case of the Eblana laser), a trigger signal is generated that both

switches off the AOM and starts the acquisition of a ringdown event.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of the experimental arrangement. For cavity ringdown
measurements cw laser radiation passes through an isolator and an AOM and is then
coupled into the optical cavity. Detection and amplification allow ringdown signals to
be recorded and spectra produced. The laser wavelength and stability are monitored
by use of a wavemeter and an optical spectrum analyser (OSA), respectively. Optical
emission spectra are recorded using an Andor Shamrock spectrograph with iDus CCD
camera. Radio frequency power is provided to the plasma chamber via an impedance
(Z) matching circuit.

Typically several hundred ringdown events are captured at one discrete wave-

length before the acquisition and control software steps the laser either by adjusting

the feedback grating of the ECDL or changing the temperature of the DFB laser.

This process is repeated until a reasonable wavelength scan is achieved (usually over

3-10 GHz) such that the full lineshape of the transition being probed is covered. An

absorption profile is then produced by fitting a baseline to the ringdown data in order

to find τ0 values and then using equation 2.40 to extract α (the absorption coefficient).

This can then be fitted with a Gaussian (Doppler) lineshape and number densities

and temperatures deduced according to equations 2.10 and 2.35, respectively. In the

case of O−, where detection is not on a discrete transition but on a photoionisation

continuum, absorption measurements are made at a single wavelength (away from

resonant atomic transitions) and densities deduced from the wavelength specific ab-

sorption coefficient, vide infra. In each case the scan and wavelength of the laser

are carefully calibrated using an optical spectrum analyser, a wavemeter and, in the
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Table 4.1: Lasers and mirrors used to probe oxygen plasma

Species Laser λ / nm mirrors reflectivity

O(3P)/O−

Toptica DL100

LD-0633-0100-1

(Littrow ECDL)

629.0− 636.5
Layertec

(coating: 137550)

> 99.99%

@635 nm

O2(a
1∆g)

Eblana EP1909

DXT0250

(DFB diode)

1907− 1911
Layertec

(coating: 140981)

> 99.99%

@1980 nm

O2(X
3Σ−

g )

Toptica DLPro

LD-0780-0100-AR-1

(Littrow ECDL)

747.6− 792.1
Layertec

(coating: 140967)

> 99.995%

@760 nm

cases of the 630 nm and 760 nm ECDL lasers, reference spectral lines from an io-

dine cell and from O2(X
3Σ−

g ), respectively. The broadband optical emission from the

plasma was monitored by a silicon photodiode and by a photomultiplier tube, whilst

wavelength-resolved emission spectra were obtained by imaging the plasma, via a

large core multimode optical fibre, into a spectrograph (Andor Shamrock 303i) with

a cooled CCD camera (Andor iDus). Optical emission measurements provide a quick

and convenient way to monitor the plasma and provide information complementary

to that provided by CRDS. Optical emission measurements also have the advantage of

being applicable over a very wide range of plasma conditions which is useful because

the CRDS measurements here are made across a range of plasma powers (0−300 W)

and pressures (10 − 100 mTorr) for O(3P). O− density is investigated as a function

of gas pressure at 300 W power (at lower powers it was increasingly difficult to dis-

tinguish the absorption signal from the change in baseline ringdown time). O2(a
1∆g)

meanwhile is probed as a function of plasma power at 100 mTorr, the extremely small

absorption signals in this case lead to very long experimental times and mean that

measurements at low power or low pressure are possible, but not both simultaneously.

The density variation with power was deemed more pertinent to measure because of

the interest in the E to H mode switchover and probing this mode change was the

main purpose of the O2(X
3Σ−

g ) measurements.
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4.1.1 Density measurements

The number densities derived from absorption spectra according to equation 2.10 are

line of sight averaged densities, N̄ . In general the reactive species under investigation

are lost quickly in the baffle arms and as such only penetrate a short distance, l, into

each arm65,66. This being the case, the average density of absorber in the plasma itself,

N , is related to the line of sight averaged value, N̄ , by a simple length adjustment:

N = N̄
L

2(R + l)
, (4.1)

where L is the total cavity length (chamber plus arms) and R is the chamber radius.

Diffusion into baffle arms

Assuming that the predominant source of reactive species in the baffle arms is diffusion

from the bulk plasma and that the predominant loss process is loss at the arm walls

(a good assumption for the species considered in this chapter) then the penetration

depth, l, of such species into the baffle arms can be calculated using Fick’s second

law (with a loss term) given by:66

dN(x)

dt
= D

d2N(x)

dx2
− kwN(x) = 0, (4.2)

where N(x) is the species number density at a distance x along the baffle arm and

kw is the rate coefficient for wall loss. When the plasma is operating in a steady

state an equilibrium is reached and equation 4.2 is equal to 0. The equation then has

solutions:

N(x) = N(0) exp

(
−
√
kw
D
x

)
, (4.3)

where N(0) is the number density in the main chamber. The 1/e scale length for

penetration into the baffle arms, l, is therefore given by:

l =

√
D

kw
. (4.4)

The loss rate coefficient, kw, can be estimated for wall loss in the arms by use of the

equations detailed in the next section. The baffle arms have a narrow channel (≈ 10

mm diameter) and are made of stainless steel, for which the surface loss probability is

usually substantially larger than for the aluminium chamber surfaces122. This means

that the lifetimes of excited species that enter the baffle arms are significantly shorter

than in the plasma bulk and therefore species in the baffle arms contribute little to

the measurements.
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4.1.2 Kinetic measurements

Loss of species at plasma chamber walls is one of the biggest sources of uncertainty

in plasma modelling and makes direct measurement of wall loss rates very desirable.

Under the operating conditions investigated in this work, it is expected that diffusion

to and reaction at the chamber walls is a significant loss process for O(3P), O2(a
1∆g)

and O2(b
1Σ+

g )91,123,124. In order to characterise this process the plasma was modulated

at ≈1 Hz with a symmetric square wave (on: 300 W and off: 0 W). The modulation

rate was chosen to allow sufficient time for the plasma to equilibrate after being

turned on and this was verified by measurement of the broadband optical emission

from the plasma with a photodiode. Extinguishing the plasma takes just a few tens

of µs as can be observed by measurement of the decay of broadband plasma emission

using a silicon photodiode. Figure 4.2 shows the decay in the broadband emission

intensity which comes predominantly from fully allowed atomic emission lines (e.g.

atomic oxygen line at 777 nm and 844 nm often used for actinometry).

Figure 4.2: Temporal decay in the broadband emission from the plasma after the
plasma is extinguished (power is rapidly reduced from 300 to 0 W). This data indi-
cated that the plasma is extinguished on the time scale of tens of µs.

After the plasma is extinguished the production of the aforementioned species by

electron impact stops as do all the important loss processes other than wall loss. The

decay in density of the species is therefore dictated only by the rate of diffusion and

wall reaction. In the cases of O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) it was possible to monitor the

absorption coefficient (on the maxima of the respective transitions) as a function of

time after the plasma was extinguished. Wall loss of O2(b
1Σ+

g ) was quantified by
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observing the change in the intensity of emission from that species after the plasma

was extinguished. In all cases the decay in signal was exponential and the decay time

τw is related to the first order rate coefficient for wall loss kw by τw = 1/kw.

Wall loss coefficients

The rate of wall loss is influenced by surface material, chamber dimensions, tempera-

ture and diffusion coefficients for a particular species. The relationship between these

factors and kw was discussed by Chantry125 and is given approximately by:

1

kw
= τw =

Λ2
0

D
+
V

A

2(2− γ)

v̄γ
, (4.5)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for the species being lost at the wall, V/A is the

chamber volume to surface area ratio, v̄ is the mean speed of the diffusing species of

mass, m, given by:
v̄ =

(
8kBT

πm

) 1
2

, (4.6)

and Λ0 is the geometric diffusion length given by:

1

Λ2
0

=
( π
H

)2
+
(χ01

R

)2
, (4.7)

where H and R are the chamber height and radius and χ01 = 2.4048 is a radial

scale factor given by the first zero of the zeroth order Bessel function of the first

kind, appropriate for solutions of fundamental mode diffusion in geometries with

radial elements. For the chamber used throughout this work (V/A) = 0.048 m and

Λ0 = 0.049 m. The first term on the right hand side of equation 4.5 effectively accounts

for the time taken to diffuse to the wall whilst the second term corresponds to the

time taken to react once the wall is reached. In this chapter diffusion coefficients are

taken, with temperature dependences, from Winn for molecules126 and from Morgan

and Schiff for atoms127. It is also assumed that electronic excitation does not change

the diffusion coefficient as has been observed for the lowest lying excited state of

O2
128. The crucial variable in equation 4.5 is the so called sticking coefficient or wall

loss coefficient, γ. If the sticking coefficient is known then wall loss rates can be

calculated at a range of different conditions. This flexibility makes knowledge of γ

extremely desirable for plasma modelling.

4.2 O(3P) measurements

The ECDL used in these measurements can be coarse-scanned manually to access the

desired wavelengths for both the O(1D2)← O(3P2) and O(1D2)← O(3P1) transitions
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(at 630.205 and 636.554 nm, respectively). Baseline (vacuum) ringdown times of 35 µs

are observed for this optical cavity, corresponding to a (geometric mean) experimental

mirror reflectivity of 99.993%.

The O(1D2)← O(3PJ) transitions in atomic oxygen have Einstein A factors calcu-

lated as 5.65× 10−3 s−1 and 1.82× 10−3 s−1 for J = 2 and J = 1, respectively. These

can be converted into integrated cross sections for these transitions using equation

2.13, with g2 = 5 and g1 = 5 or 3 for J = 2 and 1, respectively. This calculation

yields integrated absorption cross sections of 2.98×10−23 cm2 cm−1 (8.93×10−22 cm2

GHz) for the O(1D2)← O(3P2) transition and 1.63×10−23 cm2 cm−1 (4.9×10−22 cm2

GHz) for the O(1D2)← O(3P1) transition.

The appropriate length adjustment factor, in the case of oxygen atoms, was cal-

culated using wall loss coefficients for stainless steel (from which the arms are con-

structed) and equation 4.4. A value of γO = 0.1438 exp(2.5069/p) taken from Gud-

mundsson129 where p is in mTorr, yields scale lengths for baffle arm penetration, l,

that range between 1.4 cm (10 mTorr) and 0.5 cm (100 mTorr) with corresponding

absorption length adjustments (equation 4.1) of (77/37.8) and (77/36), respectively.

4.2.1 O(3P) variation with gas pressure

CRDS spectra of the O(1D2)← O(3P2) transition are shown in figure 4.3 at four

different pressures and all with 300 W plasma power. Also shown are Gaussian fits

to the data used to reveal the number density and temperature of the O(3P2) state.
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Figure 4.3: Cavity ringdown measurements of atomic oxygen (O(3P2)) at 630.205
nm (in vacuo) showing the variation in absorption at 300 W as a function of pressure
and Gaussian fits to the data. From the scatter on the baseline in the figure (≈ 3×10−9

cm−1) the minimal detectable atom concentration with this experimental protocol can
be estimated as ≈ 1013 cm−3.

The extracted translational temperatures of O(3P2) are shown in figure 4.4 and

are found to fall within the range 300− 350 K. The temperature shows no conclusive

trend with pressure. Small signals at lower pressures lead to the large uncertainties in

temperature indicated in the figure. For O(3P1), absorption signals are smaller again

because it has both a smaller population (lower degeneracy and higher energy) and

a smaller absorption cross section. This makes temperature measurements of O(3P1)

even more uncertain and of very limited use. Another major source of uncertainty

in these CRDS derived temperature values is the difficulty in fitting the baseline to

the ringdown data that is used to find τ0. During the course of acquiring a spectrum

the baseline ringdown time typically shows a slow variation (varying by as much as

2 or 3 µs). This baseline must be fitted (usually with a polynomial) in order to find

τ0 and hence absorption spectra. The baseline that is used subtly alters the area

and width of the absorption profile and results in uncertainty in number densities

and translation temperatures. Uncertainties in temperatures are also large because

Ttrans ∝ (∆ν)2 (equation 2.35) and hence any uncertainty in the FWHM is magnified

when temperatures are calculated.
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Figure 4.4: Pressure dependence of atomic translational temperatures, TTrans at
300 W power, determined from the Doppler widths of the profiles in figure 4.3 .

Results of density measurements of O(3P2) and O(3P1) (length corrected accord-

ing to equation 4.1) are presented in figure 4.5. Number densities range from low

1013 cm−3 to 5 × 1014 cm−3 over the pressure range studied; at 10 mTorr pressure

the number density of O(3P1) was too small to obtain reliable data. The ratio of

populations of O(3P1) to O(3P2) was found to be in keeping with that expected from

thermodynamic equilibrium given the measured translational temperatures (figure

4.4):

[O(3P1)]

[O(3P2)]
=
g1 exp

(
−E1

kBT

)
g2 exp

(
−E2

kBT

) (4.8)

where EJ is the absolute energy of the spin orbit level and gJ is its degeneracy given

by gJ = 2J + 1. This equation allows the total atomic concentrations [O(3Ptot)] to

be calculated from the O(3P2) number densities (chosen because they are the most

significant data) using:

[O(3P2)]

[O(3Ptot)]
=

g2 exp
(

−E2

kBT

)
2∑

J=0

(2J + 1) exp
(

−EJ

kBT

) . (4.9)
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Figure 4.5: Pressure dependence of atomic densities in the plasma at 300 W. Densi-
ties for each spin orbit level were determined from the integrated area of the absorp-
tion profiles (e.g. those in figure 4.3), whilst the total density (black squares) was
determined using statistical mechanics as detailed in the text. All values are adjusted
to account for the baffle arms and the diffusion of atoms into them.

Ground state atom density shows a clear linear increase with increasing gas pres-

sure. Combining knowledge of densities with temperature and pressure allows the

calculation of the dissociation fraction, δ, according to:

δ =
[O(3Ptot)]

2[O2]
(4.10)

where [O2] is the density of oxygen molecules that would exist at the plasma temper-

ature if all the atoms were to spontaneously recombine. Dissociation fractions as a

function of gas pressure are shown in figure 4.6 and, given only 300 W of power is be-

ing applied, are consistently high (above 0.1) across the pressure range investigated;

there is also evidence of an increase in dissociation fraction towards lower pressures.
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Figure 4.6: Pressure dependence of the dissociation fraction of the 300 W oxygen
plasma, δ, determined from the total atom densities (black points in figure 4.5).

4.2.2 Wall loss kinetics

Kinetics of wall recombination of oxygen atoms can be measured using the plasma

modulation scheme described earlier. Around 630 nm it is found that the baseline

ringdown time (i.e. away from the atomic resonance) changes when the plasma is

switched on and off, this variation is attributed to absorption by O− (amongst other

things, discussed later). In order to account for this and thereby to measure O(3P)

kinetics the ringdown time was measured in 10 ms windows after the plasma was

extinguished both on the maximum of the absorption and away from the absorp-

tion (to quantify baseline changes). These on and off resonance ringdown times, in

conjunction with equation 2.40, allow the maximum absorption coefficient (due to

O(3P)) as a function of time after the plasma is extinguished, to be determined. This

absorption coefficient is proportional to atom density (provided that the temperature

is fairly constant). The results from this experiment are shown in figure 4.7 for gas

pressures of 50 and 100 mTorr; fitting a single exponential function to the data yields

decay times of 70± 12 ms and 110± 17 ms, respectively. These lifetimes against wall

loss indicate that diffusion to the wall is relatively fast and τw is dominated by the

time it takes to react at the wall (i.e. the second term in equation 4.5 dominates).

Measurements at lower pressures are prevented by the smaller absorption signal and

the significantly larger baseline variation during plasma modulation.
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Figure 4.7: The decay of atomic oxygen measured after the 300 W plasma is extin-
guished at 50 mTorr (red triangles) and 100 mTorr (black circles). Each data point
was calculated using the average of 20 on and off resonance ringdown events. At
the lower pressures investigated in this work (10 and 20 mTorr) the smaller O(3P)
concentrations precluded the accurate measurement of αmax values beyond t ≈ 30 ms
and hence make reliable lifetime measurements very challenging.

The diffusion coefficient, D, for atomic oxygen diffusing through an environment

of O2 (required for wall loss coefficient calculations) has been both measured exper-

imentally127,130 and calculated from theory131. Theoretical calculations and values

derived from beam scattering experiments are limited to the high temperature regime

(T > 1000 K). Of the low temperature measurements, those reported by Morgan and

Schiff127 are considered to be most reliable132 and are widely used133–135. In general

the diffusion coefficient depends on both temperature and pressure, D(T, p), and has

units cm2 s−1. It is convenient to introduce a reference pressure, here 1 Pa, and to

define the diffusion coefficient at that pressure D̃(T ) with units cm2 s−1 Pa. The

diffusion coefficient at a given pressure is then found using:

D(T, P ) =
D̃(T )

p
, (4.11)

where p is the pressure in Pa. The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient

is expected to be of the form

D̃(T ) = aT b (4.12)

with b = 1.5 from a hard sphere model but closer to b = 1.75− 1.80 empirically136.

Experimental diffusion coefficients at 1 Pa found from Morgan and Schiff are

shown in figure 4.8a and the fitting according to 4.12 is the basis (along with equation

4.11) for the diffusion calculations used for atomic oxygen throughout the rest of this
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thesis. The diffusion coefficient, D̃, is 4.21 × 104 cm2 s−1 Pa at 340 K127. Using

this value, together with equations 4.5 and 4.11 yields surface loss probabilities, γ,

of (4.3 ± 0.8)×10−3 and (2.8 ± 0.5)×10−3 at pressures of 50 mTorr and 100 mTorr,

respectively. Shown in figure 4.8b are the self diffusion coefficients for O2 measured

by Winn126, also fitted according to equation 4.12. Vidaud et al.128 found that the

diffusion coefficients of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) and O2(a
1∆g) are identical and Winn’s data are

therefore used in this thesis to describe the diffusion of O2(a
1∆g). Both sets of

diffusion data are used in the next chapter for the purposes of kinetic modelling.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: Diffusion coefficient data for (a) O(3P) taken from Morgan and Schiff127

and for (b) O2(a
1∆g) taken from Winn126. Also shown for each data set is a fit

according to equation 4.12. Values from these fits are used to find wall loss coefficients
and also later for the purposes of volume averaged modelling.

4.2.3 O(3P) variation with plasma power

Measurements of [O(3P)] as a function of plasma power are desirable because they

provide a method to probe the E/H mode switchover in the chamber (see section 1.2.2)

and to quantify how this switchover effects the density of this industrially relevant

species. In ICP chambers the E/H switchover is often identifiable by an increase in

the intensity of plasma emission. Figure 4.9a shows the atomic oxygen emission line

at ≈777 nm as a function of plasma power (at 100 mTorr) as measured using the

Andor spectrometer whilst figure 4.9b shows the integrated area under the 777 nm

line as a function of power and the broadband emission intensity as measured by the

silicon photodiode. The agreement between these methods supports the idea that the

majority of the plasma emission comes from strongly allowed atomic emission lines
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and also shows clearly that the E/H switchover for a 100 mTorr pure oxygen plasma

in this chamber occurs at ≈ 120− 140 W.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: (a)The variation in the (5P )→ (5S) atomic oxygen emission spectrum
around 777 nm with plasma power at 100 mTorr gas pressure and (b) the integrated
area under the spectra in (a) compared to the global plasma emission measured by a
photodiode showing clearly the E/H switchover between 120-140W for a 100 mTorr
oxygen plasma.

Cavity ringdown spectra, as a function of plasma power at 100 mTorr pressure,

are shown in figure 4.10. The spectra show a significant increase in absorption with

increasing plasma power. As before, Gaussian fitting enables the extraction of trans-

lational temperatures (figure 4.11) which show a marked increase from values that are

approximately ambient at ≈300 K in the E-mode to those that are significantly hotter

≈450 K at the highest powers studied. The temperature shows a marked increase

between powers of 100 and 140 W suggesting that this is where the E/H transition

occurs. Also shown in figure 4.11 is a spline fitting to the data which is utilised in

plasma modelling and will be explained in more detail later.
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Figure 4.10: Cavity ringdown measurements of atomic oxygen (O(3P2)) at 630.205
nm (in vacuo) showing the variation in absorption as a function of plasma power and
Gaussian fits to the data which were taken at 100 mTorr gas pressure.

Figure 4.11: Translational temperatures of atomic oxygen as a function of plasma
power (at 100 mTorr pressure) determined from Doppler widths of fits to the spectra.
Also included is a smoothed spline which is used to estimate temperatures used in
volume averaged modelling (see later).

Number densities, both of the spin orbit level being probed and of total O(3P) are

shown in figure 4.12a, with the latter calculated according to an equilibration between

the spin orbit levels (equation 4.9). All density values in this figure are adjusted by
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the factor of 77/36 which accounts for the length of the baffle arms and for diffusion

of atoms into the arms (equation 4.1). Shown in figure 4.12b are the dissociation frac-

tions, calculated as before, as a function of plasma power. It should be noted that the

much greater uncertainties on the total number densities and dissociation fractions

in figure 4.12 arise because the calculations of these values utilise the (relatively un-

certain) temperature values (figure 4.11) whilst the number density of O(3P2) doesn’t

rely on the temperature measurement and is more certain as a result. Once again the

major sources of uncertainty in the temperature measurement are the uncertainty in

fitting the baseline ringdown times and the fact that Ttrans ∝ (∆ν)2.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: (a) Densities of O(3P2) (red) as a function of plasma power (at 100
mTorr) calculated from the absorption spectra and adjusted for the baffle arms and
total atomic densities calculated using statistical mechanics (see text) (b) dissociation
fraction of the plasma as a function of plasma power.

The measured number densities and dissociation fractions, δ, both show a similar

trend to the translational temperature, with a rapid increase between 100 and 120

W and a more gradual increase within the H-mode before eventually plateauing at

the highest powers. δ in the E-mode is <0.01 and increases by nearly an order of

magnitude as the power is increased to 300 W. The E/H-mode switchover power

measured by CRDS agrees well with that observed by emission from highly excited

states (figure 4.9).

It is remarkable to note that, for conditions of 100 mTorr and 275/300 W, this

experiment finds an atomic density that is smaller by a factor of ≈2 than was found in

the pressure variation experiments for the same plasma conditions (see section 4.2.1).

Additionally the temperature is around 25% hotter than was previously observed. The

only major change made between these two sets of experiments that could explain
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these remarkable differences was the cleaning of the interior walls of the chamber

following a vacuum system failure. Both before and after the cleaning the results were

consistent and reproducible and this leads to the conclusion that the measurements are

truly representative of a significant change in atom density and temperature within

the plasma caused by cleaning the chamber walls. The likelihood is that the wall

cleaning altered either the wall’s thermal accommodation coefficient, α, the atom’s

wall loss coefficient, γ, or both. These possibilities will be discussed at length in the

next section.

4.2.4 Discussion

The pressure variation studies presented above were conducted over a technologically

important pressure range (10–100 mTorr) and at all pressures the equilibrium con-

centration of ground state atomic oxygen found in this plasma device is considerable;

under certain conditions contributing up to 30% of the total number density within

the plasma. This conclusion is consistent with a previous measurement, made under

limited conditions in the same plasma chamber, recorded using CEAS118.

Such are the high concentrations of atomic oxygen in this plasma system, that

conspicuous changes in pressure are observed when the plasma is ignited (usually

controlled by the plasma chamber automatic pressure regulation feedback system).

With the chamber completely sealed and containing 60 mTorr of pure O2, ignition

of the plasma causes the measured pressure to increase to 75 mTorr. Taking into

account the increase in gas temperature this leads to an estimate for the atomic

oxygen concentration corresponding to a dissociation fraction of 11± 4%, in keeping

with the spectroscopic measurements. High equilibrium levels of a plasma borne

product species must have significant ramifications on the electrical characteristics

of the plasma (i.e. electron number densities and energies) and in this case are

intrinsically related to the nature and material of the plasma vessel.

The measured lifetime of atomic oxygen firmly supports the perception (as ex-

pected) that the loss process for this species is dominated by recombination at the

chamber walls. The wall recombination probability inferred from these data is small

(γ < 10−2), but not unrealistic for aluminium (by far the largest constituent of the

plasma chamber)137 with γ taking values of (4.3 ± 0.8)×10−3 and (2.8 ± 0.5)×10−3

at pressures of 50 mTorr and 100 mTorr, respectively. The trend for γ to decrease

with increasing pressure has been observed before and has been rationalised by invok-

ing both Eley–Rideal and Langmuir–Hinshelwood wall recombination mechanisms138.

These observations are also congruent with the hypothesis that at lower pressures,
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incident ions with higher energies can bombard the surface to provide more adsorp-

tion sites134,139,140, an effect that is further enhanced in the work reported here, by

the increase in ion density at lower pressures which are reported in the next section

of this chapter.

The power variation experiments show an increase in [O(3P)] by an order of mag-

nitude in switching from the E- to the H-mode, this is in good agreement with a num-

ber of previous workers. However, the absolute densities are significantly higher than

those found by others91,141. This is directly attributable to the significantly smaller

wall loss coefficient for the chamber used in this work. Kiehlbauch and Graves82

modelled and measured hot, gas-phase temperatures and cooler wall temperatures

for a chamber similar to the one used here. The temperatures presented in figure 4.11

(440±25 K at 300 W) are intermediate between the gas phase temperature (≈ 600 K

at 300 W) of Kiehlbauch and Graves and the temperature they calculate close to the

chamber wall (≈ 375 K at 300 W). This observation can be attributed to the fact that

CRDS provides a line of sight average temperature over a thermally inhomogeneous

plasma. We will return to the topic of inhomogeneity both later in this chapter and

in chapter 6

The effect of cleaning the chamber

As alluded to in the previous section the CRDS studies under conditions of varying

power show two differences compared to the pressure variation results taken under the

same conditions (300 W 100 mTorr), namely, the lower number density (by a factor

of ≈ 2) but higher temperature (450 K here compared to 350 K previously) of the

atoms. The only potentially significant change in the plasma chamber between the

two sets of measurements was the cleaning of the chamber’s internal surfaces. Thus, a

potential explanation of the discrepancies between previous measurements and those

presented here is that the cleaning significantly changed the thermal accommodation

properties of the surfaces or indeed the probability of atom recombination, for exam-

ple by removing or reducing the thickness of the oxide layer that tends to exist on

such walls. This could have a significant impact on the plasma temperature and atom

temperature and density, as discussed by Gibson et al.142. Their modelling showed

that an increase in atom density upon changing either the recombination coefficient

or thermal accommodation coefficient is always accompanied by a decrease in tem-

perature and visa versa, this conclusion is consistent with the observations in this

chapter. The observed temperature increase would be expected to result in a ≈30%

increase in the rate of wall loss of O(3P), by increasing both the diffusion rate and
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mean thermal velocity (and assuming an unchanged wall loss coefficient of 0.003).

The increase in temperature would also lead to a depletion of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) by ≈30%

simply following the ideal gas law and this would cause a corresponding drop in the

production rate of O(3P) (because O2(X
3Σ−

g ) is the main precursor to atomic oxygen,

see modelling later). The combination of slower production and faster destruction

would be expected to reduce [O(3P)] by ≈50%, in very good agreement with the

observed reduction in density. Thus the reduced number density can be rationalised

entirely by the temperature change (caused by a change in thermal accommodation

coefficient) without the need to invoke a change in the atomic wall loss coefficient.

Attempts were made to verify this conclusion by measuring the wall loss of O(3P)

post-cleaning, however the combination of the reduced O(3P) signal and the faster

decay in the signal (due to faster wall loss) made the extraction of reliable lifetimes

impossible.

4.3 O− measurements

Conveniently, the O− ion has an absorption (photodetachment) continuum at wave-

lengths shorter than 830 nm and at 630 nm the photodetachment cross section is

large enough to be observed by CRDS (σ(ν) = 7 × 10−18 cm2 at 630 nm)143. The

presence of O− will therefore cause a measurable change in baseline cavity ringdown

time at 630 nm when the plasma chamber is operating. Indeed, it is expected that

the dominant negative ion under the plasma conditions investigated in this work is

O− 11, essentially because the stabilisation of O−
2 requires a third body, whereas O−

is generated by dissociative electron attachment (DEA) for electron - O2 collision

energies >3.7 eV. Additionally, the photodetachment cross section of O−
2 is small

(1.2 × 10−18 cm2 at 630 nm)144. Other gas phase species with potential to cause

a plasma dependent baseline effect are of no consequence; e.g. ozone is thought to

exist only in very small quantities (≈ 1010 cm−3 at operating pressures of 10–100

mTorr124), and the ozone absorption cross section around 630 nm is small (4× 10−21

cm2)145. Accordingly, the number density of oxygen anions, O−, was determined in a

similar modulated plasma arrangement as described for the O(3P) lifetime measure-

ments, but with the laser always tuned off of the atom resonance (and also avoiding

transitions on the (2, 0) band of the O2(b
1Σ+

g )−O2(X
3Σ−

g ) system). It is found that

there is a difference in the baseline cavity ringdown time between on- and off-plasma

states, which can be as large as a few µs; furthermore, these changes in baseline after

the plasma is extinguished have both a fast and slow component (both resulting in an
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increase in ringdown time on plasma extinction). The slow component takes place on

a timescale of a few seconds (at 10 mTorr) to several tens of seconds (at 100 mTorr),

this change is far too slow to be the result of O− kinetics and is instead attributed

to a temporary alteration (decrease) of mirror reflectivity when the plasma is on ei-

ther as a result of subtle temperature changes or by the plasma itself (some reactive

species could survive long enough to reach the mirrors). The fast change in ringdown

time occurs on a timescale of <1 ms. This change is on the correct timescale to be

attributed to absorption by O− and it is this quick change that is used to determine

ion concentrations.

To ascertain the O− concentration, the ringdown time was measured during 5

ms windows immediately before and 500 µs after the plasma was turned off, when

the effects of slowly changing mirror reflectivity can be neglected. O− lifetimes are

of the order of µs124 and so a delay of 500 µs is sufficient to ensure that all O− is

lost. It can also be assumed that O− is restricted to the bulk of the discharge by the

combined effects of the positive plasma potential123 and the relatively fast wall loss

rate within the narrow baffle arms such that the relevant length adjustment factor is

77/35. The density of O−, can then be inferred using equation 2.40 and the fact that

α(ν) = σ(ν)[O−]. The measured O− number density in the discharge as a function

of total gas pressure is shown in figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: The variation of O− number density as a function of total pressure
at 300 W as measured by photodetachment at a wavelength of 630 nm. Error bars
reflect the reproducibility in the measurement over several datasets.
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Over this pressure range the O− number density is a monotonically decreasing

function of total pressure showing a maximum of 1.6× 1010 cm−3 at 10 mTorr falling

eightfold to 2 × 109 cm−3 at 100 mTorr. At the lower end of the pressure range

it becomes more difficult to distinguish the O− signal from other factors changing

the ringdown time. In particular, at the lower pressures the slow component of the

changing ringdown time becomes larger in magnitude and closer in timescale to the

fast O− signal and thereby masks it.

4.3.1 Discussion

It has been previously reported in work on both capacitively (10 W and 10 − 200

mTorr146) and inductively coupled plasma (220 W and 5 − 40 mTorr89) that the

number density of O− increases with increasing pressure at low pressures (below ≈20

mTorr) before decreasing as the pressure increases further. This has been widely jus-

tified by considering the relative importance of O− loss processes under different pres-

sure regimes. At low pressure, O− loss is thought to be dominated by ion-ion recombi-

nation and by electron detachment: referred to as a recombination-dominated plasma.

At high pressures the losses are dominated instead by associative detachment with

O(3P) and reactions with other neutral species, O2(X
3Σ−

g ), O2(a
1∆g) and O2(b

1Σ+
g )

states have all been reported to be important, referred to as a detachment-dominated

plasma11,89,123,124,146. It has been noted by Lieberman and Lichtenberg3 that the max-

imum in O− number density corresponds to the recombination–detachment transition

for a given plasma power, and this has been previously found from experimental data

to occur at around 20 mTorr89,146. It is evident from the data that the transition pres-

sure for this chamber is significantly lower. This can be attributed to the aluminium

chamber employed in this work as opposed to the stainless steel chambers used in

most experimental and modelling work. As measured previously, the surface recom-

bination probability of oxygen atoms, γ, for this chamber is significantly smaller than

those reported for stainless steel (γ ≈ 0.151)94,129. The critical pressure at which

the recombination–detachment transition occurs was found by Gudmundsson123 to

decrease with decreasing γ. This is because decreasing γ increases the equilibrium

atomic oxygen number density and hence associative detachment with O(3P) contin-

ues to be a dominant O− loss process down to lower pressures compared to a situation

with higher recombination probability. For a power of 300 W and a recombination

probability of 0.5, Gudmundsson123 predicted that the critical transition pressure was

in the range 4–7 mTorr; from this it would be expected that the chamber used here

(with γ < 10−2) would undergo the recombination–detachment transition below 4
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mTorr, and so it is not observed. This assertion is supported by kinetic modelling

detailed later.

4.4 O2(a
1∆g) measurements

The DFB diode laser used to perform these measurements operates at around 1900

nm and can be temperature tuned over a range of wavelengths that includes five

rotation lines of the (0, 0) band of the Noxon system (Q(4), Q(6), Q(8), Q(10) and

Q(12)). The Q(8) line is coincident with a strongly allowed water transition and is

hence obscured by trace water within the chamber, the other four lines however can

be probed by CRDS. The baseline ringdown for the set up at this wavelength was

≈43 µs corresponding to a mean mirror reflectivity of 99.994%, whilst the appropriate

length adjustment factor is 77/45 (using γ= 0.007 measured for iron but often used

for steel122). Cavity ringdown spectra of the four Q branch lines are shown in figure

4.14, each set of data (blue) is derived using equation 2.40.

Figure 4.14: CRD spectra of Q(12), Q(10), Q(6) and Q(4) lines of the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) ←
O2(a

1∆g) (0, 0) vibrational band recorded at 100 mTorr total pressure and 300 W
power. Gaussian fits to the data are shown in red.

The data are the averages of multiple individual CRD spectra for each line (be-

tween three and six depending on the signal to noise ratio) collected at a pressure of

100 mTorr and a plasma power of 300 W. As for the atomic measurements, data are

fitted with a Gaussian function (pressure broadening is again negligible) to reveal the

line of sight integrated absorption coefficient (αINT ) and average translational tem-

perature, Ttrans (determined from the Gaussian FWHM according to equation 2.35).
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For Q(12), the transition with the highest signal to noise ratio, the width of the aver-

aged spectrum corresponds to a value of Ttrans of (359 ± 16) K. To confirm this, each

of the four individual Q(12) spectra were also fitted with Gaussian functions and the

FWHM of each found. The average temperature from this process was (370 ± 23) K,

in good agreement with that from the averaged spectrum.

The calculation of absorption cross sections for these transitions is detailed in

chapter 2 and line positions were found and lines assigned using a PGOPHER simu-

lation with the molecular constants taken from Drouin et al.147. The cross sections

in table 2.2 can be used alongside αINT and equation 2.10 to find the line of sight

averaged number density in the specific rotational state being probed. The value

is then length adjusted to account for the baffle arms (and diffusion into them) to

find the number density of each rotational state in the plasma (here denoted either

as [O2(a
1∆g, v = 0, J ′′)] for clarity or simply NJ ′′ for convenience). These values

can then be used to find the total number density in the lowest vibrational level,

[O2(a
1∆g, v = 0)]≡ Nv=0, if the rotational temperature, Trot, is known. The most

straightforward way to find both Trot and Nv=0 when the densities of several rota-

tional states are known is the construction of a Boltzmann plot according to:

NJ ′′ = Nv=0

(2J ′′ + 1) exp
(

−Erot,J′′

kBTrot

)
qrot

. (4.13)

Equation 4.13 can be rearranged to give

ln

(
NJ ′′

2J ′′ + 1

)
= ln

(
Nv=0

qrot

)
− Erot,J ′′

kBTrot
. (4.14)

Hence a plot of ln
(

NJ′′
2J ′′+1

)
against Erot,J ′′ (which can be taken directly from PGO-

PHER55) yields a straight line whose gradient provides Trot and whose intercept

provides Nv=0. Calculation of Nv=0 requires knowledge of the rotational partition

function but once again this can be calculated using PGOPHER using Trot derived

from the plot gradient. Figure 4.15 shows such a plot for the rotationally resolved

number densities determined from the data in figure 4.14. The gradient of this plot

yields Trot = (346 ± 38) K, in good agreement with the translational temperature

determined from the FWHM of the individual spectral lines. The intercept in fig-

ure 4.15, along with this temperature, gives Nv=0 = (9.5 ± 1.3) × 1013 cm−3. Thus,

at a total pressure of 100 mTorr, the apparent proportion of the sample that is

O2(a
1∆g, v = 0) is (3.5 ± 0.45)%. It should be noted that, formally, the absorption

measurements depend on the population of both the lower and upper states of the

probed transitions (see equation 2.10).
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Figure 4.15: Boltzmann plot to determine Trot and Nv=0 for O2(a
1∆g) at 100 mTorr

and 300 W.

For the transitions probed here the degeneracies of the upper and lower states

are identical (2J ′ + 1 = 2J ′′ + 1) because they are Q-branch lines and because one

of each Λ-doubled pair of levels in the O2(a
1∆g) state is forbidden by nuclear spin

statistics. This means that the absorption measurement directly measures the popu-

lation difference between the two states. Usually the upper state population can be

neglected as it is much smaller, but that is not necessarily the case here. The b1Σ+
g

state of molecular oxygen is also metastable and has been predicted to have significant

concentrations under certain circumstances. However, equilibrium kinetic considera-

tions (presented in detail later) based on the relative electron impact production and

loss rates of the O2(a
1∆g) and O2(b

1Σ+
g ) states, which includes contributions from

the O(3P) chemistry and wall loss rates recorded here for O2(a
1∆g) and later in this

chapter for O2(b
1Σ+

g ), indicate that the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) state has a concentration ≈15% of

that of the O2(a
1∆g) state. These considerations yield a corrected O2(a

1∆g, v = 0)

contribution of (4.1 ± 0.5)%. Emission measurements (presented later) also show vi-

brational temperatures for O2(b
1Σ+

g ) of the order of 900 K and it would be expected

that the vibrational temperature of O2(a
1∆g) should be similar to this. Taking ac-

count of a probable upper limit of the O2(a
1∆g) vibrational temperature of 1300 K

(low v) and the effects of a non-thermal distribution (high v), which has been re-

ported recently for slightly different conditions (500 W, 80 mTorr)141 increases the

total O2(a
1∆g) contribution by 25% to an upper bound of (5.15 ± 0.7)%.

Thus, with reasonable confidence it can be estimated that the total contribution

of O2(a
1∆g) lies between the bounds of 3.6%-5.85%, corresponding to a concentration
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of between 1× 1014 cm−3 and 1.63× 1014 cm−3. Further Q(12) spectra were gathered

at plasma powers between 50 and 300 W to study how the O2(a
1∆g) density varies

across the E/H (capacitive/inductive) switchover region. Across the power range an

increase in the translational temperature from ≈310 K (50 W) to ≈360 K (300 W) is

observed. By assuming that Ttrans is equilibrated with Trot (as was indicated by the

Boltzmann plot in figure 4.15) and accounting for estimated O2(b
1Σ+

g ) densities the

total number density, Nv=0, in the ground vibrational level of O2(a
1∆g) is inferred.

The variation in density with plasma power is shown in figure 4.16 and show a marked

increase (by a factor of 5) through the E-mode before reaching a peak at ≈ 1.5×1014

cm−3 at 150 W and then decreasing gradually with increasing power in the H-mode.

Figure 4.16: The measured O2(a
1∆g, v = 0) number density as a function of power

at 100 mTorr pressure, clearly illustrating the E/H switch-over region. Densities are
corrected for estimated O2(b

1Σ+
g , v = 0) populations.

4.4.1 Wall loss kinetics

Wall loss to form ground state molecules is an important process for the destruction

of O2(a
1∆g)

123,124. Once again the wall loss was quantified by modulating the plasma

(at 0.5 Hz). The laser was set at the line centre for the Q(12) transition and the

ringdown time recorded for 2 hours. Ringdown events were sorted according to the

time in the modulation cycle at which they occurred and a 3 ms rolling average was

then applied. At this wavelength it was found that the baseline ringdown time was

unaffected by the plasma (1900 nm is too long a wavelength to cause photodetachment

in O− or O−
2 ) which made off resonance measurements unnecessary. The temporal

decay in αmax (and hence O2(a
1∆g) concentration) was fitted with an exponential
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decay as shown in figure 4.17 and yields lifetimes (1/e) for O2(a
1∆g) of (152 ± 17)

ms at 100 mTorr and (128 ± 7) ms at 75 mTorr.

The diffusion coefficient for O2(a
1∆g) is known to be the same as for ground state

O2
128 and is taken (with its temperature dependence) from the work of Winn126 as

shown in figure 4.8b. The measured lifetimes and diffusion coefficient of D̃ = 3.05×104

cm2 s−1 Pa (at 359 K) correspond to γ = (2.8 ± 0.3)×10−3 and (3.3 ± 0.2)×10−3 at

100 and 75 mTorr, respectively.

Figure 4.17: Value of the maximum absorption coefficient for the Q(12) line as a
function of time after the 100 mTorr 300 W plasma is extinguished. The lifetime
(1/e) for the first order decay of O2(a

1∆g, v = 0) is (152± 17) ms.

4.4.2 Detection limit

The maximum absorption coefficient observed here is very small (≈ 6×10−9 cm−1 see

figure 4.14) and measurements with a high signal to noise ratio require an optimised

CRD system. The performance of the system can be quantified by the well-known

Allan variance148. In such an analysis, a series of measurements of some quantity,

y(t), where t is the time of the measurement, is made. The data set, arranged in

order of the time the measurements were made is split into a series of time bins of

length Γ each containing n data points, these two being simply related by the time

it takes to measure each data point, Γ0, by Γ = nΓ0. If the average value of y within

the kth bin is denoted ȳk then the Allan variance, σ2
y(Γ), is defined as:

σ2
y(Γ) ≡ σ2

y(n) =

P0∑
k=1

(ȳk+1 − ȳk)2

2P0

(4.15)
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where P0 is the number of groups or bins that the data set is distributed over. The Al-

lan variance is effectively a measure of the mean square difference in the average value

of y(t) from one bin to the next. If Γ is small then there will be few measurements of

y(t) in each bin and the difference in the average value of y(t) between one bin and

the next will be dominated by the noise on the measurements. If, on the other hand,

Γ is large then each bin will contain many measurements of y(t) and the difference

between the average value from one bin to the next will be dominated by the long

term drift of the system. Between these two extremes there exists an optimum bin

size whereby Γ is large enough to benefit from the extra certainty associated with

averaging more measurements but not so large that the system drift will have a large

effect, this is the point with the minimum Allan variance. In this case the variable is

the ringdown time τ(t) and by varying the bin sizes (or equivalently the number of

data points in each bin) and finding the bin size which minimises the Allan variance

one can find the optimum number of ringdown events to average for the most sensitive

possible CRDS measurement with this set up. Ringdown times were recorded over

several thousand events and σ2
τ (n) calculated for the possible values of n. This was

done with the laser tuned to the maxima of the Q(4) and Q(6) lines, and exemplar

data for the former case is shown in figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18: An Allan variance plot to find the minimum detectable amount of
O2(a

1∆g, v = 0) with the laser tuned to the Q(4) line. αmin was found to be 1.3×10−10

cm−1.
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The number of ringdown events that must be averaged for minimum variance is ≈100

and corresponds to an Allan variance of 5× 10−17s2 and a corresponding Allan devi-

ation of 7 × 10−9s. The Allan deviation represents the smallest change in ringdown

time, from one point to the next, that this system could possibly detect and corre-

sponds to a minimum detectable absorption coefficient, αmin(ν), of 1.3×10−10 cm−1.

Using the integrated cross section derived for the Q(12) line σINT = 2.26×10−23 cm2

cm−1 this corresponds to a minimum detectable line of sight averaged density in the

J ′′ = 12 state of 8×1010 cm−3 and at a rotational temperature of 346 K, a minimum

detectable line of sight averaged density of O2(a
1∆g, v = 0) of 1.1×1012 cm−3 (i.e.

an order of magnitude improvement over the previous absorption measurements of

O2(a
1∆g, v = 0))51,52.

4.4.3 Lower pressures

Spectra were also obtained at lower pressures (50, 20 and 10 mTorr) with 300 W of

plasma power. Examples of the Q(6) spectra are shown in figure 4.19a along with

one of the several 100 mTorr spectra that were averaged to produce the Q(6) data in

figure 4.14. Figure 4.19b shows the same but for the Q(10) line.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.19: CRD spectra of the (a) Q(6) and (b) Q(10) rotational lines of the (0,0)
Noxon band as a function of gas pressure at 300 W plasma power.

Both rotational lines show integrated areas that scale approximately linearly with

pressure, as expected from previous work123,124 and even at 10 mTorr there is discern-

able absorption and the ringdown system is capable of detecting O2(a
1∆g). Given

that the lowest pressures previously probed by absorption on the Noxon system are

> 1 Torr121 this represents a significant expansion of the scope of this technique.
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Unfortunately, the poor signal to noise ratio precludes a more detailed analysis of

this lower pressure data and also make it impossible to observe O2(a
1∆g) densities

in the E-mode at 20 or 10 mTorr. The Gaussian fits shown for the various lines

return temperature values of the order of 400 K but with typical uncertainties (at

10 and 20 mTorr) of ±200 K. This uncertainty is visible in the fits, for example, the

50 mTorr Q(6) spectrum is markedly narrower that the lower pressure spectra whilst

the 50 mTorr Q(10) spectrum is much wider than its lower pressure counterparts.

This inconsistency is purely a result of the poor signal to noise ratio making good

fitting extremely difficult. For the 100 mTorr case this problem was overcome by

taking several spectra (typically 6) and averaging them to produce reliable results as

detailed above, but as the signal becomes smaller the number of spectra that must

be averaged to produce reliable results becomes prohibitively large (10s or even 100s

of spectra at the lowest pressures).

Given that the E/H switchover cannot be probed for O2(a
1∆g) at the lower pres-

sures (because of the small signals); that the O(3P) data shows that plasma temper-

ature varies little with pressure; and the fact that the spectra in figure 4.19 already

suggest, consistent with the literature, that O2(a
1∆g) varies linearly with pressure,

it was decided that taking the many spectra that would be required to confirm this

unequivocally was not worthwhile. Instead the focus was on measuring the power

variation of the O2(a
1∆g) density at 100 mTorr where the E/H transition can be

observed.

4.4.4 Discussion

Densities

Figure 4.16 illustrates that the O2(a
1∆g) density increases markedly between 130

and 150 W in good agreement with the E/H switchover power determined by O(3P)

CRDS and emission measurements. Meichsner and Wegner91 report similar changes

in the O2(a
1∆g) number density with power at 38 and 75 mTorr. The trend in num-

ber density as a function of power can be qualitatively explained by considering the

important production and loss processes for O2(a
1∆g) in the E-mode and H-mode of

the plasma124. Production of O2(a
1∆g) is dominated by electron impact excitation

of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) whilst the loss is dominated by wall quenching to form O2(X
3Σ−

g ). As

power is increased in the E-mode the increasing electron density leads to increased

O2(a
1∆g) production while the rate of destruction at the walls is approximately con-

stant; this explains the rapid increase in O2(a
1∆g) density in this mode of operation
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as power increases. In the H-mode the electron density increases much more modestly

as power increases149. In this mode the increasing electron density is outweighed by

the effects of increasing temperature. As the plasma heats the total number density

in the chamber decreases (simply due to the ideal gas law) leading to a depletion of

O2(X
3Σ−

g ) and a corresponding drop in the rate of O2(a
1∆g) production. Addition-

ally, heating of the plasma increases the rate of diffusion to, and loss at, the chamber

walls. These two processes outweigh any electron density increases resulting in the ob-

served decrease in O2(a
1∆g) density with power in the H-mode. A more quantitative

treatment of these kinetic considerations will be given in the next chapter.

Wall loss

The value of γ measured here is ≈ 3×10−3, in good agreement with previous observa-

tions by Derzsi et al.150 who deduced a γ value of 6× 10−3 in a chamber constructed

from aluminium which had been exposed to a pure oxygen plasma at 100 mTorr.

Under such conditions aluminium surfaces exist with an oxidised layer, leading to the

low wall loss coefficient. This is in contrast to metals such as Ag, Pt and Ni where

the lack of such an oxidised layer leads to a wall loss coefficient an order of magnitude

higher122. Small values for this wall loss coefficient have also been measured on a

variety of other surfaces as summarised by Wayne.151

Comparison with atom measurements

The temperatures measured in these experiments (Trot = 346 ± 38 K at 300 W)

should, in principle, be comparable to those measured for O(3P) in the power vari-

ation experiments (440 ± 25 K at 300 W) because both give line of sight average

temperatures across the chamber. The significant difference between these values is

therefore somewhat surprising, but it can be explained by the spatial inhomogeneity

of the plasma temperature and the stability of the two species against wall loss on

the steel baffle arms. O2(a
1∆g) has a wall loss coefficient on steel of γ ≈ 0.007122

and is able to penetrate ≈5 cm into each baffle arm. Species present within the arms

are thermally equilibrated with the chamber walls and hence the gas temperature is

likely to be close to room temperature and absorption from gas in the arms brings

down the line of sight average temperature. By way of comparison O(3P) has a wall

loss coefficient on steel of ≈ 0.15129 and thus penetrates ≈ 0.5 cm into the baffle arms

leading to the much higher line of sight average temperature. It is of significance

that the complementary data for the two species provides insight into their spatial

distributions even though the CRDS technique itself is line of sight averaged.
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4.5 O2(b
1Σ+

g ) measurements
O2(b

1Σ+
g ) (being the uppermost of the two low lying excited electronic states of molec-

ular oxygen) cannot be probed by visible or near infrared absorption spectroscopy.

Useful information can still be provided however by the near infrared emission of

this state on the magnetic dipole allowed O2(b
1Σ+

g )−O2(X
3Σ−

g ) system. Wavelength

resolved emission on the (0, 0) and (1, 1) bands of this system were collected using

the Andor spectrometer described in section 4.1.

Figure 4.20: Upper panel: Emission on the oxygen A-band (O2(b
1Σ+

g , v = 0) −
O2(X

3Σ−
g , v = 0)) as a function of plasma power (and at 100 mTorr gas pressure)

showing evidence of E-H mode switchover and rotational and vibrational heating.
Inset: Integrated area of the A-band emission as a function of power, indicating the
trend in [O2(b

1Σ+
g )]. Lower panel: PGOPHER fit to the 300 W data (adjusted for

spectrometer efficiency) yielding Trot = 629± 10 K and Tvib = 905± 40 K

The upper panel of figure 4.20 shows a sample of raw emission data gathered at 100

mTorr pressure and operating powers between 50 and 300 W. The dominant feature

in all the spectra is the (0,0) vibrational band. The increase in emission intensity
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(which is also visible to the naked eye) between 120 W and 140 W provides strong

evidence of the E/H switchover and corroborates the observation of this switchover by

broadband emission and CRD spectroscopy. Although emission spectra are limited

in their ability to provide absolute number densities it is expected that the integrated

area under the emission band is proportional to the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) density. The results of

numerical integration of the emission spectra are shown in the inset to figure 4.20. It

is notable that from 140 W up to 300 W the total emission changes little, indicating

an approximately constant [O2(b
1Σ+

g )]. However, over this power range, emission

from higher rotational states (≈ 768 nm) increases in intensity whilst that from lower

rotational states (≈ 763 nm) becomes less intense providing evidence of rotational

heating. Likewise the increasing emission on the (1,1) band (above 768 nm) is also

evidence of internal heating, in this case, in the vibrational mode.

Extraction of a reliable temperatures from these spectra can be achieved via a

contour fit with a PGOPHER55 simulation (with molecular constants and Franck-

Condon factors from Yu et al.152 and the magnetic dipole moment from Drouin et

al.79). Before such a fit can be performed the raw spectra must be scaled in order

to account for the wavelength dependence of the spectrometer diffraction grating ef-

ficiency and the quantum efficiency of the CCD, both of which are taken from the

spectrometer’s manual. The lower panel of figure 4.20 shows an example fit to the

scaled emission spectrum taken at 300 W and returns a rotational temperature Trot =

629 ± 10 K and a vibrational temperature of Tvib = 905 ± 40 K (errors are estimated

by repeatedly fitting the spectrum with different initial parameters to establish the re-

producibility of the optimised fit). Usefully, because the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) state is metastable

it is likely to be in vibrational equilibrium with O2(a
1∆g) and O2(X

3Σ−
g ) (because

V-V energy transfer between the different electronic states is likely to be faster than

their production and loss rates141) meaning that these emission spectra can provide

a reasonable guide as to the vibrational temperature of other species in the plasma.

Fits to spectra at other powers produced the rotational temperatures displayed in

figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Rotational temperature as a function of plasma power (at 100 mTorr
pressure) as determined by contour fitting using PGOPHER to emission data shown
in figure 4.20. Also shown is a spline interpolation (shown in blue) used later for
volume averaged modelling.

The temperatures show a smooth trend of increasing Trot with increasing power

from ≈350 K in the CCP regime up to ≈630 K in the ICP regime. The E/H mode

transition is clearly present, as a sharp rise in temperature, again between 120 and

140 W. Also shown on the plot is a spline (blue) which is used for kinetic modelling

purposes (see later). The low intensity of the (1,1) emission for powers below 300

W precluded the accurate determination of Tvib under these conditions. It should

be noted that these emission derived temperatures should be treated with caution

because the data are necessarily weighted towards the hottest (and brightest) regions

of the plasma, this is the reason for the significant difference between these emission

derived temperatures and those found using CRDS (which are line of sight averaged).

The difference in temperature is ≈ 50 K in the E-mode, increasing to ≈ 150 K in

the H-mode and is a strong indication that different regions of the plasma exhibit

different translational temperatures. Such spatial inhomogeneity is well known in

ICPs and is discussed at length below. As a result of this inhomogeneity, temperatures

derived from emission are not representative of the bulk but instead indicate a lower

bound on the maximum temperature within the plasma.82 Additional uncertainty is

introduced by the need to correct the raw data for the wavelength dependence of the

spectrograph and the CCD quantum efficiencies. Nevertheless, the data do provide a

good qualitative guide to trends in internal excitation within the plasma.
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4.5.1 Wall loss kinetics

As for O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) reaction at the chamber walls is also an important loss

process for O2(b
1Σ+

g ). Temporally resolved observation of the O2(b
1Σ+

g )−O2(X
3Σ−

g )

emission taken whilst the plasma was modulated can provided a measurement of

the wall loss coefficient for O2(b
1Σ+

g ). A 760 nm optical filter (FWHM = 10 nm)

was placed in front of a photomultiplier tube, chosen for its high sensitivity and fast

response time (≈1 ns), to restrict the emission incident on the detector to that arising

from the O2(b
1Σ+

g )−O2(X
3Σ−

g ) system. The plasma was then modulated on and off

(between 0 and 200 W) and the decay in emission intensity from O2(b
1Σ+

g ) measured,

as shown in figure 4.22.

Figure 4.22: Temporal decay in the emission intensity of the oxygen A-band as a
function of time after plasma is extinguished (from 300 W to 0 W) at 100 mTorr
(black) and 10 mTorr (blue) each fitted with an exponential. This measurement was
made by filtering the emission from the plasma and then detecting with a photomul-
tiplier.

Loss at the chamber walls is the only important loss process that persists for more

than a few µs after the plasma is extinguished. Lifetimes of 6.7±0.5 ms and 2.4±0.3

ms were determined at 100 mTorr and 10 mTorr, respectively, from single exponential

fits to the time-resolved data. For the purposes of fitting, the first few ms of data were

excluded to ensure that the loss being measured was only due to wall reaction. The

resulting lifetimes (< 7 ms) are significantly shorter than those measured for O(3P)

and O2(a
1∆g) (both ≈100 ms), indicating that O2(b

1Σ+
g ) wall loss lies much closer to

the diffusion dominated regime, whereby the first term in equation 4.5 dominates.
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In principle equation 4.5 allows wall loss measurements under one set of conditions

to be reasonably extrapolated to other operating conditions. It should be noted,

however, that this equation is an approximation, and strictly applies only when the

plasma is well described by a single temperature. In this case, the different emission

and CRDS temperature measurements result from the spatial inhomogeneity of the

plasma temperature, and so equation 4.5 must be used with caution. For both O(3P)

and O2(a
1∆g) the second term in equation 4.5 dominates, and as this term is only

weakly temperature dependent, v ∝
√
T , the approximation works reasonably well

despite temperature inhomogeneity. For O2(b
1Σ+

g ) however, the first term in equation

4.5 is significant and has a much stronger temperature dependence (from kinetic

theory D ∝ T
3
2 ). This means that at 100 mTorr, the temperature inhomogeneity

leads to significant spatial variation in the rate at which O2(b
1Σ+

g ) diffuses and this

impacts the wall loss rate. Specifically, much of the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) will exist in the hot

centre of the chamber and will be at a temperature above the average and therefore

diffuse out of this region more rapidly than equation 4.5 predicts. Indeed using the

O(3P) CRDS derived average temperature (429K at 200 W) and diffusion coefficients

from Winn, equation 4.5 predicts a minimum wall loss lifetime (i.e. with γ = 1)

of 7.5 ms at 100 mTorr. This value is longer than the observed lifetime of 6.7 ms

and indicates the breakdown of the approximations inherent in equation 4.5. This

difficulty can be overcome by moving into a regime where the plasma is more spatially

uniform and diffusion to chamber walls is faster (so that the first term in equation

4.5 becomes less significant). This can be achieved by operating at a lower pressure,

and a temporal decay in O2(b
1Σ+

g ) emission at 10 mTorr yields a lifetime of 2.4 ms

and allows extraction of a more reasonable wall loss coefficient of γ = 0.2. Further

measurements at 20 mTorr yield the same value, suggesting there is little variation

of γ with pressure and hence that γ = 0.2 is likely to be a realistic value for wall loss

of O2(b
1Σ+

g ).

4.5.2 Discussion

The majority of previous work utilising emission from O2 plasmas as a diagnostic

tool has focused on strong atomic emission (e.g at 777 and 844 nm). Such emission

has been used in particular for actinometric93–95, and TALIF based determination of

atom densities (via non-trivial calibration processes)101–105. Molecular emission bands

can yield useful quantitative information, namely temperatures Trot and Tvib, with the

former expected to be in equilibrium with the translational temperature Ttrans, as well

as relative density information (although absolute concentrations cannot be easily
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determined). Plasma emission comes predominantly from the regions of the plasma

where electron impact excitation is largest (i.e. in the centre of the chamber); these

regions are also expected to have the highest gas temperature, such that temperatures

derived from emission data are more representative of the temperature at the centre

of the chamber. It is therefore significant that the emission based Trot values (629

± 10 K at 300 W) agree well with that from Kiehlbauch and Graves82 for the gas

phase neutral temperature (≈ 600 K for 300 W) away from the chamber walls. The

emission derived temperatures are also in good agreement with other previous work

utilising emission spectroscopy149. Vibrational temperatures, Tvib, in oxygen ICPs are

expected to be higher than Ttrans and Trot due to the more efficient transfer of energy

from electrons into vibrational modes141. They are however expected to be lower than

the Tvib values observed in N2 plasmas (where resonant vibrational excitation via the

N−
2 (X2Πg) state makes electron to vibration energy transfer extremely efficient)153.

The measured value of 905 ± 40 K at 100 mTorr and 300 W sits in this regime,

between ≈460 K for Ttrans (based on O(3P) CRDS), and ≈ 3500 K measured for N2

plasma under similar conditions in the same chamber63,153. This value also compares

favourably with effective Tvib values that can be estimated (for low vibrational levels)

from the vibrational distribution function of Annusova et al.141. At 80 mTorr and 500

W these researchers predict a ratio of v = 0 to v = 1 populations to be approximately

10, corresponding to a Tvib ≈ 1000 K. Annusova et al.141 also report significantly

non-thermal vibrational population distributions which indicates that the measured

vibrational temperature is likely to underestimate the populations of higher lying

vibrational levels. However, given that these high lying states are predominantly lost

by V-T energy transfer with O(3P) and the observed atom densities are significantly

higher than those modelled by Annusova et al.141, it is likely that these vibrationally

excited molecules account for a very small proportion of the total molecular density

and thus ignoring this higher vibrational excitation (and its non-thermal nature)

makes little difference to any conclusions based on treating the vibrational energy

distribution as a Boltzmann distribution.

Wall loss

The fact that the plasma exhibits thermal inhomogeneity is also manifest in the in-

applicability of the Chantry model125 of wall loss (equation 4.5) to the time resolved

observations at 100 mTorr, resulting in the need to reduce the gas pressure in order

to obtain physically reasonable wall loss coefficients for O2(b
1Σ+

g ). It is of interest

to compare the measured wall loss coefficient for O2(b
1Σ+

g ), γ = 0.2, with previous
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literature values. Wayne151 reported that γ lies between 0.002 and 0.04 for a vari-

ety of surfaces (none of them aluminium) whilst the more recent work of Perram et

al.154 found a value of 0.007 for aluminium (although in that work it was assumed

that O2(a
1∆g) was formed by loss of O2(b

1Σ+
g ) at the walls where most literature

assumes that O2(X
3Σ−

g ) is the product). Meichsner and Wegner91 found that a value

of γ = 0.007 for O2(b
1Σ+

g ) wall loss was self consistent, within a volume averaged

model, reproducing experimentally measured [O2(a
1∆g)] determined in a stainless

steel chamber. However, they also found that [O2(b
1Σ+

g )] was expected to exceed

the [O2(a
1∆g)] in the H-mode, something which simply does not occur in the plasma

investigated here - if it did there would be evidence of stimulated emission on the

Noxon band rather than the absorption actually observed. In this way the measure-

ments of O2(a
1∆g) corroborate that 0.007 is far too low a value of γ for O2(b

1Σ+
g )

in the chamber used here. Several other modellers have used the significantly higher

value of 0.1.124,155 This is in much better agreement with the current observations

and with the recent work of Booth et al.156 who found a value of 0.135. The value of

0.1 originates from an assertion that wall loss of O2(b
1Σ+

g ) ought to be between 10

and 100 times faster than the same process for O2(a
1∆g)

128,157. The measurements

of sticking coefficients for both species presented here are in agreement with this as-

sertion, with the ratio between the two coefficients for the current chamber found to

be ≈66.

Measurements of key physiochemical parameters associated with the most impor-

tant species present in a low pressure inductively coupled oxygen plasma, including

number densities, temperatures and wall loss coefficients have been presented in this

chapter. In the next chapter a volume averaged model is developed to help interpret

these observations.
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Volume averaged kinetic modelling
of oxygen plasma

This chapter presents the details of a volume averaged kinetic model which has been

developed to interpret the optical measurements from chapter 4. In particular the

model seeks to understand the variation in densities of O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) as plasma

power is varied across the E/H transition. Much prior work exists on the modelling

of oxygen ICPs at a range of pressures11,30,90,91,123,124,149,155, and the reliability of such

models relies heavily on the accuracy of rate coefficients available in the literature.

Additionally, judging which reactions are most important and need to be included

depends on the plasma conditions, e.g. termolecular reactions can be neglected at low

pressure but can become important at high pressure. As the name suggests, inherent

to a volume averaged model is the assumption that the plasma is spatially uniform

throughout its volume (≈20 L for this chamber). Although this assumption is never

strictly true, and chemistry can vary spatially, particularly near the chamber walls,

such models can still prove quantitatively and qualitatively useful. The aim here is

to select a reaction set capable of providing a reasonable quantitative agreement with

experimental observations while retaining minimal complexity. To that end, excited

molecular states above the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) state are excluded, as are the second excited

state of the atom O(1S)158 and the ions O+, O+
3 , O−

2 and O−
3 (which are less important

than O+
2

124 and O− 91). Ozone (O3) is also excluded, because its formation generally

involves a termolecular reaction and such reactions are slow at the low pressures

investigated here.
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5.1 Reaction set

Electron impact rate coefficients

Rate coefficients, k(Te), for electron impact processes are given in table 5.1 and for

computational convenience are expressed in the form:

k(Te) = aT b
e exp

(
−c
Te

)
, (5.1)

where Te is the electron temperature (in eV) and a, b and c are constants. Rate

coefficients in this form were either deduced from the reported Te dependence of

literature rate coefficient values or determined from literature cross sections, in order

to find the values of a, b and c that provided the best fit for Te < 4 eV (i.e. the

electron temperatures likely to be present in the plasma). When only collision cross

sections, σ(E), are available the rate coefficients may be calculated according to:

k =

√
2

me

∞∫
0

E
1
2σ(E)f(E)dE, (5.2)

where f(E) is the EEDF and is here assumed to be Maxwellian. The dependence of

the rate coefficient on electron temperature can then be well approximated by equa-

tion 5.1 with optimised parameters. Efforts are made to use the latest available rate

coefficient and cross section data, particularly the calculations of Laporta et al.159 and

Tashiro et al.160. Sometimes, particularly for electronically excited species, electron

impact cross sections are unknown. In such cases a couple of techniques of approx-

imation exist in order to estimate the relevant rate coefficients.161 The first of these

techniques is threshold adjustment which estimates the rate coefficient for electron

impact on an electronically excited state, kex, by multiplying the rate coefficient for

the same electron impact process on the ground state, kgr, by an Arrhenius factor.

The Arrhenius factor accounts for the fact that less electron energy is required for

reaction if the atom or molecule starts in an excited state. The threshold adjustment

can be expressed as:161

kex ≈ kgr exp

(
∆E

Te

)
, (5.3)

where ∆E is the difference in energy between the ground and excited state expressed

in eV. In O2 the O2(a
1∆g) state is 0.98 eV above the ground state whilst O2(b

1Σ+
g ) is

1.63 eV above the ground state. Threshold adjustment is used to estimate the rates

of reactions 11 and 12 from the rate of reaction 10 by multiplication by factors of

exp(0.98/Te) and exp(1.63/Te), respectively.
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Table 5.1: Electron impact reactions and corresponding rate coefficients (Te in eV).

# Reaction Rate Coefficient / cm3 s−1 ref.

1 e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → e− + 2O(3P) 1.74× 10−8T−0.71
e exp(−7.19/Te)

162

2 e− + O2(a
1∆g) → e− + 2O(3P) 1.42× 10−8T−0.65

e exp(−6.12/Te)
162

3 e− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) → e− + 2O(3P) 1.22× 10−8T−0.6
e exp(−5.37/Te)

162

4 e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → e− + O(3P) + O(1D) 1.08× 10−7T−0.64
e exp(−9.45/Te)

162

5 e− + O2(a
1∆g) → e− + O(3P) + O(1D) 8.26× 10−8T−0.51

e exp(−8.27/Te)
162

6 e− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) → e− + O(3P) + O(1D) 6.83× 10−8T−0.42
e exp(−7.45/Te)

162

7 e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → O− + O(3P) 8.01× 10−10T−1.17
e exp(−5.57/Te)

159

8 e− + O2(a
1∆g) → O− + O(3P) 2.34× 10−9T−1.13

e exp(−4.52/Te)
159

9 e− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) → O− + O(3P) 1.98× 10−9T−1.1
e exp(−3.88/Te)

159

10 e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → 2e− + O+
2 2.34× 10−9T 1.03

e exp(−12.29/Te)
161

11 e− + O2(a
1∆g) → 2e− + O+

2 2.34× 10−9T 1.03
e exp(−11.31/Te)

161†

12 e− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) → 2e− + O+
2 2.34× 10−9T 1.03

e exp(−10.66/Te)
161†

13 e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → e− + O2(a
1∆g) 1.02× 10−9T 0.12

e exp(−2.03/Te)
160

14 e− + O2(a
1∆g) → e− + O2(X

3Σ−
g ) 1.53× 10−9T 0.12

e exp(−1.05/Te)
160‡

15 e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → e− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) 4.23× 10−10T−0.04
e exp(−2.78/Te)

160

16 e− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) → e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) 1.27× 10−9T−0.04
e exp(−1.153/Te)

160‡

17 e− + O2(a
1∆g) → e− + O2(b

1Σ+
g ) 2.75× 10−9T−0.01

e exp(−0.82/Te)
160

18 e− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) → e− + O2(a
1∆g) 5.50× 10−9T−0.01

e exp(−0.17/Te)
160‡

19 e− + O(3P) → e− + O(1D) 4.54× 10−9 exp(−2.36/Te)
161

20 e− + O(1D) → e− + O(3P) 8.17× 10−9 exp(−0.4/Te)
161

21 e− + O− → 2e− + O(3P) 5.47× 10−8T 0.324
e exp(−2.98/Te)

161

22 e− + O+
2 → O(3P) + O(1D) 1.47× 10−8T−0.9

e
163

† Estimated by threshold adjustment of reaction 10 (see text)

‡ Estimated by detailed balancing (see text)

The second approximate method is detailed balancing. Detailed balancing seeks to

estimate the rate coefficient of superelastic processes (also known as electron impact

de-excitation), k′, from the rate of the corresponding excitation process, k

e− + A
k−⇀↽−
k′

e− + A*. (5.4)

Detailed balancing suggests that

k′ ≈ k
gA
gA∗

exp

(
∆E

Te

)
, (5.5)
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where gA and gA∗ are degeneracies and ∆E is the energy difference between A and A*

in eV.161 In this way, detailed balancing effectively ensures that, if A and A* are only

interconverted by electron impact processes, they will be in equilibrium. It neglects

other processes that interconvert A and A* and is thus only a rough approximation

but, in the absence of better alternatives, it is a method often utilised in plasma

modelling. Detailed balancing is used to calculate the rate coefficients for reactions

14, 16, 18 and 20. The degeneracies for the low lying states of molecular oxygen

depend on the number of available rotational states, for O2(X
3Σ−

g ), O2(a
1∆g) and

O2(b
1Σ+

g ) rotational states are in the approximate ratios 3:2:1 (due to the spin triplet

ground state and the Λ-doubled first excited state). Hence, for example,

k14 ≈ k13
3

2
exp

(
0.98

Te

)
. (5.6)

Heavy species rate coefficients

Rate coefficients for reactions between heavy species are given in table 5.2 in terms of

their translational temperature, Ttrans. Over the entire temperature range modelled

(300− 460 K), the rate coefficients of the processes in table 5.2 vary by no more than

18%; they are thus approximately constant for all modelled conditions.

Table 5.2: Heavy species reactions and corresponding rate coefficients (Ttrans in
Kelvin).

# Reaction Rate Coefficient / cm3 s−1 ref

23 O− + O+
2 → O(3P) + O2(X

3Σ−
g ) 3.2× 10−7T−0.44

trans
161

24 O− + O+
2 → 3O(3P) 3.2× 10−7T−0.44

trans
161

25 O− + O2(a
1∆g) → e− + O3 3.3× 10−11 161

26 O− + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) → e− + O(3P) + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) 6.9× 10−10 161

27 O− + O(3P) → e− + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) 1.6× 10−10 161

28 O(1D) + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → O(3P) + O2(a
1∆g) 1.6× 10−12 exp(67/Ttrans)

164,165

29 O(1D) + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → O(3P) + O2(b
1Σ+

g ) 2.56× 10−11 exp(67/Ttrans)
164,165

30 O(1D) + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) → O(3P) + O2(X
3Σ−

g ) 4.8× 10−12 exp(67/Ttrans)
164,165

Some recent work has suggested that reactive quenching by O(3P) may be an im-

portant loss process for metastable oxygen molecules at high temperatures.156,166 For

the highest atom density (≈ 3 × 1014 cm−3 for power variation data) and tempera-

ture (≈ 450 K) the rate coefficients reported previously suggest lifetimes against this

quenching process of ≈6000 s for O2(a
1∆g) and ≈124 ms for O2(b

1Σ+
g ). The observed
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lifetimes for both these species (from CRDS or emission) are significantly shorter than

these calculations suggest and so these quenching processes are not important under

the conditions investigated here. Additionally, many termolecular reactions, which

could be important at high pressure are insignificant because the low pressures used

here make three body collision processes extremely unlikely, these reactions are also

excluded from the reaction set.

Wall loss coefficients

Rate coefficients for wall loss are calculated using equation 4.5 with wall loss coeffi-

cients for O(3P), O2(a
1∆g) and O2(b

1Σ+
g ) measured (see previous chapter) and the

coefficient for O(1D) assumed to be unity, as is common in the literature91,124.

Table 5.3: Wall loss reactions and corresponding loss coefficients.

# Reaction Wall loss coefficient (γ) ref.

31 O2(a
1∆g) + wall → O2(X

3Σ−
g ) 0.003 This work

32 O2(b
1Σ+

g ) + wall → O2(X
3Σ−

g ) 0.2 This work

33 O(3P) + wall → 1
2 O2(X

3Σ−
g ) 0.003 This work

34 O(1D) + wall → O(3P) 1 91,124

5.2 Model inputs and outputs

Using this reaction set, and taking Ttrans, Te and [e−] as inputs, a series of kinetic bal-

ances are established whereby the rates of production and destruction of each species

must be equal at equilibrium. Balances are constructed for O2(a
1∆g), O2(b

1Σ+
g ),

O(3P), O(1D) and O−. Also included are a pressure balance (i.e. the sum of partial

pressures of the important species equals the total pressure) and a charge balance

([e−] + [O−] = [O+
2 ]). This set of seven simultaneous equations is then solved (for a

given Ttrans, Te and [e−]) for the seven variables: [O2(X
3Σ−

g )], [O2(a
1∆g)], [O2(b

1Σ+
g )],

[O(3P)], [O(1D)], [O−] and [O+
2 ]. By taking experimental Ttrans values and varying

Te and [e−] the values that best reproduce experimental measurements of [O2(a
1∆g)]

and [O(3P)] can be found and likely densities of other species inferred. It is worth

noting that the threshold energy for producing O2(a
1∆g) (via reaction 13) is 0.98

eV whilst the threshold for atom production (reaction 1) is ≈ 5 eV. The different

threshold energies mean that the densities of these species are sensitive to different

regions of the EEDF and the optimised model values of Te and [e−] must reflect this.
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Choice of translation temperature

The measurements presented so far (O(3P) (before and after chamber cleaning),

O2(a
1∆g) and O2(b

1Σ+
g )) all show different translational temperatures because of

the cleaning of the chamber walls and because of the inhomogeneity of the plasma

(as discussed previously). The question therefore arises as to which Ttrans values

ought to be used as inputs for the kinetic model. The model is primarily aimed at

understanding the E/H switchover and all the data pertaining to this switchover were

taken after the chamber cleaning, hence the O(3P) data from before the cleaning is

not used for modelling. The emission data are expected to be weighted towards the

brightest regions of the plasma and the O2(a
1∆g) data (which is less certain anyway

due to small signal to noise) weighted towards the cooler regions due to the extra

penetration of this stable species into the baffle arms, for these reasons neither of

these data sets are chosen. This leaves the O(3P) data from after the chamber clean-

ing which is deemed most representative of the mean temperature across the chamber

diameter without undue weighting toward the hotter or cooler parts of the plasma.

These values have one disadvantage, compared to the values derived from emission

spectra the CRDS derived values for Ttrans have much greater uncertainties (compare

figure 4.11 and figure 4.21). In an attempt to minimise the influence of this uncertainty

on the model results a spline is fitted to the emission derived temperatures (figure

4.21 in blue) and scaled so as to best fit the CRDS data (figure 4.11 in blue). This

allows an estimate of a smoothly varying line of sight averaged temperature using the

CRDS measurements but taking advantage of the better signal to noise ratio offered

by the emission data.

The EEDF

Throughout the modelling, for the sake of simplicity, a Maxwellian distribution of

electron energies is assumed and this could influence the electron temperature that

the model returns. In particular a Maxwellian distribution typically overestimates the

relative density of higher energy electrons and to compensate this it is possible that

the model may underestimate the effective electron temperature167. The assumption

of a Maxwellian EEDF has been shown to be a good approximation for the plasma

H-mode149 with just a small depletion of electrons at high energies (> 15 eV89). In

the E-mode however, the Maxwellian approximation is less realistic (bi-Maxwellian

and Druyvesteyn EEDFs being more realistic89,149) and so the modelling is likely to

be less reliable, although still qualitatively informative, in this regime.
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5.3 Model results - varying power and the E/H

switchover

Electron densities and temperatures

The modelled values for Te and [e−] that were found to best reproduce the measured

[O(3P)] and [O2(a
1Σ+

g ), v = 0)] are shown in figure 5.1. Both quantities show a sharp

rise during the E/H switchover, with [e−] increasing by approximately an order of

magnitude (up to ≈ 4.2 × 109 cm−3) over the power range. Te undergoes a more

modest increase (from ≈1.23 to ≈1.42 eV). Within the H-mode, [e−] and Te continue

to increase only gradually.

Figure 5.1: Electron densities and temperatures as predicted by the kinetic model
as a function of plasma power at 100 mTorr gas pressure.

5.4 Neutral species

Figure 5.2 shows the variation in densities predicted by the kinetic model for all the

species (note the logarithmic ordinate scale). By far the most abundant species are

the three lowest lying molecular states (X, a and b) and the ground state atoms, all

of which are more than two orders of magnitude more abundant than the next most

abundant species (O(1D)).
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Figure 5.2: Number densities of all modelled species as a function of plasma power
at 100 mTorr gas pressure.

Figure 5.3 shows a comparison of the predicted [O(3P)], [O2(a
1∆g)] and [O2(b

1Σ+
g )]

and their experimentally determined values. The experimental values are absolute

(from CRDS) for O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) and relative for O2(b

1Σ+
g ) from emission spec-

tra (see figure 4.20 inset). In order to better understand the kinetic processes con-

trolling the equilibrium densities found by the model, the important processes of

production and loss for each species are now considered in turn.
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Figure 5.3: Number densities of O(3P) (red), O2(a
1∆g) (blue) and O2(b

1Σ+
g ) (green)

as a function of plasma power and at 100 mTorr gas pressure as predicted by the model
(solid lines) and compared to values derived from experiments (unfilled points). For
O(3P) and O2(a

1∆g) experimental values are absolute measurements made by CRDS,
for O2(b

1Σ+
g ) the values are scaled relative densities derived from emission spectra.

The filled blue circle represents the density corrected for vibrational excitation, see
text.

O2(X
3Σ−

g )

The ground state of O2 is the only species whose density decreases monotonically with

increasing power, see figure 5.2. Being the precursor to all other species formed within

the plasma, [O2(X
3Σ−

g )] necessarily decreases when the densities of other species in-

crease. This is most notable during the E/H switchover where [O2(X
3Σ−

g )] drops most

rapidly as the rates of electron impact driven processes markedly increase. Within

the H-mode, where excited state densities change relatively little compared to the

switchover region, the depletion of [O2(X
3Σ−

g )] is instead dominated by gas heating

and resulting rarefaction as described by the ideal gas law.

O2(a
1∆g)

In the E-mode O2(a
1∆g) is predominantly produced by electron impact excitation

of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (reaction 13), and lost at the chamber walls (reaction 31). As power

increases (and [e−] rises) within the E-mode, production increases rapidly and wall

loss remains approximately constant hence the rapid increase in [O2(a
1∆g)]. Within

the H-mode however, electron impact de-excitation of O2(b
1Σ+

g ) (reaction 18), also
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becomes a significant production process (≈ 20% of the total at 300 W) while electron

impact excitation to O2(b
1Σ+

g ) (reaction 17), and de-excitation to O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (reaction

14) become significant loss processes (≈ 36% and ≈ 18% of the total loss, respectively,

at 300 W). Electron impact therefore becomes important for both production and

destruction, thus [O2(a
1∆g)] appears less dependent on [e−] in the H-mode than in

E-mode. The reduction in [O2(a
1∆g)] as power increases in the H-mode is therefore

predominantly a result of gas heating decreasing [O2(X
3Σ−

g )] (the main precursor to

O2(a
1∆g)). As power increases, the measured density drops below that predicted

by the model. This can be accounted for by noting that the measured values are

only of v = 0 while the model does not discriminate vibrational levels; as power

increases, so does Tvib and the discrepancy between the values also increases. Using

a Tvib value of 905 K measured by emission spectroscopy at 300 W, the total density

of O2(a
1∆g) across all vibrational states can be estimated to be (1.19 ± 0.15)×1014

cm−3, in good agreement with the modelled value and shown by the filled blue circle in

figure 5.3. This calculation suggests that, even at the highest power, more than 90%

of the O2(a
1∆g) in the plasma exists in the vibrational ground state. The decision

not to include vibrational excitation in the volume averaged model therefore seems

reasonable.

O2(b
1Σ+

g )

For O2(b
1Σ+

g ) in the E-mode, several production processes are important: electron

impact excitation both from O2(X
3Σ−

g ) and O2(a
1∆g)(reactions 15 and 17 respec-

tively) and the quenching of O(1D) by O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (reaction 29) which contribute in a

≈ 35 : 15 : 50 ratio, respectively, at 50 W. As is the case for O2(a
1∆g), loss is once

again dominated by quenching at the chamber wall and so the same arguments hold

for explaining the rapidly increasing [O2(b
1Σ+

g )] in the switchover region (noting that

both [e−] and [O(1D)] increase rapidly during the switchover, so all production pro-

cesses increase markedly in rate). In the H-mode the same three production processes

remain most important but now with respective relative rates ≈ 15 : 25 : 60 at 300

W. Wall loss is still the predominant loss process, but electron impact de-excitation

to O2(a
1∆g) (reaction 18) now has a contribution of ≈ 15%. This means that the

most important production and loss processes in the H-mode are not direct electron

impact based reactions and [O2(b
1Σ+

g )] in the H-mode is not greatly influenced by

the small changes in [e−]. Once again temperature effects dominate and the density

decreases as power increases due to a depletion of the O2(X
3Σ−

g ) precursor .
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O(3P)

The predominant loss process for O(3P) is reaction at chamber walls (reaction 33)

under all conditions. At the highest powers the rate of electron impact excitation to

O(1D) (reaction 19) is competitive with wall loss, but as all O(1D) is subsequently

quenched back to O(3P) this is not a net loss process for O(3P). In the E-mode, pro-

duction of O(3P) is predominantly by electron impact dissociation (EID) of O2(X
3Σ−

g )

(reactions 1 and 4) and by dissociative electron attachment (DEA) to O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (re-

action 7). All three play an important role with rates in the ratio 63:32:5. Production

processes involving electronically excited molecules account for < 3% of the total pro-

duction at 50 W. In the H-mode EID with O2(a
1∆g) (reaction 2) and quenching of

O(1D) by O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (reactions 28, 29 and 30) also become important production

processes for O(3P). Note, although some of the O(1D) quenching simply offsets re-

action 19, some of the O(1D) originates instead from reaction 4 and the net effect of

the quenching reactions (28, 29 and 30) with reaction 4 is the production of O(3P).

In the H-mode therefore, [O(3P)] becomes less dependent on [e−] and is once again

influenced most strongly by gas heating.

O(1D)

Modelled [O(1D)] are shown in figure 5.2. Across the power range O(1D) is pre-

dominantly lost through quenching by O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (reactions 28, 29 and 30) while its

production is dominated by EID of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (reaction 4) and electron impact ex-

citation of O(3P) (reaction 19). In the E-mode these account for 88% and 12% of

production, respectively. In the H-mode their importance is swapped, accounting for

44% and 54%, respectively (the remaining 2% is by EID of O2(a
1∆g) and O2(b

1Σ+
g )

(reactions 5 and 6)). O(1D) is therefore produced exclusively by electron impact and

destroyed without the need for electrons across the entire operating range. As a result

of this [O(1D)] shows no maximum at high powers but instead continues to rise with

[e−] across the whole range of powers modelled. Gas heating has little influence on

[O(1D)] because O2(X
3Σ−

g ) acts not only as a precursor, but also as a quencher of

O(1D).

5.5 Ions and electronegativity

The predicted behaviour of charged species with plasma power is shown in figure

5.4. Also shown is the change in electronegativity (the ratio of negative ion density
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to electron density, [O−]/[e−]) and one experimental value for the [O−] taken from

figure 4.13.

Figure 5.4: Densities of charged plasma species as a function of plasma power
and at 100 mTorr gas pressure as predicted by the model, also shown in red is the
electronegativity (ratio of negative ion to electron density). The pentagonal point is
the experimental O− density taken from figure 4.13.

O− and electronegativity

At low power the major production route of O− is DEA with O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (reaction

7) whilst it is predominantly lost by electron detachment with metastable molecules

and O(3P) atoms (reactions 25, 26 and 27). Within the E-mode the densities of the

quenching species are low, meaning that O− is relatively long lived (compared to

electrons) and is effectively a reservoir of negative charge. As power increases the

densities of both electrons (responsible for producing O−) and the excited species

responsible for quenching O− increase. And so while [e−] increases by an order of

magnitude across the power range, [O−] undergoes a much more modest increase of

≈40%. The [O−] predicted by the model agrees well with the measurement of the

species in this chamber under the same conditions. This behaviour is reflected in the

predicted electronegativity. In the E-mode the electronegativity is high because O−

has a low quenching rate. As power increases the increasing [e−] is not mirrored in

[O−] (despite faster O− production) because the rate of quenching also increases, and

leads to a lower electronegativity that shows much less variation with plasma power
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in the H-mode than it does in the E-mode. Across all powers the electronegativity is

significantly above zero indicating that ions are always a significant reservoir of nega-

tive charge, as would be expected for an oxygen system. The fall in electronegativity

observed across the E/H-mode transition from 3 to 0.5 is consistent with previous

work on oxygen plasma at similar pressures. Kiehlbauch and Graves model a drop in

electronegativity from around 2.5 at 100 W to around 1.3 at 500 W at 100 mTorr82;

Gudmundsson predicts changes in electronegativity from 1 at 300 W to 0.2 at 2000W

for a 100 mTorr plasma123, and for the typical electron densities inferred from the

volume averaged model, Corr et al.89 suggest a decrease by an order of magnitude

on switching from the E to the H mode (from ≈ 10 at 27 W to ≈ 1 at 220 W at 25

mTorr).

Some more recent work168–170 has suggested that the rate coefficient of electron

detachment between O− and O2(a
1∆g) may be somewhat higher that the value used

here (3.3× 10−11 cm3 s−1). In particular, the most recent measurements of Midey et

al.170 find a temperature independent rate coefficient for reaction 25 of 6.1 × 10−11

cm3 s−1 and, even more importantly, an additional reaction pathway (O−+ O2(a
1∆g)

→ O + O−
2 ) whose rate coefficient is strongly temperature dependent and given by

7.3× 10−10 exp
(

−890
Ttrans

)
cm3 s−1.

The inclusion of the increased rate coefficient and the additional reaction pathway

in the model would have no significant implications for O2(a
1∆g), nor would it lead

to the production of significant amounts of either O3 or O−
2 both of which are rapidly

destroyed at the pressures used here. It would, however, have some implications for

the negative ion O−. At the highest modelled temperatures (≈ 450 K) the total rate

coefficient (via both reaction pathways) for O− destruction by O2(a
1∆g) would be

≈ 1.6 × 10−10 cm3 s−1. Thus the work of Midey et al. indicates that, at 450 K,

reaction of O− with O2(a
1∆g) occurs with the same rate coefficient as detachment

with O(3P) (reaction 27). In the context of the relative densities of O2(a
1∆g) and

O(3P) present in the plasma at 300 W, the revised rate coefficients would correspond

to a ≈ 25% increase in the total rate of O− destruction and thus a ≈ 25% decrease

in the O− density predicted by the model.

For a lower power plasma, the lower temperature means that the increase in the

O−+ O2(a
1∆g) reaction rate implied by the measurements of Midey et al. is more

modest, however, at the lower powers the densities of O2(a
1∆g) and O(3P) are much

more similar. Thus, for the enhanced O2(a
1∆g) reaction rate rate (≈ 9.9 × 10−11

cm3 s−1 at 300 K) the total rate of destruction of O− is increased by ≈ 35% and the
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density of O− predicted by the model will decrease by ≈ 35% at the lower plasma

powers.

O+
2

The model includes no kinetic balance for O+
2 because its wall loss rate in the chamber

is unknown (and is likely to be significant); instead its density is defined by quasi-

neutrality. This makes detailed discussion of its kinetics difficult but the expectation

is that O+
2 is predominantly produced by electron impact ionisation of O2(X

3Σ−
g )

(reaction 10) with some additional contributions at higher powers from metastable

molecules (reactions 11 and 12), and predominantly lost at the walls. This would

correspond to a loss rate that is invariant with changing [e−] and a production rate

directly proportional to [e−]. This is in good agreement with the model’s prediction

that [O+
2 ] follows [e−] very closely.

5.6 Effects of gas temperature

The modelled results are calculated using the temperatures that are found using a

spline fit to the CRDS data as described in section 5.2. It should be noted however,

that the reaction set itself is actually only weakly dependent on gas temperature.

Reactions in table 2 all have only weak temperature dependences whilst the wall loss

rates for O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) vary by less than 20% for a temperature increase from

460 K to 630 K (the temperatures from O(3P) CRDS and emission experiments, re-

spectively). Even the wall loss rates for O2(b
1Σ+

g ) and O(1D) which have the strongest

temperature dependence only increase by ≈ 60% as the temperature increases from

460 K to 630 K, and seeing as there are no absolute measurements of their densities

with which to compare, this makes little difference to the conclusions that can be

drawn from the model. In fact, by far the most important influence of using the ele-

vated emission temperatures for modelling would be the resulting drop in the density

of all species, reflecting the ideal gas law. It is found, across the modelled power range,

that when the higher temperatures are used, good agreement between experimental

and modelled number densities can still be achieved simply by increasing [e−]. In the

E-mode, where temperatures differ less between the two experiments, [e−] must be

increased by ≈ 30% to achieve good agreement, whilst in the H-mode an increase of

≈ 60% in [e−] is required to achieve good agreement. In the context of the simplifying

assumptions inherent in the volume averaged model these changes in [e−] represent a

minor adjustment. Thus, the quantitative conclusions drawn from the model in the
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cases of O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) are almost independent of the gas temperature that is

used. Likewise, the more qualitative discussion as to the most important processes

controlling densities of other species are also valid regardless of which Ttrans values

are used for modelling purposes.

5.7 Model results - varying pressure

Modelling of the pressure variation of plasma species is necessarily less certain because

there are fewer experimental results with which to compare. Additionally the pressure

variation data that is available (for O(3P) and O−) was taken before chamber cleaning

and is therefore less directly comparable with the power variation model results.

Nevertheless, input parameters for the model can be estimated from those found in

the power variation model and also utilising previous studies found in the literature

for information on how electron temperatures and densities are expected to vary

with pressure. The model input parameters used in this section that are different to

those from the previous section are shown in table 5.4. Gas temperature is assumed

to be 330 K (at 300 W) for all pressures (based on figure 4.4), electron density is

assumed to be approximately constant at all pressures and is taken from the power

variation modelling (some literature suggests ne should increase with pressure30, other

literature that it should decrease11,123 and yet other literature that it should vary

relatively little with pressure149,171). Electron temperature is expected to be slightly

higher at lower pressures30,123,149, with the 100 mTorr value taken from the power

variation modelling and Te at lower pressures estimated from the ratios of Te at

different pressures as suggested by Gudmundsson30,123. Finally the change in wall

loss coefficient of O(3P) is estimated based on measurements of the values at 100

and 50 mTorr presented above and extrapolated to lower pressures. All other model

parameters are unchanged.

Table 5.4: Pressure variation modelling input parameters

Pressure (mTorr) Ttrans (K) Te (eV) [e−] (cm−3) γO

100 340 1.42 4.2× 109 0.003

50 340 1.57 4.2× 109 0.004

20 340 1.78 4.2× 109 0.005

10 340 2 4.2× 109 0.006
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Figure 5.5 shows the modelled atomic oxygen densities in the chamber along with

the experimental values which are reproduced from figure 4.5. The reasonably good

agreement between the model and the experimental data supports the hypothesis

that the change in atom density after the chamber cleaning is mainly a result of the

change in plasma temperature and not to a change in atom wall loss coefficient.

Figure 5.5: A comparison of the measured and modelled pressure variation of oxygen
atom densities in the plasma at 300 W.

In terms of negative ions the model is, once again, successful at reproducing the

density of O− at 100 mTorr. The model however fails to predict the rapidly increasing

negative ion density as pressure falls (in fact the model predicts that [O−]≈ 1.9× 109

cm−3 at all pressures). One possible resolution of this discrepancy is to invoke some

augmentation of the DEA production rate which is important at low pressures and not

already included in the model. An augmented DEA rate has been invoked by others in

order to explain large O− concentrations in discharge systems. In particular, Ding et

al.172 required DEA to high lying Rydberg states of O2 in order to explain the observed

enhancement of negative ions in an oxygen discharge afterglow, a prerequisite being

large DEA cross sections available to low energy electrons. Similarly, Wagner and

Katsch173 infer the presence of either Rydberg or metastable O2 in their pulsed rf

discharge and Kiehlbauch and Graves82 also conclude the attachment to Rydberg

states is an important production process for O− production.

Despite its limitation in terms of O− production processes the model can still give

an indication as to whether the destruction of O− is detachment or recombination

dominated. The total quasi first order rate coefficient for detachment loss of O−
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(reactions 24, 25 and 26) is around 200 times great than that for recombination

(reactions 23 and 24) at 100 mTorr and still at least an order of magnitude bigger

at 10 mTorr even if it is assumed that the recombination partner O+
2 has a density

as high as ≈ 1.6 × 1010 cm−3 (i.e. the density implied by the [O−] measurement at

10 mTorr). Thus the model supports the hypothesis that the plasma is detachment

dominated over the entire pressure range and that as pressure is lowered the system

moves closer to the recombination dominated regime.

5.8 Modelling conclusions

The validity of quantitative conclusions arising from any kinetic plasma model is

invariably limited by the certainty with which the plasma chemistry is understood.

In the case of the model used here, the fact that electron temperatures and densities

are adjustable model input parameters means that, to a degree, deficiency in the

chemistry set can be compensated for by changes in electron temperature and density.

Nevertheless, the validity of the model can be assessed by comparing the optimal

electron temperatures and densities it requires to best reproduce the observations,

against other measurements.

Many researchers have modelled or measured (e.g. by microwave interferome-

try149) values for Te and [e−] in O2 plasmas under conditions similar or identical to

those investigated here. Much of the literature work was carried out using (or mod-

elling) chambers considerably smaller than that which was used in the current work,

i.e. with electrode separations < 10 cm, and perhaps unsurprisingly much of this

work results in [e−] values somewhat higher than this model predicts for the same

power. The highest literature values are ≈ 1011 cm−3 in chambers with small vol-

umes operating at low pressures < 30 mTorr89,155. Slightly lower [e−] values (≈ a few

×1010 cm−3) are found in chambers that are either smaller82,91,149 or operate at lower

pressures than the chamber used here30,90. Meanwhile the lowest literature values

(≈ 5 × 109− ≈ 1010 cm−3) most comparable with the value inferred here (4.2 × 109

cm−3 at 300 W) are found in a chamber much bigger than the one used here171 and

in plasmas that differ only in their volume123 or power124 from the one used here.
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Figure 5.6: Plot demonstrating the linear relationship between modelled electron
densities and the inverse of the plasma volume; all points are for a 100 mTorr 300
W plasma. Data points are taken from this work, Gudmundsson123, Kiehlbauch and
Graves82 and Wegner et al.149.

This comparison is exemplified by figure 5.6 which demonstrates how modelled or

measured [e−] changes with plasma volume (calculated simply as the chamber volume

except in one case149 where the chamber is significantly larger than the discharge

volume and as such the volume between the two electrodes was used instead). Most

notably, these literature data are chosen because they either present directly82,123 or

allow straightforward estimation of149 [e−] at 300 W power and 100 mTorr pressure.

The results show quite convincingly that the [e−] in an O2 plasma scales inversely

with plasma volume if power and pressure are kept constant and that, given this

relationship, modelled [e−] fall in line with those found in other chambers.

The electron temperatures derived from the model lie between 1.2 and 1.42 eV.

These values are somewhat lower than those measured in similar pure oxygen dis-

charges with values typically between 2 and 4 eV89,149, albeit with higher power

densities. Some previous work however, falls in line with the model values found

here, in particular the work of Toneli et al.167 which models an electron temperature

(assuming a Maxwellian EEDF) of less than 2 eV for a 100 mTorr and 500 W plasma

and the work of Seo and Chung171 who measure an electron temperature of 1.4 eV

in a 40 mTorr 400 W plasma (and might expect an even lower electron temperature

at higher pressures). The electron temperatures found here are thus well within the
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bounds of previous work and, most compellingly of all, they are in rather good agree-

ment with measurements made using a planar electrical probe in the same chamber

which found electron temperatures of 1.6 eV at 100 mTorr and 400 W and also found

electron densities of a few 109 cm−3, also in good agreement with the model results64.

It is clear from the preceding discussion that a volume averaged kinetic model

based upon a relatively small number of reactions (34) can describe the essential

features of the plasma. The model returns realistic values of number densities of

O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g) and electron densities and temperatures commensurate with the

physical properties of the plasma chamber. It should be noted however that the data

presented in chapter 4 shows the signatures of spatial inhomogeneity. Experiments

and models that investigate this inhomogeneity are the subject of the next chapter.
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Oxygen plasma inhomogeneity

While the volume averaged model was successful at reproducing line of sight averaged

experimental number densities of several plasma species, the effects of inhomogeneity

are readily apparent within the data previously presented. This chapter features

more CRDS data, this time on the molecular ground state O2(X
3Σ−

g ), which shows

unequivocally that the plasma is inhomogeneous. This inhomogeneity is then explored

through a simple one dimension model.

6.1 O2(X
3Σ−g ) measurements

The O2(b
1Σ+

g )-O2(X
3Σ−

g ) system of molecular oxygen that was previously observed

in emission in order to probe O2(b
1Σ+

g ) can also be probed in absorption by CRDS.

This measurement is significantly less challenging than those on O(3P) and O2(a
1∆g)

presented in chapter 4 because the density of the absorbing species (O2(X
3Σ−

g )) is

higher and the cross sections for this transition are larger. This larger signal makes it

possible to detect O2(X
3Σ−

g ) on both the (0, 0) and the (1, 1) vibronic bands giving

some indication of the vibrational excitation present within the plasma which can be

compared with the emission measurements. Furthermore, both vibrational bands can

be reached by coarse tuning the ECDL used for the spectra in this section which has

a coarse scanning range between 747 and 792 nm.

Despite the relative ease of the measurements any interpretation is made signif-

icantly more difficult (particularly for v = 0) because, where other species are, to a

first approximation, absent from the baffle arms, O2(X
3Σ−

g ) fills the arms. Indeed,

because the feedstock gas flows along the arms there is actually a pressure gradient

along each arm. Thus, there exists high density of ground state molecular oxygen out-

side of the plasma zone which contributes significantly to absorption measurements

and makes it very difficult to establish how much of the absorption originates from
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O2(X
3Σ−

g ) within the plasma itself. On top of this there is also the issue of temper-

ature inhomogeneity, when the plasma is on, the species in the central part of the

chamber show a translational temperature approaching 600 K (from emission at 300

W), whilst most of the species in the arms are expected to be approximately ambient

(300 K). This is a significant confounding influence when it comes to interpreting line

of sight averaged CRDS data. Despite this difficulty the ability of this spectrometer

to probe several rotational lines (in both the (0, 0) and (1, 1) vibrational bands)

enables some insight to be obtained.

6.1.1 O2(X
3Σ−g , v = 0)

CRDS spectra were obtained at 100 mTorr pressure and a range of plasma powers.

In order to probe the expected change in T̄trans with rotational energy several rota-

tional lines of the (0, 0) vibrational band were probed, specifically: pP12(1), rQ11(18),
rR12(19), rQ11(28), rQ11(30) and pP12(31) (see appendix D for line positions). These

lines were selected based on the desire to probe a wide range of rotational energies and

where possible were selected so that 2 lines could be probed in a single laser scan, this

not only provides more data but also enables self calibration of the frequency scale

because the line positions are known from a highly precise PGOPHER simulation

(already utilised for fitting the emission data). This PGOPHER simulation is also

able to calculate cross sections for these magnetic dipole allowed transitions. For the

(0, 0) band the PGOPHER cross section values could be compared with the database

HITRAN56 and showed very good agreement. A small sample of the obtained spectra

are shown in figure 6.1. Figure 6.1a shows spectra of the rQ11(18) and rR12(19) transi-

tions with and without plasma whilst figure 6.1b shows the same for the rQ11(28) and
rQ11(30) transitions. The strongest rotational lines have an absorption coefficient an

order of magnitude bigger than those observed for O(3P) and two orders of magnitude

higher than those observed for O2(a
1∆g). As previously, the spectra can be used to

find line of sight averaged densities and translational temperatures. Unfortunately,

because (for a thermally inhomogeneous sample) the distribution of each rotational

state along the beam path will be different no simple length adjustment can be made

to determine the density of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) in the chamber specifically. The line of sight

averaged values can nevertheless still be informative, and figure 6.2 shows line of sight

averaged number densities for each rotational state as a function of plasma power.

The low J ′′ states, shown in figure 6.2a show a decrease with power. The reasons

for this are three-fold: as power increases the gas in the chamber is heated and hence

becomes less dense; as power increases, the mole fraction of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) in the chamber
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: CRD spectra on the oxygen A-band for a 100 mTorr gas pressure
showing (a) decreasing line of sight averaged absorption as power increases for low J ′′

and (b) increasing line of sight averaged absorption as power increases for high J ′′.

decreases; and as power increases, the fraction of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) which is partitioned

into the lowest rotational states (particularly J ′′ = 1) decreases. For the high J ′′

states (figure 6.2b) the first two factors once again act to decrease density as power

increases, they are however outweighed by the fact that as the gas heats, the fraction

of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) partitioned into high J ′′ states increases significantly (for example at 300

K around 1 in every 3300 molecules would be in the J ′′ = 31 state but this increases

to 1 in every 210 molecules at 600 K).

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Line of sight averaged rotational state densities for a 100 mTorr gas
pressure derived from CRD spectra for (a) low J ′′ lines and (b) high J ′′ lines. Both
show the effect of rotational heating of the gas as power increases.

Figure 6.3 shows the line of sight average translational temperatures, T̄trans, for
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each of the rotational states (extracted from the Doppler lineshapes) as a function

of plasma power. At low powers, where the plasma temperature is close to ambient

and thus the entire cavity length is of approximately uniform temperature, all the

rotational states show the same translational temperature close to 300 K. As power

increases however the averaged temperature shows, once again, a significant differ-

ence between the high J ′′ states and the lower J ′′ states. Indeed, the state specific

average temperature increases monotonically with increasing rotational energy. This

observation is entirely consistent with the densities in figure 6.2 and can once again

be explained by the fact that the population of high J ′′ states in the colder baffle

arms is small and their population in the hotter bulk of the plasma is much higher

whilst the opposite is true of the lower J ′′ states.

Figure 6.3: Line of sight averaged translational temperatures for the various rota-
tional states of O2(X

3Σ−
g ) in a 100 mTorr plasma. The data show a clear increase

in translational temperature with increasing rotational state in the H-mode resulting
from the different spatial distributions of these states in the thermally inhomogeneous
plasma.

When densities of several rotational states are known, a Boltzmann plot can be

constructed (as it was previously for O2(a
1∆g)). The data in figure 6.2 was used to

construct a Boltzmann plot at each plasma power. The plots for 0 and 300 W are

shown in figure 6.4a (note that error bars are present but are significantly smaller

than the data points in both cases).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.4: (a) Boltzmann plots for the 0 W, 100 mTorr (Black) and 300 W, 100
mTorr (Red) CRD data (in both cases the error bars are smaller than the points).
Also shown are linear fits (solid lines) and a quadratic fit to the 300 W data (red
dashed line) demonstrating the non-linearity of the Boltzmann plot. (b) Rotational
temperature derived from the linear fits to Boltzmann plots, as the linear fit becomes
less appropriate so the temperature becomes less certain. (c) The R2 statistic for the
linear fits as a function of power showing that the fits become markedly poorer when
the plasma enters the H-mode (i.e. when the plasma is significantly hotter than the
baffle arms).

The 0 W plot is truly linear (R2 >0.99999) with a gradient corresponding to a

rotational temperature of 293.7 ± 0.6 K (such accuracy is possible because at 0 W

the temperature is entirely uniform along the CRDS line of sight) and an intercept

corresponding to a line of sight average density of O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) of (3.70 ±
0.01)×1015 cm−3. It should be noted that this density corresponds to a pressure

greater than the 100 mTorr measured and maintained in the central chamber due

to the flow of gas along the baffle arms; this flow is necessarily associated with a
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pressure gradient and thus the pressure in the baffle arms is greater than that in

the chamber. By subtracting the expected absorption from the 35 cm of 100 mTorr

oxygen in the chamber itself from the total absorption coefficient one can determine

the line of sight average pressure in the arms to be ≈ 123 mTorr. The precise spatial

variation of pressure within the arms can be approximately modelled according to

the Poiseuille equation (vide infra). Figure 6.4b shows the rotational temperatures,

Trot, derived from the Boltzmann plots for the other plasma powers. All such plots

are influenced by the cool gas in the baffle arms but the temperatures still show a

smooth increase with increasing power including a steeper increase at the expect E/H

switchover. Noticeably in figure 6.4a the 300 W data shows a significant deviation

from linearity, in fact a quadratic fit (dashed line) is much more successful at fitting

the data, this non-linearity results in the much larger error bars in figure 6.4b at higher

powers when a linear fit is used. This is again the result of thermal inhomogeneity

in the plasma with the effect that the Boltzmann plot looks cooler (steeper) at low

Erot and hotter (shallower) at high Erot. The deviation from linearity ought to be

a good indicator of plasma inhomogeneity and thus it might be expected that this

deviation should increase markedly over the E/H switchover. Figure 6.4c shows the

R2 statistic for the linear fits as a function of power and demonstrates the expected

deviation from linearity when power is above ≈ 120 W in line with the prediction

regarding the E/H switchover.

6.1.2 O2(X
3Σ−g , v = 1)

CRD spectra as a function of plasma power were also obtained for the first vibra-

tionally excited state of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) utilising the (1, 1) band of the O2(b
1Σ+

g )-O2(X
3Σ−

g )

system. CRDS is sufficiently sensitive that the small amount of v = 1 molecules

present in a room temperature gas sample can also be detected. Figure 6.5 shows

several spectra of the rQ11(16), rR12(17) and rQ11(22) rotational transitions as a

function of plasma power at 100 mTorr pressure. Spectra were also obtained for the
rR12(7) transition (see appendix D for line positions). Transitions from higher and

lower J ′′ states were too weak to be observed at 0 W hence the more limited range

of rotational states probed compared to the v = 0 data.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Example CRD spectra of several rotational lines in the (1, 1) band of the
O2(b

1Σ+
g )-O2(X

3Σ−
g ) system in a 100 mTorr plasma. Panel (a) shows lines originating

from J ′′ = 16 and 17 whilst (b) shows an absorption spectrum from J ′′ = 22.

Line of sight averaged number densities for each rotational state are shown in

figure 6.6. The behaviour for v = 1 is very different to that seen for v = 0, with all

rotational states showing a consistent increase in number density with power. This

observation arises from the fact that (apart from the small density of v = 1 molecules

present in the baffle arms) v = 1 is predominantly produced by the plasma discharge

and hence as power increases so does the density of v = 1 regardless of rotational

state.

Figure 6.6: Variation in line of sight averaged rotational state specific number
densities with plasma power at 100 mTorr gas pressure. In notable contrast to the
vibrational ground state, the v = 1 densities all increase with increasing power.
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The translations temperatures, Ttrans, calculated from the Doppler widths of these

transitions are shown in figure 6.7. All the measured rotational lines show similar

increases from near ambient temperatures at low powers up to around 600 K at 300

W. These temperatures are elevated compared to those measured for O(3P) (450 K

at 300 W) and are in fact closer to those measured by emission. This indicates that

v = 1 molecules are largely confined to the hot central region of the plasma and that

as they leave this region they are quickly quenched (the dominant loss process being

V-T energy transfer with O(3P)141). This means that v = 1 molecules fill, at most,

35 cm of the CRDS cavity (i.e. the full chamber diameter with no penetration into

the arms) and probably less than 35 cm because they are likely not to be produced

close to the chamber walls (where temperature and electron densities are expected to

be lower than in the centre of the chamber).

Figure 6.7: Line of sight averaged translational temperature for the various rota-
tional states of v = 1 oxygen molecules in a 100 mTorr plasma. All rotational states
show higher temperatures than were observed for O(3P) and display a significant in-
crease in temperature with power which is broadly in line with the increase observed
by emission measurements on the oxygen A-band. This indicates that O2(X

3Σ−
g ,

v = 1) and O2(b
1Σ+

g ) molecules probably have similar spatial distributions and that
both are largely absent from the cool baffle arms leading to elevated average temper-
atures in comparison to O(3P) and O2(a

1∆g).
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As before it is possible to construct Boltzmann plots at each plasma power and to

calculate rotational temperatures, Trot and total line of sight averaged v = 1 number

densities, N̄v=1. Such plots with linear fits are shown in figure 6.8a, in this case

there is no evidence of non-linearity, again because almost all the v = 1 molecules

exist, not in the arms, but in the main chamber, where temperature is approximately

constant. Rotational temperatures are shown in red in figure 6.8b along with the

emission derived temperatures from figure 4.21 for comparison. The temperatures

are similar and increase with power almost identically. The discrepancy in the two

temperatures is likely to be a result of the significant influence of v = 1 molecules

that are not produced by the plasma but are instead present in the arms at all plasma

powers. Figure 6.8c shows line of sight averaged number densities of v = 1 molecules,

this figure demonstrates a clear increase in vibrational excitation across the E/H

switchover.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.8: (a) Boltzmann plots for O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 1) as a function of plasma power
at 100 mTorr gas pressure. There is no clear indication of non-linearity. (b) Rotational
temperatures derived from the Boltzmann plots (red) and from the emission data
(figure4.21) for comparison. (c) line of sight averaged [O2(X

3Σ−
g , v = 1)] values

calculated from the Boltzmann plot.

At low plasma powers the O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 1) densities shown in figure 6.8c will

be strongly influenced by absorption in the arms. Conveniently, the 0 W absorption

allows the absorption from the arms to be quantified, if it is then assumed that the

temperature in the arms is always ambient and hence the density of v = 1 in the

arms is approximately constant with plasma power, then this contribution to the

absorption can be subtracted from the entire data set and thus the density of v = 1

in the 35 cm of the chamber itself can be estimated. The line of sight averaged

number density N̄v=1 is simply the weighted mean of the average density in the arms,

N̄v=1,arms, and the average density in the chamber, N̄v=1,chamber, where the weightings

are the lengths of the two regions, Larms = 42cm and Lchamber = 35cm respectively.
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In mathematical terms

N̄v=1L = N̄v=1,armsLarms + N̄v=1,chamberLchamber. (6.1)

The v = 0 data suggests that, if the chamber is held at 100 mTorr, the arms have

line of sight average pressure of 123 mTorr. Given that, at 0 W, the temperature

is entirely uniform (because the temperature change from the expansion down the

arms is negligible) it can be deduced that N̄v=1,arms = 1.23N̄v=1,chamber at 0 W power.

Combined with equation 6.1 this allows the calculation of N̄v=1,arms = 1.93 × 1012

cm−3. By assuming that this value of N̄v=1,arms is the same for all plasma conditions,

the effects of the arms can be subtracted from the data in figure 6.8c and the density

of v = 1 across the 35 cm of the chamber, N̄v=1,chamber, as a function of plasma

power can be estimated. These data are shown in figure 6.9a. It should be noted

that this method inherently assumes that the vibrational heating by the plasma is

uniform across the 35 cm diameter of the plasma chamber. If, as is suspected from

the elevated v = 1 translational temperatures, the production of v = 1 is confined to

a slightly smaller (and hotter) region in the centre of the chamber then the density

of v = 1 molecules in this region would be higher. The values in figure 6.9a are thus

lower bounds on the v = 1 density in the middle of the chamber. The v = 1 densities

can be combined with the densities of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) from volume averaged modelling to

estimate the vibrational temperature in the plasma as a function of power (noting

that because Nv=0 >> Nv=1 it can reasonably be approximated that the density

of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) predicted by the model is equal to Nv=0). Vibrational temperatures,

Tvib, calculated based on these assumptions are shown in figure 6.9b. It should be

noted that, because the v = 1 densities are lower bounds, so too are the vibrational

temperatures. At 300 W a vibrational temperature of 600 K is found as a lower bound.

Previously emission measurements resulted in an upper bound of 900 K and thus it can

be said with confidence that the line of sight average vibrational temperature across

the 35 cm of the plasma chamber is 750±150 K. It should also be noted that there is

significant evidence that the population of vibrational states in oxygen plasmas are not

well described by a Boltzmann distribution with a single vibrational temperature. In

particular Annusova et al.141 suggest that high vibrational levels can have populations

much higher than would be expected based on the vibrational temperature apparent

amongst the lower vibrational levels, thus the calculated vibrational temperatures are

only applicable in defining the populations of lower vibrational levels (i.e. v ≤≈ 2).

As mentioned in section 4.5.2, the vibrational distribution function of Annusova et

al. indicates a vibrational temperature (defined by the ratio of v = 1 and v = 0
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: (a) Estimated [O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 1)] in the 100 mTorr plasma, assuming
that O2(X

3Σ−
g , v = 1) produced by the plasma is evenly distributed across the entire

35 cm chamber diameter, but that the chamber arms contain the same amount of
O2(X

3Σ−
g , v = 1) as when the plasma is off. (b) Vibrational temperatures in the

chamber calculated on the basis of the data in (a) and O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) taken from
volume averaged modelling. The values in (a) and (b) should be considered as lower
bounds on their respective values because in all likelihood O2(X

3Σ−
g , v = 1) does not

evenly fill the chamber but is in fact found in higher densities near the (translationally
and rotationally hotter) chamber centre.

populations) of ≈ 1000 K for an 80 mTorr 500 W plasma and, bearing in mind the

slightly different plasma conditions, this is in reasonable agreement with the value of

750± 150 K found here (100 mTorr 300 W).

6.2 A simple model of spatial inhomogeneity in

the plasma

In order to further interpret the O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) data some level of spatially resolved

modelling is required. The gold standard in such modelling would be a 3D computa-

tional fluid dynamics model of the chamber. In the absence of such a complex model

a more simplistic model, presented below, can still provide some quantitatively useful

results. The basis of the model is to approximate the variation in pressure, trans-

lational/rotational temperature and mole fractions as a function of position along

the CRDS cavity. This then allows expected line of sight averaged temperatures

and number densities of the various species (including different rotational states of

molecules) to be predicted and compared with experiment.
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Pressure

Feedstock gas entering the plasma chamber passes along the baffle arms and this flow

is necessarily associated with a pressure gradient. The pressure change along a length

of tube with a gas flow can be estimated using the Poiseuille equation for an ideal

gas which can be expressed as:174

p(L) =

√
p20 +

16µQ0p0
πR4

L (6.2)

where p(L) is the pressure at position L along the tube, p0 is the pressure in the

chamber, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the gas, Q0 is the volumetric flow at L = 0

(i.e. the chamber/arm interface) and R is the baffle arm radius. Defining the origin

as the centre of the chamber (such that the cavity mirrors are at ±0.385 m) and using

the Poiseuille equation it is then possible to define an approximate piecewise function

that describes the line of sight pressure variation:

p(z) =



√
p20 − AQ0p0(z + 0.175) if − 0.385 ≤ z < −0.175

p0 if − 0.175 ≤ z ≤ 0.175

√
p20 + AQ0p0(z − 0.175) if 0.175 < z ≤ 0.385

(6.3)

where A = 16µ
πR4 and P0 = 100 mTorr (= 13.332 Pa) in this case. For pure oxygen at

300 K µ = 2 × 10−5 kg s−1 m−1 175 and for a flow of 5 sccm along each arm flowing

into a chamber held at 100 mTorr Q0 = 6.934 × 10−4 m3 s−1, for the baffle arms,

R = 5×10−3 m. The pressure variation along the CRDS cavity predicted by equation

6.3 is shown in figure 6.10
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Figure 6.10: Variation of total pressure along the CRDS cavity, pressure in the
centre is fixed at 100 mTorr (13.332 Pa) whilst pressure in the baffle arms increases
according to the Poiseuille equation (6.3).

Temperature

For the purposes of this 1D model the temperature within the chamber is approxi-

mated by a flat topped Gaussian function (also known as a super-Gaussian176) of the

form:

T (z) = T0 + ∆T exp
(
−
(z
b

)a)
(6.4)

where T0 is the temperature in the baffle arms (taken as 300 K), ∆T is the difference

in temperature between the arms and the centre of the chamber (taken as 300 K, in

other words assuming the central chamber is at 600K based roughly on the emission

data) and a and b are parameters that define how steeply the temperature drops

from its maximum value and the extent of the hottest region, respectively. The

temperature profile, used in calculating the expected line of sight integrated densities

and temperatures for a 300 W plasma, uses values of a = 4 and b = 0.018 and is

shown in figure 6.11. This profile is physically reasonable because its hottest region

is approximately the same diameter as the driven coil and the temperature drops to

300 K at ±0.175 m (i.e. where the plasma meets the cooled chamber wall).
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Figure 6.11: An estimate of the spatial variation of the rotational and translational
temperature in the plasma. The profile is plotted according to equation 6.4 with pa-
rameters chosen as detailed in the text to give a physically reasonable approximation.

Mole fractions

The spatial variation in mole fractions of the various species in the plasma is also

required for modelling calculation. The three species of interest are O(3P), O2(a
1∆g)

and O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) (v = 1 molecules show evidence of being confined to the hottest

region of the plasma and are thus less interesting from the point of view of spatially

resolved modelling). Mole fractions for the plasma borne species are calculated from

the densities returned in the volume averaged model whilst mole fractions of these

species in the baffle arms are found using the exponential decay lengths found using

equation 4.4 (0.5 cm for O(3P) and 5 cm for O2(a
1∆g)). Thus the mole fraction of

atomic oxygen, xO is approximated as:

xO(z) =



0.12763 exp
(
z+0.175
0.005

)
if − 0.385 ≤ z < −0.175

0.12763 if − 0.175 ≤ z ≤ 0.175

0.12763 exp
(
0.175−z
0.005

)
if 0.175 < z ≤ 0.385

(6.5)
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and for O2(a
1∆g), the mole fraction, xa, is approximated as:

xa(z) =



0.05679 exp
(
z+0.175
0.05

)
if − 0.385 ≤ z < −0.175

0.05679 if − 0.175 ≤ z ≤ 0.175

0.05679 exp
(
0.175−z
0.05

)
if 0.175 < z ≤ 0.385

(6.6)

Finally the mole fraction of O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0), xX , is approximated as

xX = 1− xO − xa. (6.7)

Line of sight average temperature

The expected line of sight averaged translational temperature for species i, T̄trans,i,

can then be calculated according to

T̄trans,i =

∫
T (z)Ni(z)dz∫
Ni(z)dz

=

∫
p(z)xi(z)dz∫ p(z)xi(z)

T (z)
dz

, (6.8)

and for each molecular species the line of sight averaged temperature expected for a

particular rotational state can be calculated by noting that the mole fraction of the

J ′′th rotational state of species i, xJ ′′ , is given by

xJ ′′(z) = xi(z)
(2J ′′ + 1) exp

(
−Erot

kBT (z)

)
qrot

. (6.9)

Since qrot ∝ T (z) and also replacing, xi(z) in 6.8 with xJ ′′ given by equation 6.9 one

finds the line of sight average temperature for a particular rotational state:

T̄trans =

∫
p(z)xi(z)

exp
(

−Erot
kBT (z)

)
T (z)

dz∫
p(z)xi(z)

exp
(

−Erot
kBT (z)

)
T (z)2

dz

(6.10)

The model can therefore be used to predict line of sight averaged temperatures

for each rotational state (and for O(3P)) and these can be compared directly to the

Doppler widths for each measured transition. For O(3P) the model predicts a line

of sight averaged temperature of 476 K which compares very favourably with the

observed temperatures in the H-mode ≈ 450 ± 20 K. The modelled and measured

values for the rotational states of O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) and O2(a
1∆g, v = 0) are shown

in figure 6.12. The modelled translational temperatures for O2(X
3Σ−

g ) show a much
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stronger rotational state dependence than those for O2(a
1∆g) and this simply reflects

the different distributions of the various rotational states along the line of sight of the

cavity. Given the simplicity of the model and the many assumptions it makes, the

agreement with the O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) data is good, with the model always within ≈ 40

K and much better than that for higher rotational states. The model also reproduces

very well the variation of T̄trans with rotational state energy and this strongly supports

the explanation given previously that the Doppler widths vary due to the different

spatial distributions of the various rotational states. The agreement for O2(a
1∆g) is

poorer but the data for this species are significantly less certain.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: Modelled and measured line-of-sight averaged temperatures as a func-
tion of rotational energy for (a) O2(X

3Σ−
g , v = 0) and (b) O2(a

1∆g, v = 0) in a 100
mTorr, 300 W plasma..

Line of sight average number density

The line of sight averaged number density of a given species i can also be calculated

for the modelled distributions using:

N̄i =
1

L

∫
Ni(z)dz =

1

kBL

∫
p(z)xi(z)

T (z)
dz. (6.11)

For individual rotational states of molecules equation 6.9 can be substituted into 6.11

to give:

N̄J ′′ =
(2J ′′ + 1)

kBL

∫
p(z)xi(z)

exp
(

−Erot

kBT (z)

)
qrot(z)T (z)

dz, (6.12)

and numerical solutions can be obtained using qrot(z) = 0.7215T (z) for O2(X
3Σ−

g ,

v = 0) and qrot(z) = 0.481T (z) for O2(a
1∆g, v = 0) (both obtained from linear fits

to qrot values calculated by PGOPHER and very close to the rigid rotor limits for
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both molecules when spin multiplicities and Λ-doubling are accounted for). For O(3P)

the distributions described above predict a line of sight averaged number density of

1.21×1014 cm−3 in very good agreement with the line of sight averaged experimental

value of 1.25 × 1014 cm−3. Figure 6.13 shows the modelled and measured line of

sight averaged densities in each rotational state of O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) and O2(a
1∆g,

v = 0). The agreement for ground state molecules is again remarkably good, whilst

the agreement for the first metastable state is reasonable, and the modelled values

demonstrate the correct trend with rotational energy.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.13: Modelled and measured line of sight averaged number densities as a
function of rotational energy for (a) O2(X

3Σ−
g , v = 0) and (b) O2(a

1∆g, v = 0) in a
100 mTorr, 300 W plasma.

In summary, this 1D model of the plasma is, given its simplicity, remarkably suc-

cessful at reproducing the observed behaviour of several species within the plasma.

This lends weight to the hypothesis that the plasma is not only thermally inho-

mogeneous in the H-mode but that this inhomogeneity plays a significant role in

determining the average line of sight densities and temperatures not just of different

species but also of different rotational states of the same species. The fact that re-

solving several rotational transitions allows spatial variations within the plasma to

be inferred from line of sight averaged measurements is an extremely powerful result

that could be of great utility in future work.
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Oxygen plasma conclusions

This section of the thesis has detailed high resolution diode laser based cavity ring-

down measurements of the most important species in a pure oxygen plasma. Ground

state atomic oxygen (O(3P)) has been probed, using the O(1D)←O(3P) transition

at 630 nm, as a function of gas pressure and plasma power. Measurements include

the observation of wall loss kinetics and of the switchover of the plasma from the

capacitive E-mode of operation to the hotter and denser H-mode, indicated by an

increase in atom density by an order of magnitude (from a few 1013 to a few 1014

cm−3). The measured dissociation fractions (≈ 10% in the H-mode) are consistently

high, predominantly as a result of the slow wall loss of atoms in the aluminium plasma

chamber (as defined by the wall loss coefficient, γ ≈ 0.003). Indeed the sensitivity

of [O(3P)] to the condition of the chamber walls was exemplified by a reduction by a

factor of 2 caused simply by cleaning. The significant photodetachment cross section

of O− has also made it possible to probe the anion density (≈ 109 − 1010 cm−3) and

has produced results consistent with a detachment dominated plasma.

The first metastable state of molecular oxygen, O2(a
1∆g), has also been mea-

sured by CRDS using the Noxon system at 1.9 µm and found to make up as much

as 5% of the total plasma density; while it also shows a clear increase in density

at the E/H switchover this increase isn’t as marked as for O(3P). These are the

first such direct measurements of O2(a
1∆g) in a plasma operating at such low, tech-

nologically relevant, pressures (≥ 10 mTorr) and through use of the calculations

presented in chapter 2 are the first to unequivocally avoid errors in determining the

electric quadrupole absorption cross sections51,52. The limit of detection achieved here

([O2(a
1∆g, v = 0)]min = 1.1× 1012 cm−3) represents an order of magnitude improve-

ment on previous efforts to measure this species by absorption spectroscopy51. Time

resolved measurements allowed the wall loss coefficient of this metastable species to

be determined (γ ≈ 0.003), a vital parameter for plasma kinetic modelling.

These CRDS results have been supported by observations of the plasma emission,

in particular from atomic emission lines (e.g. at 777 nm) and from the O2(b
1Σ+

g )→O2(X
3Σ−

g )

system. The fitting of molecular spectra to simulations enabled the extraction of both

rotational (350 − 630 K) and vibrational (905 K) temperatures as well as giving an
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indication of the relative density of O2(b
1Σ+

g ) as a function of plasma power. Time

resolved emission measurements show that the wall loss lifetime of O2(b
1Σ+

g ) is 2− 7

ms (depending on pressure), and is significantly less than for either O(3P) or O2(a
1∆g)

(which have lifetimes ≈ 100 ms).

All of these experimental results are interpreted with the aid of a volume aver-

aged kinetic model. This model, which includes 34 kinetic processes, is successful in

reproducing experimental atom, ion and metastable molecule densities, and from it

electron densities and temperatures are inferred. For a given gas pressure and power,

the electron density is expected to scale with the inverse of the plasma volume and

within this framework the electron densities inferred from the model were in line with

other work reported in the literature.

Despite the success of the volume averaged model, several features of the CRDS

data indicate that the plasma is not in fact homogeneous. In particular, different

species tend to show different translational and rotational temperatures, with those

that are longest lived (O2(a
1∆g)) showing lower temperatures compared to those

with shorter lifetimes (O2(b
1Σ+

g )). This observation leads to the hypothesis that

the plasma shows significant thermal inhomogeneity, with long lived species having

sufficient lifetimes to thermally equilibrate with the cool chamber walls and also to

penetrate a signifiant distance into the cold baffle arms and thereby exhibit a reduced

line of sight averaged temperature.

In order to test this hypothesis CRDS measurements were performed on the v = 0

and v = 1 states of O2(X
3Σ−

g ). As expected, the v = 0 state which fills the majority

of the arms shows cold (< 350 K) line of sight averaged translational temperatures

unless very highly excited rotational states were probed. Such rotational states (J ′′ =

28, 30, 31) only exist in significant densities when the temperature is significantly

above ambient and are hence largely confined to the plasma region and are not found

in the baffle arms. O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 1) meanwhile is found to be translationally hot

(≈ 550 K) across all rotational states as a result of it being produced only in the hot

plasma and then lost rapidly (by V-T energy transfer) if it leaves this region. The

hypothesis is also supported by a simple model of plasma inhomogeneity, whereby the

pressure, temperature and mole fractions of the various species across the chamber

(and arms) are approximated and the corresponding line of sight averaged densities

and temperatures calculated. This basic model is reasonably successful at reproducing

the observations for O2(X
3Σ−

g , v = 0) and O(3P). Further detailed insights into spatial

inhomogeneity will require computational fluid dynamics calculations and these are

currently being undertaken.
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Part III

Nitrogen plasma
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Chapter 7

Introduction to nitrogen plasma

In this, the third part of this thesis, a nitrogen ICP will be investigated. This plasma

will be produced in the same chamber as the oxygen plasma and will operate at a

similar range of pressures (10−100 mTorr) and powers (0−500 W). This chapter will

describe methods that have been used previously to quantify the densities of molec-

ular cations and electronically excited molecules in various nitrogen plasmas. The

following chapters will detail measurements, utilising CRDS, of the densities of both

N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N2(A
3Σ+

u ) first in the bulk of the plasma and then, with an experi-

mental adjustment, close to the chamber’s lower (non-driven) electrode. The major

focus is on the measurements of the cations because these represent the first such

CRDS measurements in a nitrogen ICP and because the density of cationic species is

expected to change significantly in the plasma sheath and presheath. Finally, some

discussion is given regarding the Lamb dips that are observed as a result of saturation

in the CRDS spectra.

7.1 Key species in nitrogen plasma

Nitrogen plasmas, like oxygen plasma, are of both applied and fundamental inter-

est. Many of the early observations on nitrogen discharges and nitrogen containing

plasma in the earth’s atmosphere provided some of the first observations of nitrogen’s

electronic and rotational structure177–180. In the laboratory and in industry, nitrogen

plasma has found use in surface modification, in particular in nitriding processes, of

importance to semiconductor manufacturing42. Nitrogen plasma is electropositive,

meaning that electrons form by far the most important reservoir of negative charge

whilst anions are unimportant and exist in insignificant quantities. It is therefore

expected that the densities of electrons and cations will be equal and thus measuring

the density of one allows the other be inferred. At the pressures investigated here
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(10−100 mTorr) it is expected that N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) will be the dominant cation (although

at lower pressures N+ can become important and at higher pressure N+
3 and N+

4 may

also be found). The diatomic molecular cation is therefore of significant interest, not

only because ion acceleration in the sheath could be responsible for the surface pro-

cessing ability of nitrogen plasma, but also because, in the plasma bulk, the density

of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) is likely to be a good indicator of the electron density. Apart from the

cations, atomic and excited molecular species also play an important role in nitrogen

plasma. Nitrogen atoms are expected to be an order of magnitude less abundant than

O(3P) in oxygen plasmas, largely due to the strong N≡N triple bond which makes

the threshold for electron impact dissociation of ground state molecules very high.

Indeed the dominant mechanism for atom formation at the pressures investigated in

this thesis is expected to be vibrational excitation (which reduces the dissociation

threshold) followed by electron impact dissociation. Although the atomic content of

nitrogen plasma is expected to be much less than that of oxygen the degree of vibra-

tional excitation is expected to be much greater, this is because N2(X
1Σ+

g , v = 0) has

unusually large cross sections for electron impact vibrational excitation (the reasons

for which are discussed later in this chapter). As such, vibrationally excited molecules

play an important role in the chemistry of nitrogen discharges (as already suggested

in the case of atom formation) and measuring vibrational excitation is particularly

important to understanding nitrogen discharges. Contrast this situation with that

of O2 where vibrationally excited molecules were sufficiently scarce that neglecting

them made little difference to kinetic modelling (see chapter 5).

Another important group of molecules are the triplet excited electronic states,

N2(A
3Σ+

u ), N2(B
3Πg), N2(W

3∆u), N2(B
′3Σ−

u ) and N2(C
3Πu) (refer to the potential

energy level diagram in figure 2.8 to see the relative energies of these states). The

first four of these states constitute the four lowest lying excited states of N2. The

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) state is metastable and thus most important to plasma chemistry, with

a radiative lifetime of 2 s it is an important reservoir of energy, lying around 6 eV

above the ground state. The threshold energy for electron impact dissociation and

ionisation of this metastable species is significantly smaller than that for N2(X
1Σ+

g )

and it can therefore have significant influence over the atom and ion content of the

plasma. Its metastability can also make it an important source of higher excited states

of N2 which are formed via energy pooling reactions. The other triplet states are not

metastable as each has an allowed radiative pathway (either direct or via N2(B
3Πg))

that produces the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) state. This radiative cascade mechanism means that the

vast majority of the electronically excited molecules that are produced in the plasma
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end up as N2(A
3Σ+

u ), thus further enhancing its importance to the overall chemistry

of the plasma.

7.2 Techniques for the detection of N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ),

N2(A
3Σ+

u ), N2(B
3Πg) and N2(C

3Πu)

The range of techniques that have been used to probe nitrogen plasmas is vast, here

an overview of the most important techniques is given with focus on those that are

most relevant to this thesis.

7.2.1 Electrical probes and mass spectrometry

Much work exists which utilises Langmuir probes24–26,28,181 and mass spectrome-

try182,183 to investigate charged species in nitrogen plasma. The quasi-neutrality of

such plasma means that a method that quantifies the electrons necessarily provides

information about the ions as well. Using a Langmuir probe Zhu et al.24,25 found that

the electron density increased from 2× 109 cm−3 at 100 W to 1010 cm−3 at 500 W in

a 15 mTorr ICP with an electron temperature of ≈ 2 eV; Song et al.26 saw a similar

increase with power from ≈ 6× 109 cm−3 at 200 W to ≈ 2× 1010 cm−3 at 600 W in

a 5 mTorr nitrogen-argon mixture whilst Biloiu et al.181 found electron densities of

8× 1010 cm−3 at 600 W in their Helicon plasma with Te ≈ 3 eV.

An alternative to the typical Langmuir probe, which is usually constructed from

a thin piece of wire, is a planar probe. The uniform sheath that forms around such a

probe (which is usually surrounded by a guard ring to ensure sheath uniformity) can

make analysis more straightforward. Bakowski64 used such planar probes to investi-

gate nitrogen plasma in the same chamber as used in this work and found electron

temperatures of the order of 2 eV and electron densities (and thus N+
2 densities) on

the order of a few ×109 cm−3 at 400 W and a range of pressures.

Some work also exists on the use of quadrupole mass spectrometry to detect

positive ions produced in nitrogen plasma although these have mainly been used to

find ion ratios183 and ion energy distributions182 as oppose to absolute densities (Mass

spectrometry lends itself to ion flux measurements but measuring densities is more

difficult184). The ability to measure the ion energy distribution182 is an advantage of

this techniques however the mass spectrometer generally has to be attached to the

side of the chamber and thus measurements are not really in situ and nor are they

absolute.
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7.2.2 Optical emission spectroscopy

A great deal of work exists exploring the emission from nitrogen plasma. Plasma

emission is a much more powerful and widely used diagnostic in nitrogen plasmas

compared to oxygen because of the much wider range of molecular emission systems

which are present. Each system also tends to show marked vibrational structure

not only because they tend to involve states with rather different potential energy

curves (and thus there are many significant Franck-Condon factors) but primarily be-

cause the degree of vibrational excitation in nitrogen plasma is significantly greater

than in other simple molecular plasmas (Tvib is typically several thousand K in ni-

trogen). This vibrational excitation is important in determining the chemistry of the

plasma and arises because of a shape resonance185–187 whereby electrons with energy

≈ 2.3 eV can be captured particularly efficiently by N2(X
1Σ+

g ) to form the short lived

N−
2 (X2Πg) anion which can then decay to produce an electron and a vibrationally

excited molecule:

N2(X
1Σ+

g , v) + e− → N−
2 (X2Πg)→ N2(X

1Σ+
g , v

′) + e−. (7.1)

The resulting vibrational excitation in the ground state can then be transferred (to

some extent) to the electronically excited state species either during the electron

impact production of the excited species or by V-V energy transfer.

Particularly prominent in the emission spectra of nitrogen plasmas are the first

positive (N2(B
3Πg)→N2(A

3Σ+
u )) and second positive (N2(C

3Πu)→N2(B
3Πg)) systems

as well as the first negative system of the molecular cation (N+
2 (B2Σ+

u )→N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ))25,188

(the systems are labelled positive or negative based on whether they appear in the

positive column or the negative glow of a nitrogen containing glow discharge). These

systems are all strongly allowed and produce a large number of vibrational bands.

As an example an emission spectrum (300 W, 100 mTorr) taken using the Andor

spectrometer (utilised previously for oxygen emission measurements) is shown in fig-

ure 7.1, this spectrum is scaled to account for the spectrometer efficiency and will be

discussed in more detail later. For the time being the locations of the above systems

are identified and a subset of the bands are assigned for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 7.1: The emission spectrum of the nitrogen ICP operating at 300 W and 100
mTorr showing the second positive system labelled in blue; the first negative system
labelled in pink and the first positive system labelled in green. Each band shows
extensive vibrational structure indicative of the high degree of vibrational excitation
present in the plasma. For the sake of illustration, two regions of the spectrum are
enlarged and the vibrational bands assigned. These data are analysed in more detail
in the next chapter.

The utility of emission spectra was exemplified in the previous chapter for oxygen, in

particular for the extraction of rotational and vibrational temperatures. A great deal

of work181,188–192 exists in which the emission from first and second positive systems

is utilised to find vibrational state distributions (also known as vibrational distribu-

tion functions, VDFs) which can deviate from a Boltzmann distribution. Where a

Boltzmann distribution describes the vibrational population the VDF is described by

the vibrational temperature Tvib.

The fitting of molecular emission bands typically yields a value for Tvib
181,189, how-

ever, the physical meaning of such temperatures must be considered carefully. This is

because the vibrational temperature found in this way is strictly the vibrational tem-

perature of the emitting state. If this state is long lived then it can undergo many V-V

energy transfer collisions with the ground state molecules that make up the bulk of

the plasma and thus the emission temperature will be representative of the vibrational

temperature of all of the gas in the chamber (this was the case for the emission from

the second metastable state of oxygen detailed in the previous chapter). However,

both the first and second positive systems are the result of fully allowed transitions
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and thus the radiative lifetimes of the emitting species are of the order of µs. This

results in a situation whereby the VDF of the emitting species can be very different

to that of ground state molecules and depends heavily on the rates of production and

loss of the various vibrational states. This confounding factor was explored in depth

in the recent work of Dilecce et al.192 who found, from a collision radiative model

for the second positive system, that the apparent temperatures measured in emission

could routinely exceed those of the ground state molecules by a factor of 2 for pres-

sures similar to those used in this study. Indeed, the relationship between the VDFs

of the various electronic states of N2 are found to be a very complex function of pres-

sure, electron temperature and density, quenching rate coefficients, electron impact

excitation rate coefficients and radiative lifetime (the last three of which are often

strongly vibrational state dependent). It thus becomes extremely complicated to re-

late emission derived vibrational temperatures to those of the ground state molecules

without detailed kinetic modelling. Despite this limitation the excited state VDFs

can still be important, in their kinetic implications, for example and are thus worth

measuring in their own right.

Several workers have demonstrated methods utilising the ratio of the intensities

of the second positive and first negative system emission lines in order to estimate

electron temperatures and densities25,193 and also electric field strengths191. The

basis of these methods is that, because the emitting species have different electron

impact production threshold energies their emission intensities will be sensitive to

different regions of the EEDF and thus their ratio will provide information on the

EEDF. This work is dependent however on either a meticulous calibration approach

(see for example191) or the construction of a complex collision radiative model (see

for example25) in order to achieve quantitative results and thus depends on accurate

knowledge of excitation and quenching rates in the plasma. For these reasons this line

intensity ratio method shows the same drawback as many techniques involving the

use of plasma emission, it requires many assumptions in order to extract meaningful

results.

Although the first and second positive systems provide obvious approaches for

probing the N2(B
3Πg) and N2(C

3Πu) states there is no equivalent allowed emis-

sion for the most important excited molecular state N2(A
3Σ+

u ). The only possible

emission from this electronic state is on the spin forbidden Vegard-Kaplan system

N2(A
3Σ+

u )→N2(X
1Σ+

g )). This system, whose emission is at wavelengths shorter than

300 nm, has been utilised a few times to deduce densities and kinetics of N2(A
3Σ+

u )

both directly194–197 and in the context of intensity ratio based methods198. As was
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the case for the fully allowed transitions, any quantitative conclusions are heavily

dependent on the knowledge of which kinetic processes are important and their rates,

or else they require absolute calibration. As well as observations of the first nega-

tive system (N+
2 (B2Σ+

u )→N+
2 (X2Σ+

g )) N+
2 has also been observed using emission on

the Meinel system199 ((N+
2 (A2Πu)→N+

2 (X2Σ+
g )). This work used a Fourier trans-

form spectrometer for detection. Implementing this approach is made difficult by the

fact the Meinel system is coincident with the first positive system of N2, a problem

that can be overcome by employing an alternative, ion specific, technique. One such

technique is velocity modulation spectroscopy, discussed later in this chapter.

7.2.3 Laser induced fluorescence

There is a large body of research based on Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) on

nitrogen plasmas. In particular, N2(A
3Σ+

u ) has been probed by LIF by several workers.

For many years the LIF schemes typically involved exciting a selected vibrational band

of the first positive system and then monitoring emission on a different vibration

band of the same system200–206. More recently, a second scheme involving a double

resonance (one excitation into the N2(B
3Πg) state and then another into the N2(C

3Πu)

state) has been developed207–209. This so called optical-optical double resonance LIF

(OODR-LIF) has practical challenges, requiring two synchronised lasers, but it has an

advantage in terms of fluorescence detection because the N2(C
3Πu) state has a very

short radiative lifetime (with emission on the second positive system) and therefore

always has a significant fluorescence yield even at atmospheric pressure; this is in

contrast to the N2(B
3Πg) state, the radiative lifetime of which is longer and which is

therefore collisionally quenched at higher pressures making fluorescence too weak to

detect. There has also been some work on probing N2(B
3Πg) using LIF by excitation

and detection on the second positive system200,201.

Even without calibrating the LIF signals to find absolute concentrations the tech-

nique’s excellent temporal resolution make it possible to determine kinetic parameters

(for example for electronic quenching202, vibrational relaxation207 or electronic energy

pooling reactions200). Crucially, the vibrational state dependence of all these kinetic

parameters can be characterised by LIF. It is also possible to determine vibrational

distribution functions for N2(A
3Σ+

u ) which are usually found to be approximately

Boltzmann, but with some overlayed (non-Boltzmann) structure202.

In terms of putting measurements on an absolute footing, several calibration tech-

niques have been demonstrated including absolute calculation of the LIF system effi-

ciency205,206 which requires knowledge of the Einstein coefficients for both excitation
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and fluorescence, of relaxation rates (i.e. quenching and unimolecular non-radiative

processes), of laser pulse intensity and temporal width, of the volume of interaction

between the pump laser and the plasma and of the absolute collection efficiency of

the fluorescence detection system (including the solid angle covered by the detector

and the efficiency of any filters and detectors). Clearly this absolute calibration ap-

proach has a large number of variables and is rather painstaking to implement. An

alternative that has been utilised more recently is to compare LIF signals to those

due to Rayleigh scattering of the excitation beam200,201,204. Provided the same collec-

tion optics are used for both experiments the ratio of the LIF and Rayleigh scattered

signal will be independent of the solid angle occupied by the detection system. This

method still requires detailed knowledge of excitation cross sections and of the rates

of the various potential fates of the fluorescing state. It additionally requires that

a Rayleigh scatterer of known number density and Rayleigh scattering cross section

is chosen. Thus the Rayleigh scattering method is only slightly simpler than the

absolute calibration and is still a significant challenge to perform.

LIF measurements have also been performed on the molecular cation N+
2 (X2Σ+

g )

produced in a variety of different plasmas210–216 and usually utilising the First nega-

tive system for both excitation and fluorescence (one work by Miller et al.215 instead

uses the Meinel system but only for line position and molecular constant measure-

ments). The oldest of these studies simply concerns itself with vibrational temper-

ature measurements thus removing the need for absolute calibration212. The work

of Gerassimou et al.214 also sought information that could be obtained without the

need for calibration: in that case relative concentrations (as a function of position in

the plasma), rotational temperatures and lifetime of the cationic species. In addition

Den Hartog et al.213 utilised LIF to measure ion translational temperatures.

More recent works have sought to put the LIF signals from N+
2 on an absolute

footing and Woodcock et al.210 achieved this in their measurement on a CCP chamber

by considering the most important loss processes for N+
2 . One of these processes is

dissociative recombination and, given quasi-neutrality ([e−]=[N+
2 ]), this process shows

second order kinetics. If loss is dominated by this processes then providing that the

rate constant is known the decay in [N+
2 ] after the plasma is extinguished can be

analysed to yield the initial N+
2 concentration. Other important loss processes (e.g.

wall loss) show first order (or quasi first order) kinetics but it was still possible to find

initial ion concentrations by including the effects of these reactions. An alternative

calibration method was proposed by Konthasinghe et al.211 who used the vibrational

Raman scattering from N2 (a process for which the cross section is well known) as a
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calibrating signal. The Rayleigh scattering due to molecular nitrogen has also been

used as a calibration signal for cation LIF by Visser et al..216

Of particular interest are the spatially resolved measurements of Gerassimou et

al.214 and Woodcock et al.210 who both attempt to quantify the behaviour of the ions

as they approach the sheath of capacitively coupled rf plasmas, the former investi-

gating ions close to a grounded metallic surface and the latter near to the driven rf

electrode. Gerassimou et al. found that, close to the chamber walls, the density of

ions drops by one to two orders of magnitude as is expected for a plasma sheath.

Additionally they found that the lifetime of N+
2 (B2Σ+

u ) also decreased across the

plasma sheath. This was tentatively attributed to acceleration through the sheath

leading to increased collision frequencies and thus enhanced collisional quenching,

although several other possibilities were considered. The work also probed the ro-

tational temperature of molecular cations at different positions in the plasma using

the LIF excitation spectrum, it was found that N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) ions were rotationally

equilibrated with the neutral gas (i.e. that translational acceleration by the sheath

had no effect on the rotational populations) and that their rotational temperature

decreased through the sheath such that ions near the wall had Trot = Twall. This

is a result that would be expected if the sheath can be treated as collisionless and

thus ions undergoing acceleration have no opportunity to participate in translational

to rotational energy transfer with other molecules. As an alternative explanation of

this observation, Gerassimou et al. posit an argument that charge exchange collisions

between molecular ions and neutral molecules are important in the sheath and that

this rapid conversion of neutrals into ions and visa versa necessarily means that these

species end up in rotational equilibrium (particularly because the charge exchange

process ought not to alter the rotational states of the species involved).

Woodcock et al.210 were able not only to measure LIF spectra in the plasma

sheath, but also to do so with sub-Doppler resolution and thereby resolve the (time

averaged) ion velocity distributions in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the

driven electrode. They observed a decrease in density by a factor of 50 across the

sheath which they found to be ≈ 1 cm in thickness, both reasonable for a CCP.

Far from the electrode (15 mm), ion velocities were found to be identical in both

parallel and perpendicular directions and well described by a Boltzmann distribution

corresponding to Ttrans = 355±15 K. Close to the electrode however the perpendicular

velocity distribution was found to be bimodal, with a group of fast ions, accelerated

towards the driven electrode, and a group of ions close to the bulk temperature.

Such bimodal distributions have also been observed and explained in several other
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discharges217–219 and are expected to arise when the rf period, τrf , is significantly

longer than the time it takes for an ion to transit through the sheath, τion
220. This

being the case, the accelerating voltage experienced by an ion will depend upon the

point during the rf cycle that it enters the sheath and thus, when the signal is time

averaged, the ions that experience the maximum drop in potential across the sheath

contribute to the fast velocity component whilst those that experience the smallest

drop will be closer to ambient temperatures leading to a bimodal distribution15,221,222.

Even with this in mind, it is likely that the 13.56 MHz discharge investigated by

Woodcock et al. is in the regime where τrf < τion and thus each ion would be

expected to experience a time averaged drop in potential because it would experience

many rf cycles during its transit through the sheath. In this case the two peaks in the

bimodal ion energy distribution are expected to approach one another and eventually

become indistinguishable (when τrf << τion) - see for example Coburn and Kay221.

This averaging (or not) of ion velocities with relation to the rf phase compli-

cates the expected ion energy distribution. Even time resolved LIF studies under

conditions where the ions should be able to respond to the instantaneous sheath po-

tential219 have shown that, at some points in the rf cycle, ions in the sheath can show

a bimodal velocity distribution. Woodcock et al. as well as others210,217,218 suggest

that the slow velocity group arises due to charge transfer production of N+
2 from N2

in the sheath. The newly formed N+
2 would be created with the velocity distribution

of the neutral molecules (which is expected to be approximately the same as the bulk

temperature) and would thus appear as a slow moving group of ions in LIF exper-

iments. Despite this possible explanation, experiments aimed at detecting the fast

neutrals that ought to be produced by such a charge transfer have not succeeded217

and significant uncertainty still exists as to the origin of the slow group of ions.

7.2.4 Scattering techniques

As well as being used to calibrate LIF, scattering of light by the plasma can also be

used to quantify the densities of plasma borne species. Of particular use are inelastic

scattering from molecules (Raman scattering) and elastic scattering from electrons

(Thomson scattering). Vibrational Raman scattering provides information about

VDFs and has been utilised to detect N2(A
3Σ+

u ) with the scattering from ground

state molecules removed by interference based optical filters223.

Thomson scattered photons take on a Doppler frequency distribution indicative of

the electron energies and the Thomson scattered photon frequency profile and inten-

sity reveal the electron temperature and density, respectively. Thomson scattering
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requires that the intense Rayleigh scattered radiation is filtered out and that any

rotational Raman scattered signal is accounted for.

Both these scattering techniques suffer from the same requirement for absolute

calibration as LIF. Additionally, Thomson scattering cross sections are invariably

very small and thus Thomson scattering measurements are limited to high electron

densities (> 1011 cm−3), and thus are typically carried out in noble gas discharges,

with argon being by far the most common224. Despite this difficulty some work does

exist utilising mixtures containing nitrogen225.

7.2.5 Laser Optogalvanic Spectroscopy (LOGS)

Laser optogalvanic spectroscopy relies on the change in the impedance of a discharge

that occurs when the discharge is irradiated by a laser that is on resonance with an

allowed optical transition. The excited state that is produced naturally has a different

ionization energy compared to the initial state and this change in electrical properties

can be observed as a change in voltage across a resistor (where the supply voltage is

held constant). This technique is sensitive and allows sub-Doppler spectral resolution

but is not absolute or spatially resolved, the signal is also proportional to the ratio

of the laser excitation volume to the total discharge volume and thus the technique

is most applicable to small scale discharges. Nevertheless LOGS has been used to

detect both N2(A
3Σ+

u )226 and N+
2 (X2Σ+

g )227 in nitrogen plasmas.

7.2.6 Velocity modulation spectroscopy

Velocity modulation spectroscopy (VMS) is a technique that utilises the acceleration

of ions that occurs in each cycle of a low frequency discharge (typically kHz). As

the electric field of the discharge alternates so does the velocity of the ions and thus

the absorption features of ionic absorbers are Doppler shifted back and forth. By

demodulating the signal using a lock-in amplifier the signals due to ionic absorption

can be identified and those due to neutral species (which are not modulated) can be

filtered out. The high level of discrimination between ions and neutrals makes this

technique very useful in the detection of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) particularly because the Meinel

system of N+
2 is coincident in wavelength with the first positive system of N2 which

would otherwise interfere. As a result of these advantages VMS (or modifications

thereof) has been the dominant technique for measuring line positions of the Meinel

system and thus determining the molecular constants of the N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N+
2 (A2Πu)

electronic states228–233. Of the many VMS studies that exist the most relevant to the
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work presented here are those of Collet et al.228 whose molecular constants are used

to simulate the (2, 0) vibrational band using PGOPHER and the work from the

group of McCall229,230 which utilises a cavity enhanced version of VMS and was the

first to observe Lamb dips in molecular ion spectra using a tunable laser absorption

spectroscopic method, (similar observations are made later in this thesis). Despite its

suitability for accurate line position determination, VMS has significant limitations.

It is only applicable to plasmas which operate at a frequency low enough that the

ions respond to each voltage cycle (likely not to be the case at 13.56 MHz). It is also

extremely difficult to extract absolute absorption coefficients from a VMS spectrum234

not least because the low frequency of the discharge leads to a modulation of the ion

density but also because the fitting process for VMS signals involves several variables

(modulation amplitude, linewidth and intensity) which show strong covariance.234

7.2.7 Direct absorption spectroscopy

Given that there are so many allowed optical transitions among the electronically

excited states of both nitrogen molecules and cations it is no surprise that absorption

spectroscopy has found widespread use as a detection technique for these species. Un-

like oxygen, where transitions involving the electronic states of interest are either for-

bidden or in the difficult to access VUV, nitrogen has a number of allowed transitions

at wavelengths that make direct absorption measurements possible. The first absorp-

tion measurements were made using light produced in a discharge tube and observing

its attenuation as it passed through a second discharge tube235–237. This method was

successful both in the quantitative detection of metastable molecules235,236 and mea-

surements of their vibrational distributions237. Later, as lasers became available that

were capable of operating at the relevant wavelengths, the first positive system was

observed by laser absorption spectroscopy238, with Augustyniak and Borysow finding

translational temperatures of 370 ± 20K and densities of the order of 1012 cm−3 in

the N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0) vibrational state in a pulsed DC discharge.

7.2.8 Cavity enhanced absorption techniques

N2(A
3Σ+

u )

Although the transitions of interest are allowed, the fact that nitrogen metastables

and cations are generally present in very low densities leads to weak absorption and

thus cavity enhanced absorption techniques can be of great advantage in detecting

these species. Early cavity based measurements used ICLAS whilst more recently
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absorption techniques utilising optical cavities external to the laser source (e.g. CRDS

and CEAS) have been favoured. Foissac et al.239,240 made measurements using ICLAS

on the (1, 0) band of the first positive system in a microwave driven flow tube at 440

Pa. They were able to quantify the density of N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0) as 5×1011 cm−3 in the

discharge region and an order of magnitude lower in the afterglow. The translational

temperature was likewise found to decrease, from ≈1000 K in the discharge to ≈
500 K in the afterglow. Stancu et al.209 found N2(A

3Σ+
u ) densities of the order of

1014−1015 cm−3 in a ns pulsed discharge at atmospheric pressure using pulsed CRDS

on the (2, 0) band of the first positive system. The extensive work of Bakowski

and Thornton63,64,153,241 also used the first positive system and was able to quantify

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) densities and temperatures in the same chamber as is utilised in this work.

The work of Bakowski64 used cw-CEAS and found that the density of N2(A
3Σ+

u , v =

0) rose by approximately an order of magnitude (from≈ 1010 to≈ 1011 cm−3) as power

was increased from 20 to 300 W and that the vibrational ground state has a maximum

density at around 20 mTorr, with density decreasing sharply towards lower pressure

and more gradually at higher pressures. This work also found that the rotational

temperature increased from ≈300 K at 50 W up to around 500 K at 300 W, and it

was also able to confirm that the rotational and translational degrees of freedom are in

equilibrium at all pressures above 10 mTorr. The later work of Thornton63 extended

the CEAS work to include measurements of vibrationally excited molecules (v = 1, 3

and 6) and was thus able to estimate the vibrational temperature of N2(A
3Σ+

u ). The

vibrational temperature was found to significantly exceed rotational and translational

temperatures (which were found to be the same for the different vibrational states)

as is expected for low pressure ICPs, increasing with power from ≈3000 K at 50 W

up to ≈ 4000 K at 300 W.

N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g )

Cavity enhanced absorption measurements of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) started with pulsed-CRDS

measurements on microsecond pulsed discharges operating at low pressure (0.5-1 Torr)

in mixtures of helium and nitrogen242,243. These early measurements used the (6, 0)

band of the Meinel system and were able to detect ion densities of the order of 1011

cm−3. Later Yalin et al.244 detected densities of ≈ 1012 cm−3 in an atmospheric

pressure glow discharge using the (0, 0) band of the first negative system again using

pulsed-CRDS. In the work of Widicus Weaver et al.245 cw-CRDS was used to make

the first laboratory observation of the Meinel system (2, 1) band, although that study

was concerned primarily with line positions rather than density measurements.
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Of particular interest are the measurements of Gherman et al.246 who were able

to quantify N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) densities in the same flowing microwave discharge as

was used by Foissac et al.239,240 for N2(A
3Σ+

u ) measurements. That work used a fre-

quency doubled titanium sapphire laser to perform broadband CEAS measurements

on the first negative system ((0, 0) band) and found densities of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0)

of ≈ 109 cm−3. Notably, the ions both in the discharge region and in the afterglow

were found to have rotational temperatures that were ≈ 300 K hotter than those

measured for the neutral metastable molecules. This discrepancy was ascribed to

the ambipolar microfield of the plasma which could accelerate the ions and cause the

heating. Thornton63,153 was also able to measure absorption due to N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) using

cw-CEAS on the Meinel system in the same chamber that was used for the experi-

ments presented here. The ion density was found to be of the order of 109 cm−3 at 10

mTorr and 400 W but the signal to noise ratio was particularly poor (≈3:1). Within

the limits of this small signal it appeared that the ion had the same translational

temperature as the neutral molecules. In order to increase the sensitivity of these

measurements CEAS was combined with wavelength modulation spectroscopy and

although this improved the detection limit by an order of magnitude the implemen-

tation of modulation techniques necessarily made the extraction of absolute number

densities and translational temperature more difficult.

The next chapter will present measurements of both N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N2(A
3Σ+

u ) in

the bulk of the nitrogen plasma using saturated CRDS. The ways in which the effects

of saturation are accounted for are described in detail. The CRDS measurements are

supported by observations of the wavelength resolved plasma emission with particular

focus on the first positive system, which is fitted with a spectral simulation to return

rotational and vibrational temperatures for the emitting N2(B
3Πg) state.
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Nitrogen plasma bulk
measurements

In this chapter a cw-CRDS arrangement is used to probe several rovibronic lines of the

Meinel and first positive systems of a nitrogen ICP. The effects of saturation inside

the optical cavity are measured and accounted for and temperatures and densities

are calculated. The experimental arrangement used to probe nitrogen plasma in this

chapter is identical to that which was used previously to probe oxygen plasma. During

the course of this chapter and those that follow it, it may prove useful to refer back

to the potential energy diagrams for the various electronic states of N2 and N+
2 shown

in figure 2.8.

8.1 Experimental arrangement

Emission measurements (such as that shown in figure 7.1) are once again performed

by coupling light emitted from the plasma into an Andor iDus spectrometer via a

wide core optical fibre. Cavity ringdown measurements are performed using the same

optical arrangement as was utilised for measurements of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) with the toptica

ECDL operating in the range 747-792 nm and cavity mirrors (Layertec GmbH) able to

produce ringdown times of the order of 80 µs across the operating range of the laser.

The laser scanning range is sufficient to reach several bands of both the first positive

system of molecular nitrogen (N2(B
3Πg)←N2(A

3Σ+
u )) and the Meinel system of the

nitrogen cation (N+
2 (A2Πu)←N+

2 (X2Σ+
g )) both of which are electric dipole allowed.

Care must be taken when probing the Meinel system to avoid interference from the

first positive system (which covers a huge range of wavelengths with a large number of

rovibrational transitions). This system was successfully avoided by using the excellent

PGOPHER simulation of various nitrogen systems published by Western et al.247 and
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comparing it to a custom built PGOPHER simulation for the Meinel system utilising

the molecular constants found by Collet et al.228 and the transition dipole moments

and Franck-Condon factors tabulated by Gilmore et al.248.

8.2 Analysis of emission on the first positive sys-

tem

Figure 7.1 shows an emission spectrum of the nitrogen plasma scaled to account for

the spectrometer efficiency. The part of the spectrum where the relative intensities

of adjacent vibrational bands is most reliable is that where the spectrometer sensi-

tivity is high and varies little with wavelength (approximately between 450 and 700

nm). In other regions, where the sensitivity varies a great deal over a relatively small

wavelength range, any deviation in the sensitivity of our specific spectrometer from

the nominal sensitivity published by the manufacturer is likely to lead to significant

errors in the relative intensities of nearby vibrational bands. For this reason, it was

decided that the best chance of extracting reliable temperature information from the

emission spectra would be attained if the ∆ν = ν ′ − ν ′′ = 3 vibrational bands of the

first positive system (between 610 and 700 nm) were used for fitting with the PGO-

PHER simulation from Western et al.247. Before such fitting could be carried out, it

was observed that several vibrational bands that were predicted by the modelling of

Western et al. were absent from the emission spectra of the plasma. This was most

obvious in the ∆ν = 4 and ∆ν = 5 progressions, the data for which is shown, along

with an (approximate) fit to the simulation of Western et al. in figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: A comparison of the emission spectrum of the 500 W, 100 mTorr nitro-
gen plasma with an approximate fit using the simulation of Western et al.247. The
comparison shows clearly that emission is not observed from vibrational states higher
than v = 12 and this can be attributed to predissociation of these states.
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In fact, no emission is observed from vibration states higher than N2(B
3Πg, v = 12).

The only possible explanation for such a discrepancy is that there is some rapid loss

process for vibrational states with v > 12 such that the quantum yield for emission

is very small for these states. Although reactions can have rates that are vibra-

tional state dependent, it would not be expected that a normal collisional reaction

would show such a strong dependence to explain the sharp decrease in emission seen

here. Instead, previous work on the electronic structure of the nitrogen molecule has

found that, provided it has sufficient energy, N2(B
3Πg) is able to cross to the loosely

bound N2(A
′5Σ+

g ) state and subsequently form a pair of ground state N(4S) atoms.

N2(B
3Πg, v > 12) molecules are thus predissociated. Shibusawa and Funatsu249 ob-

served this effect but found that the molecules with v ≤ 12 had a vibrational dis-

tribution that was approximately Boltzmann like, whilst Geisen et al.250 were able

to measure the rate constant for predissociation from several vibration levels. They

found that predissociation was fastest for v = 13 (with a first order rate coefficient

≈ 3× 108 s−1) and got progressively slower as v increased, reaching a value of ≈ 107

s−1 for v = 18. For the ∆ν = 4 progression Einstein A factors are all of the order of

103 − 104 s−1 248 and thus emission is vastly slower than the predissociative pathway

in all cases. Thus, in fitting the emission bands in the hope of finding vibrational and

rotational temperatures (for the N2(B
3Πg) molecules with v ≤ 12) it is reasonable to

adjust the simulation of Western et al.247 by simply removing those vibrational states

whose emission is not observed. This is an extreme example of the principle detailed

in section 7.2.2 whereby the vibrational energy distribution of an excited electronic

state is not necessarily representative of the distribution of the ground state. With

the removal of higher vibrational states, the simulation of Western et al.247 can be

fitted very well to the emission data.
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Figure 8.2: Contour fit to the experimental emission spectrum of the ∆ν = 3
progression of the first positive system utilising the spectral simulation of Western
et al.247 with vibrational states above v = 12 removed. The spectrum was taken at
plasma power of 500 W and gas pressure of 100 mTorr. The residual (blue) shows
the success of the fit.

An example fit to the ∆ν = 3 progression in the region 610 − 695 nm is shown in

figure 8.2 for a spectrum taken at 100 mTorr with 500 W power. For much of this

region, the simulation and the experimental spectrum are coincident and the residual

is thus largely a flat line. The few features that appear in the residual (at 630, 655

and 676 nm) are all due to species other than N2(B
3Πg).

The rotational and vibrational temperatures that result from the fits are shown in

figures 8.3a and 8.3b, respectively. 8.3a shows clearly a rise in rotational temperature

from ambient at low powers to 800 − 1200 K in the high power H-mode (500 W).

It also shows higher rotational temperatures for higher pressures in the H-mode.

Meanwhile, Tvib also shows a marked increase with power and again, in general,

higher pressures show higher vibrational temperatures in the H-mode. Notably, the

vibrational temperature of the emitting N2(B
3Πg) state is hot (> 3000 K) even at

powers as low as 10 W. It also shows a step-like increase at each pressure indicative of

the E-H mode switchover. The switchover power is observed to increase with pressure

from 25− 100 W at 10 mTorr to 150− 250 W at 100 mTorr.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.3: (a) Rotational temperatures and (b) vibrational temperatures of
N2(B

3Πg) found by fitting the plasma emission spectra of the first positive system as
a function of plasma power and pressure.

Additional confidence in the vibrational temperatures, found using this fit, is pro-

vided by the fact that fitting the ∆ν = 4 and ∆ν = 5 bands yields values that differ

by less than 5% from the ∆ν = 3 band value. Rotational temperatures, meanwhile,

have significantly larger relative uncertainties, this is because each vibrational band

consists of 27 partially overlapping rotational branches (see figure 2.10) and the spec-

trometer resolution is too low to resolve these many rotational lines. As a result, it

is found that the goodness of fit of the PGOPHER simulation to the data is insen-

sitive to the rotational temperature such that the errors in these temperatures are

significant (typically ±100 K from testing the reproducibility of fitting). Rotational

temperatures are particularly uncertain at low powers, where the emission signal is

smallest and the rotational structure becomes difficult to discern from the noise.

8.2.1 Discussion

Emission measurements demonstrate first and foremost that, for all the conditions

investigated here, the nitrogen plasma shows significant disequilibrium between vi-

brational and rotational degrees of freedom, with vibrational temperatures being

approximately an order of magnitude greater than the rotational temperatures. This

high degree of vibrational excitation is expected for nitrogen plasma due to the shape

resonance already mentioned and because electron impact excitation from ground

state molecules forms excited states in a range of vibrational levels. The rotational

temperatures are certainly within the expected range based on previous measure-

ments in nitrogen plasma181,189,190,251,252; however, they are somewhat higher than
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the previous measurements made by absorption on the first positive system in the

same chamber (around 600 K at 10 mTorr and 500 W). This difference could be for

a couple of reasons. First, as observed for O2 plasma, emission measurements tend

to be weighted towards hot regions of the plasma and thus give an upper bound on

the average temperature in the chamber. Secondly, the previous measurements were

made over a decade ago and in the intervening years the chamber has been used ex-

tensively for work involving oxygen plasma and has had its internal surfaces cleaned,

both of which could have altered the chamber’s thermal accommodation coefficient

and thus altered the rotational temperature of the plasma. The observed increase in

rotational temperature with increasing pressure has been observed before189,251 and

is quite straightforward to explain in terms of the increasing collision frequency that

accompanies a rise in pressure. As collisions become more frequent, the opportunities

for energy to be transferred from electrons, and highly excited vibrational degrees

of freedom into rotations and translations also become more frequent. In this way,

rotational and translational heating becomes more efficient at higher pressures.

Vibrational temperatures too are well within the realms of the expected values

for nitrogen plasmas, measured previously using emission on the first190,249,251–253 and

second positive26,189,193,251,254 systems. Once again, however, they significantly exceed

the values measured by absorption previously in the same chamber (2900 K at 100

W and 3700 K at 300 W for a 25 mTorr plasma). This is, most probably, due

to the fact that previous measurements probed the vibrational temperature of the

metastable N2(A
3Σ+

u ), which is likely to be equilibrated with ground state molecules.

The emission measurements here instead measure the vibrational temperature of the

short lived N2(B
3Πg) state. As discussed previously and modelled by Dilecce et al.192,

the vibrational temperature for radiative excited states can be significantly higher

than those of the ground state and is determined by the kinetics of production and

loss of the individual vibrational states. Indeed, one previous measurement on this

chamber255 of the second positive system determined a vibrational temperature for

the N2(C
3Πu) state, finding values of 7700±600K for powers between 200 and 400 W

and pressure of 10 mTorr. This temperature also significantly exceeds the temperature

of the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) state, but is comparable to that measured for the N2(B
3Πg) state

here. The fact that vibrational temperature in the H-mode appears to go through

a maximum value at around 50 mTorr has been observed previously in an ICP by

Kanget al.254. They attributed this observation to the changing rates of vibrational

excitation as electron temperatures and densities change with pressure. In reality,

the full explanation will be more complex because the main source of vibrationally
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excited N2(B
3Πg) molecules is not vibrational excitation from N2(B

3Πg, v = 0), but

electronic excitation from the ground state (during the course of which vibrational

state distributions in the ground state are not reproduced in the excited state). As

pressure changes, not only will the vibrational distribution of the ground state change,

but so will the electron temperatures and densities, thus a more complete collision

radiative model would be required to fully understand the dependence of vibrational

temperature of N2(B
3Πg) on pressure.

The powers at which E/H switchover occurs are consistent with previous measure-

ments (made by monitoring the reflected power as applied power was increased241).

The switchover power shows a clear increase with gas pressure, and this too is consis-

tent with previous observations in this chamber. This is in contrast to measurements

on argon plasma in this chamber, where it was found that the switchover power de-

creased with gas pressure241. The explanation for this, given previously by Bakowski64

and based on the work of El-Fayoumi256, is that the current required to maintain the

H-mode of the plasma goes through a minimum when the electron collision frequency

for momentum transfer, ν, is equal to the angular frequency of the rf field, ω. ν de-

pends on the pressure and the momentum transfer collision cross section for a given

gas. Bakowski64 found that, for argon, the momentum transfer cross section with

electrons was small and in the pressure range 10− 100 mTorr ν < ω thus as pressure

(and hence ν) increased, the observed switchover power decreased as the system ap-

proached the minimum. For nitrogen the collision cross section is greater and thus

at all pressures 10 − 100 mTorr ν > ω, thus as pressure increases the system moves

further from the minimum and the switchover power increases.

8.3 CRDS measurements of N+
2

8.3.1 Effects of saturation on CRDS measurements

Optical saturation was introduced in chapter 2 of this thesis. So far it has not been an

important effect because the transitions probed by CRDS in oxygen were forbidden

and thus the pumping rate was insignificant. This is no longer the case for the

transitions probed in this chapter. As discussed at the end of chapter 2, some of the

transitions between low lying states of N2 and N+
2 are fully allowed, which means that

saturation of these transitions occurs inside the high finesse optical cavity used here.

The treatment of saturation given previously (section 2.6.2) relied on knowledge of

the saturation parameter, S, which depends on the rates of pumping and relaxation

in the system being probed. Both of these rates are difficult to calculate and depend
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on several variables that are often poorly known (for example collisional quenching

rates). An additional complicating factor from the stand point of utilising CRDS

when there is saturation is the fact that the pumping rate varies as a function of

intracavity power and thus the saturation parameter, S, varies during the course of a

ringdown event. This means that, when the laser is tuned onto an optical transition,

the beginning of the ringdown event is characterised by a high intracavity power, a

correspondingly large S, and the absorption coefficient will be small (equation 2.54).

On the other hand, towards the end of ringdown trace, the intracavity field will be

smaller, S will likewise be small and the absorption coefficient will tend towards

the larger value that would be observed if there was no saturation. With different

parts of the ringdown trace being characterised by different absorption coefficients,

it is unsurprising that the decay in intracavity intensity is no longer described by

equation 2.38 and is no longer exponential. The decay is instead governed by:

dI(t)

dt
= −I(t)

τ0
− 2cα0(ν)I(t)

1 +
√

1 + I(t)
Isat

(8.1)

where Isat is the saturation intensity (a constant which depends on the strength of

the transition) and is defined such that I(t)/Isat is equal to the saturation parameter

S(t) at a time, t, during the ringdown event. The intracavity intensity is directly

proportional to the size of the detected signal with a proportionality constant that

depends on the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors, the sensitivity of the detection

system, and the gain of the amplifier that is used.
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Figure 8.4: Numerical simulations of the non-exponential ringdown traces expected
in a saturated CRDS experiments (here S ≡ S(t = 0) = I(t = 0)/Isat). The simu-
lations (shown by the points) are fitted with exponential decays (shown by lines) in
order to demonstrate the deviation from exponential behaviour. The residual plots
show how the deviation from exponential behaviour is most significant for intermedi-
ate saturation parameters (S ≈ 10− 100).

Equation 8.1 cannot be solved analytically, but numerical solutions can be calcu-

lated. The lack of analytical solutions makes the fitting of saturated ringdown traces

on the fly computationally difficult, and hence real time extraction of unsaturated ab-

sorption coefficients (α(ν)) and saturation parameters is not easily possible. Instead

the saturated ringdown traces are fitted with an exponential, this exponential will

return a ringdown time concomitant with some sort of average degree of saturation

during the course of the ringdown event, and hence the spectrum that results should

be close in form to those shown in section 2.6.2 with an averaged saturation parame-

ter. Some non-exponential ringdown events (simulated using mathematica according

to equation 8.1) are shown in figure 8.4 along with exponential fits and residuals for

a range of S values from 0−1000. The possible error that fitting with an exponential

introduces is discussed in section 8.3.3.
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8.3.2 Finding saturation parameters experimentally

Provided the optical pumping rate and loss rate of the excited species (both emission

and collisional) are known, then the saturation parameter for a given transition can

be calculated theoretically. The rates of these processes are often difficult to measure

and thus any calculated saturation parameter is likely to be approximate. The ex-

perimental determination of saturation parameters is certainly preferable in this case

and can be achieved relatively straightforwardly.

The saturation parameter at the beginning of a ringdown event, S(t = 0), depends

on the intracavity intensity that is allowed to build up before the AOM is switched off

and the ringdown trace recorded. This intensity can be carefully controlled by ma-

nipulation of the ringdown acquisition system, either by adjusting the trigger voltage

at which the acquisition takes place or by changing the sensitivity of the detection

set up. If, for example, the detection set-up were to become an order of magnitude

more sensitive to laser intensity exiting the cavity, then an order of magnitude fewer

photons would have to build up before a ringdown was triggered. This would mean

that the saturation parameter at the beginning of the ringdown, S(t = 0), would

be reduced by an order of magnitude. This change in detection sensitivity is most

easily achieved by changing the gain of the transimpedance amplifier that forms part

of the acquisition arrangement (whilst also leaving the trigger level and the voltage

applied to the photomultiplier unchanged). Figure 8.5 shows three spectra (found

using equation 2.40) of the P22(7.5) rovibrational line of the (2, 0) band of the N+
2

Meinel system each taken with exponential fits to the ringdown traces and a different

transimpedance amplifier gain. These spectra were all taken with identical plasma

conditions (10 mTorr of pure nitrogen and 400 W of power) and show clear indications

of the changing saturation parameter both in their changing absorption coefficients

and the appearance of Lamb dips. At the highest level of gain (107 V A−1) the ring-

down system is triggered by very small intracavity intensities and thus it becomes

more difficult to achieve the desired discrimination between different TEM modes.

The amplification also leads to a poorer signal to noise ratio on the ringdown traces

and these two factors combined result in the greater scatter of the points for the least

saturated (107 V A−1) spectrum.
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Figure 8.5: Three CRDS spectra of the P22(7.5) rovibrational line of the (2, 0)
band of the N+

2 Meinel system, taken with identical plasma conditions (10 mTorr 400
W) but varying the gain of the transimpedance amplifier. The changing gain alters
the degree of saturation and leads to the expected reduction in absorption coefficient
and the appearance of Lamb dips. The ringdown traced are fitted with exponentials
during this experiment.

The utility of these measurements is that comparing the spectra allows the direct

determination of saturation parameters without the need to calculate the rates of

pumping or relaxation. Consider two spectra, with saturated absorption coefficients

αS,1(ν) and αS,2(ν), whose ratio is ξ = αS,1(ν)/αS,2(ν) and saturation parameters S1

and S2, whose ratio is η = S1/S2 (recall that, other than the Lamb dip, the saturation

parameter is conserved across an inhomogeneously broadened line). Equation 2.54

will hold for both spectra, hence:

αS,1(ν) =
α0(ν)√
1 + S1

and αS,2(ν) =
α0(ν)√
1 + S2

. (8.2)

Taking the ratio of equations 8.2 yields

αS,1

αS,2

=

√
1 + S2

1 + S1

, (8.3)

which can be rearranged to give

S2 =
ξ2 − 1

1− ηξ2
(8.4)
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In the spectra in figure 8.5, if the spectrum with 106 VA−1 of amplification has sat-

uration parameter S1 and the spectrum with 105 VA−1 amplification has saturation

parameter S2 (which is 10 times larger than S1), then η = 0.1 and saturation param-

eters can be found simply by taking the ratio of the absorption coefficients, ξ, and

inserting these into equation 8.4. The saturation parameters found in this way using

the data from the two most saturated spectra in figure 8.5 (105 and 106 VA−1 gain)

are shown in figure 8.6 with a Lorentzian fitting. The scatter on the points is very

large in the wings because the ratio of the absorption coefficients is dominated by

noise when there is little or no absorption.

Figure 8.6: Saturation parameters calculated as a function of frequency using the
ratio of the data from figure 8.5 and equation 8.4.

The validity of this method for determining saturation parameters is demonstrated

by the fact that the saturation parameter is constant across most of the absorption

profile (with S = 5.6 ± 0.2 for the most saturated case) but approximately doubles

over the Lamb dip (where both counter propagating beams within the cavity can

interact with the same velocity group), as expected for an inhomogeneously broadened

saturated absorption profile. A further demonstration of the success of this technique

in finding saturation parameters is shown in figure 8.7, which depicts the same three

spectra as figure 8.5 each adjusted by a factor of
√

1 + S in order to reproduce the

unsaturated spectrum.
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Figure 8.7: The three spectra from figure 8.5 each scaled according to equation
2.54 using the appropriate saturation parameters in order to infer the unsaturated
spectrum. The good agreement between the three inferred spectra is indicative of the
validity of the method described above used to find saturation parameters.

S is taken or inferred point by point from figure 8.6 and (away from the Lamb

dips) is ≈ 5.6, 0.56 and 0.056 for the three spectra. The two most saturated spectra

are bound to produce unsaturated spectra that concur, because of the method used to

derive saturation parameters. However, the fact that they also find good agreement

with the third, least saturated spectrum is a good indication that the saturation

parameters found by this method are robust. In an ideal world, one might choose to

operate in the unsaturated regime by increasing the amplifier gain further, however,

as is demonstrated by the scatter on the least saturated spectrum in figures 8.5

and 8.7, when the gain is high, the signals required to trigger a ringdown event are

so small that the signal to noise ratio of the ringdown trace becomes prohibitively

poor. For this reason, it was decided that measuring saturated spectra and inferring

the unsaturated values using experimentally determined saturation parameters was

preferable, particularly when absorption signals are small (for example at low powers

and in plasma sheaths).

8.3.3 The effects of fitting with an exponential

The decision to fit non-exponential ringdown traces with an exponential function

necessarily introduces error into the results. Although this method has been used by
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several workers257,258 before, and the experiments in the previous section suggest that

exponential fitting does not prevent accurate determination of unsaturated spectra,

it is nonetheless important to explore the magnitude of the error that arises from

exponential fitting. In particular, the question arises, based on the treatment of the

experimental data in the previous section, if S(t = 0) is changed by a factor of 10 (e.g.

by altering the amplifier gain), is the average saturation parameter, Savg, found by

exponential fitting, also changed by a factor of 10? And, if not, how much influence

does this have on the certainty with which saturation parameters and unsaturated

spectra can be determined?

The theoretical treatment begins from equation 8.1. A series of simulations were

carried out using this equation and each was fitted to determine an exponential best

fit. Each simulated curve can be defined by three parameters: the empty cavity

ringdown time, τ0, chosen here as 100 µs for convenience; the ringdown time with an

absorber present but assuming there is no saturation, τ , here given the value 50 µs

(τ is related to the unsaturated absorption coefficient α0 by equation 2.40); and the

saturation parameter at the beginning of the ringdown event, S(t = 0) = I(t=0)
Isat

, which

is varied across the simulations (for convenience, the boundary condition I(t = 0) = 1

is also imposed).

From the exponential fitting of each ringdown trace an effective absorption coef-

ficient, αexp, can be calculated using equation 2.40. This should correspond to the

average absorption coefficient during the course of a given ringdown event and should

therefore be close to α0 when S(t = 0) is small and close to 0 when S(t = 0) is big

(because in a very saturated medium there is effectively no absorption).

The interpretation of data fitted with an exponential function relies on the idea

that the fitting will give an absorption coefficient that is well described by an “aver-

age” saturation parameter (where the averaging occurs over the course of a ringdown

event). Given that only numerical solutions to equation 8.1 can be produced, the

exact meaning of the “average” saturation parameter and how its meaning might

vary with S(t = 0) (which is experimentally controllable) is difficult to determine.

The simplest situation would be the one that was assumed to be true in the previous

section, in which S(t = 0) and Savg are proportional to one another. If this is the

case then Savg ≈ kS(t = 0) and from equation 2.58

αexp =
α0√

1 + Savg

≈ α0√
1 + kS(t = 0)

, (8.5)

where α0 = 3.34×10−7 cm−1 for the modelled τ0 and τ values. Assuming this simplest

case holds then a plot of the absorption coefficient derived from exponential fitting,
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αexp, against the parameter S(t = 0) should yield a curve that is well described by

equation 8.5 and a fitting procedure should yield the optimum value of the propor-

tionality constant k and indicate the degree of error introduced by the assumption

that this simplest case holds.

Figure 8.8 shows the ringdown times derived from exponential fitting to ringdown

traces with different initial saturation parameters (square black points). The ring-

down times vary exactly as expected, looking unsaturated when S(t = 0) is small

(and thus returning a τ = 50µs) and trending towards τ0 = 100µs when the satura-

tion becomes large. Also shown in the figure are the absorption coefficients derived

from exponential fitting (circular red points). These are fitted according to equation

8.5 with α0 fixed and k allowed to vary. The optimum value of k is 0.165 (i.e. on

average Savg is 16.5% of S(t = 0)), the fit is shown by the red line in figure 8.8.

Figure 8.8: The effective ringdown time (black points) found when a saturated
ringdown trace is fitted with an exponential fit. The ringdown time without absorp-
tion is set to 100 µs and with absorption (but with no saturation) is set to 50 µs.
Also shown are the absorption coefficients (red points) derived from the exponential
ringdown times showing clearly that saturations leads to a reduction in absorption
coefficient. The red points are fitted according to equation 8.5 and the success of this
fit indicates that fitting the saturated ringdown traces with an exponential function
introduces only a small error.

The specific value of k is of minor importance compared to the conclusion that the

process of fitting a non-exponential ringdown trace with an exponential function and
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the simple interpretation of such fittings in order to find absorption coefficients only

introduces less than 5% error for all values of S(t = 0) < 50. Additionally, because

doubling S(t = 0) makes very little difference to the deviation of the exponentially

fitted absorption coefficients from the model (equation 8.5) the process of exponential

fitting also conserves the shapes of Lamb dips (to within ≈ 5%). Finally, because

the saturation coefficient is invariant with frequency (for inhomogeneously broadened

transitions and ignoring Lamb dips) the Doppler width of the line as a whole is

unaffected by saturation and also unaffected by the exponential fitting.

The fact the fit is not perfect is a result of the relationship between S(t = 0)

and Savg not being as simple as assumed (in reality the ratio Savg/S(t = 0) decreases

as S(t = 0) becomes larger rather than being constant). Values of Savg calculated

using the equality in equation 8.5 are shown in figure 8.9, also shown are the values

approximated using Savg = kS(t = 0) with k = 0.165.

Figure 8.9: A comparison of the average saturation parameter, Savg, during the
course of the ringdown (which is the saturation parameter found by exponential fit-
ting) against the saturation parameter at the beginning of the ringdown event (which
can be controlled by changing the amplifier gain). The black points are found using
the red points from figure 8.8 whilst the red points in this figure originate from the
red line of best fit from figure 8.8.

It should be noted that the error introduced in the value of Savg if it is calculated

according to the approximation are significantly larger (as much as 40%) than the
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errors in the absorption coefficient. This additional error arises due to the square

root in equation 8.5 and because, for small saturation parameters,
√

1 + Savg ≈
1 and the ≈ 40% error in Savg has little influence on the absorption coefficient.

Thus, both an experimental and theoretical examination of the exponential fitting

process shows that consistent and meaningful saturation parameters can be found

and unsaturated spectra can be deduced with reasonable confidence. This means

that, as for the unsaturated case, densities and translational temperatures can be

found using saturated CRDS with exponential fitting.

8.4 N+
2 temperatures and densities

Fitting Gaussian profiles to the data in figure 8.7 (as depicted in figure 8.10) allows

the determination of both temperatures and densities. By fitting each of the three

spectra it was verified that Doppler widths are unaffected by saturation, as expected

from the theory of optical saturation (section 2.6.2). The temperatures calculated

from fits to the three spectra varied by less than 2% and indicate a value of 1475±40

K for N+
2 at 10 mTorr and 400 W.

Figure 8.10: The three inferred unsaturated spectra from figure 8.7 fitted with
Gaussian lineshape profiles.

These temperatures were used in conjunction with the previously mentioned PGO-

PHER simulation of the (2, 0) band of the Meinel system in order to find cross
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sections. The cross sections produced by PGOPHER return the population in the

vibrational state rather than the specific rotational level being probed. To do this

PGOPHER uses a rotational temperature which is assumed here to be in equilibrium

with the translational temperature indicated by the width of the fitted Doppler pro-

files. At 1474 K the relevant cross sections for the P22(7.5) transition is found to be

1.65 × 10−18 cm2 cm−1 whilst the areas beneath the Gaussian curves are found to

vary by less than 0.5 % and give an average value of αint = 1.002× 10−8 cm−2 (note

the conversion of GHz to wavenumbers). For N+
2 wall loss in the baffle arms is ex-

pected to be extremely fast, both due to the acceleration of the ions towards the walls

through the sheath and because the wall loss coefficient for ions is generally unity.

For this reason it can be assumed that ions do not penetrate into the baffle arms and

thus a length adjustment factor of 77/35 is appropriate in this case. The line of sight

average number density of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) is therefore (1.3± 0.1)× 1010 cm−3. The

main source of uncertainty in this value is the fitting of the baseline ringdown time

across the spectrum. It is found in nitrogen plasma that this baseline value changes

significantly more than in oxygen plasma. When the plasma is running the baseline

ringdown time decreases by 10s of µs over the course of a day (from ≈ 80 to as low

as 30 µs). The cause of this change is yet to be unambiguously identified but it is

always found that the ringdown time recovers to ≈ 80µs after several hours without

plasma. It is possible that some of the effect is due to the mirrors becoming heated

(this would explain why the effect is bigger in the hotter nitrogen plasma than in the

cooler oxygen plasma) or due to some temporary surface modification which might

influence the mirror reflectivity.

The small size of the absorption in the saturated regime means that several hun-

dred ringdowns must be averaged at each wavelength, and the desire to observe the

Lamb dip requires that several hundred wavelengths are probed in the course of one

spectrum. This leads to experimental times of the order of 1-2 hours and thus the

baseline ringdown time can change considerably (and non-linearly) during the course

of one spectral measurement. This baseline can prove rather challenging to fit and

can lead to uncertainty up to 10% on the resulting spectral integrated areas (the

uncertainty in the width and therefore temperature is found to be less significant)

8.4.1 Variation with power and pressure

CRD spectra were obtained at powers of 200, 300 and 400 W and pressures of 10, 50

and 100 mTorr with the amplifier set to the lowest (and hence most saturated) of the
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settings discussed in the previous section. The resulting spectra are shown in figure

8.11.

Figure 8.11: Saturated CRD spectra of the P22(7.5) rovibrational line of the (2, 0)
band of the N+

2 Meinel system as a function of plasma power and pressure.

Temperatures

Translational temperatures were obtained directly by fitting the data (excluding the

Lamb dips) with a Gaussian function. The resulting translational temperatures are

shown in figure 8.12. The translational temperatures show the expected increase with

increasing plasma power as observed in the emission data and are also quite consis-

tent with previous measurements of Trot and Ttrans of N+
2 . For example Gherman et

al.246 found ion temperatures of 1300 ± 100 K in a 300 W microwave discharge at

3.3 Torr using broadband-CEAS and Tuszewski259 found values of around 1000 K

in a 10 mTorr ICP operating at 0.46 MHz and also observed an increase of several

hundred Kelvin as power increased from 200 to 900 W by measurement of the emis-

sion on the first negative system. Den Hartog et al.213 also observed temperatures in

excess of 1000 K by LIF on the first negative system downstream from an electron

cyclotron resonance plasma operating at < 5 mTorr. Interestingly, the temperatures
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measured here are considerably higher than the rotational and translational tempera-

tures found by CEAS by Bakowski et al.241 for N2(A
3Σ+

u ) in the same chamber (where

the maximum was < 500 K even at 400 W).

Figure 8.12: N+
2 translational temperatures found by fitting the spectra in figure

8.11 with Gaussian lineshapes (and excluding the points on the Lamb dip).

Somewhat surprisingly the data shows a decrease in temperature as pressure in-

creases, this in stark contrast to the rotational temperatures of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) (measured

previously by Hancock et al.153) and N2(B
3Πg) (measured by emission) which were

found to increase slightly with increasing pressure but is in agreement with the obser-

vations of Den Hartog et al.213 who observed a significant drop in ion temperature as

pressure increased. Another surprising observation is that these line of sight averaged

translational temperatures exceed the rotational temperatures measured by emission.

As discussed at length for oxygen plasma, it would generally be expected that, because

emission comes from the hottest parts of the plasma, emission derived temperatures

should exceed those which are line of sight averaged. Possible explanations for this

observation are given in the next section.

Densities

Number densities were obtained by use of the procedure described at the start of this

section (section 8.4). The density of the vibrational ground state of the molecular ion

in the plasma chamber, [N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0)], is shown in figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.13: N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) densities found using the spectra in figure 8.11 and
with cross sections calculated using PGOPHER and assuming that the rotational and
translational temperatures of the cation are equilibrated.

It is desirable to quantify the degree of vibrational excitation of the cations (with

vibrational temperature TX+
vib ) such that the total cation density can be calculated and

the total electron density can be inferred. To do this spectroscopically would require

the measurement of at least one (and preferably more than one) other vibrational

bands of the Meinel system. Within the scanning range of the laser (747− 792 nm)

there are several possibilities: at the longer wavelength side of the (2, 0) band is the

(8, 5) band, unfortunately the population of the v′′ = 5 state proved too small for

it to be observed in absorption. This provides some evidence that the vibrational

temperature of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) is less than that of N2(B
3Πg) or N2(C

3Πu), because a

simulation of the Meinel system with Tvib = 8000 K indicates that the (8, 5) band

should be detectable. To shorter wavelengths of the (2, 0) Meinel band lie the (7,

4) and (6, 3) bands, these too are unfortunately unobservable (at ≈ 4000 K the

stronger of the bands has a cross section around 3% of the (2, 0) band). The (7, 4)

and (6, 3) bands of the Meinel system also overlap with the very strongly absorbing

(2, 0) and (3, 1) bands of the first positive system which makes it very difficult to

find any spectral window free from interference where a CRDS experiment might be

attempted. The prime candidate for vibrational temperature measurement is the (3,

1) Meinel band, however its shortest wavelength band head occurs at 803 nm, still
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too long for the laser to reach and thus a new laser would be needed to probe this

band. Measurements on the (3, 1) band are a target for future investigations.

In the absence of the ability to measure the vibrational temperature an estimate

is still possible. The inability to observe the (8, 5) band has already confirmed that

TX+
vib < TB

vib. In fact the ion is sufficiently long lived that it can be reasonably assumed

to be in vibrational equilibrium with the ground state molecules (i.e. TX
vib = TX+

vib ).

This was realised experimentally by Visser et al.216 who observed that the change in

ion temperatures upon extinction of a pulsed rf discharge (operating at 225 mTorr)

was much slower than the rotational and vibrational relaxation rates expected for the

ions. It was concluded that the ion temperatures were in fact following the cooling

processes of the neutral molecules and were in equilibrium with them. In the discus-

sion of the nitrogen emission data it was suggested that, because N2(A
3Σ+

u ) molecules

are metastable they should be sufficiently long lived to reach vibrational equilibrium

with ground state molecules. It is therefore reasonable to assume TA
vib = TX

vib = TX+
vib

and therefore to assume that the vibrational temperatures of N2(A
3Σ+

u ), measured

in this chamber previously63,153, are a good estimate of the relevant temperatures for

N+
2 , this was previously assumed by Hancock et al.153. This being the case the total

number density of diatomic cations is given by

[N+
2 (X2Σ+

g )] = [N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0)]q0vib, (8.6)

where q0vib is the vibrational partition function of the cation (with energies taken

relative to the ground vibrational state) and is calculated by a direct sum using

the vibrational energy levels according to Shi et al.260. From Hancock et al.153 a

vibrational temperature of 3700 K is deemed reasonable for all the powers investigated

here (the measured vibrational temperature shows only moderate changes with power

and pressure for the conditions investigated here, a conclusion supported by the fact

that the density ratio of the various vibrational states modelled by Thorsteinsson

and Gudmundsson261 varies little between 10 and 100 mTorr) and leads to q0vib ≈
1.77. Thus total N+

2 densities are expected to be approximately twice those shown

in figure 8.13. The v = 0 ion densities in figure 8.13 show the expected increase

with applied power and interesting behaviour with changing pressure; at high powers

the ion density appears to decrease with increasing pressure whilst at lower powers

the lower pressures appear to show similar ion densities whilst 100 mTorr still has

the fewest ions. Whether this trend in v = 0 densities with pressure is reflected

in the total ion densities could only be established by accurate measurement of the

ionic vibrational temperature as a function of power and pressure, comparison with
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previous measurements however can offer some insight into this observation as is now

discussed.

8.4.2 Discussion

Temperature

As noted in section 8.4.1 the ion temperatures measured here are somewhat elevated

compared to N2(A
3Σ+

u ) translational and rotational temperatures previously mea-

sured in the same chamber and particularly unusually they show the opposite trend

with gas pressure. In order to verify the previously measured temperatures, further

CRD spectra were taken, this time probing N2(A
3Σ+

u ) on the Q11(16) rotational line

of the (7, 6) band of the first positive system at around 12721.94 cm−1. This par-

ticular transition was chosen because it was conveniently close to the N+
2 transition

probed previously and free from interference from any Meinel band lines. Spectra of

this transition as a function of power and pressure are shown in figure 8.14.

Figure 8.14: Saturated CRD spectra of the Q11(16) rotational line of the (7, 6)
band of the first positive system of nitrogen.

It can be seen that these transitions are also optically saturated but in this case,

because the primary aim of these measurement was to make temperature comparisons

with the ions, it was decided not to go to the significant effort required to quantify

the saturation parameter for this transition.
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The Doppler temperatures that result from the spectra in figure 8.14 as well as

those from figure 8.12 are shown in figure 8.15.

Figure 8.15: N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 6) translational temperatures found by fitting the the
spectra in figure 8.14 with Gaussian lineshapes. Also shown is the data from figure
8.12 for comparison.

In comparison to the previous data of Thornton63, measured by CEAS on the

Q12(3) transition of the (3, 1) band, the temperatures are a little elevated (10 mTorr

temperatures are typically around 100 − 150 K higher than previously measured).

Additionally, whereas the previous study suggested that the translational tempera-

ture changed little with gas pressure it can clearly be seen here that translational

temperature actually increases with pressure exactly as was observed in the emission

measurements but contrary to the observations of N+
2 temperatures. This pressure

variation of metastable temperature has been observed previously by Horikawa et

al.262 by CRDS in an ICP at 400 W and the temperatures measured in that work

(≈ 800 K at 20 mTorr and ≈ 1100 K at 100 mTorr) are in very good agreement with

those observed here for comparable power and pressure regimes. The temperatures

measured here are also rather similar to those measured for N2(B
3Πg) by emission,

probably because the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) state is quenched very efficiently at the chamber walls

(γ = 1) and is thus largely confined to the central volume of the discharge where it

is produced and where the majority of the plasma emission also originates.
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From the data in figure 8.15 it is clear that there is a significant disparity between

the apparent translational temperatures of the ions and the metastable neutrals in the

plasma. This difference cannot be ascribed to plasma inhomogeneity because, if this

were the cause, one would expect the temperatures between the different species would

be most similar when the plasma is most uniform (i.e. at lower pressures). Instead

it is seen that the temperature difference is biggest at low pressure and that the

temperatures begin to converge as pressure is increased. This is by no means the first

occasion on which ions have been observed to be hotter than the neutral species in the

same plasma (indeed in some ICP models in oxygen the ion temperature is assumed to

be twice that of the neutral species91,149). Foissac et al.239,240,246 observed rotational

temperatures for the two species in a flowing microwave discharge (433 MHz) at 3.3

Torr using ICLAS and found TX+
rot = 1300±100 K and TA

rot = 945±50 K; Tuszewski259

observed TX+
rot = 900− 1200 K and TA

rot = 400− 600 K in a 0.46 MHz ICP operating

between 1−15 mTorr and 200−900 W; finally Huang et al.263 made observation of the

second positive and first negative systems in a dual frequency (41 MHz and 2 MHz)

CCP and found TX+
rot = 450−550 K and TA

rot = 350−400 K for a range of low frequency

powers (0−50 W) and 100 W of high frequency power at 38 mTorr. The first of these

studies attributed the selective heating of the ions to the weak ambipolar microfield

of the plasma whilst the latter two suggested that the selective heating of the ions

in their respective plasmas were results of the relatively low frequency rf fields being

used (0.46 and 2 MHz respectively). The plasma in this work has a driving frequency

(13.56 MHz) and pressure (10-100 mTorr) intermediate between those used in the

previous studies where a temperature difference was observed and it is thus entirely

plausible that either mechanism of ionic heating could be the cause of the hot ions seen

here. The trends with pressure can be straightforwardly understood in terms of the

frequency of collisions, at low pressure the infrequent collisions result in the hot ions

remaining hot and the neutral species being much cooler, whilst at high pressures

the more frequent collisions allow the translational energy of ions and neutrals to

approach equilibrium. Thus, at higher pressures, the ions are cooled as they transfer

energy to the neutrals. The heating of the neutrals with increasing pressure cannot

be attributed to the ions alone (because they are present in much lower density

than the neutrals), instead increased collision frequency also increases the transfer

of translational energy from electrons and from vibrational modes and these effects

also contribute to the translational heating of neutral species at higher pressure. It

should also be pointed out that the rf and ambipolar fields that are likely responsible

for translationally heating the ions ought not to have a significant effect on the ionic
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vibrational temperature. Thus the observation of different rotational temperatures

for the ions and metastable molecules does not necessarily invalidate the assumption

made previously that the two species have the same vibrational temperature.

Density

The ion densities measured here are broadly in line with the literature which generally

suggests that ion and electron densities in low pressure nitrogen plasma ought to range

from a few 109 to a few 1011 cm−3. Woodcock et al.210 found ion densities by LIF

of 1010 cm−3 in a 20 mTorr 200 W CCP, Gherman et al.246 found densities of 109

cm−3 by broadband-CEAS in their microwave discharge and Visser et al.216 found

densities of 1011 cm−3 in a 22 mTorr 300 W pulsed rf discharge again using LIF. In

terms of densities in ICP plasma Zhu et al.24,25,264 found that the electron density

increased from 2×109 cm−3 at 100 W to 1010 cm−3 at 500 W in a 15 mTorr 13.56 MHz

ICP, Song et al.26 found a value of ≈ 1010 cm−3 in an ICP using a Langmuir probe

and the modelling of Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson261 predicted densities of a few

1011 cm−3 for a 500 W ICP at a range of pressures (1 − 100 mTorr). The previous

spectroscopic measurements of N+
2 in the ICP chamber used here consist of a few low

signal to noise CEAS spectra153 which found total ion densities of ≈ 3 × 109 cm−3;

these measurements utilised rather uncertain Doppler temperatures in deriving the

total density (the lower temperatures make a factor of ≈ 2 difference in the relevant

absorption cross sections) and required modulation broadening from use of wavelength

modulation spectroscopy to be accounted for. CEAS also relies on accurate knowledge

of “average” mirror reflectivity, R, which is usually inferred from the ringdown time

of a low order cavity mode. The higher order modes actually used for CEAS are

inherently more lossy than the low order modes used to determine R, use of the

R value associated with the low order cavity modes can thus lead to a systematic

underestimation of the absorption coefficient which could explain why the previous

CEAS derived ion densities are so much lower than those found here.

Measurements utilising a movable planar probe also exist64 and return ion densi-

ties of ≈ 2×1010 cm−3 at 10 mTorr and 400 W falling to ≈ 7×109 cm−3 at 100 mTorr;

this is in remarkably good agreement with the present work given that the different

probes used by Bakowski64 would only typically be expected to give electron and ion

densities within a factor of ≈ 2. The work by Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson261

and the probe measurements of Bakowski64 both indicate that the ion concentration

goes through a maximum as pressure is increased in a nitrogen ICP. The former sug-

gests that at 500 W the maximum in N+
2 concentration occurs at around 20 mTorr,
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whilst the work of Bakowski suggests that the maximum occurs at around 20 mTorr

when power is low (100 W) but moves towards lower pressure (closer to 10 mTorr)

when power is higher (400 W). These observations, particularly those of Bakowski,

are consistent with the measurements of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) presented here (and as-

suming that any difference in vibrational temperatures at the different pressures is

small enough not to significantly effect the variation of ion density with pressure seen

in amongst the v = 0 molecules). At the lower powers (200 and 300 W) the maximum

in ion density is expected to be at around 20 mTorr and thus the 10 and 50 mTorr

ion densities sit either side of the maximum and are similar. At the higher power

(400 W) the maximum in density is expected to occur closer to 10 mTorr and thus

the density decreases monotonically between 10 and 100 mTorr. The reasons for the

observed density trends are directly related to the fall in electron temperature that

arises when pressure increases, this is discussed in depth in the following chapter.

8.5 Conclusions

This chapter has detailed the measurement, by saturated CRDS, of the molecular

N+
2 cation which represents the most important reservoir of positive charge in in-

ductively coupled nitrogen discharges. The experiments have utilised the electric

dipole allowed absorption of the Meinel system (N+
2 (A2Πu)←N+

2 (X2Σ+
g )), specifically

the P22(7.5) rotational line of the (2, 0) vibrational band selected for its relatively

large absorption cross section and separation from rotational lines of the first pos-

itive nitrogen system (N2(B
3Πg)←N2(A

3Σ+
u )). The influence of saturation on the

ringdown signal has been carefully considered and accounted for by the experimental

determination of saturation parameters and this enables the determination of abso-

lute number densities and translational temperatures as a function of both plasma

power and pressure. The results for ions were compared to both emission and CRDS

measurements on the first positive system of nitrogen. The rotational temperature

of the N2(B
3Πg) state observed by emission varies from approximately ambient at

powers < 100 W up to temperatures in excess of 1000 K at 500 W. These values are

found to be slightly (≈ 200 K) higher than the translational temperature of N2(A
3Σ+

u )

measured by absorption but the two show very similar trends, increasing with both

increasing plasma power and pressure. The difference can be accounted for, as it was

for oxygen plasma, by the fact that CRDS is line of sight averaged whilst emission

measurements are weighted towards the hotter central volume of the plasma and the
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measurements favour the conclusion that the rotational and translational motion of

molecules in these two electronic states are in equilibrium.

In contrast, the CRDS measurements show that the translational temperatures of

N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) exceed those of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) and that the difference in their temperatures is

largest at low pressures. This difference is attributed to the acceleration of the ions by

the electromagnetic fields present in the plasma and is largest at low pressure because

of the lower frequency of momentum transfer collisions between ions and neutrals

under these conditions. Previous measurements on nitrogen discharges have observed

a similar effect in the rotational temperatures of ionic and neutral species240,246. The

aforementioned emission measurements also enable the determination of vibrational

temperatures for the N2(B
3Πg) state, and it is found that, for vibrational states

with v ≤ 12, the vibrational distribution function (VDF) is given by a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution with high vibrational temperatures (> 3000 K) even at 10

W of plasma power and temperatures as high as 9000 K at higher powers (500 W).

These vibrational temperatures are somewhat higher than those measured in the

same plasma chamber by Thornton63 by absorption on the first positive system.

This difference can be explained by the fact that absorption measures the vibrational

temperature of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) whereas emission measures the vibrational temperature

of N2(B
3Πg). These values can be significantly different because the population of

vibrational levels is determined by the balance of various kinetic processes and these

vary for the different electronic states192. Interestingly, states with v > 12 are found

to have very low populations due to the fact that they are predissociated. The

predissociation arising because N2(B
3Πg, v > 12) can cross rapidly to the loosely

bound N2(A
′5Σ+

g ) state.

The measured N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) densities lie in the range (2 − 4) × 109 cm−3 at

200 W and increase markedly to (1.0− 1.4)× 1010 cm−3 at 400 W. At each power the

ion density is found to decrease with increasing pressure and this is closely related

to a fall in electron temperature that is expected to accompany an increase in gas

pressure (vide infra).
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Volume averaged kinetic modelling
of nitrogen plasma

In order to interpret the nitrogen measurements a zero dimensional (volume aver-

aged) kinetic model was constructed. The model is largely based on the work of

Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson261 with some simplifications and some updated or

adjusted rate coefficients. The model includes the same neutral species as Gudmunds-

son, namely (N2(X
1Σ+

g ), N2(A
3Σ+

u ), N(4S), N(2D) and N(2P)) but only includes the

most important cation (N+
2 (X2Σ+

g )), excluding N+, N+
3 and N+

4 . Because the ICP sys-

tem described here only operates at pressures ≤ 100 mTorr no termolecular reactions

are included (they are slow at low pressure). The final key difference with the model

of Gudmundsson is the way in which vibrational excitation is included. Gudmunds-

son includes the lowest 7 vibrational states of the N2(X
1Σ+

g ) molecules individually,

effectively treating them as separate species; this approach has the advantage that it

allows the modelling of vibrational dynamics but it increases the number of reactions

in the reaction set by an order of magnitude (the model of Gudmundsson includes

around 450 processes). The aim with the model presented here is to achieve quan-

titatively useful results with the minimal complexity in the reaction set. In order to

reduce the complexity this model accounts for vibrational excitation in a more limited

but significantly simpler way.

9.1 Modelling vibrational excitation

Most of the literature regarding the rates of electron impact dissociation, ionisation

and electronic excitation only report the rate for the vibrational ground state. Thus

it is often necessary to estimate the rate for vibrationally excited molecules and this is

done by the process of threshold shifting discussed previously. Thus, if the rate coef-

ficient of some electron impact process for molecules in the vibrational ground state,
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k0, is known, then the rate coefficient for some excited vibrational state undergoing

the same process may be approximated as:

kv = k0 exp

(
Ev

Te

)
, (9.1)

where Ev is the energy of the excited vibrational state relative to the ground state

(E0 = 0) expressed in eV. It is then also possible to express the total rate of the

electron impact process, νtot, when all vibrational states are taken into account as:

νtot = [e−]
∞∑
v=0

kv[v] = k0[e
−]

∞∑
v=0

[v] exp

(
Ev

Te

)
. (9.2)

Working on the assumption that the vibrational energy levels follow a Boltzmann

population distribution described by temperature Tv (expressed here for consistency

in eV) then statistical mechanics allows the density in a given vibrational state, [v],

to be expressed in terms of the total density across all vibrational states, [tot], and

the partition function, qvib =
∞∑
v=0

exp
(

−Ev

Tv

)
, as:

[v] =
[tot] exp

(
−Ev

Tv

)
qvib

(9.3)

Combining equations 9.2 and 9.3 gives

νtot =
k0
qvib

[e−][tot]
∞∑
v=0

exp

(
Ev

Te
− Ev

Tv

)
. (9.4)

Thus it is possible to write down an effective rate coefficient for the electron impact

process with all vibrational states, ktot,

ktot =
k0
qvib

∞∑
v=0

exp

(
Ev

Te
− Ev

Tv

)
, (9.5)

and the ratio of this rate coefficient to k0 which is often available in the literature is

give by:

ktot
k0

=
1

qvib

∞∑
v=0

exp

(
Ev

Te
− Ev

Tv

)
=

∞∑
v=0

exp
(

Ev

Te
− Ev

Tv

)
∞∑
v=0

exp
(

−Ev

Tv

) . (9.6)

If the vibrational levels are harmonic then each of the sums becomes a geometric series

that can be evaluated, however, for the purposes of this model the sums are evaluated

numerically using the (anharmonic) vibrational energy levels found by experiment or

calculation for N2(X
1Σ+

g )265, N2(A
3Σ+

u )247 and N+
2 (X2Σ+

g )260. For Te = 2 eV and

Tv = 0.32 eV (= 3700 K) the ktot/k0 ratios for the three species are 1.12, 1.15 and

1.13 respectively. Thus, assuming only the threshold energy is changed, vibrational

excitation enhances reaction rate by around 10− 15%.
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9.2 Reaction set

Electron impact rate coefficients

Table 9.1 shows the rates of the electron impact processes included in the model.

Table 9.1: Electron impact reactions and corresponding rate coefficients (Te in eV).

# Reaction Rate Coefficient / cm3 s−1 ref.

1 e− + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) → e− + N(4S) + N(2D) 1.13× 10−8T 0.52
e exp(−13.56/Te)

261,266*

2 e− + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) → e− + N(4S) + N(2D) k1 exp(6.169/Te)
261,266**

3 e− + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) → e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) 1.17× 10−8T 0.67

e exp(−17.84/Te)
261,267

4 e− + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) → e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) 1.08× 10−8T 0.71

e exp(−12.04/Te)
261,268

5 e− + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) → e− + N+ + N(2D) 5.88× 10−10T 1.17
e exp(−22.36/Te)

261,267

6 e− + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) → e− + N+ + N(2D) 1.2 k5 exp(6.169/Te)
261,267,268†

7 e− + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) → e− + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) 2.101× 10−8T−0.642
e exp(−9.348/Te)

269

8 e− + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) → e− + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) 1.881× 10−9T 0.050
e exp(−0.110/Te)

269

9 e− + N(4S) → e− + N+ 4.99× 10−9T 0.77
e exp(−15.24/Te)

261,270

10 e− + N(2D) → e− + N+ 1.67× 10−8T 0.5
e exp(−13.07/Te)

261,270

11 e− + N(2P) → e− + N+ 9.42× 10−9T 0.67
e exp(−11.25/Te)

261,270

12 e− + N(4S) → e− + N(2D) 2.74× 10−8T−0.4
e exp(−3.35/Te)

261,271

13 e− + N(2D) → e− + N(4S) (4/10)k12 exp(2.385/Te)
261,271‡

14 e− + N(4S) → e− + N(2P) 9.11× 10−9T−0.45
e exp(−4.8/Te)

261,271

15 e− + N(2P) → e− + N(4S) (4/6)k14 exp(3.576/Te)
261,271‡

16 e− + N(2D) → e− + N(2P) 1.01× 10−8T−0.18
e exp(−3.94/Te)

261,271

17 e− + N(2P) → e− + N(2D) (10/6)k16 exp(1.191/Te)
261,271‡

18 e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) → N(4S) + N(2D) 0.37× 1.9× 10−8T−0.3

e
261,272§

19 e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) → N(4S) + N(2P) 0.11× 1.9× 10−8T−0.3

e
261,272§

20 e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) → 2N(2D) 0.52× 1.9× 10−8T−0.3

e
261,272§

21 e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) → 2e− + N+ + N(2D) 3.72× 10−8T 0.24

e exp(−8.63/Te)
261,273§§

* Product branching ratios from Cosby266

** Estimated by threshold adjustment of reaction 1

† Estimated by threshold adjustment of reaction 5 and scaled up by 20% (see261)

‡ Estimated by detailed balancing

§ Product branching ratios from272

§§ data from273 scaled up by 300% (see261)

Where the rate coefficients are for electron-molecule reactions the k0 rate is given

and the value in the table is multiplied by the ratio ktot/k0 before being used in the
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model. The only exception to this is the super-elastic process (reaction 8) where the

threshold energy is ≈ 0 regardless of the initial vibrational state. For this reaction it is

assumed that all vibrational states have the same rate coefficient. The coefficients in

the table are largely taken from the modelling of Thorsteinsson261 with the exception

of reactions 7 and 8 which use the recent cross section calculations of Su et al.269

to calculate rate coefficients as a function of electron temperature for Te < 4 eV.

These coefficients are fitted with an Arrhenius function (equation 5.1) to yield the

values in the table. In reactions 1, 2, 5 and 6 there is evidence to suggest that the

atomic products are predominantly formed in the states given in the table. Even

though reactions 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 21 produce N+ their rates are not sufficient (in

the context of N+ loss mechanisms) to produce significant amounts of this ion. These

reactions are only included because they destroy or produce other species of interest.

Heavy species rate coefficients

The gas phase reactions included in the model that do not involve electrons are given

in table 9.2. A few points of interest about these reactions are discussed here. Several

of the reactions have rate coefficients with an unknown temperature dependence and

for some reactions that do have a reported temperature dependence the reliability

is somewhat questionable. In particular reaction 27 has a T−0.666
trans dependence in the

table274 but elsewhere a T−2.23
trans dependence is reported240,275.

Reactions 30 and 31 take their temperature dependences from simple collision

theory of gas phase kinetics276 rather than from measurements whilst the magnitude

of the rate coefficient is taken from Salmon et al.277. The reactions are also assumed

to produce different atomic products. Reaction 30 is assumed to form N(2D) atoms in

accordance with Dutuit et al.278 because the production of ground state atoms is spin

forbidden. Meanwhile reaction 31 is assumed to have the same rate as reaction 30,

but is assumed to produce ground state atoms because there are no spin restrictions

on the products.

Reactions 28 and 29 have temperature dependences that have been measured and

calculated theoretically by Galvao et al.279 but earlier measurements by Slanger and

Black280 showed a rather weaker temperature dependence (see Galvao et al.279 for a

comparison). The pooling reaction 26 is in fact accounting for several processes of

the form

2N2(A
3Σ+

u )→ N∗
2 + N2(X

1Σ+
g )→ N2(A

3Σ+
u ) + N2(X

1Σ+
g ) + hν (9.7)
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where the excited state created by the quenching (N∗
2) is usually one of N2(B

3Πg) or

N2(C
3Πu) both of which can rapidly radiatively cascade to the metastable N2(A

3Σ+
u )

state. Rather than include the pooling and cascade separately the model simply

incorporates both processes in one. It should be noted that this rate coefficient is

the one recommended by Herron281 but that there could be other pooling pathways

(i.e. via other excited states) not considered by Herron or in the work of Piper195,196.

These pathways would enhance the rate coefficient and thus the true coefficient may

exceed the value of 4× 10−10 cm−3 s−1 in the table.

Table 9.2: Heavy species reactions and corresponding rate coefficients (Ttrans in
Kelvin).

# Reaction Rate Coefficient / cm3 s−1 ref

22 N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) + N(4S) → N2(X

1Σ+
g ) + N+ 2.4× 10−15Ttrans

261,282

23 N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) + N(2D) → N2(X

1Σ+
g ) + N+ 2.4× 10−15Ttrans

261,282

24 N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) + N(2P) → N2(X

1Σ+
g ) + N+ 2.4× 10−15Ttrans

261,282

25 N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) → 2N2(X
1Σ+

g ) 3× 10−18 261,281,283

26 2N2(A
3Σ+

u ) → N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) 4× 10−10 195,196,281

27 N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N(4S) → N2(X
1Σ+

g ) + N(2P) 4× 10−11
(

300
Ttrans

) 2
3 274,284

28 N(2D) + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) → N(4S) + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) 4.52× 10−14T 0.678
trans exp

(
−1437.7
Ttrans

)
279

29 N(2D) + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) → N(4S) + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) 4.52× 10−14T 0.678
trans exp

(
−1437.7
Ttrans

)
279*

30 N(2P) + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) → N(2D) + N2(X
1Σ+

g ) 1.732× 10−18T 0.5
trans

276–278

31 N(2P) + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) → N(4S) + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) 1.732× 10−18T 0.5
trans

276–278*

32 N(2P) + N(4S) → 2N(4S) 6.2× 10−13 261,281,285

33 N(2P) + N(2D) → N(4S) + N(2D) 6.2× 10−13 261,281,285†

34 2N(2P) → N(4S) + N(2P) 6.2× 10−13 261,281,285†

35 N(2P) + N(2D) → e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g )

1.92× 10−15T 0.98
trans

(1− exp(−3129/Ttrans))
286

36 2N(2P) → e− + N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g )

3.2× 10−15T 0.98
trans

(1− exp(−3129/Ttrans))
286

* Rate coefficient assumed to be the same as for quenching by N2(X
1Σ+

g )

† Rate coefficient assumed to be the same as for quenching by N(4S)
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Wall loss coefficients

The rate of loss of neutral species at the chamber walls is described, as for the oxy-

gen plasma, by the approximation according to Chantry125 (equation 4.5). The wall

loss coefficients used for the important wall loss processes are listed in table 9.3.

Metastable molecules are typically lost with unit probability whilst atom recombi-

nation has a wall loss coefficient that depends on the surface material. The atom

recombination coefficient of γN = 0.005 for aluminium is taken from the lowest pres-

sure measurement of Rouffet287 (although there is a possibility the actual value may

be somewhat higher, see for example the work of Sarrette et al.138 who find a value

of ≈ 0.02). This wall recombination coefficient is assumed to be the same for excited

atoms as it is for the ground state. It is also assumed that excited atoms that meet

the wall and do not recombine are relaxed into the electronic ground state, the wall

relaxation coefficients for these processes are therefore 1− γN .

Table 9.3: Wall loss reactions and corresponding loss coefficients.

# Reaction Wall loss coefficient (γ) ref.

37 N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + wall → N2(X
1Σ+

g ) 1 261,288,289

38 N(4S) + wall → 1
2 N2(X

1Σ+
g ) 0.005 287

39 N(2D) + wall → 1
2 N2(X

1Σ+
g ) 0.005 287

40 N(2D) + wall → N(4S) 0.995 see text

41 N(2P) + wall → 1
2 N2(X

1Σ+
g ) 0.005 287

42 N(2P) + wall → N(4S) 0.995 see text

43 N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) + wall → N2(X

1Σ+
g ) See text 3,261

Diffusion coefficients for metastable molecules are assumed to be the same as for

ground state molecules and are taken from Winn126, whilst all the atomic states are

assumed to diffuse at the same rate and diffusion coefficients are taken from Morgan

and Schiff127. Figure 9.1 shows the diffusion coefficients for molecular and atomic

species fitted according to equation 4.12 which are used for the purposes of modelling

wall loss of all the neutral species in table 9.3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9.1: (a) Diffusion coefficient data for molecular nitrogen from Winn126 fitted
according to equation 4.12. (b) Diffusion coefficient data for atomic nitrogen from
Morgan and Schiff127 fitted according to equation 4.12.

Wall loss of ions

Ions undergo ambipolar diffusion to the chamber walls where they are lost with unit

probability, thus wall loss is usually a significant loss process for positive ions in

chamber based plasma. If a uniform electron temperature and gas density is assumed

within the chamber it becomes possible to use a simple diffusive model to predict

the spatial variation of ion density within the plasma. This yields a radial variation

which follows a Bessel function and a variation with height (axial) in the plasma that

is approximately described by a cosine function, thus the density peaks in the centre

of the chamber3. The diffusive model is discussed in more depth in the next chapter

in relation to the spatial variation of ion density. In reality this model is something

of a simplification as there is significant spatial variation in electron temperature and

gas density (mainly because of localised gas heating), nevertheless it is reasonable to

use this model to estimate the ion wall losses (and indeed it is regularly used in ICP

volume averaged modelling3,16,90,124,129,261).

The rate of loss at a particular chamber surface is proportional to the directional

flux of ions entering the sheath at that surface given simply by ni,svB (where ni,s is

the ion density at the sheath edge and vB is the Bohm velocity) and the surface area

(ions that enter the sheath can be thought of as lost, because they cannot re-enter

the plasma). Summing across all the internal chamber surfaces will then give the

number of ions leaving the plasma per unit time, this can be converted to a volume

average loss rate by dividing by the total plasma volume. For a cylindrical geometry
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therefore the rate of ion wall loss is given by:

ki,wni = vB
2πR2nH

i,s + 2πRHnR
i,s

πR2H
, (9.8)

where ni is the bulk ion density, vB is the ion Bohm velocity, R and H are the chamber

internal radius and height respectively and nH
i,s and nR

i,s are the ion densities at the

sheath edge in the axial and radial directions respectively. Introducing the ion density

ratios hH =
nH
i,s

ni
and hR =

nR
i,s

ni
the rate coefficient for ion loss can be written

ki,w = vB
2πR2hH + 2πRHhR

πR2H
. (9.9)

The numerator of equation 9.9 is an effective area for ion loss whilst the ion density

ratios can be approximated using a heuristic model according to Lee and Lieberman290

as:

hH ≈ 0.86

(
3 +

H

2λi
+

(
0.86HvB
πDa

)2
)− 1

2

(9.10)

and

hR ≈ 0.80

(
4 +

R

λi
+

(
0.80RvB

χ01J1(χ01)Da

)2
)− 1

2

, (9.11)

where λi is the ion mean free path, χ01 = 2.405 is the first zero of the zeroth order

Bessel function of the first kind, J1(χ01) = 0.519 is the first order Bessel function

of the first kind evaluated at χ01 and Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The

appropriate ion mean free path is given by:

λi =
kBTtrans
σp

, (9.12)

where σ is the ion-neutral scattering cross section (taken as 2.5× 10−18 m2 for N2-N
+
2

scattering261,291) and p is the total gas pressure. For simplicity it is assumed (for the

purposes of calculating the ion mean free path) that ions only interact with nitrogen

molecules. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient is directly related to the diffusion

coefficient for the ions if their are no electrons present, Di, according to:

Da = Di

(
1 +

Te
Ttrans

)
, (9.13)

where the temperatures must be expressed in the same units. Finally the diffusion

coefficient, Di, can also be estimated according to:

Di =
kBTtransλi
vimi

, (9.14)

where vi is the mean ion velocity given by vi =
√

8kBTtrans

πmi
.
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9.3 Model results and discussion

Self-consistent cation densities and electron temperatures

Along with the reaction set the model also requires electron densities and temper-

atures, and neutral species temperatures in order to calculate the densities of the

species which it seeks to model. For the purposes of modelling the electron densi-

ties are taken to be equal to 1.77[N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0)] calculated using quasi-neutrality

and by assuming that no other cationic species are important and assuming an ion

vibrational temperature of 3700 K as discussed earlier. The gas temperatures are

taken from figure 8.15, the higher ion temperatures are not included because previ-

ous modelling261 has found that including elevated ion temperatures has no influence

on model results.

Start Trial Te

ne

Tg

Reaction   
set

Kinetic          
balance

Modelled 
densities

Modelled 
[N2

+] = ne?

Revise Te No

Stop

Yes
Tv

Figure 9.2: A flowchart indicating the iterative process used to find an electron
temperature that reproduces the measured ion densities.

The electron temperature is treated as an independent variable which can be adjusted

such that the model matches the experimental densities. The model then consists of

a kinetic balance, constructed by equating the production and destruction rates of

N2(A
3Σ+

u ), N(4S), N(2D), N(2P) and N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ), as well as equating the sum of their

densities to the density corresponding to the total pressure and temperature in the
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chamber (via the ideal gas law). This establishes a system of 6 simultaneous equations

which can be solved for the densities of the species listed above plus N2(X
1Σ+

g ). In

order for the model to be self-consistent the ion density it predicts ought to be the

same as the electron density input. The electron temperature is adjusted, as depicted

in figure 9.2, until self-consistency is achieved.

The electron temperatures found by the self-consistent modelling approach as a

function of power and pressure are shown in figure 9.3 along with an exponential fit

at each power (the fit is simply included as a guide to the eye, not because there

is any physical reason to expect exponential behaviour). The figure also depicts the

results of planar probe measurements, in the same chamber, made by Bakowski64.

Given the huge difference in the two methods of deriving electron temperatures and

the inherent simplifying assumptions, both in the kinetic modelling and the analysis

of probe results, the agreement is remarkably good. Not only is the agreement good

in terms of the variation of electron temperature with pressure, it is also good in

absolute terms across the pressure range (always within 0.3 eV of the exponential

best fit line).

Figure 9.3: Electron temperatures found by the self-consistent model and compared
to the planar probe measurements of Bakowski64.

In terms of the kinetics of the cations, their production is by electron impact on

N2(X
1Σ+

g ) molecules (reaction 3) whilst they are lost predominantly at the walls at
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low pressure, with dissociative recombination (reactions 18, 19 and 20) also becoming

important at higher pressures. As pressure increases the increase in feedstock gas

density will increase the ion production rate whilst also reducing the rate of diffusion

to the walls and, ceteris paribus, this will result in an increased ion density. Exper-

iments (figure 8.13) show this not to be the case, ion and electron densities show a

modest decrease with pressure, and the only explanation is that something offsets

this increase in feedstock density. The increasing relative importance of dissociative

recombination with increasing pressure plays a small role in counteracting the effects

of increased pressure, the main influence however, comes from the rapidly dropping

electron temperature as pressure increases. Ionisation is a high threshold process

and thus a small change in electron temperature can have a significant effect on the

proportion of electrons with sufficient energy to cause ionisation and thereby produce

cations.

Densities of other species

The densities of the other species predicted by the self-consistent model are shown

as a function of both pressure and power in figure 9.4. The trends for the various

species are only discussed briefly here. In general the results of this model are broadly

in line with the results of the model of Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson on which

it is based261 with the caveat that the (measured) electron densities used here are

somewhat lower and as a result the densities of all excited species are shifted to some

extent towards lower values. The density of ground state molecules naturally increases

with the gas pressure because it is the feedstock gas, whilst its density is observed to

decrease with power largely due to the translational heating of the plasma but also in

part due to the greater mole fraction of excited state species present at higher pow-

ers. Ground state atoms are predominantly produced by electron impact processes

with high threshold energies or from the excited atomic states (N(2P) and N(2D))

being quenched, both at the chamber walls and also in the gas phase (in particular

by N2(X
1Σ+

g )) at the higher pressures. Loss of the N(4S) atoms is dominated by

excitation to the electronically excited atomic states, recombination at the chamber

walls and, at higher pressures, by the energy exchange with N2(A
3Σ+

u ) (reaction 27).

Several of these production and loss processes rapidly interconvert the three atomic

states present in the chamber and thus determine the relative density of the three

atomic states. Meanwhile the total atom content of the plasma is mainly controlled
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by the rate of electron impact dissociation processes and wall recombination. Elec-

tron impact dissociation is generally a high energy threshold process and the density

of ground state atoms thus approximately follows the electron temperature.

Figure 9.4: Species densities predicted by the self consistent model as a function of
plasma power and pressure.

Within the model solutions shown in figure 9.4, N2(A
3Σ+

u ) is produced entirely by

electron impact excitation on the molecular ground state. At low pressure (10 mTorr

400 W) the loss of the metastable molecules is due to wall quenching (reaction 37), gas

phase atomic quenching (reaction 27) and energy pooling (reaction 26) in a ratio of ≈
70 : 25 : 5 whilst at high pressures (100 mTorr 400 W) diffusion is slower and the ratios

become ≈ 45 : 15 : 40, with the pooling reaction becoming much more important.

The excitation process has a lower energy threshold than ionisation or dissociation,

so the rate of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) production is less electron temperature dependent than these

other processes in the range Te ≈ 1− 3 eV. The dominant effects defining the trend

in N2(A
3Σ+

u ) density with pressure are an increase in feedstock density from which

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) is produced and slower diffusion losses at higher pressures. These are

sufficient to overcome the effects of the changing electron temperature and the model

predicts that the metastable density should increase with increasing pressure.

The density of N(2D) atoms is closely tied to the density of N(4S), it is mainly

produced by electron impact excitation of N(4S) or electron impact dissociation of
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N2(X
1Σ+

g ) and lost by wall or gas phase quenching to form N(4S) or by wall recom-

bination. The rapid interconversion between the two lowest atomic state, combined

with their shared, higher threshold production process (reaction 1) means that their

densities change similarly with pressure.

N(2P) shows much less variation with gas pressure than do the other two atomic

states. There are a couple of reasons for this: first, N(2P) is not produced in significant

quantities by electron impact dissociation of ground state molecules and secondly, it

has an important production pathway that is not by electron impact but is instead by

the energy transfer process (reaction 27). Thus the decreasing density with pressure

seen by the other atomic species is offset in the case of N(2P) by the increasing density

of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) from which it can be produced.

Comparing with experiments-revising the model

The variation of the species densities predicted by the model with power and pressure

are consistent with the conclusions of Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson261 as indeed

are the main conclusions as to which processes are most important in the production

and loss of the important species. The true success of the model however must be

judged by comparing its solutions to measurements. By virtue of the self-consistent

approach the densities of ions produced by the model are in agreement with the

measurements already presented here (with the caveat that vibrational temperatures

are somewhat uncertain) however, comparison with measurements of the other species

will serve to test the model’s capabilities.

The metastable N2(A
3Σ+

u ) state has been observed in ICP plasmas on several oc-

casions. Most relevant to the modelling here are the measurements of Thornton et

al.63,153,241, Agarwal et al.292 and Horikawa et al.262,289 all of whom make measure-

ments in 13.56 MHz ICPs operating at powers and pressures directly relevant to this

work. All three of these works find metastable densities in the range of a few 1011-

a few 1012 cm−3 and two of them153,262 make measurements at different powers and

find a modest increase in density with plasma power. In these respects the kinetic

model is rather successful at reproducing experimental N2(A
3Σ+

u ) densities. It is also

possible to use the CRDS results in figure 8.14 to infer the relative variations in

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) density with power and pressure. Despite the lack of knowledge of satura-

tion parameter for this transition the translational temperature can still be used to

calculate absorption cross sections and the ratio of integrated absorption coefficient

to cross section should still be proportional to the density. In this way the relative

densities in figure 9.5 were found. Although these are technically relative densities
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in the v = 6 vibrational level, a comparison with the work of Hancock et al.153 sug-

gests that this is generally a constant proportion of the total N2(A
3Σ+

u ) density (i.e.

vibrational temperature is approximately constant) and thus the trends are useful

for comparison. These densities too show a modest increase with plasma power and

agree in that respect with both the model and previous work.

Figure 9.5: Relative density of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) in the v = 6 vibrational state found by
the fitting of absorption spectra (figure 8.14).

The other important observation from figure 9.5 is that the density of N2(A
3Σ+

u )

decreases significantly with increasing pressure (by a factor of ≈ 2 − 3 across this

power range for a change in pressure from 10 to 100 mTorr). This is an observation

made consistently in nitrogen ICP measurements with Hancock et al.153,241 observing

a change in density by a factor of ≈ 5 between 10 and 100 mTorr in the same

chamber operating at 100 W; Horikawa et al.262 observing a decrease in density by

approximately an order of magnitude between 10 and 100 mTorr at 400 W and

Agarwal et al.292 measuring a factor of 2 decrease in density between 50 and 200

mTorr at 750 W. These observations are in stark contrast to the modelled pressure

variation and have previously defied any straightforward explanation in terms of the

widely accepted important kinetic processes. Agarwal et al.292 assert that molecular

quenching of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) should become important at higher pressures, but offer no
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specific quenching processes or any kinetic considerations; Horikawa et al.262 consider

the problem more carefully but conclude that their observed density variations cannot

be explained by the literature rate coefficients for the loss of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) whilst Bilek et

al.293 conclude that their model is likely to be missing important quenching processes

and consider whether the rate of atom quenching or pooling might actually be faster

than literature suggests, but without reaching a firm conclusion on which of those

processes (if either) could account for any discrepancy. Bakowski et al.241 do manage

to produce a model which indicates a decreasing N2(A
3Σ+

u ) density with increasing

pressure, however the model typically underestimates the rate of diffusive losses and

thus concludes that atom quenching is the dominant loss process for N2(A
3Σ+

u ) at all

pressures between 10 and 100 mTorr. The model then lets the atomic density vary so

as to achieve the desired metastable density rather than modelling the atomic density,

as the model presented here attempts to. Even with their model’s success Bakowski

et al.241 note that the high (and variable) atom densities that they predict could be

masking flaws in their model. Most recently of all Mignogna et al.294 have found their

kinetic model unable to reproduce measured metastable densities and have explored

several options including careful consideration of the quenching rate coefficient for

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) and the densities of the possible quenchers.

Where the previous works fail to explain the steep drop in metastable density with

pressure an additional quenching process is usually invoked. This is mainly because

kinetic calculations tend to agree best at low pressures (where wall loss dominates

and quenching density is expected to be low) and become worse at higher pressures

(where the unknown quenching is more likely to come into play) and that is the case

here. The work of Hancock et al.153 suggests that the modelled N2(A
3Σ+

u ) density of

a few 1011 cm−3 is reasonable at 10 mTorr and 400 W but that the predicted density

of ≈ 1012 cm−3 at 100 mTorr 400 W is likely to be around an order of magnitude

too high. If it is supposed that a metastable density of ≈ 2 × 1011 cm−3 should

be obtained at 100 mTorr and 400W (by assuming a factor of 2 reduction from the

density at 10 mTorr 400 W based on figure 9.5) then, from the kinetics previously

discussed, the energy pooling (reaction 26) would become unimportant and thus the

loss of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) would be either at the walls or by gas phase quenching by some

species, Q. Assuming that N2(A
3Σ+

u ) production is by electron impact excitation the

following balance can be constructed:

k7[e
−][N2(X

1Σ+
g )] = (k37 + kQ[Q])[N2(A

3Σ+
u )], (9.15)
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and from this the required quasi-first-order quenching rate coefficient (kQ[Q]) neces-

sary for [N2(A
3Σ+

u )]= 2× 1011 cm−3 can be estimated. Taking k7 from table 9.1 with

Te from figure 9.3 (1.768 eV), k37 from the Chantry equation (4.5)125 and taking [e−]

and [N2(X
1Σ+

g )] from the model results yields kQ[Q] ≈ 6800 s−1.

A fast quenching process could have a rate coefficient, kQ, of the order of a few

10−10 cm3 s−1 (see Dutuit et al.278 for examples of such processes) and the quenching

species would therefore need to be present with a density of a few 1013 cm−3. The only

species expected to be present in the chamber near to or above this level are N2(X
1Σ+

g )

and N(4S) atoms, however, quenching by each of these species is already included in

the model. The rate of quenching by ground state molecules is rather uncertain281

but is definitely slow (with rate coefficient no larger than 10−16 cm3s−1) whilst the

quenching by atoms has a rate coefficient of 4 × 10−11
(

300
Ttrans

) 2
3

cm3 s−1. Even if

the somewhat questionable temperature dependence is ignored, a rate coefficient of

4×10−11 cm3 s−1 would require an atom density of 1.7×1014 cm−3 (i.e. ≈ 17% of the

total chamber density) to reach the required metastable quenching rate. Such a high

degree of dissociation is not expected in nitrogen ICPs, with experimental atomic

mole fractions in ICPs ranging from ≈ 0.05% measured by Horikawa et al.262 (at 100

mTorr 400 W) through 1.4% (20 mTorr and 200 W) and 0.1% (200 mTorr and 200

W) found by Kang et al.295 up to ≈ 3 or 4% measured by Agarwal et al.292 at 750

W and at a range of pressures below 200 mTorr. It therefore seems unlikely that our

plasma will attain the required degree of dissociation to enable sufficiently fast atom

quenching of metastable species.

With this conclusion in mind one must consider the possibility that the literature

rate coefficient for the quenching of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) by atomic nitrogen may be unreliable.

The rate coefficient for this reaction which is used most often is that found by Piper197

and a few other measurements also exist which agree to within ≈ 20% with the value

of 4×10−11 cm3 s−1 281. All of these measurements however utilise a flowing discharge

and monitor N2(A
3Σ+

u ) density downstream by optical emission (Piper utilises the

Vegard-Kaplan emission). This method relies on the assumption that, within the

downstream region, N2(A
3Σ+

u ) is no longer being produced and thus the changing

emission signal along the flow tube is purely indicative of the loss processes at play.

More recent work however, suggests that this assumption might not be a good one.

The extensive work of Sadeghi et al.239,240,246 utilised a flowing nitrogen discharge,

the plasma was generated by a microwave cavity and measurements of a number

of species performed in the short-lived afterglow (SLA). Importantly the density of

metastable molecules was observed to decrease immediately downstream from the
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discharge before increasing to a secondary maximum around 20 cm down stream

(which corresponded to ≈ 15 ms of flow) before dropping off again at greater distances

downstream. One key conclusion of these studies is that the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) molecules

observed far downstream are not those that are produced by the microwave cavity

(these molecules are lost or quenched on a timescale of 0.1 ms), but are instead

produced in the afterglow. The importance of downstream N2(A
3Σ+

u ) production

processes is corroborated by the fact that the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) signal in the late afterglow

persists for much longer (i.e. further downstream) than would be predicted based on

the expected quenching rate for this species. Sadeghi et al. propose that downstream

electrons will have insufficient energy to produce N2(A
3Σ+

u ) in significant amounts and

that downstream production must therefore be via atomic and molecular gas phase

chemistry. They propose a number of possible sources of the downstream N2(A
3Σ+

u ),

in particular they invoke the termolecular process (which can be important in their

3.3 Torr system):

N(4S) + N(4S) + N2(X
1Σ+

g )→ N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N2(X
1Σ+

g ). (9.16)

Based on the observations of Sadeghi et al. it is certainly possible that the ex-

periments of Piper197 which utilise the downstream emission of an Ar/N2 microwave

discharge at 1.8 Torr could also exhibit downstream N2(A
3Σ+

u ) production. Such pro-

duction processes would lengthen the apparent N2(A
3Σ+

u ) lifetimes exhibited in the

afterglow and, because the production processes are not accounted for in the kinetic

scheme, this would lead to an underestimate of the quenching rate coefficient. This

conclusion is, to some extent, supported by the work of Piper himself. Piper measures

the rate of the quenching process (reaction 27) in two ways. First is the measure-

ment already discussed of the Vegard-Kaplan system which finds the rate coefficient

of 4× 10−11 cm3 s−1 whilst the second method involves observation of the forbidden

emission from the excited atomic product (N(2P)→N(4S)) at 346.6 nm. Given that

reaction 27 is expected to be the only source of N(2P) in the afterglow it would be

expected that the two methods should find the same rate coefficient for the quenching

process, but this is not the case. Piper finds that N(2P) is produced with a rate coef-

ficient of 1.9× 10−10 cm3 s−1, a factor of 5 greater than the apparent quenching rate

coefficient of N2(A
3Σ+

u ). Downstream production of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) provides a potential

explanation for this disparity, in which case the larger rate coefficient found from

atomic emission represents the true rate of the quenching process while the smaller

rate coefficient from the Vegard-Kaplan measurement is influenced by both quenching

and production processes.
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Taking the rate coefficient of 1.9× 10−10 cm3 s−1 for reaction 27 would (according

to equation 9.16) require an atomic density of 3.6× 1013 cm−3 in order to obtain the

required quenching rate to give an equilibrium metastable density of 2 × 1011 cm−3.

This corresponds to an atom mole fraction of 3 − 4% which is within the bounds of

previous measurements.

Given that the preceding discussion in relation to the modelling of metastable den-

sities focused largely on the role of atomic nitrogen, it is necessary also to discuss the

dissociation kinetics in nitrogen plasma. As with the metastable state, the kinetics

of atomic nitrogen has also caused a significant amount of consternation amongst the

plasma community. As noted recently by Volynets et al.276, dissociation in nitrogen

plasma is complex and, despite being the focus of much work over many years, is

still an open problem with significant interest. Experimental measurements of atom

density262,276,292 show an increase in density with pressure. Once again these observa-

tions are at odds with the modelling results (figure 9.4) and it is therefore likely that

the model is not successfully capturing the kinetics of dissociation within the plasma.

Perhaps the biggest source of uncertainty, in terms of the atoms densities in the

plasma studied here, is the wall recombination coefficient of the atoms. This is the

main pathway by which atoms are destroyed (other processes forming N(2D) and

N(2P) are fast but these excited states are largely recycled back into N(4S)) yet with-

out recombination coefficients specific to the chamber under investigation its rate is

rather uncertain, especially because recombination coefficients typically depend on

the surface materials and on the condition of the surface (for example on surface

roughness and thickness of oxidised or nitrided layers). To compound this issue, the

recombination coefficient can also be strongly pressure dependent and few measure-

ments of wall recombination coefficients exist at pressures as low as 10− 100 mTorr.

This uncertainty makes the wall recombination coefficient the natural parameter to

vary in order to ensure the model produces sufficient atoms in order to quench the

metastable molecules.

Using the rate coefficient of 1.9 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 for reaction 27 along with a

reduced recombination coefficient for N(4S) atoms of 0.001 provides a model which

is much more successful at producing reasonable metastable densities at 400 W and

100 mTorr. With these new rate coefficients a slightly reduced electron temperature

is required to achieve self-consistent ions densities (Te = 1.677 eV). This results in

a metastable density of 2.05 × 1011 cm−3 and an N(4S) density of 2.54 × 1013 cm−3.

The atom concentration required to reduce the metastable density to a reasonable

value is somewhat lower than the value of 3.6× 1013 cm−3 found using equation 9.16
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because of the slightly reduced electron temperature in this revised simulation which

reduces the production rate of metastable molecules within the model.

Similar calculations can be performed with the new rate coefficient for reaction 27

at the lower pressures, with electron temperatures and atomic wall loss coefficients

varied in order to achieve self consistent and physically reasonable densities of ions and

metastable molecules, respectively. The parameters used in this revised modelling are

shown in figures 9.6(a) and (b) whilst the densities predicted by the model (keeping

all other variables the same as before) for a 400 W plasma are shown in figure 9.6(c).

Figure 9.6: (a) Pressure variation of atom wall loss coefficient required in order
to produce the expected trends in atomic and metastable density within the revised
model at 400 W. (b) The electron temperatures required in the revised model to
achieve self consistent ion densities at 400 W. (c) The species densities found by the
revised model.

The trends with pressure for ground state atoms and metastable molecules are

more in line with experimental values, but in order to produce this trend a rapid
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decrease in the wall recombination coefficient with increasing pressure is required.

Several previous studies have observed wall loss coefficients for atomic nitrogen that

decrease with increasing pressure for various materials138,287,296. This trend has been

justified by considering the effects of increased pressure on physisorbed atoms. It

is suggested that, at higher pressures, a greater fraction of physisorption sites are

occupied by nitrogen molecules and any atoms that do physisorb are therefore less

likely to migrate on the surface and reach a chemisorption site from which they

can undergo Eley-Rideal or Langmuir-Hinshelwood recombination. Additionally, the

higher pressure increases the rate of collision-induced desorption of physisorbed atoms

and this also reduces the recombination probability138. The work of Sarrette et al.138

observes a decrease in γ by one order of magnitude as pressure increases from 1 to 15

Torr with γ changing much more rapidly with pressure at lower pressures. The change

in γ implied by the model presented here is by more than an order of magnitude as

pressure increases from 10 to 100 mTorr, this rate of change with pressure is clearly

much greater than the previous measurements, but this model is under a much lower

pressure regime and so a stronger dependence of γ on pressure is expected.

Other possible explanations

Although the revised model is able to produce atomic and molecular number densities

in better agreement with what is expected based on previous experiments, it only

represents one possible explanation as to why the initial modelling might fail in the

cases of atoms and metastable molecules. There are naturally several other variables

and unknowns that might be responsible.

Vibrational excitation can have a very great influence on the plasma chemistry.

The model used here has made several assumptions with relation to the vibrational

excitation of the N2 molecules within the chamber, these are: i) that the vibrational

distribution function (VDF) is well described by a Boltzmann distribution, ii) that

the vibrational temperature of N2(X
1Σ+

g ) is well approximated by the corresponding

temperature of N2(A
3Σ+

u ), and iii) that the vibrationally excited molecules react with

a rate coefficient either identical to the vibrational ground state or with a shifted

threshold energy for electron impact processes. Each of these assumptions could

account (in part) for the disagreement between this model and experiments and the

possible errors in each of the assumptions will be discussed in turn here.

First it is assumed that the vibrational excitation is well described by a Boltz-

mann distribution, this assumption is largely based on measurements of several vi-

brational levels of the metastable molecule by Thornton63. Those measurements
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probe v = 0, 1, 3 and 6 and find densities that are well represented by a single vi-

brational temperature (i.e. by a Boltzmann distribution). In reality, vibrational

energy distributions often deviate from a Boltzmann distribution. If the vibrational

states populations are controlled by electron impact vibrational excitation followed

by V-V energy transfer then one expects a Treanor distribution, in which the higher

vibrational states exhibit a population inversion and thus high vibrational states are

significantly overpopulated compared to a Boltzmann distribution. Alternatively, if

V-T collisions dominate, then a Boltzmann distribution with a temperature equal

to the gas translational temperature would be expected. Generally, in a nitrogen

plasma, the low vibrational states are in the Treanor regime and the high vibrational

states in the Boltzmann regime with the two regions joined by a plateau297,298. This

type of vibrational distribution function is referred to as a Treanor-Gordiets distribu-

tion and such distributions have been observed in various nitrogen plasmas297,299,300.

For the purpose of illustration the two limiting VDFs are shown in figure 9.7 along

with data from Kozak and Bogaerts301 that shows the VDF of a real plasma with

the characteristics of a Treanor-Gordiets distribution. The dashed lines in the figure

are positioned to indicate the three regions of the Treanor-Gordiets distribution, with

Treanor behaviour on the left, the plateau in the middle and Boltzmann behaviour

on the right. The figure is adapted from de la Fuente et al.10.

Figure 9.7: Examples of the possible vibrational energy distribution functions rele-
vant to nitrogen plasma. Adapted from de la Fuente et al.10
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It is certainly possible that the relatively low vibrational states measured by

Thornton63 could appear close to linear on a Boltzmann plot whilst, in fact, following

a Treanor-Gordiets function with a plateau in population at higher vibrational levels

and thus this assumption of the model would underestimate the importance of higher

vibrational states.

One way to clarify the situation would be to measure more vibrational states of

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) in absorption to probe the exact shape of the VDF. This could be achieved

by repeating the CRDS experiments presented here on other vibrational bands (with

different lasers if necessary) or through the use of a broadband light source (e.g. a

supercontinuum source) that would, in combination with cavity enhancement, allow

many vibrational bands of the first positive system to be probed simultaneously.

A second important assumption inherent in the above discussion is that the vibra-

tional temperature of the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) is representative of the vibrational temperature of

N2(X
1Σ+

g ) molecules. The metastable state is more likely to be in vibrational equilib-

rium with the ground state than, for example, the radiative N2(B
3Πg) state, however,

given the rapid quenching of metastable molecules by atomic nitrogen and the uncer-

tainty as to the vibrational state dependence of this process it is difficult to say with

certainty that the VDFs of the two species will be the same. The assumption that

the two species are in vibrational equilibrium is necessary however, because ground

state molecules are extremely difficult to access spectroscopically and thus direct

measurement of their vibration distribution function is challenging. The distribution

of high vibrational states in oxygen plasma have been measured using a laser-driven

light source to observe absorption on the oxygen Schumann-Runge system between

220 − 400 nm141, however, similar allowed systems in nitrogen only occur at even

shorter wavelengths so equivalent measurements in nitrogen would require photons in

the VUV (< 200 nm), which makes such measurements very technically challenging.

Alternatively, the use of a UV optical cavity can enable absorption measurements

on the forbidden Lyman-Birge-Hopfield system (N2(a
1Πg)-N2(X

1Σ+
g ))(see for exam-

ple Macko et al.302 who made measurements of N2(X
1Σ+

g , v = 18) at ≈ 227 nm) or

Raman scattering can be used (see for example Kuhfeld et al.303). A final alternative

that could enable high vibrational states of N2(X
1Σ+

g ) to be probed is CRDS on the

forbidden Vegard-Kaplan systems (N2(A
3Σ+

u )-N2(X
1Σ+

g )), the vibrational bands of

which extend through the visible and into the near infrared (e.g. the (6, 22) band

occurs at around 750 nm304). Einstein A coefficients for the Vegard-Kaplan bands

in the visible and near infrared are typically between 10−2 and 10−3 s−1 and would
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therefore only be observable if the much stronger lines of the allowed first positive

and Meinel systems could be avoided.

On the face of it, given that the adjustments for vibrational excitation in the

model typically only lead to a change of around 10% in the rate coefficient for elec-

tron impact processes, it ought to make little difference if the model underestimates

the number of molecules in high vibrational levels (which are small compared to

v = 0 even for a Treanor-Gordiets distribution). Likewise, if the VDF for N2(X
1Σ+

g )

is somewhat different to that for N2(A
3Σ+

u ), this too would be expected only to have

a small effect. However, it is possible that vibrationally excited species might react

significantly more quickly than ground state molecules in ways not accounted for by

simple threshold shifting, or indeed that they might be able to undergo additional

gas phase processes by virtue of their significant vibrational energy. One example

of such a process is electron impact dissociation. In the model a simple threshold

shift is applied, however the theoretical work of Laporta et al.305 shows this to be

a gross oversimplification. In fact it is found that, as well as having a lower thresh-

old energy, the electron impact dissociation of vibrationally excited molecules have

significantly greater cross sections (for example v = 10 molecules have a threshold

nearly 3 eV lower than v = 0 but also cross sections approximately two orders of

magnitude greater). Such enhanced cross sections for vibrationally excited molecules

combined with the plateau expected for a Treanor-Gordiets VDF could make such

processes extremely important in determining the plasma chemistry. Likewise the

reactions between heavy species could conceivably have rates that depend strongly

on vibration state, although in this case data for vibrationally excited molecules is

often not available. The rate of reaction 27 was measured by Piper197 for both v = 0

and v = 1 N2(A
3Σ+

u ) molecules and there was no conclusive evidence of different rate

coefficients for the two vibrational states, but this possibility cannot be discounted.

Similarly, reaction 25 (metastable quenching by ground state molecules) is known to

be slow for N2(X
1Σ+

g , v = 0) but could be significantly faster for vibrationally excited

molecules, in which case this quenching could be important for loss of metastable

molecules, while the pooling reaction (reaction 26) could also change the balance of

the various species if it were more efficient amongst vibrationally excited molecules

(again Piper195,196 probed rate coefficients for v = 0 and v = 1 molecules and in this

case some vibrational state dependence was observed).

Finally, vibrationally excited molecules are capable of undergoing addition reac-

tions by virtue of their additional internal energy. In particular Sadeghi et al.240 and
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Volynets et al.276 include the following reactions:

N2(X
1Σ+

g , v ≥ 12) + N2(X
1Σ+

g , v ≥ 12)→ N2(X
1Σ+

g ) + N2(A
3Σ+

u ) (9.17)

N2(X
1Σ+

g , v ≥ 10) + N(2P)→ N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N(4S) (9.18)

N2(X
1Σ+

g , v ≥ 14) + N(2D)→ N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N(4S) (9.19)

N2(X
1Σ+

g , v ≥ 25) + N(4S)→ N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N(4S). (9.20)

These reactions are used to account for the production of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) in the short lived

afterglow (SLA)240. Although, within the constraints of the current model none of

these reactions are significant, a non-Boltzmann VDF could increase their importance

markedly.

A final possibility that could explain the disagreements between model and exper-

iment is the choice of electron energy distribution function (EEDF). For the sake of

simplicity the model assumes a Maxwellian EEDF in calculating its rate coefficients.

In reality, the EEDF is likely to deviate from a Maxwellian, with the extent of the

deviation strongly influenced by gas pressure and plasma power. Previous work utilis-

ing Langmuir probes in Nitrogen ICPs28 found EEDFs that were close to Maxwellian

in the H-mode for electron energies less than ≈ 12 eV but showed a depletion in the

density of electrons with energy greater than ≈ 12 eV at 100 mTorr. In the E-mode,

the deviation from a Maxwellian distribution was much more significant, in particu-

lar, a significant hole in the EEDF is observed at around 3 eV (the energy at which

the electron impact vibrational excitation cross section peaks).

All the data measured here utilised the H-mode of the plasma, hence the depleted

high energy electrons are the most important effect. Crucially, it is precisely these high

energy electrons which are responsible for producing N+
2 by electron impact ionisation

(which has a threshold energy ≈ 16 eV). The model uses the kinetic balance of these

ions to find an electron temperature and thus the ion production kinetics are vital

to the success of the model. The electron temperature found by the model is the

value that ensures the correct fraction of the electrons have sufficient energy to cause

ionisation, such that production and loss of the ions are balanced and the equilibrium

concentration matches the experimental value. For a realistic alternative EEDF (with

depleted high energy electrons) a higher mean electron energy would be required to

obtain the same fraction of electrons with sufficient energy to cause ionisation. Thus,

the electron temperature found by the model would represent an underestimate of

the mean energy of the electrons actually present in the plasma. This would have a

knock on effect on the other electron impact processes in the model. Electron impact
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dissociation and excitation have lower threshold energies than ionisation (≈ 12 and

8 eV respectively). This means that the real EEDF (with a higher average energy

but depleted electron densities at high energy) would be expected to have higher

densities of electrons with energy sufficient to cause dissociation and excitation than

the Maxwellian found by the model. In other words, if the real EEDF has depleted

high energy electrons but the model uses a Maxwellian, then the modelled electron

temperature which successfully balances ion production and loss will underestimate

the production rates of atoms and excited molecules. The increased production rates

of atoms and metastable molecules that would be found if a more realistic non-

Maxwellian EEDF was used could also have a significant impact on the modelled

results.

9.4 Conclusions

In order to support the results of the CRDS measurements on N+
2 a kinetic model

of the plasma was constructed which can reproduce measured ionic densities using

reasonable electron temperatures. This model predicts that electron temperature de-

creases with pressure, in line with previous planar probe measurements64. Despite

this success the model fails to agree with experimental N2(A
3Σ+

u ) and N(4S) densities.

This is a difficulty that has arisen repeatedly in nitrogen plasma models presented

in the literature and plausible reasons for the disparity between model and experi-

ment in this case were discussed at length. In the future, the understanding of the

important kinetic processes occurring in the plasma would be enhanced significantly

by several additional measurements. Quantifying the atom content of the plasma is

made difficult by a lack of allowed transitions but would add clarity to the discussion

regarding atomic quenching of metastable molecules. Detection would probably be

best achieved by TALIF utilising two photons of 206.72 nm106,306. The role of vibra-

tionally excited molecules is also of interest in the plasma chemistry and hence direct

measurements of the vibrational distribution of ground state nitrogen molecules would

also be of significant interest. This too would be a very challenging measurement,

with multiphoton processes, VUV absorption or Raman scattering (possible includ-

ing four-wave mixing in the form of Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy) the

most likely possibilities and all presenting significant practical challenges. Finally the

quenching process:

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) + N(4S)→ N2(X
1Σ+

g ) + N(2P) (9.21)
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has been widely acknowledged to play an important role in the kinetics of both atomic

and metastable species in nitrogen plasma yet its rate is somewhat uncertain. Mea-

surements to verify the rate coefficient of this process and extend the data to quench-

ing rates for higher vibrational states of metastable molecules would be extremely

beneficial to understanding nitrogen ICP.
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Approaching the plasma sheath

Chapter 8 has demonstrated the ability of saturated CRDS to quantify the density of

nitrogen cations present in the bulk of the plasma. Of even greater interest, however,

is the spatial variation of this density (and the cation temperatures) as the surface

of the plasma chamber is approached. This interest in the behaviour of ions in the

plasma sheath arises predominantly from their ability to induce surface chemistry,

once they have been accelerated across the sheath. Based on the idea that the flux of

ions within a collisionless sheath is conserved, it is expected that the ion density should

drop through the sheath and also that they should be accelerated in the direction of

the chamber wall (as described in section 1.1.6).

10.1 Experimental changes

The optical arrangement used to probe ion and metastable densities near to the lower

electrode is identical to that used in the chapter 8 (and described in chapter 1) to

probe the plasma bulk. Such ringdown systems are highly sensitive and it would

therefore be prohibitively difficult to translate the optical cavity in order to make

measurements at different distances from the electrode surface without misaligning

it. Instead the old lower electrode assembly is removed and a new, translatable

assembly is constructed. The new assembly consists of a grounded and water-cooled

planar electrode similar to the original (but with a wider 25 cm diameter) which is

now mounted on a vacuum compatible precision translation mount (Zaber) which has

a 20 mm range of motion and a precision and reproducibility better than 1 µm. This

mount raises the electrode height by ≈ 50 mm (refer to figure 1.9) such that, within

the 20 mm range of motion of the mount, the electrode clips the cavity modes (see

later) and spectra can thus be taken close to the electrode surface. On either side of

the electrode there are 5 cm gaps to the chamber side walls (the chamber diameter
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is 35 cm). These regions would be expected to contain ions and metastable species

when the plasma is on and thus the absorption from these regions might be expected

to mask the absorption from directly above the electrode surface, where the signal

is expected to be small because of a depletion in ion density within the sheath. To

avoid this confounding factor, small steel inserts were constructed that could be placed

inside the chamber baffle arms and could protrude 5 cm into the plasma in order to

effectively extend the arms right to the edge of the new electrode. The expectation

was that, because of the narrow arm diameter and the high wall loss coefficients,

these extended arms would be virtually free from N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N2(A
3Σ+

u ) and thus

any absorption that is observed will be due to species that are definitely close to the

surface of the new electrode. A diagram illustrating these changes is shown in figure

10.1.

Figure 10.1: A schematic showing the chamber cross section before (left) and after
(right) the new, translatable lower electrode was added. Also shown in the new set
up are the two inserts added to the baffle arms to ensure that ions being observed are
directly above the lower electrode surface.

Figure 10.2 provides a schematic of the various distances which are relevant when

describing the new chamber set up, in particular in the geometric considerations of

the following section. It should be noted that as the electrode height, h, increases,

the distance, d, decreases (i.e. d = h0−h where h0 is the (constant) height for which

the electrode surface is exactly at the centre of the cavity mode).
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Figure 10.2: A schematic of the distances used to describe the new chamber set up.
Of particular importance is the distance d which represents the adjustable separation
of the electrode surface and the beam centre.

10.2 Calibration of the cavity-electrode separation

When the optical cavity used for CRDS is precisely aligned the exact height, within

the plasma chamber, through which the cavity mode propagates depends on the exact

trajectory of the input beam as well as the cavity mirror alignment. Thus, during the

course of optimising the ringdown system (i.e. aligning the cavity mirrors to excite

the TEM00 mode as selectively as possible) the exact position of the cavity mode

within the chamber may change. Such changes are usually only on the mm scale but

given the desire to measure ringdown time as a function of electrode position with an

accuracy better than 1 mm these changes need to be accounted for.

Conveniently, as discussed in section 2.5.1, the change in ringdown time as the

cavity mode clips the electrode surface means that, as the electrode approaches the

cavity mode, the change in ringdown time can be used to precisely calibrate the

position of the cavity mode relative to the position of the electrode surface. Recalling

that
τ0
τclip

= 1 +
ln f

lnR
, (10.1)

where τclip and τ0 are the ringdown times with and without clipping of the beam, R

is the mirror reflectivity and f is the fraction of the beam that is not clipped by the

electrode, given by

f =
1

2

(
1 + erf

(
d
√

2

wclip

))
, (10.2)
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where d is the distance between the electrode and the beam centre and wclip is the

spot size of the beam in the cavity. From equation A.9 the beam parameter at the

centre of the optical cavity, q0, is given by

q0 =

(
πw2

0

λ

)
i. (10.3)

It is therefore possible to calculate the beam parameter at the edge of the lower (non-

driven) electrode (i.e. the point at which the beam will clip the electrode) using the

beam propagation matrix for propagation through free space (equation A.10) with

the propagation distance x set equal to the radius of the electrode. This yields (by

equation A.11) a beam parameter at the electrode edge, qclip, of

qclip =

(
πw2

0

λ

)
i+ x. (10.4)

Rationalising this expression, and noting the relationship between its real and imag-

inary parts and the beam radius of curvature and spot size (see equation A.9) yields

a spot size given by:

w2
clip =

(
xλ

πw0

)2

+ w2
0. (10.5)

For the set up used in this chapter λ = 786 nm, w0 = 356 µm (from equation A.7) and

x = 0.125 m giving wclip = 367 µm. This indicates that the cavity mode is actually

fairly well collimated across the diameter of the electrode. With this beam spot size

in hand it is possible, by measuring the ringdown time as a function of electrode

position, to ascertain the separation of electrode and cavity mode. Figure 10.3 shows

measured ringdown times (away from any absorption features) as the electrode height

h is varied. Large h corresponds to a small separation, d, between the electrode surface

and the cavity mode. A fit of the data according to equation 10.1 is shown in figure

10.3; the fit was performed with w = wclip = 367µm and with R, τ0 and h0 floating

and returned values of R = 0.999962, τ0 = 68.67µs and h0 = 19.83 mm. Thus the

exact separation between the cavity mode and the electrode was calibrated for all

electrode heights. This calibration was performed each time the cavity was realigned

and thus data taken with different cavity alignments can be compared.
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Figure 10.3: The measured change in ringdown time as the height of the electrode
(h) was changed (red) fitted according to equation 10.1. The fitting reveals the
absolute separation of the electrode and the beam centre.

Another important point to make about the data in figure 10.3 is that, even

though the electrode is positioned at 19.83 mm, the ringdown time drops below 10

µs at electrode heights of around 19.2 mm. This is because, with mirror losses being

around 1 part in every 25,000, only a very small amount of the beam has to be clipped

for clipping losses to be comparable to mirror losses. This means that probing any

closer than about 0.5 mm from the chamber wall with this technique is likely to be

rather difficult.

10.3 Spatial variation of N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) density and tem-

perature

10.3.1 Saturation revisited

This chapter utilises the same optical cavity and transition (the P22(7.5) rovibrational

line of the (2, 0) band of the N+
2 Meinel system) as the bulk measurements and thus

optical saturation will be important and the saturation parameter should be similar.

In order to verify that the deconstruction and reconstruction of the plasma chamber

in a new configuration had no effect on the saturation parameter the experiments

detailed in section 8.3.2 were repeated in the new set up. In order to optimise the
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precision with which saturation parameters can be measured it is important to max-

imise the absorption signal, and for that reason, the lower electrode was set to its

lowest position (to maximise baseline ringdown time) and the plasma was set to high

power (400 W) and low pressure (10 mTorr) conditions in order to maximise cation

density. Figure 10.4 shows: three spectra taken under different levels of saturation

(amplifier gains of 105 − 107 V/A) (10.4a); the inferred unsaturated spectra showing

very good agreement between the three different conditions (10.4b); and the satura-

tion parameters appropriate for the most saturated conditions (10.4c), found in the

same way as before, which enable the unsaturated spectrum to be inferred from the

saturated data.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10.4: (a) Three spectra taken with plasma power of 400 W, pressure of 10
mTorr and different levels of optical saturation. (b) The three inferred unsaturated
spectra, each fitting with a Gaussian and showing good agreement. (c) the saturation
parameters used to infer unsaturated spectra and found (as before) by using the ratio
of the spectra in (a).

Not only is this technique once again successful in allowing unsaturated spectra

to be obtained from saturated measurements, it also shows that S = 5.6 ± 0.2 for

the most saturated conditions, in excellent agreement with the bulk measurement.
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The data also show the approximate doubling of the saturation parameter at the line

centre, as is expected for a Lamb dip. It was therefore concluded that rearranging

the chamber and realigning the optical cavity had no influence on the level of optical

saturation attained in the cavity during a CRDS measurement. The spectra in figure

10.4 correspond to Ttrans = 1260± 65 K and [N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0)]= (1.06± 0.1)× 1010

cm−3.

10.3.2 Absorption profiles

Figure 10.5 shows saturated CRD spectra of the P22(7.5) rovibrational line of the (2,

0) band of the N+
2 Meinel system, taken as a function of the separation between the

lower electrode and the beam centre, d, (calibrated as described previously) and with

the plasma operating at 10 mTorr and 300 W. The spectra were taken with amplifier

gain of 106 V/A (i.e. with a saturation parameter of 0.56) because it was found

that this made for the best signal to noise ratio when d was small. Also shown are

Gaussian fits to the data, in each case the data points at the centre of the spectrum

(shown slightly faded) were excluded from the fit in order to avoid the fit being unduly

influenced by the Lamb dip (which, although difficult to see, is still present).

Figure 10.5: A series of spectra, all taken with plasma power of 300 W and pres-
sure of 10 mTorr but with varying electrode height. A clear decrease in absorption
coefficients is seen when the beam is very close to the electrode surface. All spectra
are fitted with a Gaussian lineshape.
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The translational temperatures, Ttrans, derived from the widths of Gaussian fits to

the data in figure 10.5 are shown in figure 10.6 and show a nearly linear change in

temperature, with the lowest values found close to the electrode surface (≈ 850 K at

≈ 1 mm) and the highest values closest to the plasma bulk (≈ 1100 K at ≈ 18 mm).

Given that the new lower electrode is water-cooled it is no surprise that species near

to its surface are also cooled. Interestingly these temperatures show no sign of the ion

acceleration expected near to the chamber wall an observation that will be discussed

in detail later.

Figure 10.6: Variation of translational temperature with d found using the Gaussian
fits from figure 10.5. Gas pressure was 10 mTorr and power 300 W.

As with the bulk measurements, the translational temperatures measured spectro-

scopically are assumed to be equal to the rotational temperatures, which are used to

calculate absorption cross sections at each height for this transition. The resulting

densities are, of course, line of sight averaged and thus a length adjustment factor

must be applied. In the case of the new set up the appropriate factor is 77/25 and

this results in the v = 0 ion densities shown in figure 10.7.
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Figure 10.7: Density of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) as a function of d found from the Gaussian
fits to the spectra in figure 10.5 and accounting for saturation and the baffle arms as
discussed in the text. Operating conditions are 300W and 10 mTorr.

The ion densities show a monotonic increase as the measurement moves further from

the chamber wall with density increasing by a factor of ≈ 4 in the space of 2 cm.

There is also a slight curvature to the density profile indicating that the density may

be levelling off at larger distances as might be expected as it approaches the bulk

value. Chapter 8 found a bulk density of ≈ 9 × 109 cm−3 under these conditions,

somewhat higher than the highest value measured here. This indicates either that

the change in chamber geometry has altered the bulk cation density and/or that the

density continues to increase at distances greater than 2 cm from the electrode.

10.3.3 Wavelength switching

Although complete absorption profiles are required in order to obtain translational

temperatures and to obtain the most reliable densities, it is possible (and much

quicker) to obtain density information by simply measuring the ringdown time on

and off of the absorption resonance. Ideally, in the unsaturated case, the on reso-

nance measurement would be taken on the maximum of the absorption and thus, by

calculating the expected Doppler width from the line of fit in figure 10.6, the inte-

grated absorption and hence number density could be inferred. In the case where

there is saturation the maximum in the absorption profile is reduced by the presence
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of the Lamb dip and hence calculation of the expected area under the full Gaus-

sian profile is difficult (small deviation from the exact centre of the Lamb dip would

mean lead to large uncertainties in the saturation parameter). Nevertheless such

measurements can still be used to find the relative v = 0 ion densities as a function

of separation between the cavity mode and the electrode surface. This is possible

because the saturated absorption coefficient at line centre, αs(ν0), will be directly

proportional to the unsaturated absorption coefficient at line centre, α0(ν0):

αs(ν0) ∝ α0(ν0). (10.6)

The product of this (maximum) absorption coefficient and the FWHM (calculated

from figure 10.6) is then proportional to the integrated absorption coefficient, αINT ,

which is in turn equal to the product of number density and integrated cross section

(calculated using PGOPHER at the temperatures taken from figure 10.6).

α0(ν0)× FWHM ∝ αINT = [N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0)]σINT . (10.7)

Thus relative densities can be found according to

[N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0)] ∝ αs(ν0)× FWHM

σINT

. (10.8)

These relative densities can then be put on an absolute footing by comparison with

results derived from full spectra, and in this way a full density profile can be found

whilst only requiring a few full spectra (in order to estimate the temperature profile

and to put densities on an absolute footing) to be recorded.

Wavelength switching experiments were carried out under conditions of 300 W

and 10 mTorr, 300 W and 100 mTorr and 200 W and 100 mTorr. Under each

set of conditions at least 3 full absorption profiles were also obtained (at different

separations, d) in order to observe the expected temperature variation as a function of

distance from the surface and also to allow the wavelength switching measurements to

be scaled to give absolute densities. The resulting Doppler temperatures are depicted

in figure 10.8a (note that the blue data points are simply reproduced from figure 10.6).

Temperatures at 300 W show a clear drop close to the lower electrode surface whilst

at 200 W the temperature varies little with d. Figure 10.8b shows how the density

of v = 0 ions changes, as a function of distance from the electrode surface, for the

three sets of plasma conditions. The filled squares show the data from the switching

experiments whilst the empty circles are values derived from the full spectra. The 300

W 10 mTorr switching densities are scaled to match the values from the full spectra
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at a distance of 10 mm whilst the other two data sets which having fewer full spectra

available are scaled to agree at ≈ 18 mm. Across all the plasma conditions the good

agreement between the full spectra and the wavelength switching demonstrate that

the latter is effective in finding number densities with good accuracy. Both 300 W

data sets show a reduction in density by a factor of ≈ 4− 5 over the 2 cm nearest the

wall whilst the 200 W data shows a decrease by one order of magnitude.

(a) (b)

Figure 10.8: (a) Variation of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) translational temperatures with d for three
different plasma conditions. (b) Variation in N+

2 (X2Σ+
g , v = 0) with d for three plasma

conditions showing the good agreement in density trends between the data derived
from full spectra (unfilled points) and those found by switching the laser on and off
resonance (filled points).

10.4 Discussion

10.4.1 Temperatures

It is clear from the data that, at 300 W, the translational temperature of the ions

varies strongly over the full 2 cm range of motion of the translation mount. The

temperatures at ≈ 2 cm from the surface are somewhat below those measured in the

bulk in chapter 8 (e.g. at 300 W 10 mTorr the highest temperature is ≈ 1100 K whilst

the bulk measurements found a temperature of ≈ 1250 K). This difference indicates

that the temperature is likely to continue to rise for some distance beyond the 2 cm

limit of these measurements, although it should be noted that the introduction of

the translation mount significantly reduces the plasma volume and this could have

an influence on the plasma parameters. On the other hand, the lower power data

(200 W) shows a temperature that is virtually constant with position and equal to

the bulk value measured in chapter 8. This could be related to the fact this data was
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taken after the high power data and the chamber wall may thus have remained hot

(effectively chamber hysteresis) but it certainly warrants further investigation as to

its reproducibility.

The 200 and 300 W data taken at 100 mTorr both appear to show the same

temperature as d→ 0 whilst the 10 mTorr data shows a somewhat higher temperature

at the wall. This is consistent with the electrode being held at a constant temperature

by the water cooling with the adjacent gas being cooled to a greater or lesser extent

depending on the pressure and thus the collision frequency with the wall. Interestingly

the temperature data shows no sign of the ion acceleration expected near to the

chamber wall. This is probably because CRDS necessarily measures temperatures

using light that propagates along the optical cavity (parallel to the electrode surface)

and acceleration towards the electrode will be perpendicular to the measurement

direction.

If the ions undergo relatively few collisions as they traverse the sheath (likely at

10 mTorr) then the acceleration is unlikely to be apparent in the velocity compo-

nent parallel to the electrode surface. The fact that there is no sign of heating in

the “parallel” translational temperature as the wall is approached gives confidence to

the assumption that this translational temperature and the rotational distribution of

the ions are still in approximate thermal equilibrium in the sheath/presheath (an as-

sumption used to find absorption cross sections). This conclusion is also corroborated

by the measurements of Gerassimou et al.214 who found that the rotational temper-

ature of N+
2 dropped close to the chamber surface in a manner very similar to the

drop observed here in parallel translational temperature. Despite this, it is possible

that, if the sheath is not collisionless, some of the energy conferred to the ions by the

sheath potential could cause some parallel translational heating but that this effect

is dominated by the net cooling of the gas close to the water cooled chamber walls.

One way of probing if this is the case is to probe how the translational temperature

of a neutral species changes close to the chamber wall. Such a species will not be

accelerated by the sheath and thus should be cooled by at least as much as the ions

near to the wall. The metastable N2(A
3Σ+

u ) state is one such neutral target species.

Comparison with the metastable state

Saturated CRD spectra of the R33(14) rotational line of the (2,0) band of nitrogen’s

first positive system were obtain at several electrode positions and saturation param-

eters found in a manner identical to that described in the preceding sections of this
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chapter. Despite having a similar absorption cross section to the Meinel band tran-

sition these new spectra are found to be significantly more saturated (S ≈ 115 for

spectra taken with 105 VA−1 amplifier gain) presumably because, whilst the pump-

ing rates are similar for both transitions, the relaxation rate for N+
2 (A2Πu) must be

somewhat higher than that for N2(B
3Πg) leading to a smaller relative population of

the excited state in the former case and thus less saturation. The Doppler width de-

rived translational temperatures for N2(A
3Σ+

u ), found from these spectra, are shown

in figure 10.9.

Figure 10.9: Variation of the translational temperature of N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0) with d
found by Gaussian fitting of saturated CRDS spectra.

As for the bulk data in chapter 8, it is found that the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) translational temper-

ature is consistently ≈ 200 K lower than the translational temperature for N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ).

Both species do, however, show remarkably similar translational temperature varia-

tion with height, falling by 150-200 K in the 2 cm near to the wall, and this indicates,

as expected for these pressures, that the sheath is not highly collisional and thus the

ion acceleration remains in the direction perpendicular to the surface.

10.4.2 Densities

The clear reduction in density shown in figure 10.8b when the electrode surface is

approached is testament to the sensitivity of the CRDS technique and verifies that it
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is of sufficient sensitivity to detect the sorts of changes in ion density expected in an

ICP sheath (see predictions for a Child-Langmuir sheath that are depicted in figure

1.5). Despite this, in the absence of spatially resolved electron density measurements

close to the wall, it is impossible to say unequivocally whether these measurements are

truly probing the sheath or if there is simply a spatial variation in ion density in the

bulk plasma (with the sheath being too small to observe with this technique). Several

experiments and models on a range of different rf plasmas (including CCPs and ICPs

in argon, neon and nitrogen) indicate that the density of ions varies spatially, even

in the regions where quasi-neutrality is conserved, and usually peaks in the middle

of the chamber and decreases towards the walls. For example the argon ICP model

of Lucken et al.307 found significant breakdown in quasi-neutrality occurred only in

a region of about 2 mm thickness next to the wall but found ion density variation

in the bulk over several cm. Gerassimou et al.214 observed a nitrogen CCP sheath

width of 5 mm (based on the change in ion lifetimes with position) but ion densities

that, again, varied over several cm. In this case, under all the plasma conditions, it is

found that the N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) density at 2 cm from the chamber wall is only ever

around half of the value measured in the bulk in chapter 8. This indicates strongly

(despite the change is discharge geometry due to the new translation mount) that the

ion density continues to increase significantly beyond the 2 cm measurement region.

There are several reasons for such spatial variation in ion density near to chamber

walls on scales much larger than the sheath length. First, because the walls are

significant sinks of ions (and high energy electrons) both of these species exist with

density gradients from the centre of the chamber towards the walls down which the

charged species undergo (ambipolar) diffusion. Within a simple diffusion based model

the spatial variation of ion density (ni) is given by Fick’s law3:

D∇2ni(z, r) + kizni(z, r) = 0, (10.9)

where the first term accounts for diffusion and the second term accounts for produc-

tion of cations in the plasma volume (this production is by electron impact but since

the plasma is quasi-neutral kizne(z, r) = kizni(z, r)). The production term neglects

the spatial variation of electron temperature and for an ICP chamber it also neglects

the fact that power is delivered into the skin layer rather than uniformly across the

plasma. Nevertheless it provides a simple insight into why ion density might vary

significantly in the bulk of a plasma confined to a chamber. The lowest order solu-

tion within this diffusion controlled approximation consists of the following spatial
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variation in ion density3:

ni(z, r) = n0J0

(
2.405r

R

)
cos
(πz
H

)
(10.10)

where J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind. This solution assumes

as its boundary conditions that the density of ions is zero at the walls. This is clearly

unrealistic since zero density but a finite flux of ions towards the walls would imply

infinite ion velocity. This solution is displayed graphically in figure 10.10, simply to

illustrate the strong spatial variation in ion density that can be inferred without any

consideration of sheath effects, the figure also shows a slice through the 2D density

profile.

(a)
(b)

Figure 10.10: (a) Modelled ion density variation in a plasma where ions are only
produced by electron impact and only lost by diffusing out of the plasma volume.
This figure illustrates the significant ion density gradients that can be present even
when sheath effects are neglected. (b) A density profile slice taken from (a) with the
radial dimension fixed at 0 and the axial dimension varied.

The real axial density gradient in a nitrogen ICP will be strongly influenced by

the fact that power is delivered into the skin region near the top of the chamber. The

ionisation of nitrogen molecules requires electron energy in excess of 15 eV and these

processes are thus largely localised near to the top of chamber in the vicinity of the rf

coil where electron temperatures are highest and from where the ions diffuse into the

rest of the chamber (see for example the work of Han et al.308). The density profile

will also be strongly influenced by non-diffusive losses of ions that take place in the

bulk, in particular dissociative recombination, which can be an important loss process

for molecular cations (see modelling in the previous chapter). Most importantly, the

fact that ion density is likely to vary spatially in the bulk of the plasma makes it
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somewhat difficult to discern whether or not the measured reduction in density is

truly representative of the sheath/presheath or if it is simply a result of diffusion.

There are several ways that the situation could be clarified and these are explored in

the remainder of this chapter.

Expected sheath characteristics

One way to establish if these data are truly probing the sheath is to estimate how

thick the sheath ought to be, either theoretically or by comparison with measurements

on similar plasmas (either ICPs in noble gases or nitrogen CCPs). The sheath formed

next to an unbiased electrode (or wall) in an ICP ought to be well described by the

simple (low voltage) sheath model presented in Chapter 1. Indeed measurements by

Tsankov and Czarnetzki309 in a 10 mTorr 600 W neon plasma found ion energies at

the wall reached the value expected for an ion falling through a sheath towards a wall

at the floating potential, Vf (see equation 1.37):

⟨E⟩ =
eTe
2

(
ln

mi

2πme

+ 1

)
. (10.11)

In the chamber currently under investigation electrical probe measurements by Bakowski64

in an argon plasma found a voltage drop across the sheath of 3.7Te (compared to 4.7Te

expected from equation 10.11). The disparity could be due to the breakdown of the

assumption that the sheath is collisionless. A similar effect was seen in simulations

by Beving et al.310 where a fluid simulation of the sheath potential drop (i.e. equa-

tion 10.11) found values that were greater than the potential drop calculated by a

more realistic particle in cell (PIC) simulation by a constant offset of the order of Te,

this difference was attributed to particle kinetics that were captured by PIC but not

by the fluid model, but no specific kinetic processes were mentioned. Such a sheath

is expected to be several times the Debye length at the sheath edge. Tsankov and

Czarnetzki309 observed a sheath thickness of ≈ 10 Debye lengths in a neon plasma,

this was typically on the order of 1 mm, whilst the PIC simulations of Beving et al.310

also predict sheath thicknesses of ≈ 10 Debye lengths at 10-100 mTorr. Notably the

simpler fluid simulations of Beving et al. underestimate the sheath thickness by a

factor of 3 for pressure below 1 Torr compared to the PIC results. The Debye length

in a plasma with Te = 2 eV and ne = 1010 cm−3 (typical of the plasma probed here)

is ≈ 0.1 mm (and may be a little bigger at the sheath edge, where electron density

is reduced). Thus a sheath thickness of ≈ 1 mm might also be expected in this

plasma. The CRDS technique is certainly capable of probing on a sub-mm length
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scale and thus the possibility that these measurements are probing the sheath cannot

be discounted.

In the region closest to the electrode surface (i.e. on the expected length scale

of the sheath) the ion density is generally observed to plateau. In the context of

the behaviour of a high voltage sheath depicted in figure 1.5b (not strictly applicable

here but useful for the sake of comparison) and the similar observations of Woodcock

et al.210, Goeckner et al.311 and Fivaz et al.312 this flattening can be tentatively

attributed to sheath like behaviour. If the plateau is representative of the sheath then

it appears that the sheath is largest (≈ 2 mm) at 200 W and 100 mTorr but smaller

at the higher powers. If the sheath is ≈ 10 Debye lengths thick then the change

in sheath thickness should be related directly to the change in Debye length with

power. At low powers the electron density is small and thus the Debye length (and

therefore the sheath) are large. This argument is consistent with these observations

and with those of Mutsukura et al.22 who found that the sheath in a nitrogen CCP

decreased in thickness as pressure was increased. This can be understood in terms

of the decreasing Debye length, caused by an decrease in electron temperature, as

pressure is increased. On this basis it would be expected that the plateau in ion

density should be more spatially extended for the 10 mTorr 300 W plasma than for

the 100 mTorr 300 W case, although the data are inconclusive in this regard.

Comparison with the metastable state

As for the temperature data, a useful comparison can also be made with the metastable

density, as a function of position, near the chamber wall. The comparison is particu-

larly useful because both species are produced predominantly by electron impact and

thus any spatial variation that arises from non-uniform electron density distributions

should be the same for both species. Any difference in their spatial density variation

must therefore be due to factors other than electron density changes, e.g. spatial

variation in electron temperature, the importance of different gas phase processes

(atom quenching of the metastable state) or, sheath type behaviour of the ions. As

before for the cation, a series of full spectra (which were used to find the translational

temperatures in figure 10.9) were used to find absolute densities of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) using

saturation parameters found by taking spectra at different levels of saturation. The

switching experiment was then used to obtain more complete density profiles and

scaled to agree with the full spectra. The results for three plasma conditions are

shown in figure 10.11. The densities of N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0) are at least 50 times larger

than the densities of cations (figure 10.8b) under the same conditions. Taking the 300
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W 100 mTorr data as an example, between 20 mm and 8 mm away from the chamber

wall the density of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) drops by ≈ 25 % whilst the density of N2(A
3Σ+

u ,

v = 0) drops by ≈ 15 %. In other words their spatial variation in this region is rather

similar and this region is certainly not the sheath. On the other hand, between 8

mm and 1 mm the density of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) falls by ≈ 75 % whilst the density

of N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0) falls only by around ≈ 25 %. This pattern, with ion densities

changing much more rapidly than metastable densities close to the wall is repeated

under other plasma conditions and sheath or presheath like behaviour of the ions in

this region could contribute to this very different behaviour between the two species.

However, a spatially varying EEDF and the importance of dissociative recombination

and atomic quenching to the destruction of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N2(A
3Σ+

u ), respectively,

could also conceivably explain the differences in the spatial distributions of the two

species. Either way, the spatial distribution of N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0) is interesting in its

own right and the ability of this technique to measure this spatial density variation

is of greater potential utility.

Figure 10.11: Variation in N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0) density with d, again showing good
agreement between full spectra and laser switching experiments and notably a much
less significant decrease in density than the corresponding ion profile.
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10.4.3 Conclusions

This chapter has described the successful implementation of a unique experimental

arrangement to probe the spatial variation of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) and N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 0)

density as a function of distance from the surface of an unbiased electrode using

saturated CRDS. A very clear and reproducible reduction in the densities of each

species is observed as the electrode surface is approached, but it is very difficult to say

with any certainty that the sheath is in fact being probed, even for the smallest values

of d (≈ 0.5 mm). The spatial limits of the CRD technique in terms of approaching

the surface are very similar to the expected extent of the sheath and it is therefore

impossible to discern whether the observed variation in ion density with position is

simply a result of diffusive losses towards the walls or if sheath like behaviour is indeed

being observed. The observed plateau in number density, its extent (as a function

of plasma power and pressure) and the difference in behaviour observed for cationic

and neutral species both provide some degree of support for the idea that the sheath

is indeed being probed but none of these observations are definitive. Nevertheless,

the results do represent the first demonstration of the use of CRDS to probe sheath

behaviour. The spatial resolution that has been achieved, although on the limit for

probing an unbiased sheath, is certainly sufficient to probe the sheath close to a

biased electrode and would enable the observation of changes in sheath properties as

a function of bias voltage. By considering figure 1.5 it is clear that a DC bias of a

few hundred Volts would be expected to produce sheath thicknesses of the order of a

cm for the plasma considered here (where the density of electrons at the sheath edge,

ne,s is a few 109 cm−3). Under these conditions it would also be expected that the

ion density profile would be reasonably approximated by Child’s law (equation 1.42)

or by some collisional alternative (Table 1.1) and the data could then be interpreted,

for example, to investigate the collisionality of the sheath at different pressures. Such

studies are now being undertaken.
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Saturated CRDS for Doppler-free
spectroscopy

The preceding chapters have focused on the measurements of densities and temper-

atures of species produced in nitrogen plasma using saturated CRDS. The spectra

consistently show Lamb dips which, thus far, have been largely ignored as they do

not significantly impact the determination of these physicochemical plasma proper-

ties. The observation of Lamb dips in the spectra of molecular ions using tunable laser

absorption spectroscopy is itself rather novel, with the first such observation coming

as recently as 2010229,230. This chapter seeks to investigate and understand the char-

acteristics of the Lamb dips, in particular their width. Lamb dips are Doppler free

and as such their width should be representative of the other broadening mechanisms

which contribute to the total linewidth, namely: pressure, lifetime, transit-time and

power broadening. In particular, the dependence of linewidth on transit time through

the beam means that ion acceleration through the plasma sheath has implications for

the Lamb dip width. Additional contributions to the lineshape can also be caused by

unresolved hyperfine structure and this is relevant here because the vast majority of

nitrogen atoms are 14N and have a nuclear spin I = 1 and thus the transitions probed

display hyperfine structure. In certain circumstances, such is the slender nature of

the Lamb dip, that when additional broadening effects are small, it can be used to

probe the linewidth of cw lasers (see for example Pinto et al.313). It is concluded

in this work that the Lamb dip widths are primarily influenced both by unresolved

hyperfine structure in the transitions and by optical power broadening. The inability

of these experiments to resolve the hyperfine structure is due predominantly to power

broadening of the hyperfine components, and is a necessary consequence of the high

sensitivity required to probe ion densities via saturated CRDS. Nevertheless, the po-

tential exists to utilise the sub-Doppler resolution inherent in Lamb dip spectroscopy
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to probe ion dynamics in some of the more active regions of the plasma, such as the

plasma sheath.

11.1 Lamb dip widths in the plasma bulk

Lamb dips, being Doppler free, are significantly narrower than the absorption line-

shape in the elevated temperature and low pressure environment of the plasma. The

accurate characterisation of the dips therefore requires much smaller laser frequency

steps. In order to achieve the required acquisition resolution the CRD spectra shown

in the preceding three chapters were taken with many more points than those taken

under unsaturated conditions reported in part II of this thesis (compare, for example,

the saturated spectra of figures 8.11 and 8.14 with the unsaturated spectra of figure

4.10 and 4.14). This resolution comes at a significant cost in terms of acquisition

time but does mean that many of the spectra already presented in this thesis provide

sufficient detail to allow accurate characterisation of the Lamb dip.

In order to find the Lamb dip width the data must be fitted. Fitting according

to equation 2.60 is possible, however, the complexity of this function means that

inevitably there is interdependence between the fit parameters. Additionally, because

this equation attempts to fit the entire absorption profile and the Lamb dip is only a

small part of the profile, the least squares fitting sometimes results in poor fitting of

the Lamb dip while improving the fit to the rest of the absorption profile. A simpler

alternative is to fit a Gaussian baseline (excluding the points which constitute the

Lamb dip) and to subtract this from the experimental spectrum to leave only the

Lamb dip signal, which can then be fitted with an appropriate lineshape; this simpler

approach is utilised in this chapter and examples of this process are shown in figure

11.1. Figures 11.1(a) and 11.1(c) show a Gaussian baseline fitted to the 400 W 100

mTorr data for the P22(7.5) (2, 0) Meinel transition (from figure 8.11) and the Q11(16)

(7, 6) first positive transition (from figure 8.14), respectively, whilst 11.1(b) and

11.1(d) show the corresponding Lamb dips with fits. Most broadening mechanisms

responsible for the Lamb dip widths (pressure, lifetime and power broadening) are

expected to produce a Lorentzian lineshape. Some mechanisms however can lead

to Gaussian contributions to the lineshape, for example, transit time broadening43

or laser linewidth broadening, perhaps as a result of stray rf fields from the plasma

power supply (see for example the work of Ciaffoni et al.314 and Pinto et al.313). For

these reasons, exemplar Gaussian and Lorentzian fits to the data are shown in figure

11.1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11.1: (a) The Gaussian baseline fitted to the CRD spectrum of the
P22(7.5), (2, 0) transition of the N+

2 Meinel system at 400 W and 100 mTorr. Red
points, which constitute the Lamb dip, are excluded from the baseline fit. (b) The
residual of the fit in (a) showing the Lamb dip fitted with a Lorentzian and a Gaus-
sian lineshape. (c) The baseline fitting for the Q11(16)(7, 6) transition of the N2 first
positive system at 400 W and 100 mTorr. (d) The residual of (c) with the Lamb dip
fitted with a Lorentzian and a Gaussian lineshape.

Figure 11.1 shows a couple of interesting features. First, the widths of the Lamb

dips for both species are relatively large, taking values of 330 MHz for N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and

116 MHz for N2(A
3Σ+

u ); this is remarkably wide compared with expected Lamb dip

widths of the order of 100s of kHz at such low pressures (dependent on the transition

Einstein A-factor and pressure broadening parameters, vide infra). The possible

reasons for this extraordinary width is the focus of much of this chapter. Secondly,

the two species show Lamb dip widths that differ by a factor of 2-3, this too is not

necessarily expected and its origin will also be considered in this chapter. Finally,

it should be noted that these measurements show excellent sensitivity, with CRDS

showing baseline deviations < 5× 10−10 cm−1 in many of the spectra.
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One salient point to consider is whether the choice to fit saturated ringdown sig-

nals with an exponential function markedly affects the resulting Lamb dip width. The

arguments made previously (section 8.3.3) suggest that the Doppler free lineshapes

found using exponential fitting should be meaningful and this conclusion is supported

by the use of exponential fittings in similar experiments used to observe Lamb dips

in water257 and acetylene315. The recent work of Aiello et al.316 is also particularly

useful as it investigates the difference between fitting with a simple exponential or

fully accounting for the effects of saturation on the ringdown signal. The different

fitting approaches result in dips that differ in width by ≈ 40%, a difference that arises

because the exponential fitting can only give an approximate (although consistent)

quantification of the saturation and therefore produces Lamb dips which still exhibit

the influence of power broadening. In the non-exponential model the power broaden-

ing information is encapsulated in a separate fitting parameter and lineshapes can be

retrieved that are free from the influence of power broadening, and are consequently

narrower than those determined using simple exponential fitting. Nevertheless, the

work of Aiello et al.316 clearly indicates that Lamb dips found by fitting saturated

CRDS signals with an exponential function do yield results that are physically mean-

ingful, provided one remembers that the treatment does not intrinsically address

saturation effects (e.g. power broadening).

Before the likely broadening mechanisms for the Lamb dips are considered in

detail the variation in dip width with various experimental conditions is worthy of

investigation, which should give some indication as to which broadening mechanisms

are significant. As a first example, figure 11.2 shows how the Lamb dip widths vary

for N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N2(A
3Σ+

u ) as a function of plasma power and pressure. The widths

once again show a clear difference between the two species, but no clear trends with

either plasma power or pressure are apparent. This indicates that neither electron im-

pact processes nor collisions with parent molecules contribute significantly to changes

in the optical saturation over these operating conditions. The scatter on the data,

particularly at low power for N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ), is a result of the difficulty in background

subtraction at such a small level of absorption (both when finding absorption coef-

ficients from ringdown data and when subtracting the Gaussian baseline to fit the

data).
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(a) (b)

Figure 11.2: (a) The variation of Lamb dip width with plasma power and pressure
for the P22(7.5)(2, 0) transition of the Meinel system of N+

2 . (b) The variation of
Lamb dip width with plasma power and pressure for the Q11(16)(7, 6) transition of
the first positive system of N2.

The contribution of power broadening to the Lamb dip width can be investigated

by varying the intracavity saturation parameter and observing the outcome. The

P22(7.5) spectra for N+
2 are shown in figure 11.3(a) and (c) for amplifier gains of

105 and 106 V A−1, respectively, with the corresponding Lamb dips shown in figure

11.3(b) and (d), these may be compared with data shown previously in figure 8.5. As

expected, the less saturated spectrum shows a narrower Lamb dip width (206±30 MHz

vs 302± 18 MHz). Interestingly, it is not just narrower than the dip in figure 11.3(a)

and (b) but also narrower than all the widths presented in figure 11.2 which were

taken under the more saturated conditions (105 V A−1). This provides convincing

evidence that the Lamb dip is power broadened, as would be expected given the

saturation parameters found in the preceding chapters.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11.3: (a) The Gaussian baseline fittings to the P22(7.5) Meinel system spec-
trum taken at 400 W and 10 mTorr, with a transimpedance amplifier gain of 105 V
A−1. Red points are excluded from the baseline fitting. The resulting Lorentzian fit
of the residual dip is shown in (b). Panels (c) and (d) show the equivalent spectra
and Lamb dip for a transimpedance amplifier gain of 106 V A−1.

As discussed in chapter 2, for a power broadened Lamb dip, the width, ∆νL,S, can

be expressed as:

∆νL,S ≈ ∆νL
√

1 + S. (11.1)

where ∆νL is the homogeneous width without power broadening and S is the satu-

ration parameter58,70. Taking S = 5.6 and S = 0.56 for the two cases from chapter

8 allows ∆νL to be estimated for each of the spectra in figure 11.3. For the more

saturated spectrum (105 V A−1) this yields ∆νL = 118 ± 7 MHz whilst for the less

saturated spectrum (106 V A−1) one finds ∆νL = 165± 24 MHz. Although these two

values are not in perfect agreement it is worth noting that the errors on the values

are simply derived from the error in the fitting parameters. The data in figure 11.2

indicates that the uncertainty associated with the reproducibility of the experiment
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is somewhat larger than this fitting error. With this in mind it is certainly plausible

that the difference in Lamb dip widths observed in figure 11.3 can be explained by

power broadening. This leaves a homogenous width excluding power broadening of

≈ 140±40 MHz which remains to be accounted for by other broadening mechanisms.

11.2 Approaching the plasma sheath

The adjustments to the chamber described in the previous chapter make it possible to

observe the Lamb dip as a function of the distance, d, between the beam centre and

the electrode surface. The spectra in chapter 9 generally have frequency steps too

large to make reliable Lamb dip widths retrievable and therefore additional spectra

were obtained in order to investigate if the dip width changes significantly with d.

Figure 11.4 shows Lamb dip data extracted from the high resolution spectra of the

P22(7.5)(2, 0) transition of the N+
2 Meinel system. Spectra were taken at three elec-

trode heights and all of the residuals show a significant scatter about the baselines as

a result of the small absorption coefficients close to the electrode surface. This scatter

makes the extraction of reliable Lamb dip widths difficult, although figures 11.4(a)

and (b) suggest Lamb dip widths of (246± 33) and (298± 36) MHz, in keeping with

the bulk measurements on this transition. Meanwhile a spectrum at d = 6 mm (not

shown) only yields a signal to noise ratio of ≈ 2 and its width of 396 ± 98 MHz is

therefore not statistically significantly different from the others.

(a) d = 18.0 mm (b) d = 8.0 mm

Figure 11.4: Lamb dips for the P22(7.5)(2, 0) transition of the Meinel system at two
different electrode-beam separations, d, in a 200 W 100 mTorr plasma. The resulting
Lamb dips are shown for (a) d = 18 mm and (b) d = 8 mm.

In order to attempt to be more definite about potential d-dependent behaviour a

second Meinel system transition was investigated. The Q22(11.5)(2, 0) transition was
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chosen because of its larger cross section (around twice that for P22(7.5) at typical

plasma temperatures) and because of its good separation from first positive system

transitions. Spectra at two different electrode heights (for 100 mTorr and 300 W)

were obtained for the Q22(11.5) transition and showed a significantly improved signal

to noise ratio compared to P22(7.5) and the same Doppler width (as expected). The

Lamb dip fits for these two spectra are shown in figures 11.5(a) and (b) and both show

almost identical dip widths (109± 5 MHz at 19.5 mm from the electrode surface and

106±16 MHz at 2.5 mm from the electrode surface). It is notable that this transition

shows Lamb dips that are significantly deeper and narrower (≈ 100 MHz) than those

for the P22(7.5) transition. Given that these are measurements of the same species

(except for the different rotational states), the significant difference in the dip widths

is a rather curious observation and worthy of further investigation.

(a) d = 19.5 mm (b) d = 2.5 mm

Figure 11.5: Lamb dips for the Q22(11.5) (2, 0) transition of the Meinel system at
two distances from the chamber lower electrode: (a) d = 19.5 mm and (b) d = 2.5
mm. Spectra were obtain with plasma power of 300 W and an operating pressure of
100 mTorr.

One clear question that arises is whether the differences in width occur because

the transitions belong to different rotational branches, or if they are a result of the

different rotational states from which the transitions originate. In order to investigate

this, spectra were taken of the complementary P22(11.5) (figure 11.6(a)) and Q22(7.5)

(figure 11.6(b)) rotational lines. The P22(11.5) transition (figure 11.6(a)) shows a

Lamb dip width of 328 ± 40 MHz, in good agreement with the widths observed

for the P22(7.5) transition (figure 11.4). Meanwhile the Q22(7.5) transition (figure

11.6(b)) shows a width of 114 ± 7 MHz, in good agreement for the dips measured

for Q22(11.5) (figure 11.5). Clearly, the dip widths are most strongly influenced by
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rotational branch rather than rotational state in the range of J values investigated

here.

(a) P22(11.5) (b) Q22(7.5)

Figure 11.6: Lamb dips from (a) the P22(11.5) (2, 0) transition and (b) the Q22(7.5)
(2, 0) transition of the Meinel system at d = 19.5 mm. Spectra were obtain with
plasma power of 300 W and an operating pressure of 100 mTorr.

Within the local wavelength region (≈ 770 nm) once again it is also convenient to

compare these Meinel system transitions with transitions in the first positive system;

thus probing N2(A
3Σ+

u ) as the electrode height is varied. Figure 11.7 shows spectra of

the Q22(15) rotational transition of the (2, 0) band of the first positive system. The

observed Lamb dip widths are 133± 15 and 105± 10 MHz at d = 19.8 and 2.8 mm,

respectively. Further spectra of the R33(14) transition show widths between 112 and

143 MHz with no clear trend with d. Both transitions show (within the experimental

uncertainty) identical Lamb dip widths, suggesting that the dip widths for N2(A
3Σ+

u )

are not as strongly dependent on the rotational branch as they are for N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ), at

least for this limited set of transitions.
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Figure 11.7: Spectra of the Q22(15) transition of the (2, 0) band of the first positive
system at two separations d. The Lamb dip widths are reported in the figure legend
and show no significant variation with d. Spectra were obtain with plasma power of
300 W and an operating pressure of 100 mTorr.

Table 11.1: The transitions and their associated Lamb dip widths reported in this
chapter (because the dip widths show no clear change with plasma conditions or height
above the lower electrode, the values are taken from the most significant data).

Vibronic transition Rotational transition Dip width / MHz

N+
2 (A2Πu, v = 2)←N+

2 (X2Σ+
g , v = 0) P22(7.5) 302± 18

N+
2 (A2Πu, v = 2)←N+

2 (X2Σ+
g , v = 0) P22(11.5) 328± 40

N+
2 (A2Πu, v = 2)←N+

2 (X2Σ+
g , v = 0) Q22(7.5) 114± 7

N+
2 (A2Πu, v = 2)←N+

2 (X2Σ+
g , v = 0) Q22(11.5) 109± 5

N2(B
3Πg, v = 7)←N2(A

3Σ+
u , v = 6) Q11(16) 116± 10

N2(B
3Πg, v = 2)←N2(A

3Σ+
u , v = 0) R33(14) 112± 10

N2(B
3Πg, v = 2)←N2(A

3Σ+
u , v = 0) Q22(15) 133± 15

To summarise, the transitions for which Lamb dips have been observed and which

are reported in this chapter are presented in table 11.1. The observations show that,

whilst the Lamb dips associated with absorption by N2(A
3Σ+

u ) and N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) show

no change with the electrode separation d, the Lamb dips for the ions seem to show an

unusual effect whereby the widths of the Lamb dips depend on the rotational branch

to which the transition belongs (i.e. the Q22 branch transitions are consistently over

150 MHz narrower than the P22 branch transitions). As noted previously, both species

show Lamb dips that are unusually wide and this persists into the pre-sheath region.
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11.3 Discussion

In order to try to understand the extraordinarily wide Lamb dips observed in this work

it is worth considering carefully the likely magnitude of the contributions to the dip

width from the various line broadening mechanisms at play. This section considers

first the possibility that the laser linewidth might be responsible and secondly the

likely sources of broadening arising from the absorber itself.

11.3.1 Broadening due to the laser: a self-heterodyne beat
note study

Perhaps the most obvious contributor to the Lamb dip width is the laser linewidth.

In order to verify that this is not the dominant contribution here, i.e. that the laser

linewidth is negligible compared to the width of the Lamb dips, a self-heterodyne

beat note experiment was performed. The basic principle of a beat note experiment

to measure the laser linewidth is as follows. If the laser beam is coaligned with a

reference beam of narrow linewidth onto a detector of suitable bandwidth then the

resultant signal contains frequency components at both the sum and difference of the

laser and the reference frequencies. Provided the difference frequency is sufficiently

small (e.g. of the order of 10s or 100s MHz) then it can be detected by a fast detector

(e.g. a photodiode or photomultiplier tube). When this so called beat note signal is

analysed using a spectrum analyser, a peak is observed at the difference frequency

and the width of this peak corresponds to the laser linewidth.

In practise an arbitrarily narrow reference signal is hard to come by, ultrastable

atomic clock signals can be used but these fail to fulfil the requirement that the dif-

ference frequency should be small for most laser frequencies. An alternative is to

produce two beams from a single laser and beat those against one another. This

is achieved by using an AOM which, as well as diverting the diffracted beams spa-

tially also shifts their frequency by the AOM drive frequency (in the case of these

experiments 200 MHz). The zeroth and first order beams therefore have a difference

frequency of 200 MHz and thus a beat note signal can be detected when they are

coincident on a detector.

The laser linewidth is associated with phase noise and the more often the output

of the laser changes phase the less well defined its frequency and hence the broader

its linewidth317. The characteristic time between substantial random changes in the

phase of the laser output is known as the coherence time. The laser coherence however

leads to a problem when combining the two output beams which originate from the
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same source as they will necessarily have the same phase noise and their phases will

be strongly correlated, and thus their beat note will not be representative of the laser

linewidth. One way in which the phases of the two beams can be decorrelated, to

give two beams with a quasi-random phase relationship, is by delaying one of the

beams (e.g. by passing it through a long optical fibre) for a time much longer than

the coherence time of the laser. This ensures that the non-delayed beam undergoes

several changes of phase whilst the other beam is delayed, such that, when they arrive

at the detector they have a near random phase relationship318,319.

This is the basis of the self heterodyne beat note experiment, the experimental

arrangement for which is shown in figure 11.8. In this case the laser is passed through

the AOM and the zeroth order beam is launched into a 1 km delay fibre whilst the first

order beam is coupled into a short fibre. The two beams are then combined in a fibre

coupler (FC) then directed into a photomultiplier tube detector (PMT). Finally the

signal is amplified by a transimpedance amplifier and passed to a spectrum analyser

(SA).

Figure 11.8: Experimental arrangement utilised for Self-Heterodyne beat note de-
tection. Of particular importance are the frequency shifting effect of the AOM and
the long delay fibre (in this case 1 km).

If it is assumed that the phase noise of the laser is white then the laser lineshape will
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be Lorentzian and the self-heterodyne spectrum, S(ω), is given by318,319:

S(ω) = 2I1I2 exp

(
−τD
τC

)
δ(ω − ωAOM)

+
(2I1I2τC/π)

1 + (ω − ωAOM)2τ 2C

(
1−

(
exp

(
−τD
τC

)(
cos((ω − ωAOM)τD) +

sin((ω − ωAOM)τD)

(ω − ωAOM)τD

)))
,

(11.2)

where I1 and I2 are the intensities of the two beams, τD is the delay time, τC is

the laser coherence time (related to the laser optical spectrum FWHM, ∆ν, by

τC = (2π∆ν)−1), δ is the Dirac delta function and ωAOM is the driving (angular)

frequency of the AOM (here ωAOM = 2πνAOM = 2π × 200 MHz). In the limit where

the delay time is much greater than the laser coherence time (τD >> τC) equation

11.2 reduces to a Lorentzian function whose width is twice the width of the laser’s

optical spectrum (because the signal is broadened by the phase noise of both beams).

Alternatively, if τD is very small the theoretical beat note signal becomes a delta func-

tion (because of the identical phase noise between the beams predicted in this limit)

and provides no information about the laser linewidth. At intermediate delay times

the self-heterodyne spectrum appears as a delta function from the first term in equa-

tion 11.2 (often broadened when the signal is time integrated due to low frequency

jitter in the laser central frequency318) on top of a broad pedestal, with oscillations

in the wings which arise from the second term in equation 11.2. Figure 11.9 shows

the theoretical self-heterodyne signal for various delay times τD and for a fixed laser

coherence time of τC = 1µs. Ideally, a sufficient length of optical fibre would be used

so that (τD >> τC) and a Lorentzian signal would be detected. In reality however,

particularly for very stable lasers where coherence times (τC) in excess of 1µs are rou-

tinely found, it can become prohibitively expensive to purchase the necessary fibres.

In this case an analysis of the pedestal region, as well as the oscillations in the wings

of the self-heterodyne signal can provide laser linewidth information.

Self-heterodyne beat note data taken for the laser used for measuring CRDS spec-

tra of the nitrogen plasma is shown in figure 11.10. The measurement was made

at 786 nm with a few seconds integration time and the data are divided, by colour

coding, into three sections: in black are the points that cover the (broadened) delta

function; in red are points that constitute the wings and in blue the remaining points

that effectively form the pedestal upon which the delta function sits. The data are
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Figure 11.9: Simulated beat note signals for cases assuming the laser phase noise
is white noise and when the delay time in the long fibre delay line is much greater
than the laser coherence time (τD/τC = 100); equal to the laser coherence time
(τD/τC = 1); and much shorter than the laser coherence time (τD/τC = 0.01). The
three cases are discussed in more detail in the text.

fitted with equation 11.2 but excluding the delta function (which is, in reality, broad-

ened) and including an additional offset. A fit to the red data points returns the

red line, which is a good fit of the modulation in the wings of the signal but much

poorer in the centre; if the blue points are also included in the fit, the blue line is

returned. The blue line is much more successful at reproducing the pedestal but fails

to describe the correct modulation depth in the wings. Neither fitted curve represents

the data in a wholly satisfactory way. This poor fitting has however been observed

previously318,319 and is a reflection of the fact that the phase noise of the laser is not

strictly white but has additional low frequency fluctuations. In the previous work of

Van Exter et al.319 it is concluded however that the wings of the data are only influ-

enced by the phase perturbing effects of spontaneous emission in the laser, and thus

the wings are representative of the quantum-limited laser linewidth which describes

the Lorentzian wings of the laser optical spectrum. The pedestal region on the other

hand is the region that is representative of the more commonly defined FWHM of the

lasers optical spectrum (because the half maximum signal excluding the delta func-

tion region falls on the pedestal) and is influenced by other phase perturbing effects

such as mechanical and thermal instability as well as spontaneous emission.
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Figure 11.10: Experimental beat note signal showing clearly that the delay time
is similar to the coherence time. Fittings are performed using only the second term
in equation 11.2. The black points are influenced by the (broadened) delta function
from the first term of equation 11.2 and are thus excluded from fitting. The blue fit
line (which includes both the red and blue data points) yields a laser linewidth of 67
kHz, but is rather unsuccessful at reproducing the modulation depth in the wings of
the signal. The red fit line (which only includes the red data points) yields a laser
linewidth of 26 kHz and is much more successful at reproducing the modulation depth
in the wings, but less successful at reproducing the behaviour close to 200 MHz. The
implications of these two fits (and the reasons why neither is perfect) are discussed
in the text.

Thus the following coherence lengths and linewidths can be determined from the data:

the red fit provides τC = 6.18µs and therefore a quantum-limited FWHM linewidth

of ∆ν = 26 kHz whilst the blue fit provides τC = 2.83µs and thus an effective FWHM

for practical purposes of ∆ν = 67 kHz. The linewidth quoted by the manufacturer

(Toptica) for this laser is 10− 300 kHz and the measurements certainly concur with

this specification.

The separation of the fringes in the self-heterodyne signal is indicative of the delay

time τD and the red fit which models these fringes best returns a delay time of 4.95µs

(the blue fit also provides a value within 0.6% of this). For the 1 km delay fibre

this implies a refractive index of 1.48 which is close to the literature value of 1.454

for fused silica at 786 nm320. Finally, it was also found that there was no change
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to the linewidth when the rf power supply to the plasma was turned on, indicating

that the laser is impervious to this potential source of perturbation. Importantly

this experiment demonstrates conclusively that the laser linewidth is significantly

narrower than the Lamb dip and thus cannot be contributing significantly to the

observed Lamb dip widths.

11.3.2 Broadening due to the absorber

Having discounted the laser as a source of the broad Lamb dips one must consider care-

fully the physical mechanisms of line broadening acting on the absorbing molecules or

ions. It should be noted that, in some pump-probe experiments where the two beams

are not fully counter-propagating, residual Doppler broadening of the dip can occur,

but in the experiments described here the optical cavity ensures no such misalignment

can occur and thus the Doppler width of the Lamb dip must be exactly zero. Other

potential mechanisms are as follows:

Power broadening

As discussed above, the Lamb dip data obtained with varying saturation parameter

shows a change in width that can be attributed to power broadening. Through the

use of equation 2.63 with saturation parameters taken as 5.6 and 0.56 for amplifier

gain values of 105 and 106 V A−1 (see chapter 8) it is still expected that in the absence

of power broadening the Lamb dip widths will be in excess of 100 MHz. Therefore,

although power broadening is an important factor in explaining the observed Lamb

dips it cannot fully account for the widths and other possible broadening mechanisms

must be considered.

Natural broadening

For both the Meinel and the first positive system, the most important factor determin-

ing the natural linewidth is the radiative lifetime of the upper state accessed in a given

transition. For the vibration states studied here lifetimes can be found in the litera-

ture321 and it is found that N+
2 (A2Πu, v = 2), N2(B

3Πg, v = 2) and N2(B
3Πg, v = 7)

have radiative lifetimes of 11.9 × 10−6 s, 7.1 × 10−6 s and 5.3 × 10−6 s, respectively.

These lifetimes correspond to linewidths (= 1/2πτ) of the order of 10’s of kHz, far

too narrow to explain the observed dip widths.
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Pressure broadening

Mills, Siller and McCall229,230 are virtually the only other group of researchers to

have made similar observations of Lamb dips in the spectra of the N+
2 Meinel system,

in their case they utilised the (1, 0) band rather than the (2, 0) band used here.

They first used cavity enhanced velocity modulation spectroscopy and later added

a heterodyne detection technique to demonstrate Noise Immune Cavity Enhanced

Optical Heterodyne Velocity Modulation Spectroscopy (NICE-OHVMS).

They were able to observe pressure broadening of Lamb dips and reported a pres-

sure broadening coefficient of ≈ 8 MHz Torr−1. This indicates that the pressure

broadening contribution to the Lamb dips measured here ought to be ≈ 80 kHz at 10

mTorr and ≈ 800 kHz at 100 mTorr. It is no surprise therefore, given the resolution of

the experiments here and the small absorption coefficients, that this pressure broad-

ening could not be observed. This leads to the conclusion that pressure broadening

is not an important broadening mechanism in these experiments. Intriguingly, in the

previous work by McCall et al.229,230 it was found that, if the data were extrapolated

to zero pressure, a dip width of 32 MHz persisted, which could only be explained

by invoking additional broadening mechanisms - see later. It should be noted that

a pressure broadening parameter of 8 MHz Torr−1 is rather larger than typical val-

ues expected from a Langevin capture theory based collision cross section (calculated

by Mills et al.229) and Hodges and McCall234 similarly found that it underestimates

pressure broadening in H+
3 velocity modulation spectra. In the latter case the authors

offered a possible explanation, that the appropriate quantity for describing pressure

broadening is the momentum-transfer cross section, which they estimate to be a fac-

tor of 4π larger than the Langevin collision cross section; the larger cross section

corresponds to a higher frequency of phase changing collisions for the ions and thus

a larger pressure broadening parameter. However, even with this enhancement the

resulting pressure broadening parameter is insufficient to explain the widths observed

in this work.

Transit time broadening

Transit time broadening arises due to the finite time which absorbing species spend

within the cavity mode field. The transit time linewidth can be approximated as

∆νTT ≈ 0.4v̄/w 43,58 where v̄ is the mean speed with which the species traverse the

beam and w is the beam waist, which can be calculated from the cavity geometry

using equation A.7, and here takes a value w = 356 µm. Woodcock et al.210 observed
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directional ion velocities in a high voltage sheath as high as 4 × 104 ms−1 which

would produce a corresponding transit time width of ≈ 45 MHz. This is significant

enough that it might be observable in the Lamb dip width, although the experiments

presented here are unlikely to have probed a region of pure sheath-like behaviour

and indeed were unable to detect any change in dip width as a function of electrode

distance d. In a thermal sample of N2 even for Ttrans = 1250 K the mean molecular

speed is ≈ 1000 m s−1 and the resulting transit time linewidth is expected to be ≈ 1

MHz. Once again this is far too small to explain the observed Lamb dip widths.

Hyperfine structure

There is a possibility that the broad Lamb dips could be the result of unresolved

hyperfine structure. This was also considered by Kassi et al.257 and in their work on
17O12C16O they were able to resolve such hyperfine structure. If hyperfine structure is

responsible for the dip width then it would be expected that the width would change

with rotational state (because the hyperfine splitting would also change), however,

in neither this work, nor in the previous work by McCall et al.229,230,322 were any

changes in dip width as a function of rotational level of N+
2 identified. Hyperfine

splitting could offer an explanation of the change in dip width with rotational branch

observed for N+
2 . Hyperfine structure hasn’t been observed spectroscopically in the

Meinel system, however, calculated values of the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant,

Aiso, of the two electronic states involved yield values of < 10 and 88 ± 10 MHz for

the N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N+
2 (A2Πu) states, respectively323,324. These values are sufficient

to result in hyperfine splitting of 10s or 100s MHz, although the exact splitting in the

spectra depends on the precise rotational transition under investigation.

More experimental work exists in the case of the first positive system of N2
325,326.

The extensive experimental work of Geisen et al.325 is particularly useful and focuses

on the hyperfine structure of the (10, 6) band of the first positive system in the 14N2

molecule. Geisen et al.325 note that measurements on other vibrational bands show

only a weak dependence of the hyperfine splitting on vibrational state and demon-

strate that hyperfine coupling leads to splitting in the spectra that can be as large as

several hundred MHz, and that it can vary significantly with rotational state. The

observations of Geisen et al. also show significant variation in the magnitude of hy-

perfine splitting for different rotational branches. The hyperfine structure observed

in the spectra is dictated not only by the splitting of the hyperfine levels in the upper

and lower states but also by the selection rule that dictates the allowed hyperfine
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transitions, the relevant rule is ∆F = 0,±1 but not 0↔ 0 and it is found that tran-

sitions for which ∆F = ∆J are the most intense. Although these observations are on

N2(A
3Σ+

u ) they add some confidence to the suggestion that the change in dip width

with rotational branch in N+
2 could have its origin in hyperfine interactions. For the

R33 and Q22 branches of the first positive system (transitions of which were measured

in this thesis (figure 11.7) the higher J spectra reported by Geisen et al. (up to

J ′′ = 12) show hyperfine components which span ≈ 100 MHz, in very good agree-

ment with the observed Lamb dip widths. This possibility therefore warrants further

investigation. In particular, future experiments should target those transitions which

Geisen et al. identify as having the largest hyperfine splitting, for example the Q33(2)

transition which has components spanning ≈ 500 MHz, in order to maximise the

possibility of resolving the hyperfine transitions and thus identifying this broadening

mechanism unequivocally.

Other broadening effects

McCall et al.229,230,322 attempted to identify both power broadening (albeit in a lower

finesse cavity, F = 250) and hyperfine structure in their work but were unable to

observe these effects. They also concluded (as here) that other mechanisms are in-

sufficient to explain their observed dip widths (e.g. pressure broadening). They posit

that their velocity modulation method itself could influence the Lamb dip width;

as the ions are accelerated by the applied field they only spend a very short time

in the velocity group that contributes to the Lamb dip and so the effective inter-

action time between the laser and the molecules is very short and the Lamb dips

are therefore broadened. This mechanism could also operate here. Certainly, the

observed translational heating of the ions in the plasma relative to the neutrals sug-

gests that the ions are indeed accelerated by electromagnetic fields within the plasma

and this could offer an alternative explanation (as opposed to hyperfine structure)

as to why the Lamb dips for N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) are broader than those of N2(A
3Σ+

u ). This

mechanism cannot, however, readily explain why such broad Lamb dips should be ob-

served for the N2(A
3Σ+

u ) molecules which, being uncharged, ought not to experience

such acceleration. Nor can it explain the rotational branch dependence of Lamb dip

widths in the Meinel system. Indeed, although they suggest this additional broad-

ening mechanism229 the group of McCall later conclude that the dip widths are not

fully understood322.
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11.4 Conclusions

This chapter has presented an initial investigation into the widths of the Lamb dips

that occur in the saturated CRD spectra of both N2(A
3Σ+

u ) and N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ). The

observations clearly show that both species exhibit Lamb dips that are unusually wide

(FWHM of 100 − 400 MHz); that the Lamb dips show laser power broadening but

don’t vary either with plasma conditions or when the plasma sheath is approached;

and that for N+
2 the dip widths depend on the rotational branch being probed, with

the Q22 branch transitions significantly narrower than P22 branch transitions.

These observations are carefully considered in terms of the most likely Lamb dip

broadening mechanisms. The laser linewidth is measured by a self-heterodyne tech-

nique and found to be 67 kHz, much smaller than the Lamb dip widths. Other broad-

ening mechanisms such as pressure and transit time broadening are also insignificant

compared to the measured widths. The most likely explanation for the observations

is that the Lamb dips for each species consist of many unresolved hyperfine compo-

nents. Both species have hyperfine coupling constants of a similar magnitude and

it is expected that the hyperfine splitting of their spectra should be of the order of

10s−100s MHz. The inability of this technique to resolve the hyperfine transitions

is likely a result of the power broadening of each hyperfine transition, whilst the ob-

servation that the power broadening does not follow equation 11.1 perfectly can be

explained by the presence of hyperfine structure and the fact that the intensity of the

different hyperfine components will depend on the laser intensity (because the most

intense hyperfine transitions will be affected more by saturation that the weaker com-

ponents). Additionally, hyperfine structure is the sole mechanism proposed here that

provides an explanation of the different dip widths for different rotational branches

and this is one of the reasons why this is preferred, for example, over the explana-

tion given by McCall et al.229 which invokes dephasing related to ions experiencing

AC fields within the plasma. That neither in this work, nor the work reported in

McCall et al., was a change in Lamb dip width with rotational state observed, can

be explained simply by the fact that many rotational transitions have comparable

hyperfine splitting and thus appear to have the same dip width within the limited

resolution of these experiments.

The Lamb dips are certainly worthy of further investigation. At present, although

hyperfine structure provides the most plausible explanation, the conclusions about

the most important broadening mechanisms largely originate from circumstantial ev-

idence. Unequivocal proof could be obtained if it were possible to resolve hyperfine
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structure in a Lamb dip and any future work to resolve this question should focus in

particular on measuring those rotational transitions for which the largest hyperfine

splittings are expected. In addition, every effort should also be made to take the

highest quality data possible under optimum conditions of saturation, that is, con-

ditions where the saturation is sufficient to observe the Lamb dip but not so high

as to power broaden the hyperfine components of the transition and thereby lead

to their coalescence. It should be emphasised however that the quality of the satu-

rated CRDS data increases as the degree of saturation increases and thus obtaining

optimum, hyperfine-resolved, Lamb dips will be an experimental challenge. If this

becomes possible, however, then the door is opened to the exciting prospect of prob-

ing transit time broadening within the plasma sheath, with routinely achievable ion

energies (≈ 10 eV) expected to result in transit time broadening of the hyperfine

components of ≈ 10 MHz.
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Nitrogen plasma conclusions

This section of the thesis details the application of saturated cavity ringdown spec-

troscopy to probe nitrogen plasma. In particular, an external cavity diode laser

operating in the range 747 − 792 nm has been used to probe the (2,0) band of the

Meinel system (N+
2 (A2Πu)→N+

2 (X2Σ+
g )) and the (7,6) and (2,0) bands of the first

positive system (N2(B
3Πg)←N2(A

3Σ+
u )). Careful analysis of the effects of saturation

allows the extraction of densities and translational temperatures from the spectra.

In the bulk of the plasma the translational temperature of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) is

found to increase with increasing power (from ≈ 600 K at 200 W, 100 mTorr up to ≈
1200 K at 400 W, 100 mTorr) and decrease with increasing pressure, with translational

temperatures at 10 mTorr consistently ≈ 250 K hotter than those at 100 mTorr. The

density of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g , v = 0) is also found to increase with increasing power (from

≈ 3× 109 cm−3 at 200 W to ≈ 1010 cm−3 at 400 W) and to decrease modestly with

increasing pressure. Similar measurements on N2(A
3Σ+

u , v = 6) yield two interesting

points of comparison: first, the translational temperatures are consistently lower than

those measured for the ions, with the difference as large as 700 K at 400 W and 10

mTorr; and second, the temperatures increase with increasing pressure, the opposite

to the trend observed for the ions. These observations are a consequence of ion

acceleration by the plasma electromagnetic fields and the subsequent transfer of this

translational energy to the neutral species, which becomes more efficient at higher

pressures.

The saturated CRDS measurements are supported by wavelength resolved emis-

sion measurements. Comparison with high precision spectral simulations of the first

positive system allows rotational and vibrational temperatures of N2(B
3Πg) to be de-

duced. It is found that rotational temperatures increase from ≈ 300 K at 0− 100 W

up to ≈ 1000 K at 500 W, approximately in line with the absorption measurements

(bearing in mind the different spatial selectivities of the two techniques, discussed at

length for oxygen plasma). Vibrationally it is found that, amongst states with v ≤ 12

the apparent vibrational temperature is high even at low powers (≈ 5000 K at powers

< 50 W) and increases with increasing power (to ≈ 8000 K at 500 W). In contrast,

emission from states with v > 12 is not observed due to their predissociation. The
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emission measurements also show that the E/H switchover in this nitrogen ICP occurs

at 50 W at 10 mTorr and at 150 W at 100 mTorr.

The bulk measurements are supported by a volume averaged kinetic model. This

model is rather successful at reproducing measured ion densities and from it, reason-

able electron temperatures are inferred. The model is less successful in the case of

N2(A
3Σ+

u ), running into a contradiction which is common in the literature, namely,

that the literature values for N2(A
3Σ+

u ) quenching rate coefficients are insufficient to

explain the observed reduction in N2(A
3Σ+

u ) density as pressure increases. Possible

causes and resolutions of this issue are discussed in detail.

The section moves on to describe an experimental adjustment to the chamber elec-

trode assembly which enables the measurement of height profiles for both temperature

and density of N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N2(A
3Σ+

u ). These measurements are fundamentally in-

teresting because of the importance of the plasma sheath in plasma processing. For

the ions it is found that the ion temperature falls from ≈ 1100 K 18 mm from the

electrode surface to ≈ 850 K 1 mm from the electrode. Ion densities drop by approx-

imately an order of magnitude, from ≈ 1010 cm−3 to ≈ 109 cm−3, as the surface is

approached and show the same trends with pressure and power as observed in the

plasma bulk. The temperatures and densities measured for N2(A
3Σ+

u ) show more

modest reductions close the electrode surface and, as for the bulk, temperatures are

significantly lower than those measured for N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ). The key conclusion of this

chapter is that it demonstrates the ability of the new experimental arrangement to

probe close enough to the surface to make it applicable to sheath measurements,

particular of sheaths close to biased surfaces.

Finally, this section considers carefully the possible origins of the unusually wide

Lamb dips observed for both N+
2 (X2Σ+

g ) and N2(A
3Σ+

u ) spectra. A laser linewidth

measurement allows this to be discounted as a significant source of broadening and it

is concluded that unresolved hyperfine structure is the key contributor to Lamb dip

widths of 100s MHz.

In the case of the nitrogen plasma there are considerably more open questions

which require further investigation, than there are for oxygen. Foremost among these

is the issue of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) kinetics, specifically the inconsistency between measured

and modelled densities as a function of pressure. Several possible causes of this

inconsistency have been discussed and further experimentation could provide much

needed clarity on this issue. Firstly, uncertainty in the rate of quenching of N2(A
3Σ+

u )

by N(4S) is worthy of investigation, and taking note of the important mechanisms
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suggested to account for the downstream production of N2(A
3Σ+

u ) in a flowing after-

glow240, the vibrational state dependence of the quenching rate must also be clarified.

Secondly, the effects of non-Boltzmann vibrational distribution functions (VDFs)

should be determined, and for N2(A
3Σ+

u ) this could be achieved by extending the

current CRDS measurements on the first positive system to additional vibrational

bands, for example by using broadband cavity enhanced spectroscopy (BBCEAS).

However, for the crucial case of molecules in the ground electronic state the VDF

would be considerably more challenging to measure, probably requiring VUV pho-

tons. Fluid dynamical modelling of the nitrogen plasma could also provide valuable

insight into the plasma behaviour and any such modelling would also benefit greatly

from knowledge of the VDFs for N2(X
1Σ+

g ), N2(A
3Σ+

u ), N2(B
3Πg) and N+

2 (X2Σ+
g ).

Such modelling would also provide information on plasma inhomogeneity and a more

rigorous test of the reaction set presented in chapter 9 and these could provide insight

into the outstanding questions regarding N2(A
3Σ+

u ) quenching.

In addition to the investigations aimed at understanding the kinetics of nitrogen

plasma, it is also apposite to pursue measurements that would clarify the nature

of the Lamb dips and enhance our understanding of the hyperfine structure in the

spectra of N+
2 . In this work is has been concluded that the Lamb dip widths are

largely determined by hyperfine structure, yet no such structure has been definitively

observed (by this work or that of others). The pursuit of Lamb dip measurements

on lower rotational states (if the signal to noise ratio is sufficiently high) alongside

the development of a fitting routine to explicitly deal with the effects of saturation

will help clarify these conclusions. Realisation of these experiments would further

enhance the prospect of using the Lamb dips to probe transit time effects in the

plasma sheath.
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Chapter 12

General conclusions and outlook

Ultimately the aim of the work described here is to push the boundaries of spec-

troscopic measurements on plasma. This is achieved by employing state-of-the-art

sensitive quantitative techniques and tailoring their application to cope with the rel-

atively harsh environment of the plasma, to provide significant improvements in sen-

sitivity over previously reported measurements. These methods make it possible to

quantify species in plasma systems that have previously defied precise measurement.

The novelty however, is not confined to the application of quantitative techniques

of exceptional sensitivity, but is also manifest in their application within a plasma

chamber of flexible geometry in which different regions of the plasma can now be in-

terrogated, especially those that directly interact with plasma facing surfaces. While

work on this is in its infancy, it already shows promise that future measurements

pertinent to the surface converging flux of important ionic and excited-state species

relevant to surface processing can be made with excellent spatial resolution.

The key conclusions and possible future directions that this work could take are

discussed in the conclusions at the end of sections II and III of this thesis. The

spatial inhomogeneity of the plasma is highlighted as one characteristic that needs

to be better understood in order to improve the quantitative understanding of these

systems. From an experimental point of view, inhomogeneity could be examined

by measuring line of sight radial profiles (chords through the plasma chamber) and

using Abel inversion techniques to retrieve true spatially resolved species’ absolute

number densities. However, the design of the current plasma chamber renders this

impossible. A good alternative is to model the plasma system in 2D using a combined

computational fluid dynamics/chemical kinetics approach, a process that is already

begun.

It is clear that considering optimal kinetic modelling, even of the plasmas formed

from relatively simple homonuclear diatomic species such as oxygen and nitrogen,
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there are several unknowns, or gaps in our collective understanding which require

further research on basic mechanisms for their resolution, for example, on quenching,

electron attachment and wall loss. In this work, this is particularly an issue for

N2(A
3Σ+

u ). Quantitative, or even semi-quantitative measurements on other – kinetics

defining – species in a nitrogen plasma, especially N(4S) would undoubtedly help.

However, this is a problematic species to probe, intractable to current CRDS methods,

and is usually probed (if at all) by two photon laser induced fluorescence.

There is no doubt that low pressure ICPs will continue to be a fruitful area

of research, especially as the latest industrial methods evolve to more atomic scale

surface processing, where plasma enhanced atomic layer etching and deposition are

important. Understanding the nature of species impinging on the surface becomes

ever more critical, not only to maintain etch fidelity on the nanometre length scales,

but also to possibly devise new plasma-based techniques for the next generations of

3D semiconductor architectures. Clearly, the impact of this work has the potential

to extend well beyond plasma science.
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Appendix A

The properties of passive optical
cavities

A.1 Resonance

This appendix serves to introduce the fundamentals of optical cavities. Fundamen-

tally an optical cavity is a set of mirrors arranged such that radiation inside the cavity

is trapped along a recirculating path. Within this path the radiation can exhibit in-

terference, either constructive or destructive depending on the radiation wavelength

and the mirror geometry. The simplest optical cavity is linear and coaxial, consisting

of two mirrors facing one another; this is the type of cavity used throughout this the-

sis. In a linear cavity constructive interference occurs when the radiation frequency,

ν, and cavity length, L, are related by:68

ν =
kc

2nL
(A.1)

where k is a positive integer and n the refractive index of the intracavity medium.

When this condition is met the laser and a cavity are said to be in resonance and

a longitudinal mode of the cavity is excited. It should be noted that this expression

is equivalent to the requirement that the cavity round trip distance is an integer

number of radiation wavelengths. Additionally, equation A.1 implies that for a given

cavity length, as the radiation frequency is scanned it will come into resonance every

(c/(2nL)) Hz. This difference in frequency between successive resonant modes is

referred to as the free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity:68

FSR =
c

2nL
. (A.2)
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Cavity transmission intensity as a function of radiation frequency is given by the Airy

function:327
Itrans
I0

=
1

1 + 4R
(1−R)2

sin2(2πνL)
(A.3)

where Itrans

I0
is the normalised transmission intensity, R is the (geometric mean) mirror

reflectivity and ν is the detuning frequency from an arbitrarily chosen resonance. Fig-

ure A.1 demonstrates the form of the Airy function for a range of mirror reflectivities

for a caivty geometry where FSR= 0.5 GHz.

Figure A.1: A series of Airy functions demonstrating the narrowing of cavity trans-
mission as mirror reflectivity increases. All the cavities have a free spectral range of
0.5 GHz.

As the reflectivity of the mirrors from which a cavity is constructed increases, the

transmission peaks in the Airy function become more well defined. For low reflectivity

cavity mirrors the peaks in transmission intensity as a function of frequency are broad,

but for high reflectivity mirrors, only frequencies that match the resonance condition

very closely are transmitted because there is a requirement to maintain phase over a

much longer distance and the resulting resonances are narrow. One useful quantity
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in defining the quality of an optical cavity is the ratio of the FSR to the bandwidth of

the resonant modes, ∆νmode. This ratio is referred to as the finesse, F , of the cavity

and can be written in terms of the mirror reflectivity, R, as:68

F =
FSR

∆νmode

≈ π
√
R

1−R
. (A.4)

The longitudinal resonance condition (A.1) dictates which frequencies of radiation

can be supported by an optical cavity. This restriction fundamentally arises from the

fact that interference is constructive only if the phase of the radiation field is conserved

after each round trip of the cavity. What this condition does not account for is the

potential for different transverse distributions which give rise to transverse modes of

the cavity. Within the paraxial ray approximation (i.e. assuming that the intracavity

laser beam consists of rays that propagate in a direction that is close to parallel with

the cavity’s optical axis, or alternatively that the intracavity beam is only weakly

convergent or divergent) the transverse modes have field distributions that are given

by Hermite-Gaussian functions and are labelled TEMnm modes where n and m refer

to the number of nodes that exist in the x and y directions respectively.68 When

carrying out cavity enhanced spectroscopic measurements it is often important to be

as selective as possible when exciting transverse modes and this will be discussed in

more detail later in this chapter when considering mode matching. For now a simple

illustration of the lowest order Hermite-Gaussian modes is given in figure A.2.

A.2 Optical stability

In order to trap radiation in an optical cavity (crucial to pathlength increases in

spectroscopic applications) it is insufficient to simply arrange any two mirrors oppo-

site one another. One must also consider the optical stability of the cavity, in other

words, whether the mirrors have radii of curvature and separation conducive to sup-

porting cavity modes. For clarity, one obvious example of an unstable cavity is one

constructed from two convex mirrors, in this case the spot size of a Gaussian beam

within the cavity becomes bigger and bigger with each round trip and quickly inten-

sity spills over the edge of the cavity mirrors and the radiation is no longer effectively

trapped.

The mirror g-parameters, gi, are useful in quantifying if a given cavity geometry

will be stable and are defined for mirror i, with mirror radius of curvature, Ri, forming
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Figure A.2: Intensity distributions of the (a) TEM00 transverse mode, (b) TEM10

transverse mode, (c) TEM01 transverse mode and (d) TEM11 transverse mode.

a linear cavity with length, L, as:68

gi = 1−
(
L

Ri

)
. (A.5)

Using the g-parameters for the two mirrors in a linear cavity allows the stability

condition to be expressed as:68

0 < g1g2 < 1. (A.6)

An expression which is most easily satisfied by selecting two concave mirrors (R > 0)

and arranging them such that L < R.

A.3 The intracavity beam shape

When a cavity is formed from concave mirrors the radius of curvature, r, and spot

size, w, of the intracavity beam varies as a function of position within the cavity

(where the spot size is defined as the distance from the beam centre at which the

intensity drops to 1/e2 of its maximum value). Note that the radius of curvature of

the beam (which varies spatially) is denoted with a lowercase r to distinguish it from
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the mirror radii of curvature R which are fixed. At the centre of a symmetrical cavity

(g1 = g2 ≡ g) the radius of curvature for the TEM00 mode is infinite and the spot

size, w0 (which, at the cavity focus, is also called the beam waist), can be found from:

w2
0 =

Lλ

π

√
1 + g

4(1− g)
, (A.7)

Where λ is the wavelength of the radiation. Meanwhile, at the cavity mirrors the

radius of curvature of the mode is the same as the radius of curvature of the mirrors

and the spot size, w1 is given by

w2
1 =

Lλ

π

√
1

(1− g2)
(A.8)

More generally the change in w and r as a Gaussian beam propagates (through

space or through optical elements) can be calculated by first defining the complex

beam parameter, q, given by:
1

q
=

1

r
− λ

πw2
i, (A.9)

and also defining an ABCD transformation matrix for the given optical element

through which the beam propagates (in an alternative formulation the beam param-

eter can be expressed as a vector which can be linearly transformed by this matrix

to find the new beam parameter after propagation). As an example, for propagation

through free space by a distance x the ABCD matrix is given by:A B

C D

 =

1 x

0 1

 (A.10)

The beam parameter after the propagation, q1, is then related to the beam parameter

before the propagation, q0, according to the so called ABCD law:

q1 =
Aq0 +B

Cq0 +D
. (A.11)

If the beam propagates through several optical elements the transformation matrices

for these elements can be multiplied in turn to find the total transformation matrix

then the ABCD law can be applied (the matrix corresponding to the first optical

element through which the beam propagated should appear on the right of the matrix

product). For example if the beam passes through element 1 followed by element 2

the total matrix would be given byAtot Btot

Ctot Dtot

 =

A2 B2

C2 D2

A1 B1

C1 D1

 (A.12)
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Atomic and molecular terms and
Hund’s cases

B.1 Atomic terms

Electrons associated with atoms can be thought of as existing in atomic orbitals. A

given arrangement of electrons within these orbitals is referred to as a configuration

and the energy levels that arise from this configuration depend on the coupling of

electronic orbital and spin angular momenta belonging to the electrons. In particular

it is electrons that exist outside of filled subshells that determine the energy levels

(those in filled subshells have no net angular momentum). These electrons each have

an orbital angular momentum (quantised by the orbital angular momentum quantum

number l) and a spin angular momentum (quantised by the spin angular momentum

quantum number s). The most appropriate coupling scheme for light atoms (i.e. in

the first row of the periodic table) is that of Russell-Saunders coupling328. Suppose

there were only 2 electrons outside of closed subshells, within the Russell-Saunders

scheme the orbital angular momenta of these two electrons couple strongly together

as do their spin angular momenta to form a total orbital angular momentum, L,

with quantum number L = l1 + l2, l1 + l2 − 1, ...|l1 − l2| and a total spin angular

momentum, S with quantum number S = s1 + s2, s1 + s2 − 1, ...|s1 − s2|. These two

angular momenta then couple more weakly (via spin-orbit coupling) to form the total

angular momentum, J, with quantum number J = L + S, L + S − 1, ...|L− S|. The

levels that arise are then denoted by a atomic term symbol 2S+1L or level symbol
2S+1LJ , where L = 0, 1, 2... are given the labels S, P, D... respectively.
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B.2 Molecular terms

Similar to the atomic case, electrons in molecules can be thought of as existing in

molecular orbitals and a given configuration can lead to several terms of different

energy. Molecular term symbols for diatomic molecules are similar to those for atoms

with the form: 2S+1|Λ|+/−
g/u where S is again the total spin angular momentum quantum

number, Λ is the quantum number for the projection of the orbital angular momen-

tum on the internuclear axis (the projection being given by |Λ|ℏ), g/u refers to the

inversion symmetry of the electronic wavefunction (if the molecule is centrosymmet-

ric) and +/− refers to its symmetry with respect to reflection in a plane containing

the internuclear axis.78. |Λ| = 0, 1, 2... are labelled Σ,Π,∆... respectively.

B.3 Hund’s cases (a) and (b)

Only two of Hund’s cases need concern us here, the cases (a) and (b). Vector diagrams

of Hund’s coupling cases (a) and (b) are shown in figure B.1.

Figure B.1: The relationships between the various angular momenta in Hund’s cases
(a) (on the left) and (b) (on the right).

In Hund’s case (a) the electronic orbital angular momentum L is strongly electro-

statically coupled to the internuclear axis such that the projection of this angular

momentum on the internuclear axis, Λ, is defined by the good quantum number Λ.
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The electronic spin angular momentum S also couples strongly to the internuclear

axis thus defining the spin projection Σ with quantum number Σ (not to be con-

fused with Σ electronic terms). These two projections then couple (by spin-orbit

coupling) to one another to form the total electronic angular momentum projection

Ω = Λ + Σ with quantum number Ω = ||Λ| + Σ|, ||Λ| + Σ− 1|, ..., ||Λ| − Σ|. Finally

the total electronic angular momentum couples weakly to the angular momentum

arising from molecular rotation, R to give the total angular momentum J = Ω + R

(J = Ω,Ω + 1,Ω + 2, ...). For Hund’s case (a) coupling the rotational states can be

arranged in groups according to their Ω value (see for example the upper states in

figures 2.10 and 2.11). By convention these groups are labelled sequentially, with the

lowest in energy labelled F1, the next F2 and so on, the energy ordering that arises

in any specific case depends on the sign of the spin-orbit coupling constants.

Hund’s case (b) differs from case (a) in that the electronic spin angular momentum

is not strongly coupled to the internuclear axis or to the electronic orbital angular

momentum (thus Σ and Ω are not well defined). The electronic orbital angular

momentum projection Λ therefore couples most strongly to the rotational angular

momentum R to give the total angular momentum excluding spin N = Λ + R (N =

|Λ|, |Λ|+1, ...). Finally the weak coupling between N and the spin angular momentum

S gives the total angular momentum J = N + S with quantum number J = N +

S,N + S − 1, ..., |N − S|. In Hund’s case (b) the levels with the maximum value of

J for a given N , (i.e. J = N + S) are labelled F1, the next highest (J = N + S − 1)

labelled F2 and so on. It should be noted that if the spin angular momentum S = 0

then Hund’s cases (a) and (b) become equivalent.

In addition to being labelled with their quantum numbers and Fi labels, the rota-

tional energy levels associated with each electronic state are also assigned symmetry

labels (⊕, ⊖, s and a). The ⊕ and ⊖ symmetry labels refer to the parity of the total

spatial wavefunction, this is simply a combination of the +/− symmetry of the elec-

tronic term symbol and the parity of the rotational wavefunction (symmetric for even

R and asymmetric for odd R). For a diatomic molecule the vibrational wavefunction

always has even parity so it doesn’t change the overall parity of the wavefunction.

By way of an example: the electronic wavefunction of O2(X
3Σ−

g ) has − symmetry so

that its even R states are overall ⊖ and its odd R states are overall ⊕. Conversely

the O2(b
1Σ+

g ) state has + symmetry so its even R states are ⊕ and its odd R states

are ⊖. The s and a symmetry labels refer to the symmetry of the total spatial wave-

function with respect to exchanging the identical nuclei (s being symmetric and a

antisymmetric). This label can be deduced from the ⊕/⊖ symmetry of the rotational
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level and the g/u symmetry of the electronic state. If the state is g then ⊕ levels are

s and ⊖ levels are a, whereas if the state is u then ⊕ levels are a and ⊖ levels are s78.
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Experimental optical hardware

C.1 Lasers

In order to observe many of the phenomena described in chapter 2 (for example line

broadening, cavity modes and Lamb dips) it is highly desirable to have a narrow

linewidth, tunable light source. Provided the linewidth of the source is significantly

smaller than the width of the spectral feature begin probed (be it an absorption or a

Lamb dip or something else) then the source can thought of as effectively monochro-

matic and the line profile is dependent only on the factors already discussed. Over

the past several decades lasers have emerged as the ideal tool for producing narrow

linewidth radiation and many lasers also provide some ability to tune the wavelength

in a continuous fashion.

Many of the species of interest in both oxygen and nitrogen plasmas only have

allowed transitions in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV). VUV radiation is very hard to

handle (it is absorbed by air) and difficult to produce. In terms of VUV lasers, the

only options suitable for use in a normal laboratory are excimer lasers which produce

only a very limited number of wavelengths and are not widely or easily tunable.

Free electron lasers (FELs) can produce tunable VUV radiation but FEL facilities

are expensive to establish and their are only a few facilities worldwide. Other VUV

sources (lamps or synchrotrons) produce broadband radiation and this makes analysis

of resulting spectra difficult (see specific examples in later chapters).

Much more well developed are lasers in the visible (400−750nm) and near infrared

(750− 2000nm), in particular lasers with wavelengths in the so called ‘telecommuni-

cations window’ (1310− 1550nm) are mass produced for industrial use in electronics

and sensors as well as telecommunications. Lasers at these wavelengths are relatively

cheap as well as being robust, reliable and compact. Additionally many of the plasma

bourne species in the plasmas discussed in this thesis have forbidden transitions that
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are accessible with such lasers. In combination with cavity enhanced spectroscopic

techniques it becomes possible to probe these species whilst taking advantage of the

availability and tunability of the most well developed laser technology.

Diodes

Fundamentally a laser requires a material in which a population inversion can be

produced (i.e. pumping can be achieved such that the upper state of some transition

has a greater population than the lower state) so that the rate of stimulated emission

is greater than that of absorption and any resonant photons entering this so called

gain medium are amplified rather than being absorbed.

One way of producing such a gain medium that has been widely utilised in com-

mercial lasers is by joining together a p-doped semiconductor and an n-doped semi-

conductor. A device with such a junction is called a diode329 and by applying a

forward bias voltage diodes can be made to produce light due to electron-hole recom-

bination that occurs because of the resulting population inversion at the p-n junction,

indeed light emitting diodes (LEDs) have become ubiquitous in everyday life. Even

more usefully, by tuning the materials and dopants used in the two semiconductors

and thus altering the bandgap a range of wavelengths can be produced using diodes.

The band diagram of an unbiased and a forward biased diode are shown in figure C.1

(a) and (b) respectively.

Figure C.1: (a) A band diagram showing the junction between a p-doped semicon-
ductor (with additional holes near the valence band) and an n-doped semiconduc-
tor (with additional filled levels near the conduction band) forming a diode. (b) A
schematic of how biasing a diode can cause light emission by electron-hole recombi-
nation creating an LED.
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Making a diode into a laser

Radiation produced by diodes is not coherent, nor is it narrow linewidth (i.e. A diode

alone is not a laser). In order to make a diode laser some form of wavelength selec-

tive feedback is required. The simplest way of achieving such feedback is by coating

one end facet of the diode chip with a high reflectivity (HR) coating and the other

end with a partially reflective (PR) coating (to allow some light to leave the diode).

These coatings then form a low finesse optical cavity (a Fabry-Perot resonator). A

schematic of a Farby-Perot diode laser is shown in figure C.2(a) Wavelengths of light

corresponding to resonant cavity modes are amplified by stimulated emission as they

pass repeatedly through the gain medium whilst other wavelengths are suppressed by

destructive interference. Fabry-Perot diode lasers are relatively simple but they have

some disadvantages. Even when short resonators are used (with large FSR) it is some-

times the case that the diode emits light that is resonant with several longitudinal

modes of the resonator. If this is the case the laser may produce several frequencies

of light simultaneously (each frequency separated from the next by the FSR of the

resonator) and this multimode operation is generally undesirable for precision spec-

troscopy (although it can be utilised to probe several transitions simultaneously, for

example in multi-mode absorption spectroscopy (MUMAS)330). When single mode

operation can be achieved Fabry-Perot lasers’ frequency can be tuned by adjusting the

refractive index of the semiconductors and hence changing the resonance frequency

within the cavity according to equation A.1. This can be achieved by tuning the

chip temperature, which also changes the cavity length and the bandgap (i.e the gain

curve) of the diode by changing the lattice parameter. The wavelength may also be

tuned by changing the current applied to the laser chip, this changes the density of

electrons and holes within the bands which in turn alters the refractive index.

Despite this tunability, Fabry-Perot lasers show a propensity to hop between res-

onator modes and this mode hoping means that not all frequencies within the gain

curve of the diode are accessible (because the large FSR means modes are well sep-

arated in frequency). Finally, the bandwidth of the optical cavity, ∆νcav defines

the linewidth of the laser ∆νlas according to the Schawlow–Townes equation.329 The

important result of this equation is that

∆νlas ∝ (∆νcav)
2 ∝ 1

L2
(C.1)
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where L is the cavity length. Thus the short cavities used in Fabry-Perot lasers lead

to large laser linewidths (typically of the order of 100 MHz). This means that Fabry-

Perot lasers are limited in their ability to probe fine details of absorption profiles

(such as Lamb dips).

Figure C.2: Diagrams illustrating how an LED can be turned into a laser by addi-
tion of (wavelength selective) feedback optics. (a) a Fabry-Perot arrangement, (b) a
ditributed feedback (DFB) arrangement, (c) an external cavity diode laser (ECDL)
in the Littrow configuration and (d) an ECDL in the Littman-Metcalf configuration.

Several more sophisticated feedback mechanisms exist that allow for continuous tun-

ability and narrower linewidths. The two types of diode laser utilised in this work

are distributed feedback (DFB) and external cavity diode lasers (ECDL).

Distributed feedback (DFB) diode lasers

Within a DFB diode laser chip the back facet is high reflectivity (HR) coated (as in

a Fabry-Perot device) whilst the front facet of the chip is anti-reflection (AR) coated,

allowing light to pass through. The wavelength selective feedback is provided by a
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periodic structuring of the gain medium. This periodic structure acts as a Bragg

reflector selectively reflecting a single wavelength of radiation and suppressing all

others due to destructive interference. A schematic view of a DFB diode laser is

shown in figure C.2(b) with the distributed Bragg reflector represented by the blue

triangles. The wavelength selectivity of the laser is defined by the spacing of the

Bragg grating and hence if precise grating spacings can be achieved then extremely

good wavelength selectivity is possible. DFB diode lasers routinely achieve linewidths

of the order of 1 − 10 MHz in the near infrared. These laser can also be tuned by

adjusting the diode refractive index either by adjusting temperature or current with

single mode scanning of several hundred GHz possible in the near infrared.

External cavity diode lasers (ECDLs)

An external cavity diode laser (ECDL) utilises an optical cavity that is much larger

than the chip itself. This is done by HR coating one end of the chip and AR coating

the other (as in a DFB laser). Wavelength selective feedback is then provided by a

diffraction grating which is mounted typically several centimeters from the AR coated

front facet of the chip.329 Two configurations of ECDL are frequently employed: the

Littrow configuration and the Littman-Metcalf configuration.331 In the former (shown

in figure C.2(c)) the first order diffracted beam provides feedback directly into the

diode whilst the zeroth order beam is the output of the laser, by finely adjusting the

grating (typically with a piezoelectric transducer) the wavelength that is fed back to

the laser can be tuned. In the latter configuration (figure C.2(d)) the zeroth order

beam again forms the output whilst the first order beam is reflected off an additional

mirror before being fed back to the diode by the grating, in this arrangement the

additional mirror is adjusted to tune the laser. The Littman-Metcalf configuration

offers an advantage because wavelength tuning doesn’t change the path of the output

beam unlike the basic Littrow arrangement. Meanwhile the Littrow arrangement

is capable of producing greater laser powers and with the addition of a correction

mirror can also achieve wavelength tuning without beam path alterations. Both

arrangements offer similar levels of performance with a single laser able to cover

> 10, 000 GHz (with mode hop free scanning over 10’s GHz) and narrow linewidths of

10−100 kHz made possible by the much larger cavity length in these lasers (equation

C.1).
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C.2 Detectors

Two types of photon detectors are used in the work in this thesis. At wavelengths

< 1000 nm a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used. Photomultipliers consist of a pho-

tocathode which emits a photoelectron when an incident photon has energy greater

than its workfunction. This photoelectron is directed by a focusing electrode onto a

dynode and causes the emission of several secondary electrons which are accelerated

onto a second dynode (held at a higher potential) and begin an avalanche of electrons

across many dynodes of increasing potential. Eventually the initial photoelectron is

multiplied by a factor of ≈ 108 and this large number of electrons lead a current spike

at the PMT anode.329 This multiplication of signal makes PMT detector extremely

sensitive (capable of single photon detection) and therefore ideal for CRDS studies

(where high reflectivity mirrors mean that, even for large intracavity intensities, the

photon flux at the detector can be small).

It is difficult to produce a photocathode materials that produce photoelectrons at

wavelengths longer than ≈ 1700 nm. At these wavelengths therefore an alternative

type of detector is required. Photodiodes are a well established technology for light

detection, they effectively work in the same way as LED’s but in reverse. An incident

photon excites an electron across the band gap into the conduction band, the electron

then drifts towards the n-doped semiconductor (which has a lower energy conduction

band) and this flow of electrons can be measured as a current.329 The most common

photodiode detectors are those based on Si which operate between ≈ 400 nm and

≈ 1100 nm and those based on InGaAs which typically operate between ≈ 900 nm

and ≈ 1700 nm but can be extended (for example by tuning the relative abundance

of In and Ga and altering the method of layer deposition used in diode construction)

to 2500 nm.

C.3 Acousto-optic modulators (AOMs)

Acousto-optic modulators (or AOMs) are used several times throughout the exper-

iments in this thesis, first as an optical switch in cavity ringdown spectroscopy and

later as a frequency shifter for self heterodyne beatnote experiments designed to mea-

sure laser linewidth. It is therefore pertinent to introduce them briefly here. An AOM

consists of an acousto-optic crystal (here TeO2) attached to a piezoelectric transducer

which is supplied with a high frequency oscillating voltage (200 MHZ in these exper-

iments). The rapid oscillation of the piezo creates ultrasonic waves in the crystal,
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these waves are associated with wavefronts of compression in the material. When

an acousto-optic material is compressed it’s local refractive index changes and thus

the acoustic waves establish what is effectively a diffraction grating within the mate-

rial.68 This grating effects a laser beam passing through the AOM crystal in two ways.

First it produces several beams of different diffraction orders. The first order beam

is then used in CRDS experiments and can be rapidly extinguished by switching off

the AOM piezo, thus allowing ringdown events to be observed. Secondly, because the

sound waves in the crystal are propagating through it, the diffracted beams take on

a Doppler shift, thus for a 200 MHz AOM the zeroth order beam will remain at its

incident frequency, ν/MHz, whilst the first order diffracted beams will be frequency

shifted to (ν + 200)/MHz. This is utilised in the beat note experiments as will be

detailed later in this thesis. These two effects are shown in figure C.3 which depicts

an AOM schematically.

Figure C.3: A schematic of an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) showing both the
splitting of the input beam by diffraction and the frequency shifting of the diffracted
beam by the AOM frequency.
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Lists of transitions and lasers
Table D.1: Transitions probed in this thesis, assignments are explained in the pre-
vious appendices and chapter 2. The laser number refers to the values in table D.2.

Electronic Vibrational Rotational Wavenumber / cm−1 Laser number

O(1D2)← O(3P2) N/A N/A 15867.862 #1

O(1D2)← O(3P1) N/A N/A 15718.597 #1

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(a
1∆g) (0, 0) Q(4) 5237.962 #2

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(a
1∆g) (0, 0) Q(6) 5237.378 #2

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(a
1∆g) (0, 0) Q(10) 5235.570 #2

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(a
1∆g) (0, 0) Q(12) 5234.345 #2

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (0, 0) pP12(1) 13118.045 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (0, 0) rQ11(18) 13158.744 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (0, 0) rR12(19) 13158.679 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (0, 0) rQ11(28) 13165.166 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (0, 0) rQ11(30) 13165.249 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (0, 0) pP12(31) 12988.723 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (1, 1) rR12(7) 12988.480 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (1, 1) rQ11(16) 13003.448 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (1, 1) rR12(17) 13003.548 #3

O2(b
1Σ+

g )←O2(X
3Σ−

g ) (1, 1) rQ11(22) 13008.894 #3

N+
2 (A

2Πu)←N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) (2, 0) P22(7.5) 12716.722 #3

N+
2 (A

2Πu)←N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) (2, 0) P22(11.5) 12679.979 #3

N+
2 (A

2Πu)←N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) (2, 0) Q22(7.5) 12742.673 #3

N+
2 (A

2Πu)←N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) (2, 0) Q22(11.5) 12719.712 #3

N2(B
3Πg)←N2(A

3Σ+
u ) (7, 6) Q11(16) 12721.942 #3

N2(B
3Πg)←N2(A

3Σ+
u ) (2, 0) R33(14) 13029.829 #3

N2(B
3Πg)←N2(A

3Σ+
u ) (2, 0) Q22(15) 12969.272 #3
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Appendices

Table D.2: Details of the lasers used in this thesis.

Laser number Make Model ID number Operating range / cm−1

#1 Toptica DL100 LD-0633-0100-1 15711− 15898

#2 Eblana EP1909 DXT0250 5233− 5244

#3 Toptica DLPro LD-0780-0100-AR-1 12625− 13376
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